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Introduction

Or, 12 years of random scribblings

A

newspaper columnist is a peculiar animal to be. You’re a mad
monkey in a cage off to the side of the newsroom, hurling
opinions and epiphanies out occasionally to see what they hit.
You mix viewpoints with reporting, ranting with lecturing, and a certain free-wheeling randomness dominates all.
I’ve written dozens of newspaper columns since I first stumbled
into the field back in 1994 at my college paper, The Daily
Mississippian.
I’ve collected my columns before in two booklets, but neither were
quite as permanent as this tome aims to be. Here I’ve picked my
favorite columns from the past decade-plus of ramblings. Some are
serious, some goofy, some just plain oddball.
Re-reading them is a little awkward, as I read opinions I once held
firm that now seem a little inane, or the self-absorbed whining that
sometimes passes for essay-writing. I’ve tried to be a harsh editor on
myself – out go the dated columns (does anyone really care what I
wrote on O.J. Simpson or the Y2K bug?).
I tried to pick columns that I felt still had some essential grain of
truth in them, whether they’re goofy satire or honest memories. If anything, it’s just meant to be a nice little permanent record of the things
that flew through my brain as I journeyed from long-haired college
senior to budding newspaper editor to balding husband and father.
Spanning college days in Mississippi to my work at papers in
California, Nevada and Oregon, re-reading these columns for me felt
like the first draft of an autobiography.
Some of them are more than a little embarrassing for me to read
now, but I tried to keep even the ones that make me cringe a bit if I
felt there was some merit to them.
I always said I’d keep writing columns until I ran out of things to
say. Sometime around 2004 or so, I guess that happened.
I’m still writing like crazy, of course – newspaper features and a
blue ton of movie, music and book reviews, easily enough to fill a
second volume here. Plus, since early 2004 I’ve been writing regularly
on my blog, spatulaforum.blogspot.com.
I love writing newspaper columns. It’s like having a conversation
with yourself in full view of the world. The papers I wrote for aren’t
huge, but I’ve had the pleasure of complete strangers coming up to me
to say something nice about what I wrote, as well as the familiar jour-
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nalist’s booby prize of anonymous hate mail and phone messages.
But I’m glad I did it, and I’m sure I’ll do it more in the future.
At this writing, I’m a few months from moving to New Zealand for
who knows how long with my kiwi wife and half-kiwi, half-Yankee
offspring. The whole “stranger in a strange land” angle ought to provide fertile fruit for future writings.
Special thanks to the editors I’ve worked with and the friends and
family who have served as muses through years of column inches
filled and deadlines barely met. And as always, my love for my wife
Avril and my son Peter has been the engine that keeps me going
through daily life.
Enjoy this ramble through one meager scribe’s life and times, and
thanks as always for reading.
Nik Dirga
Roseburg, Oregon
August 2006
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One:

Mississippi years
1994-1997
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When the sky fell

The Great Mississippi Ice Storm of ’94.

The Daily Mississippian, February 17, 1994

Well, the great Ice Storm of 1994 has come and gone, and now we all
settle back down to a semblance of normality. Already, the “stories o’ the
storm” are beginning to pop up. Soon enough, we’ll be sitting around under
a warm summer sun saying “do you remember when...”
Disasters are funny things. And in many ways, we need them more than
we know.
Living in California for 16 years, a state which ought to be rechristened
the “Disaster State,” I lived through forest fires, earthquakes, and an annual
snowstorm which buried my hometown in up to eight feet of snow on a regular basis. And although at the time I saw these disasters as a big inconvenience, now that I can look back through the rose-colored shades of nostalgia
there’s something to treasure about those times.
When the fickle fingers of fate strike, you abruptly find your life reduced
to the essentials. Problems that seemed all-encompassing a little while
before — what grade you’ll get on the next test, who you’ll go out with this
weekend, how to not end up killing your roommate — these things drop
aside for the more basic concerns of warmth and shelter.
OK, I’ll be first to admit it: the Ice Storm wasn’t exactly Hiroshima. At
the most, it was a burp in the schedule for us, led to some pretty chilly
nights, and we all missed “Seinfeld.” Nonetheless, when you’re directly in
the middle of it all, worldly perspective drops away and you’re faced with a
new world order, one in which your own presence is no longer assured.
This feeling of insignificance hit home for me Thursday morning, as I
awoke to find my house and yard covered in a blanket of ice. It was a mess,
sure, but nothing serious.
Then the sky started falling.
That’s what it seemed like, anyway. I stood out on my front lawn with
my neighbors, and tree branches the size of small cars suddenly started to
fall all around us — collapsing as a result of the weight of the ice gathered
upon them. Across the street, I saw a tree delimb itself in less than a minute.
Behind me, a long-dead birch crashed down in my driveway, blocking it off.
And as the trees fell around me, I was suffused with the horrible feeling that
the world I knew was no longer there, that the careful order of reality had
been changed. For when the sky itself starts falling, how important are you?
When you feel afraid to walk under a simple tree, something you’d ordinarily do without even thinking, you begin to feel very, very trapped.
That feeling just lasted a minute or so, but I’ll remember it for much
longer.
Putting aside that fear, there’s something really invigorating about disasters. Life takes on a clarity as that adrenaline rush kicks in. I remember a
forest fire which swept through the Northern California gold rush community I lived in back in September 1988, a fire dubbed “The 49er Fire.” (Ever
notice the human tendency to name our foes, as if by simply naming them
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we could make them more user-friendly?)
This fire ended up burning close to 30,000 acres of Nevada County that
fall. I remember vividly looking out of my parents’ picture window across
the valley, and seeing an impossibly huge funnel of gray-green smoke rising
from the horizon. Again, I found myself horribly small in the face of such a
force.
I had an old 1971 Jeep Wagoneer at the time, a monster of a truck that I
ended up using to help a good friend of mine’s family evacuate. George’s
parents were Korean, and had tons of fragile porcelain artifacts from the
Mother Country that had to be removed. The fire was about two miles away
from their home, and all indications were that it would end up consuming
George’s place by sundown. In the five hours left in the day, all of us
worked like demons to get everything movable out of George’s house to a
safe haven. We even moved a priceless china statue of some many-armed
Korean goddess without breaking a single arm. The whole time, I remember
smoke getting closer and closer.
Finally, we managed to get everything out but a cast-iron safe that
George’s father had lost the key for. The safe was too heavy to move, and
George’s father couldn’t recall what was in it. So we left it to the flames.
The whole time, I found myself remarkably unconcerned about my own
safety and home (which was luckily far enough out of the fire zone to be
safe). Indeed, if pressed I couldn’t even say I was that concerned about
George’s home. It was the spirit of adventure that propelled me, the fact that
for this one day I could live life on a super-human plane of existence, fighting for a “higher cause.”
And that’s what’s so fundamentally compelling about disasters like ice
storms and forest fires, that they allow us to become something we’ve all
always wanted to be: heroic. While the flames roar and the trees fall, we
lose sight of all the details that keep us from enjoying life to the fullest. In
the heart of disaster, we become more human than ever before.
Note: George’s house ended up not burning that day. Needless to say, he
didn’t get my help moving all that crap back.

Nickalli

You never forget the first girlfriend.

The Daily Mississippian, March 24, 1994

I visited Nickalli last week. Hadn’t seen her in over three years.
There’s been a lot of water under the bridge since then. She became
engaged to a schmuck, unengaged to same schmuck, and then ended up marrying somebody else entirely. I, meanwhile, being of a less productive bent,
merely drifted through a series of masochistic failed relationships before
finally opting to join the Brotherhood of the Chaste and Sane.
We’re old high school classmates, you see. Nickalli and I both grew up
together in Grass Valley, California, a sleepy old mining town nestled in the
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foothills. Somehow or another, we both ended up here in Mississippi. She’s
living in Biloxi for now with her husband of eight months, Brian. Brian’s
stationed at Keesler Air Force Base where he’s finishing up the last of his
training.
There’s something both sad and heartening about visiting your old
friends and finding them all married and domestic. I guess I still haven’t
“grown up” yet, but I just can’t see myself married and settled down… for
one, I have yet to meet a woman who can tolerate my company for more
than 10 months or so.
Nickalli, on the other hand, was perfectly suited to marriage. As far back
as ninth grade I remember her talking fondly about the wedding dress and
china patterns she’d want. We would often spend long lunch breaks sitting
on benches eating bagels and Cornish pasties and wondering what would
become of us in our old age.
She was my first love. It was sixth grade when I fell hard for Nickalli, at
least as hard as a sixth-grader can. It was puppy love, that kind of infatuation that reaches a clean and innocent plateau that we never see again in our
lives. A time when the only thing that matters to you is whether or not she’ll
hold your hand — or God forbid, give you a hug.
I was a real fool for Nickalli then. One of the few universal truths I’ve
learned since is that we’re all fools for the opposite sex when the heat is on.
It starts young and I’m sorry to say I haven’t learned my lesson since.
My passion for Nickalli began when we shared the same English class. I
remember vividly my surreptitious attempts to catch her eye — I would turn
and pretend to have dropped my pencil or to be looking at the clock, all simply to catch a glimpse of her.
Part of the sixth-grade exercises to build our budding minds was the
keeping of a daily journal. Looking through that journal one can see definite
signs of the pretentiousness I wield so handily today. In it, I wax rhapsodic
about my unrequited love for Nickalli, of my feeling knives in my chest
every time she looked at another boy, and so forth.
“Love” as I knew it then seemed a mythical thing, a chance for life to
assume the qualities of every schmaltzy, sentimental romance I’d ever seen
played out in movies, books and television. It was my religion, and I worshiped Nickalli like a golden calf. It was an idealistic love that sometimes, I
try to recall — never coming closer than a wisp of memory.
Despite a series of really embarrassing love notes I wrote her that will
hopefully never see the light of day again, I never did end up “going out”
with Nickalli. Instead, over the years we evolved into something probably a
hell of a lot more concrete: friends.
Through junior and senior high we’d routinely confide in each other
about our current disastrous relationships — who we were in love with this
week, that kind of thing. She would assume a delicate sexless quality in my
mind, becoming one of those rare people in our lives we’d never even consider having a relationship with, because it just wouldn’t feel right — like
jamming a round peg into a square hole.
I even asked Nickalli to Senior Prom (having had the uncanny good timing to break up with my girlfriend of eight months a week before), and her
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schmuck of a fiancée, a Marine who was stationed in Okinawa at the time,
forbade her to go with me. She sat at home while I went with someone else,
and I always regretted that we didn’t go together.
Visiting her in Biloxi was a strange experience. As I said, a lot of water
had gone under our own particular bridge in the past three years. I hadn’t
met her husband Brian before, and I wanted to see her before they moved
on. Brian turned out to be a great guy, and really, I couldn’t imagine her
being any happier than she was. (Although the constant kissing and fondling
they exposed me to did test my sappiness threshold.)
Still and all, I kept having to jolt my mind to remind myself that he wasn’t her boyfriend or anything — he was a husband to her, with all the
responsibility and balancing that requires. “Mrs. Nickalli” took a while to
coalesce in my mind, to fully replace the vivacious maiden I went through
so much with back in the glory days.
While we were sitting in their apartment going over old times, Nickalli
reminded me of an occurrence back in eighth grade I’d long since forgotten,
one that could hardly paint me in any more pathetic of a light:
At age 13, I was a pretty big geek, and was routinely subjected to the sort
of bullying and abuse that goes with that title. Several of the guys one day
started asking me if I’d ever kissed a girl. Without thinking, I told them that
sure, I’d kissed Nickalli once. Of course, they went to find Nickalli to get
her to confirm this mythical kiss. I scurried off and found her first, begging
her to go along with my fib in order to save what was left of my image.
She agreed to tell them she had indeed kissed me, and I loved her then
for that. It was one of those shining moments when the fiction becomes real,
and when she told them that she’d kissed me, for a second I almost believed
it myself.
As I left Nickalli and her husband back in Biloxi, I flashed back to that
forgotten memory she’d reminded me of. Anybody who’d do something like
that for a guy like me deserves all the happiness she can get. Brian’s a lucky
guy.
Good luck with your life, Nickalli. Keep in touch.

All Apologies

A few moments for Kurt Cobain.

The Daily Mississippian, April 14, 1994

Kurt Cobain is dead.
Yeah, you already knew that, didn’t you? But did you care?
I cared. And I know I wasn’t alone out there. I know there were others
out there who gladly drank in Nirvana’s music, their corrosive rage and pain,
and who saw Cobain as another scared, angry kid like themselves. Cobain’s
music didn’t appeal to everyone: it was probably just scary noise to a lot of
you reading this. But to me, there was something that could seem so very
eloquent about a scream. Nirvana’s music could be beautiful in its ugliness.
Nirvana, of course, launched the “grunge” movement in 1991 with their
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10 million-selling album “Nevermind.” Their runaway hit “Smells Like Teen
Spirit” became tagged as the anthem of a generation. Rolling Stone went so
far as to call Cobain the John Lennon of “Generation X.”
Generation X. The very title is insulting, a lame-brain attempt to pour all
the millions of people our age into a single glass. There is no Generation X.
Cobain knew that, and he balked at becoming labeled as yet another teenage
savior.
Instead, he joined that “damned club,” as his mother put it, that select
elite of dead young rock stars. You know them well: Morrison, Joplin,
Hendrix, Vicious, G.G. Allin and so on… stretching morbidly off into infinity, cigarettes in one hand and bottles of Jack Daniels in the other. Born to
die.
I loved Nirvana from the first time I heard them. I wasn’t a big fan of
loud rage-filled music at that point, but that song — oh, that song — did it
for me. “Here we are now, entertain us…” The nihilism and fear in that
voice summed up all the despair I’d ever felt about my own future and
poured it back out to me in a blast of sound. Cobain knew what it was like
to be one of us, to be trapped in a world of contradiction, hypocrisy and
hate, to deal with smarmy psychoanalysts calling you “Generation X,” to
wake up some mornings with absolutely no idea of why you’re here and
what the point of it all was.
I bought all of Nirvana’s tapes that I could. I remember when their latest,
and final, album, “In Utero,” came out I played it until the tape began to
skip. It became one of my favorite records ever, joining the elite pantheon
including Peter Gabriel’s “So” and Tom Waits’ “Rain Dogs.” It may not
have been for everybody, but it was for me. I remember Nirvana wailing in
the background as I said my good-byes to Avril… it seemed as if their music
was a soundtrack to our entire relationship. She got on a plane and flew
right out of my life, and as I walked through the terminal feeling like there
was a hole in my stomach the size of a fist, I could understand every word
of every love song ever written. I blasted my “In Utero” tape the whole ride
back to Oxford.
And Kurt Cobain blasted his own head off with a 20-gauge last Friday
morning. It was just such a stupid and cowardly way for Cobain to go out.
There was such promise left for him if he’d just worked his way out of the
rock star tragedy, kicked heroin and tried to live life for what it was, not
what it should’ve been.
Was Cobain screwed up? Definitely. Will I miss him? Oh yes. Oh, yes.
“What else should I be?
All apologies…
What else could I say…
everyone is gay…
What else could I write…
I don’t have the right…
What else should I be?
All apologies…”
—Kurt Cobain, 1967-1994.
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Never meet your idols

Fear and Loathing in New Orleans.

The Daily Mississippian, May 2, 1994

Well, I finally made it down to the Big Easy weekend before last. And
what a wonderful town it was. Went down there with Melanie for the dreaded “meet-the-parents” ritual (which came off very well, thanks for asking).
We went to Jazzfest ‘94, an annual musical extravaganza at the New Orleans
fairgrounds — tons of music, people, beer and booths hawking everything
from dashikis to handmade jewelry to exotic knives. There was aural candy
for any taste, from Boz Scaggs to Dr. John to Jimmy Buffett.
While wandering around the booths, Melanie and I found a little book
tent. Exploring the place, I found a notice announcing some of the authors
who’d be doing book signings at the tent that day. Among the names was the
familiar one of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson.
The Doctor! Father of the esoteric, reviled and idolized field of Gonzo
Journalism! One of my personal literary idols and a true crazy man to boot. I
convinced Melanie that it’d be a nifty thing to let me go and meet him, to
get the Doc to sign a just-purchased copy of “Fear And Loathing In Las
Vegas.” I’ve always been a fan of Thompson’s bizarre anything-includingthe-kitchen-sink style of reporting, the coverage of events ranging from the
history of the Hell’s Angels to the 1972 presidential campaign — his style so
out there that half the time you lose sight of the line between fact and fiction.
So we went to the booth about 2:45 or so for the 3 o’clock signing. There
was already a sizeable line for this unpublicized event. Melanie took my
camera and got a good spot in the shade while I met a burly gent named Gil
who proclaimed that Thompson was “the king of all things Gonzo!”
Melanie enjoyed the shade and met some Canadians while I listened to
Gil hold an impromptu belching contest and slowly watched the sun burn
me a nice shade of obsidian. Thompson finally showed around 4:30, large
bandage wrapped around his left hand and a beer in his right. Enormous
beetle-like sunglasses obscured his eyes completely. I crumbled into a pile of
charcoal under the sun’s onslaught and the line inched forwards.
At this point, the Jimmy Buffett show was about to kick off. Thompson
signed books at an agonizingly slow pace — rumor had it he was deeply distraught over Richard Nixon’s death that Friday. It seemed odd, that a man
who once compared Nixon to Adolf Hitler should be so broken up over his
death. His “periodic medical breaks” over his hand — treated by the administration of several strange vials of liquids — slowed things down even
more.
There was the wit in line who called out, “Dr. Thompson! How do you
feel about Nixon?”
Thompson answered in his trademark indecipherable mumble, “I loved
the man.” And that was all he had to say on the subject.
I finally made it to the front of the line, several shades darker than I’d
been at the start, and handed over my book for him to sign. In my best fan-
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boy mode, I stammered out to him how much I enjoyed his work.
Thompson shook his head a bit spastically, and muttered something about
“bats” and “gummo wedder t’day nahw eh?” He scribbled “to Nick [sic] HST” with a ballpoint pen, and then immediately afterwards took another
extended medical break. The smell of that joint was nearly overpowering.
There’s nothing quite like meeting your idols – if only to discover that
they’re just as screwed up as the rest of us. I’m not saying I regretted meeting HST — in fact, I got a rather masochistic joy out of it, sunburn and all.
And Melanie, bless her, wasn’t terribly irate about spending two hours
indulging her companion’s whims.

Biting the Big Apple

Things I learned in New York City.

The Daily Mississippian, August 25, 1994

Culture shock. No matter how often you move around, you’re still bound
to end up feeling that sensation, the feeling that you’re a stranger in a
strange land, at one point or another. Now that I’ve been back in Mississippi
for a week or two, I’ve managed to readjust to life in the heart of the Old
South again. The South is an easier place to get used to than some, however.
I spent the summer living in New York City, right in the East Village, as
an intern for Billboard magazine. During my three months there, I learned
many things about life in the big city, and have decided it is my sworn journalistic duty to share with you some of my tips for avoiding culture shock in
the Big Apple:
• Adopt the proper “Noo Yawker” mannerisms, mandatory for survival on
the mean streets of Manhattan: always walk like you know where you’re
going, and look as if you’re vaguely ticked off and possibly homicidal.
Dress like the natives — a handy pair of sunglasses will help you avoid eye
contact with the plentiful beggars, panhandlers and ne’er-do-wells. Do not
stare at them tall buildings, and if you value your life, don’t stand in the
middle of Times Square and make comments like, “boy, my pants sure are
heavy with all this money weighing them down!” or “This ring? Oh, that’s
not fake, it’s 24-karat gold!”
• Learn “subway etiquette”: don’t spit on your neighbors, don’t take the
seat from the 99-year-old lady in the wheelchair, don’t smoke, and don’t go
with the sudden urge to yell “wow, that’s the biggest rat I’ve ever seen!”
• The exciting cultural diversity that’s everywhere in the Big Apple can
sometimes get a little disconcerting, but dwelling on it will enhance your
touristy status. So never take someone’s gender for granted. And don’t stare
at the guy with the pierced tongue.
• Despite the reputation New York has, the city is really a fairly safe
place (I felt safer there than I have in Memphis some nights). If you don’t
act stupid, for the most part you’ll be fine. However, I advise against going
out on the streets between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
• Allow for the higher cost of living in Manhattan. To compare between
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New York and Mississippi exchange rates, one can of Pepsi there is equivalent to the cost of one and a half cans here. A turkey sandwich at the local
deli is equal to three cheeseburgers at Sonic. A taxi ride across Manhattan is
equal to a trip to Atlanta and back in your car. A taxi ride across Manhattan
by a driver who was born in America is equal to the value of your car.
• Explore the fine cuisine of one of the largest cities in the world. Eat lots
of bagels and remember, there’s no such thing as too much coffee. Avoid
any eatery that has a one-eyed bulldog named “Fang” as a mascot.
• See the sights! The Natural History Museum is quite amazing (especially the life-size replica of the blue whale), and the Guggenheim and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art are worth checking out. Some of the lesserknown attractions are fun, too: The American Museum of Unique and
Interesting Things Found In The Trash, Off-Center Park (down a-ways from
Central), and Bob’s House of Automatic Weaponry.
• When leaving New York for greener pastures, be sure to tip the guy
who carries your luggage and the taxi driver who takes you to the airport.
However, you’re not under any obligations to tip the guy who cleans the taxi
windshield at stop lights.

The family tree

Four generations of Dirga men.

The Daily Mississippian, September 1, 1994

Nicholas Dirga was born in 1881, the same year as Harry S. Truman, in a
small town near the border of Austria-Hungary. The town has since been
relocated to somewhere in the Czech Republic. Nicholas, his name probably
anglicized from “Dirganov,” emigrated to America in the mid-1890s. He
married Anna “Baba” Firer, also from Eastern Europe, in 1897 or so. A wedding portrait of him shows a darkly handsome man, almost Rumanian looking, with a grim handlebar mustache. Nicholas Dirga would die in 1919 at
the relatively young age of 38, a victim of influenza.
Nicholas Dirga II was born in 1911 in Connecticut, the same year as
Ronald Reagan. He suffered from a painful kidney ailment that would cause
him to move around the country throughout his life before he would finally
settle in Apopka, Florida, where he became a jeweler. He married Alexandra
“Al” Bruchansky, who was of Russian stock, in 1934. Nicholas and
Alexandra, by one of those strange quirks of fate, shared the names of Tsar
Nicholas II of Russia and his wife, executed in 1918. Nicholas Dirga II
would die in 1975 at 64 after refusing to have the surgery that could’ve
saved his life.
My father, Richard Dirga, was born in 1940 in San Diego, California. He
would join the Air Force at 17 and rise to the rank of lieutenant colonel during a long career. He is alive and well at the age of 54.
Nicholas Dirga — not the fourth, since my grandfather chose not to
name his only son after himself — was born in 1971 in Fairbanks, Alaska.
That’s me.
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Genealogy is a strange and wonderful thing. In today’s “now is everything” culture, we neglect our ancestors in favor of our future. Our past
flickers on the edge of our immediate vision, shimmering like an ancient
newsreel, black and white and dead.
I never gave much thought to my heritage until recently. I knew that I
had a somewhat unusual last name (certified by how many teachers have
mangled it during roll call over the years), and that was about it. This summer, I got the chance to visit some of my father’s relatives in Connecticut
and to dig my hands about in the fertile soil of history.
I met my great-aunt Helen Dirga, the last surviving child of “Baba”
Dirga, my great-grandmother — who died at the ripe old age of 96 in 1972,
the year after I was born. Aunt Helen is 86 and about four feet tall, yet pulsating with spunk and gumption. She lives with this yapping chihuahua from
hell and still mows her lawn once a week.
Through Helen, I got to see my great-grandfather’s wedding portrait and
learn more about the tangled web of my personal history. She told of how
Baba served potato soup five nights a week during the depths of the
Depression, and of how my great-grandfather Nicholas drank fiercely… his
dreams of America lost in menial laboring jobs and the hardship of raising a
family in a foreign land. A bitter man, my namesake was… and I’ve heard
much the same about my grandfather Nicholas from my own parents.
My great-grandfather Nicholas emigrated through Ellis Island in 1897.
This summer, I got a chance to tour Ellis Island, where so many hundreds of
thousands of foreigners became Americans during the first half of this century. To stand in that enormous hall and imagine the faceless, hopeful masses
churning through there, and that 97 years ago my namesake was one of
them… I then truly understood the meaning of the phrase “the weight of history.”
Learning more about one’s past relatives is a powerful method of introspection. I never knew my grandfather or my great-grandfather — who
would be 83 and 113, respectively, if alive today. I content myself with following the fading fingerprints of their ghosts, and with divining what little I
can of myself from their lives. And if I ever have a son of my own, I’ll probably end up bowing to tradition and naming the little feller Nicholas. At the
very least, the kid can look forward to a lifetime of hearing his last name
mispronounced by his teachers.

A boy’s first love

The Jeep Wagoneer is a harsh mistress.

The Daily Mississippian, September 15, 1994

A boy treats his first car a lot like he does his first girl: he worships the
heck out of it, treasuring every curve and detail. He loves that car as if it
were an extension of his own flesh and blood. The importance of a boy’s
first automobile cannot be underestimated. It’s a rite of passage right up
there with the first TP-ing of your neighbor’s house and the first can of beer
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choked down in the bushes behind your parents’ garage.
I remember my first car fondly. It was a gas-guzzling monstrosity that
only a 16-year-old surging with hormones could love: a 1971 Jeep
Wagoneer, lime green with authentic imitation wood paneling. A thundering
leviathan of a car, it’d been given to me by my parents upon the occasion of
my passing my driver’s test. It wasn’t a Camero or a Porsche, but it was
mine. My parents had bought the car six months before I was born, and
somehow, like a tick fastened to a hound dog’s rump, the Jeep just wouldn’t
go away. By the time I assumed possession of it, the Jeep’s main purpose in
our family was to serve as the “dump truck” — it would, once a month or
so, be filled with several bags and boxes of garbage that my dad would then
haul out to the county landfill.
The Jeep had an AM radio, and every spot that didn’t have that oh-sotacky authentic imitation wood paneling on it had this sticky black vinyl
upholstery that could yank out whole hunks of flesh on a hot summer’s day.
It was about as wide as I was tall at the tender age of 16, and in my adolescent fantasies I imagined all lesser cars would merely bounce off its exterior
like mosquitoes attacking an elephant. I took the keys to the Jeep with joyful
abandon and nodded sagely to my dad’s warnings about such matters as
insurance, gas mileage and proper safety maneuvers.
I was the first kid on the block to have his own car. I immediately
became the center of attention among my younger friends. My buddy Nat
and I took to spending endless Saturday afternoons “cruising” the hills of
our Northern California hometown, using the Jeep as an excuse to check out
the girls working at the local McDonald’s. Once I replaced the AM radio
with something more modern (it occurred to me that blasting the local AM
talk radio station while careening through the streets of Grass Valley wasn’t
the coolest way to attract babes), we’d hurtle along with such mid-’80s idols
as INXS and Duran Duran along for accompaniment.
The Jeep, in its notorious ungainliness, was the perfect metaphor for my
own gangling puberty-stricken self. Although the nicknames for the Jeep
came quick from my classmates — “The Avacadomobile,” “The Green
Machine,” “Tuna Boat” — I still kept that glowing pride of ownership, even
during the Jeep’s occasional technical malfunctions.
I look back now and am somewhat proud that I managed to inflict more
damage on that poor car during the nine months I drove it than my parents
did in the 17 years they’d had it. By August of 1988, I’d somehow cracked
the windshield, lost a hubcap, broken a fan belt, pulverized the rear door
lock, jammed the gas pedal and snapped the key off in the ignition twice.
Sturdy though it was, the Jeep was no match for a crowd of 16-year-old
kids.
The Jeep finally met its maker around Thanksgiving of that same year
when the engine threw a rod. I was on my third date with Celiné, driving on
the freeway between towns when the “ping-ping” noise I’d been hearing
from the engine all night suddenly turned into a “PING-PING CLUNKA
CLUNKA TWACK” noise. We were going up a steep hill when there was a
sharp snapping noise from under the hood, followed by several loud metallic
shrieks and groans, followed immediately thereafter by one of the engine’s
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pistons ricocheting through the Jeep’s hood and out into the midnight air. A
dense cloud of black smoke filled the air instantly, and as I slammed on the
brakes I heard the unmistakable sound of car hitting car come from behind
me.
I pulled into the median lane as the engine of the Jeep burst into flames
and wondered whether this would hurt my chances of getting lucky with
Celiné that night. When I turned to look behind me, I saw three cars scattered all over the road — apparently in their rush to avoid me, the nearby
cars had all crashed into each other. When the five Highway Patrol cars and
two fire engines arrived at the scene a few minutes later, I was found not to
be at fault in the accident; but the cars who’d been following me too close
were. While the fire department hosed down the remains of the Jeep’s
engine, I contemplated suicide as I tried to imagine explaining this one to
my dad.
Dad didn’t kill me, and Celiné didn’t break up with me (then, anyway).
The Jeep, once towed home, sat in our driveway for a few weeks before it
was sold for scrap for $200 to a junk dealer in Lake Tahoe. I would get a
new car a few months later, a trusty Subaru that I could rattle off some stories about as well, but somehow neither that car nor any I’ve had since then
ever quite measured up to the Jeep. A boy never forgets his first love.

Plight of the fenior

The ninth semester of college.

The Daily Mississippian, October 6, 1994

You freshmen think you have it bad? Try being a fifth-year senior — a
“fenior,” if you will. Feniors are the campus equivalent of Norm from
“Cheers”: we never quite leave that bar. Everybody knows our name, and
the seat of that bar stool is starting to have an uncanny likeness to our posterior.
Freshmen have the future laid out before them like a golden path to
glory. Feniors get the constant lectures about being “cut off” by their parents
and spend their nights worrying about life without dental insurance. The primary worry of freshmen is whether to pledge or not. The primary worry of
feniors is whether to sell the car to pay off their credit cards or not.
Seriously now – it’s a rather strange feeling for me to realize that I’ve
been a resident of this campus for going on five years now, and that
December lies before me as a gate with the words “Point Of No Return”
prominently emblazoned across it. Suddenly, résumés and cover letters are
more than a cute exercise they put you through in English 321.
The perils of Algebra and Trig start to look pretty damned inviting when
compared with the idea of working 9-5 for the rest of your life at a job you
may very well hate. This is the reason graduate school exists, contrary to
popular assumption – it’s not really a path to higher enlightenment and
greater cosmic understanding of whatever discipline you’ve chosen to major
in. It’s a “Get Out Of Jail Free” card that you can apply toward staving off
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the real world for at least two more years.
The physical changes a fenior undergoes can be pretty traumatic as well.
Puberty is no more – instead, our bodies undergo a strange phenomena
known as “putrefaction,” also labeled “preparing for that dirt nap.” Feniors
no longer grow up and up – instead, we expand out and out. Just look at that
buddy you roomed with your freshman year and tell me he hasn’t gained a
spare tire or two around the waist. Your hair either is going gray or receding
altogether, and there are frightening creaks and pops from your bones every
time you attempt something you once would’ve done easily in your prime.
And, um, fenior guys – we went and hit our sexual peak at age 19. The ol’
get up and go got up and went.
You know you’re a fenior when somebody asks you campus directions,
and no matter how arcane the destination, you can point them there without
hesitation and offer a few alternate scenic routes as well:
“Zook Hall, the Center For The Study Of Left-Handed Polka-Dot
Iguanas Named ‘Jeff’? Right over there...”
“Great! Say, would you happen to know where the Chancellor’s long-lost
hunchback twin brother is kept?”
“Sure! Right on top of Ventress Hall. Just keep an ear out for the bells.”
They say a rolling stone gathers no moss. In a fenior’s case, the stone not
only has moss, but a nice little vegetable garden going in the back yard as
well.

Top of the world

A beer, a band, and all is right.

The Daily Mississippian, October 13, 1994

There are a lot of things I could write about this week. I could write
about how sick I am of people bashing President Clinton, I could write
about how completely uninterested I am in who becomes Homecoming
Queen, or I could write about all the people who have decided to attack me
for daring to speak my mind lately. But it’s been a long semester so far, and
I really don’t feel like making it any longer by drawing more fire.
So I’ll write about music.
Last Thursday night I went to Blue Mountain’s single release party at
Proud Larry’s. Had an absolutely wonderful time watching my favorite local
band doing what they do best — a little bit of country, a little bit of punk, a
whole lotta rock ‘n’ roll. Lots of friends I hadn’t seen in a long time were
there, and for once the place wasn’t jam-packed with underaged freshmen
trying to get in, so there was a semi-intimate atmosphere. Kemble and Sam
and I sat at the bar and got pestered by an absolutely plastered young lady
who insisted on telling us how wonderful the Dave Matthews Band is and
how she’d fight anyone who said different. I made the colossal mistake of
mentioning to her I interviewed Dave Matthews this summer, and paid for it
by having her harass me until she found other prey.
The show was loose and fun. Cary and Laurie and their new drummer
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Frank gave an excellent performance — nobody in this town can play long
guitar solos like Cary Hudson. I’ve been to so many Blue Mountain shows
in the past few years (check my wallet for my groupie card) that it’s become
an almost Deadhead-like experience; you know the words and all, but each
time the band still up and surprises you. Their “rural-punk-rock” style is
something quintessentially Oxford to me, and each time I leave town I find
myself waiting for the next time I can come back and hang out at a Blue
Mountain show, Rolling Rock in one hand and snapping the fingers of my
other hand feverishly to the beat.
When the familiar twang of the band’s anthemic “Soul Sister” rang out
Thursday night, it was the spark that lit a somewhat-sluggish audience to
action. People, inebriated and non-, boogied ferociously while I stood in
front of a three-foot amp and felt the hairs on my legs shake with every snap
of the drum. Looking around, I saw a really diverse crowd there — Greeks,
independents, non-students, blacks, whites, Malaysians — every kind of person that goes into making Oxford Mississippi’s best melting pot was there.
And they were pretty much all getting into it, despite their differences in
age, social standing and color.
It was one of those nights where nothing exceptional happened — didn’t
meet the girl of my dreams or get arrested or into one of those deep soulsearching conversations with a complete stranger or anything — but at the
same time, everything happened and came together in such a way that, for
just a few minutes at least, there weren’t any worries in life. Just music.
We all need more moments like that.

The unfinished beer
A minor epiphany.

The Daily Mississippian, October 27, 1994

Here’s a little known fact: people drink a lot on this campus. In fact, people drink a lot, period. Guzzling beer on a Saturday night is considered by
many to be as American as Lady Liberty and apple pie. I see nothing wrong
or morally bereft about downing a few at a weekend bash every once in a
while.
But then there was last weekend. I was offered a beer — Rolling Rock,
my personal favorite — and I couldn’t finish it. The first sip tasted smooth
and cool, the way every beer should taste. The second was watery and lukewarm, the taste of a Coke left in the sun too long. The third sip I found
myself fingering my bloated stomach and considering how much of it I
owed to beers like this one. By the time the opportunity for the fourth sip
came around, the beer bottle was in the bottom of the trash can and I had an
ice water in my hand. The thrill, quite simply, was gone.
Digression: This column is not a condemnation of those who would
drink, and I know there are plenty of us out there. Neither is it an approval
— it’s simply one man’s experience and minor epiphany, laid out here in
harsh cold type for all to see. Onwards.
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Since that unfinished beer, I’ve done a lot of thinking about drinking.
Serious and sober thinking, the kind most of us rarely consider. I began to
wonder just what the point of it all was.
I experienced a very different adolescence than many students, I’d hazard
to guess. I never had much more than a sip of anything stronger than Jolt
cola before my freshman year here. It wasn’t that I was a Bible-thumping
teetotaler throughout high school or anything, or that I was somehow scared
of the consequences — it was, quite simply, that the chance never came up.
The crowd I ran with wasn’t composed of hard drinkers. While there were
those in our town who wheedled a six-pack of Miller Lite out of their older
brothers and furtively drained it deep in the woods, I somehow never found
my way into their good graces.
My weekends in high school, in retrospect, seem to consist of gauzy halfremembered moonlight conversations about women and the future; of clandestine rendezvouses with the long-lost girls I loved then, in my fashion; of
endless cheap movies at the Del Oro Theater and of low-key parties where
the harshest things to be found was the occasional cigarette. There was alcohol out there, I’m sure, but the closest I ever came to it was in the seventh
grade when Nat and I busted into my dad’s liquor cabinet and choked down
a few gulps of some noxious-tasting blue stuff.
That changed when I came to Ole Miss. I didn’t suddenly shed my civilized demeanor and become a keg-draining maniac bounding merrily from
party to party or anything, but I did begin to drink. I found ... and find ...
nothing morally wrong with drinking. I regret not a single moment I’ve ever
experienced under the influence, although a few Tequila-induced incidents
come awfully close to the cut. I remember the first good buzz I caught, at a
fraternity party my freshman year — Joe’s girlfriend bought us a six-pack of
Purple Passions, I became convinced the girl that was dancing next to me
loved me, and I resisted the urge to call the UPD “pigs” — and I remember
my first complete and utter drunk, on a camping trip to Louisiana one
spring. After that, drinking became fairly routine for me. I never worried
about it; who would?
This last year or so, I stepped up the drinking a few degrees. Worries
about graduation, the future and women topped the list of anxieties, and
relief from them was welcome. That I needed that in turn worried me more.
I consider myself an intrinsically strong person, one who has accepted life as
it is and who has no regrets, whatever may come. To suddenly find myself
making excuses and rationalizing was disconcerting.
A few weekends ago, when under the influence of a pint of vodka I
found myself lying half underneath my car intensely inspecting my muffler
around three in the morning, I began to wonder if this was a constructive
way of life I was leading. Last weekend, when I couldn’t even face the idea
of drinking an entire beer, I knew something had to change for me.
I think my whole problem with alcohol, and it’s something I’ve mulled
over for a long time, is that it keeps me from being who I want to be. Funny,
huh? Most people say they drink to lose their inhibitions. When I drink, I
feel as if I’m piling on the masks, one by one. I don’t like to lose sight of
myself, and I fear that’s what alcohol does to me. It could be genetic —
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none of my family are heavy drinkers, although I’ve never really asked them
why.
I’m not swearing off alcohol forever or anything. I’m sure I’ll drink a
beer now and then, be nudged into drinking a glass of wine for a merry
toast, but I somehow feel I’ll rarely be going into situations with the questionable “goal” of getting as “f—ed up as possible” either. Maybe I’m just
getting old; a friend of mine who’s 28 once warned me that around age 22, I
will rapidly fall out of an arrested adolescence and into the role of concerned
adult. Here I am a few weeks shy of 23 and it seems to have happened.
As I said at the outset, I don’t condemn anybody who chooses to spend
all their free time drinking. Arrogance and preaching in any stripe is the
bane of my existence. It’s just that all of a sudden, I see drinking as more of
a prison than an escape ... and for now, I’m choosing to live my life as free
as I possibly can.

Bob the Kelvinator

Or, how not to buy appliances.

The Daily Mississippian, November 17, 1994

A newborn bird usually makes a few stumbles before it gets fully out of
the nest. And so it goes with college freshmen, many of whom take the
opportunity to joyfully disobey every rule their parents ever taught them in
their first six weeks of school, before they get put on academic suspension at
midterm.
I arrived at Ole Miss in late August of 1990. I was as raw as any freshman, geeky, gangling and gawky. There are so many obstacles an incoming
freshman has to overcome, so many things never even considered — parking stickers, registration, buying books, pledging, and of course… refrigerators.
Picture your humble narrator as he cowers his way through the foreboding halls of Stockard-Martin, mind frantically pinwheeling as he tries to consider what vital things he’s forgotten to see about… and he realizes that he’ll
need a refrigerator. Humble narrator’s less-humble roommate John and he
conspire to split the purchase of a refrigerator, and scour the want ads in the
DM. As fortune would have it, one ad reads “Refrigerator for sale. $30
OBO.”
I called the number listed from the lobby phone, since my own phone
hadn’t been hooked up. Over the din in the lobby I carried on a brief “conversation” with someone of indeterminable ethnic origin and we arranged to
meet him at his apartment in the Village that evening. John and I trekked
over there merrily, celebrating our impending entrance into the world of cold
storage.
We arrived at the apartment of a pleasant Egyptian fellow named Fahkid,
who was departing for Cairo within the week and wanted to divest himself
of bulky material possessions. Fahkid’s apartment smelled of exotic tobaccos and foreign oils, and he ushered us into his kitchen to see the fridge. The
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refrigerator John and I had imagined turned out not to be one of those rinkydink 3’ x 3’ dorm fridges that we’d expected, but a solid steel monstrosity
that was nearly four feet tall — a Kelvinator by brand name, a freon-chugging relic that couldn’t have been less than thirty years old. The kind of
fridge you see lurking in the background on old “Honeymooners” episodes.
That kind o’ fridge.
For reasons still hazy to me, somehow Fahkid talked John and I into buying the damned thing, for $5 off the listed price of $30. An antique dealer
might’ve appreciated the deal, but for two freshman college students without
cars, the purchase seemed a bit foolish. Nevertheless, I was determined to
triumph against the odds and rescue the Kelvinator from oblivion —
besides, my supervision-free mind told me, think how many cans of beer
one could store within this monster’s bowels!
Now there was just the logistics to consider. Namely, the fact that John
and I were suddenly owners of a 200-lb. refrigerator that we somehow had
to transport across campus from the Village to Stockard-Martin ... and none
of our friends owned a pickup truck. Not a problem. Why, we brave freshmen would carry the Kelvinator across campus! We borrowed a dolly from
the dorm management, and recruited our hapless neighbor Robert to assist
us in our mission. Then, courage firmly in hand, we set off for the Village.
Things got off on the wrong foot when we promptly managed to drop the
Kelvinator (or “Bob,” as we’d begun to call him, seeing an evil sentient
gleam in his chrome face) down the stairs of Fahkid’s building. Ignoring
scrapes and dings, the three of us loaded Bob onto the dolly and wheeled
him off in the direction of Stockard. And dropped him again. Three more
times before we reached the main road.
I think back often now on that misguided venture, and how we must have
looked that cool August night — three freshmen valiantly pushing a 200-lb.
refrigerator down the side of the road. Many people probably just assumed
we were some arcane fraternity initiation rite and drove on. At one point,
Bob tipped over smack in the middle of Rebel Drive, and John simply sat
down on the asphalt and began to weep.
Somehow or another, we got Bob to the dorm intact. We bribed an R.A.
with two bucks (they aren’t paid too well) and shoved Bob into an elevator,
which promptly sank about nine inches. The elevator groaned under its massive load, but grudgingly carried us to the eleventh floor, where Bob would
remain enshrined lovingly in room #1117 for the rest of his days. He became
the recognized beer containment system for just about the entire eleventh
floor of Stockard-Martin, until after almost a year, a diligent R.A. noticed
the four-foot tall refrigerator in the corner of our room. It took three U.P.D.
officers to carry him down eleven flights of stairs — it being decided Bob
was too heavy to send back down the elevator.
I have no idea what Bob’s final fate was — perhaps he was donated to
some needy family. But in my twisted fashion, I like to think of Bob the
Kelvinator best lying prone in the middle of Rebel Drive, three sweating and
weeping freshmen standing frustrated near him, BMWs honking and beeping as they drove past.
I can truthfully say I haven’t had as much fun due to a refrigerator since.
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Road-tripping

Seventeen hours to Ohio and back, and a little madness.

The Daily Mississippian, December 1, 1994

Road trips are wonderfully therapeutic. After several months of unrelenting academia, there’s nothing quite like hitting the highway and seeing the
country.
So last Thursday I took off to Columbus, Ohio for the Mid-Ohio comic
book convention. I put out a little amateur comic book called “Amoeba
Adventures,” which I’ve been doing on and off the last four years or so, and
conventions like this are a nice place to gain some exposure and criticism.
The artist on “Amoeba Adventures,” Max Ink, lives in Columbus and
offered me a place to crash. I just had to find a way to get there.
I could’ve taken a plane, I guess, or a train, but I opted to make a grand
epic experience out of the whole thing by driving alone the estimated eleven
hours to Ohio.
The drive up on Thursday, Thanksgiving Day, was quite nice. Having
never been to Kentucky or Ohio, I got to see a whole section of the country I
never had before. The weather was beautiful and clear, and for the most part
the traffic was light (my wise and worldly father having advised me to drive
up on Thanksgiving Day rather than Wednesday, which is notorious as the
worst travel day of the year).
A major setback occurred right around Franklin, Tennessee. My
Mudhoney tape chose that moment to jam in my stereo whilst being ejected,
rendering my tape player useless. I discovered that the only radio station in
all of Kentucky I could pick up played nothing but ten-year-old Chicago and
Hall & Oates classics around the clock. I can now recite the lyrics to that
golden ’80s Kenny Rogers/Dolly Patron chestnut “Islands In The Stream”
by heart.
But on the whole, the drive up was quite enjoyable. Kentucky is a gorgeous state, full of rolling, rocky hills and open plains.
The trip back was neither enjoyable nor gorgeous.
As I left Columbus Sunday afternoon, it was sprinkling lightly. Max told
me that “in Columbus, rain always moves east,” so therefore I wouldn’t
have to deal with rain for long. Being illiterate in areas of meteorology, I of
course swallowed this bit of backwoods logic and set off.
It rained for the next ten hours straight. It rained from Columbus to
Cincinnati, from Cincinnati to Louisville, and from Louisville to Nashville.
No mere summer showers here, this was stuff that would make Captain
Ahab think twice before driving through it. It hit me as I entered Louisville
that it would be wise to stop at a Motel 6 for the night to recharge my batteries and ride out the storm.
At this point, a unique biological phenomenon occurred. It may be based
exclusively in men — it’s called the “Manly Man Syndrome.” The symptoms are that a previously-rational individual suddenly takes it into his head
to pursue a foolhardy and quite possibly dangerous activity. This explains
football, bungee jumping, and the decision my brain chose to make without
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consulting any other vital organs that might be affected by my choice.
“What the heck,” I thought. “It’s early yet. I’ll just drive the whole way
through.”
So, stocking up on caffeine and grabbing my Nine Inch Nails and
Ministry tapes to put in my now-repaired stereo, I boldly leaned back and
settled in for the duration.
This is when the rain upped itself into what could charitably be called a
“raging tsunami.” I crawled through Kentucky at a top speed of 35 miles per
hour, periodically dodging the tidal waves passing Mack trucks would cause.
I arrived in Nashville three hours later than I’d planned and with my normal
cool sense of composure lost.
The final stretch of the drive, things got weird. I flew through Memphis
and hit Hwy. 78 to Oxford not quite cognizant of myself or my surroundings. Only the imperative of my mission — “Must....drive...on…” — kept
me functioning. Forget drugs or whiskey — try driving 15 hours straight and
you too will achieve a higher plane of consciousness. My brain entered
unique realms of thought during that last hour. My mind began to churn in
amazing fashions: I came up with a coherent, foolproof plan to create
nuclear fusion, solved the Bosnian conflict, and created a quality Fox sitcom, only to forget it all once I stopped to find a pen. There but for the
grace of God go I.
I sit here today, multiple hours of catch-up sleep and coffee later, and
cannot recall driving from Memphis to Oxford at all. I did find it odd that
there’s a significant dent in my hood that bears a striking resemblance to a
Mississippi Highway Patrol officer.
Now I just need to take a road trip to recover from my road trip.

Long arm of the law

My brief career as a soda thief.

Oxford Town #73, January 5, 1995

I’ve often wondered why more people don’t break the law in this country. It’s really an absurdly easy thing to do, whether you’re lifting hubcaps or
committing credit card fraud. An idealist might say that most people obey
the law because they have an innate respect for other people and don’t want
to cause them harm.
Noble notion. But in reality we’re just afraid of getting caught, pure and
simple. We all learn at a young age what happens to you when you do bad,
and rarely stray from the path of righteousness again.
Take my brief life as a criminal — lasting for about six months during
the fall of 1984, when I was in sixth grade.
I was in many respects your average 12-year-old; geeky, goofy and
gawky, grudgingly respectful of authority figures and deathly afraid of
parental vengeance. My best friends at the time were Chris and Eric. Chris
was an imaginative, cerebral lad, prone to thinking things through, while
Eric was — how can I put this kindly — born under an unlucky star. If Eric
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could get the worst of a situation, he would. He was the only kid I knew
who could get his face caught in a bicycle chain, who could break his arm
while swimming, or who would, unfailingly, while trying his first cigarette,
manage to drop it and light his jeans on fire. Together Chris and Eric were
my comrades-in-arms through most of my childhood misadventures. It was
with them that I became a novice kleptomaniac.
Chris and I walked to school every morning together, dodging assorted
bullies and rabid dogs. We often stopped at the local supermarket for candy
or a Coke. Chris noticed one day that the candy section was in the rear of
the store, far away from the registers and any supervision. On a lark and a
dare, he swept a Kit-Kat into his open backpack and sauntered out of the
store coolly. Chris and I immediately saw the possibilities, and began frequenting the candy section regularly. We perfected our technique — the
casual grab, the bump-into-the-rack-and-grab, and of course, the trip-andsnag.
As often happens with criminals, our confidence was our downfall. Chris,
alone and feeling adventurous one afternoon, had no less than thirteen separate candy bars in his backpack when the burly manager stopped him at the
door. He plea-bargained that it was his first time and got off with a sentence
of a month confined to his room and some severely bruised buttocks. But
not having been caught myself, I merely moved on to other, higher stakes.
This time my arena was the bus stop. My luckless pal Eric and I learned
one morning that, by jamming our pre-pubescent arms into a nearby Coke
machine’s slot and fidgeting about a bit, we could get free Cokes. Thus, for
many happy weeks Eric and I had free beverages to sip on the bus to school.
In this instance, Eric’s unique clumsiness was our rather cataclysmic end —
Eric decided to try for two Cokes at once, and of course, promptly wedged
his hand and most of his arm in the Coke machine. All of my yanking and
pulling on his arm (over his somewhat distracting yells) were to no avail.
When the fire trucks came, Eric was still hollering and I was blaming him
quite loudly for our getting caught.
This time, they threw the book at me. Not only was the Coke machine
removed from the bus stop, but my parents proved to be most unconvinced
by any excuses I came up with. To compound my woes, somehow or another they also found out about my involvement in the candy bar incident at
this point. I was grounded for six months and forced to apologize to Eric’s
parents for my part in the maiming of their precious son. I was in the clink
and my career was over.
Since that dark day 11 years ago, I’ve been a model citizen. But I must
confess to, every once in a while, feeling a slight urge when I walk by a
Coke machine. Luckily I never follow through.
After all, my arm’s much bigger now.
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Eric Hampton

A friend whose hand I never got to shake.

Oxford Town #79, February 16, 1995

“We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars.”
—Oscar Wilde

Eric Hampton drew spaceships. He drew spaceships, and giant cosmic
robots, and interstellar pirates — and he drew them great. He published an
amateur comic book called “Kari and the Pirate,” the adventures of a beautiful young willful girl and her friends. He lived in Minneapolis. I’d never met
him, but we were still friends — both of us being in the amateur comics biz,
we’d corresponded several times, even spoken on the phone once, and were
working on an ongoing collaboration that, like most projects I’m involved
in, never quite got off the ground.
Last week, Eric was heading home after a basketball game and was
attacked. Nobody in Minneapolis seems to be quite sure who it was or why.
It could’ve been anybody; so things happen in the year of our Lord 1995.
After the assault, Eric fell into a coma.
On Monday, he died. He was only 28 years old.
Eric and his fiancée Kammy were to be married in April. In his letters
and his comics, you could read his words and tell he was really in love with
her.
Tuesday night, my friend Bob called me from Utica, New York with the
news. Almost as soon as I picked up the phone, I could tell it was something
bad. Bob and I had just talked only two nights before — why call again so
soon? He called because our friend Eric was dead.
After we got off the phone, I went to my room and dug out my copies of
“Kari and the Pirate” and read them all again. In them, Eric weaved a skillful, fun tale of spacebound adventure and glory. He didn’t ride the wave of
gritty, blood-spattered comics so in vogue today. Kari was his “plucky heroine,” merrily making her way through a galaxy where things would always
turn out OK in the end.
After reading the comics, I went back to the office, sat down, and wrote
this column about Eric. I didn’t know what else to do. As I told Bob, if this
were one of our comic books we could suit up, jump in our Batmobile, and
go to Minneapolis and hunt down Eric’s murderers and bring them to justice.
But I’m no Superman. I’m just a writer.
...So I’m doing what I do. Writing. Writing about Eric, telling the 20,000
or so of you reading this newspaper about his life and his work, hoping he’ll
at least be remembered. It was just another stupid and sad death, one of so
damned many today. I wish I’d known him better. I wish I’d been able to
meet him, shake his hand and tell him I liked his work.
When things like this happen and I feel so powerless, when I feel I can’t
do anything, I take solace in the fact that I can still type and see the words
on the paper and feel a little more real.
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Eric Hampton loved space. He’s now among those stars he loved so
much, and I feel that much poorer for his loss.
Goodbye, Eric.
Note: Eric Hampton’s murder remains unsolved to this day.

The smell of pages

Book madness in Manhattan’s The Strand.

Oxford Town #85, March 30, 1995

I’ve often wondered why there isn’t a cologne called “Eau De Used
Book.” I know I’d buy it.
There’s just something so ethereal about the smell that pervades an old
book. Confess to it — surely you, like I, have been known to crack open a
hefty tome and, after checking both left and right to be sure no one is looking, take a large whiff of that book’s pleasures. That odor carries with it the
perfume of knowledge, of great adventures and ancient stories waiting to be
told yet again. It’s intoxicating, and addictive.
Even when I was just a wee sprat, I loved visiting used book stores.
When my family and I were in Europe for a year, I wasn’t half as impressed
by the Mona Lisa or the Parthenon as I was by the homey little libraries of
Vienna, Seville or London. I remember being quite dazzled whenever we
entered one of these dusty little bookstores Europe is so populated by — I
would stare up at the shelves looming high over me, inhale the cobwebs and
must, and even though I couldn’t understand half the books I saw, I was captivated.
I have known many good bookstores; only a few great ones. One in particular is Ames Bookstore in Northern California. The owners of this store
fled to the mountains after the 1989 Whittier earthquake, loading up two
semis with their books and heading for the hills, having had enough of Los
Angeles’ temperamental soil. They set up shop in my hometown when I was
in high school, in a place about half the size of what they needed to store
their plethora of publications.
I ended up working part-time for Ames during my senior year in high
school. Having discovered that I’d spend every spare cent I had there anyway, I worked for books. I’d go in there Saturday afternoons to shelve their
latest acquisitions. The store was so packed, there was only enough room in
the aisles for one person — less than one if you were a hefty eater. I would
spend those afternoons lost in the tunnels of the store, shelving book after
book and more often than not stopping to pick out every third one for
myself. It was a bookworm’s dream.
Last summer I discovered what may be the Nirvana of used bookstores,
The Strand in Manhattan. While working in the Big Apple, I spent many
weekends just simply walking about and taking it all in.
I soon discovered that only a few blocks from my dorm was a bookstore
so huge mere superlatives couldn’t contain it. Their t-shirt claimed they pos-
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sessed “two square miles of books!” I didn’t dispute this, for the first time I
walked in I was nearly blinded by the books, reduced to a whimpering shell
of a man by over-stimulation. I could only stumble about in awe in a used
bookstore the size of a warehouse, packed to the gills with every conceivable tome a man could desire — Vonnegut snuggled next to Shakespeare,
P.G. Wodehouse cavorted on top of the shelves with the words of Lewis
Grizzard, and John Grisham was stacked on the windowsills with Dali,
Malcolm X, and a book filled with nude pictures of Madonna. A blinding
headache soon struck me as I went through the aisles, and I had to leave.
I learned it was best to take on The Strand in small doses, the better to
save one’s mind and soul. A goodly portion of my paychecks were given to
The Strand this summer, and I was forced to live on Top Ramen and PBJ
sandwiches.
There are other stores, of course, that lay hold upon a man’s heart and
wallet — we in Oxford are blessed to have the Howorths’ fine establishment, and in Memphis the wonderful Burke’s. If you haven’t read a book
lately — and I mean for pleasure, not because you feel you have to — this
would be a fine week to do it. Spring is upon us, and I personally feel
there’s no diversion better than sitting down in the Grove under a shady tree
with a cup of iced tea in one hand and a fine, smelly book in the other.
Now if only I could convince them to start selling that “Eau De Used
Book” cologne at Square Books, I’d be a millionaire.

All those years ago

Mildly pretentious ramblings to the class of 1990.

Oxford Town #90, May 4, 1995

Dear Friends:
Imagine my surprise when I opened up my P.O. Box the other day and
found an invitation to the Class of 1990 Five Year Reunion. I regret that I
won’t be able to make it this time around, due to the usual restrictions... job,
pets, and the fact that I doubt my trusty Toyota could handle the 2,000-mile
trip back out to the hills of Northern California any time soon. In lieu of my
actual material presence, figured I’d drop y’all (Whoops! Picking up the
Southern lingo already!) a line.
You asked those of us that couldn’t make it to write a letter telling the
rest of you lucky kids about the last five years of our lives. Mmm. How can
I accurately distill five years of passion, pathos, parties, persons and other
“p” words down to a few tidy paragraphs? I guess I can’t, so let me tell you
about where I am these days.
As you can tell by the nifty stationery this is written on with my name
emblazoned semi-prominently across the top, I’ve lucked into a job in the
“real world” after polishing off four and a half lengthy years of college. I
still find it pretty amazing that I can actually get paid for sitting around and
putting out a newspaper like this.
And to my surprise, I’m still in Mississippi. I well remember the jokes
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told when I announced that I was leaving sunny California for a college in
rural Mississippi, a place some of you cheerfully referred to as “the armpit
of the world.” (The right armpit, of course, the left being Los Angeles,
which no sane Californian would claim as their own.) I admit to feeling
some trepidation myself as I turned down UCLA and San Francisco State for
some peculiar little school in the middle of nowhere whose only claim to
fame I could find was that it was mentioned in Billy Joel’s “We Didn’t Start
The Fire.” I worried, having Richard Wright-inspired dreams of mad lynchings, truck-driving rednecks, and moonshine stills tucked away in the humid,
damp woods.
Instead, I found a home, or at least as much of a home as an Air Force
brat can claim. I found a Mississippi that still, 130 years on, argues about
who won the Civil War, but I also found a Mississippi filled with kindness
and gentility, a land of lush rolling plains and steamy summer afternoons. I
found a town called Oxford, where you can still stroll about in the middle of
the night downtown without fearing for your life; where you can’t walk
twenty feet without seeing someone you know; a town that claims both
William Faulkner and John Grisham as its literary sons without haggling too
much over their differences. Sure, there’s problems here, but let’s be frank:
which state has, in the last five years, suffered earthquakes, forest fires,
floods, race riots and a government so strapped it had to pay out I.O.U.s to
its employees?
But I don’t want to sound like I’m blasting California here. For one
thing, this damn state is too flat for my tastes, lacking the sturdy rocky character of the Sierra Nevada, and quite frankly I can live without the humidity
that makes you want to spend all of July and August propped in front of an
air conditioner.
Five years is a small span in the overall scheme of things, but sometimes
I feel like I’ve lived a hundred lifetimes since we walked down the aisle on
that May day in 1990. I remember that we promised ourselves we’d never
lose touch with each other, that we’d write as often as we could, and yet in
our hearts we knew the sad hopelessness of that goal. I wonder often where
many of you are, if you’ve found your dreams, if you’re happy, if you’re
married or divorced or parents...
I haven’t talked much about me in this letter, but you know how I am —I
can’t compress it all down that much. Suffice it to say I’m happy, older, a
little wiser, and more than a little eager to see what lies ahead. Maybe I’ll
catch up with you in 2000, and as long as I’m not too potbellied, keep all
my hair, and maintain just enough innocence and wonder to appreciate the
beauty of the moment, I’ll be one happy camper.
Peace, Nik
P.S. Stuff Paul Timpson in a locker for me, and tell him it’s “payback,”
OK?
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Why I need a bike, 1

Adventures at the auto repair shop.

Oxford Town #91, May 11, 1995

The curse of the car made itself known once again last week, as my
trusty iron steed started rumbling and rattling with disturbing frequency.
Cars and I have never quite gotten along. I mean, we like each other and
all, but somehow some fatal mote of understanding lies just beyond my ken
when it comes to dealing with their peculiar needs and wants. This car, a
shiny blue 1989 Toyota Camry, has been by far the most dependable of my
automobiles to date. She purrs softly like a contented kitten while running;
no major unsightly dents mar her exterior, and on the whole she conducts
herself with a gentle dignity and maturity quite unlike any other car I’ve
owned. My first car, to extend the metaphor, was a girl from the wrong side
of the tracks, and its successors also seemed to somehow bear with them a
whiff of the unclean, the untrustworthy. Yet with the gleaming blue sheen of
this car, perhaps for the first time it can be said that I’ve stumbled upon
someone compatible.
So it was with consternation that I noted her beginning to act up the other
day. Since I got her last fall, she’s been the model of professionalism. Yet
while we were barreling up towards Memphis, I suddenly realized that her
docile purr was slightly throaty — no shattering roar, but enough of a difference to be detectable. I filed the noise in the back of my mind under “to
examine,” and forgot about it.
The sound increased. While puttering about Oxford last week, strange
rattles ensued. I really need to visit a mechanic, I thought. I stopped at Taco
Bell for a few bean burritos and a cup of ice diluted with Pepsi.
“What’s that sound like to you?” I asked the girl at the drive-thru.
“Sounds like ’bout fifty bucks,” she answered, nodding.
“Wonderful.”
Toyota and I went to the doctor. Another peculiarity I’ve noted in my
behavior with this automobile — previous cars I’d adorn with cute and
perky names: The Jeep; Sube (a feisty Subaru); the Amoebamobile, an ’84
VW Rabbit — yet for all my attempts to anthropomorphize her, the Toyota
resists naming. She remains firmly proud of her stolid Japanese heritage,
thank you, and will not be saddled with dippy names or fuzzy dice on the
rear-view mirror, please.
The mechanics put the Toyota on a rack and elevated her several feet in
the air. It was a perspective I hadn’t seen many cars from before — they are
delicately exposed from this vantage, vitals showing for all the world to see.
The problem, as I thought, was the muffler, which was beaten and rusted
through and through. It would have to be removed.
The price was agreeable enough, so I consented to the operation. I
watched with interest as the aged muffler and tailpipe were peeled away
from the Toyota’s chassis and cast aside. Shining silver replacements were
brought to bear, nubile new organs that had yet to feel the rush of hot
exhaust through their chambers. The mechanics worked skillfully, tempering
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the pipes to fit with their welding kits and wrenches. I was suddenly reminded of a blacksmith, hunched in labor over his anvil. The only difference is
the tools.
The job was complete soon enough, and once started, the Toyota purred
and rumbled as before, restored to full health. The rattles and roars were
gone, purged from the system.
The old muffler and tailpipe were lying askew in the gravel by the door.
The muffler looked the way turtle shells look crushed on the side of the
road, dusty and forgotten. Around the back of the garage was a pile of old
mufflers and tailpipes, and it was there that the Toyota’s useless parts were
unceremoniously dumped. I squinted my eyes and the mound looked like a
nest of steel snakes, rusted limbs pointing in every direction but the sky
above.
I drove off back toward Oxford. The Toyota ran quietly, as it hopefully
will for many years to come.

Violence

A snapshot of Washington Square Park.

Oxford Town #95, June 8, 1995

New York City, last summer:
It was a beautiful Sunday afternoon in the Big Apple, and I’d taken
advantage of it by walking down to Washington Square Park to do some
relaxing. I’d brought my favorite Elvis Costello tape and the latest Cormac
McCarthy book, and decided to sit by the fountain and simply bask in it all.
Clustered all around the fountain with me was a veritable cross-section of
humanity’s quirks and flavors. On my left, two dreadlocked New York
University students were discussing the recent death of Jackie Onassis,
while on my right an elderly Jewish man was feeding pigeons. Everywhere,
music was playing. There was a trio of gray-haired hippies singing old
Crosby, Stills and Nash tunes, while a lone young Arab in an orange suit
played mournful odes on a sitar mere feet away. On the other side of the
fountain, several young black kids were ferociously beating on upturned
buckets they used for drums. Spliced and blended together, these chaotic
noises could be the soundtrack for New York.
It’s a pity these things never last.
The Sunday afternoon doldrums were shattered by a yell, and the sound
of glass breaking. On the edge of the park, one man was chasing another
man and both were hollering at the top of their lungs. The fellow who was
being chased was throwing glass bottles at his pursuer, hurling them as he
ran. His pursuer began throwing bottles as well, and the air was filled with
broken glass as these maniacs shoved their way through the crowds. They
did this without thought for the people — men, women, and children just out
for a day in the sun — that they were endangering. I saw at least one piece
of glass hit a girl in the leg as she tried to get out of the way of these madmen…
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The two men, still screaming obscenities at each other, kept on running
through the park and on into the streets of Manhattan. Thankfully, nobody
was seriously hurt in the brief melee. I don’t know what set these two off, or
what possessed them to start hurling bottles at each other in the middle of a
crowd. I just know their behavior, the snarling feral look in their eyes, was
not that of men but of pathetic beasts.
Ah, but that was New York. This, this is Oxford, a charming Southern
jewel where none of that nonsense can ever happen, right? ...But think about
what we’ve had to endure the past few months here. A football player shot
on campus. An eight-year-old girl kidnapped. The front page of The Oxford
Eagle Monday tells of a drive-by shooting and a robbery this past weekend.
A father kills his wife and child and permanently cripples his daughter
before killing himself.
There is a cancer eating away at our society, a terrible malaise that
enables us to accept these atrocities and worse without protesting all that
much. Everyone’s worrying about causes without trying solutions.
Combating violence requires more than posturing, more than any legislator can do. It requires a soul-deep effort on the part of every parent in
America to commit to raising their children well. I firmly violence is not
innate, it’s learned. And it can be quelled.
When confronted with endless testaments to cynicism, pessimism, and
hatred, the only honorable course is idealism. We must teach our children to
be true to their humanity, and keep them off the front pages.

The goat-napping

So a goat walks into a bar and…

Oxford Town #98, June 29, 1995

I must be naïve, but sometimes I’m still astounded by the depths of people’s depravity.
Somebody stole Sam and Aimé’s goat Saturday night.
But let me back up.
Friday, I arrived at Sam’s place to meet the gang for an evening’s revelry
at City Grocery. When I pulled in the driveway, I saw Sam and Aimé and
Brian and several others clustered around the side of the house, petting
something on a leash. I figured it was one of their dogs, but as I got closer I
saw the horns and hooves that are the unmistakable marks of a goat… a
pygmy goat to be precise, just slightly bigger than a beagle, black and white
and furry all over.
I was rather taken aback by the goat. I’ve known friends to have goldfish, geese and yes, even a gecko… but a goat? Sam had bought him for
Aimé as a present — she christened it Zeke — earlier that week.
The dogs weren’t too fond of the horned intruder, so Zeke was tied up at
the side of Sam and Aimé’s house. Zeke baahed and bleated like a colicky
baby every time we went inside the house.
I begged Sam to bring the goat with us to City Grocery to down a few,
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but Sam refused.
Though the night was pleasant enough, I kept on thinking how much
more interesting it could’ve been with a goat tagging along for the ride.
•

•

•

Then Brian called me up Sunday afternoon and asked, “Did you hear
about Zeke?”
No, I hadn’t. Apparently, Saturday night, Zeke vanished. The leash was
gone and there was a tell-tale beer bottle by the scene. It seemed Zeke had
been goat-napped.
What kind of person steals a man’s goat? Pet thieves are among the lowest of the low, a viscous bile clinging to the bottom of the human aquarium.
Sam and Aimé seethed with righteous rage as they searched, fruitlessly, for
their goat.
But Monday, the goat reappeared at Sam and Aimé’s, led by two
extremely penitent and apologetic frat guys who’d apparently taken it on a
dare. One wonders what they must’ve thought Sunday afternoon, waking up
bleary-eyed and hung over, possibly with a pygmy goat eating their couch.
At least they had the sense to return the goat. Maybe they even learned a lesson or two.
After all, there’s just no profit in getting a man’s goat.

You don’t hit girls

One of the toughest columns I ever wrote.

Oxford Town #105, August 17, 1995

I have two stories for you: a somewhat frivolous one, and a very serious
one.

The first and last time I hit a girl was in second grade. It was really kind
of an accident.
Eight-year-olds have a peculiar code in their relationships with the opposite sex, a code which consists mainly of running around the playground
screaming at them and/or avoiding them at all costs. Jaded adults watching a
playground full of children may assume there is no pattern to the frenzied
motions they see therein — but if they stare harder, then they’ll see the same
chaotic mating dance that men and women carry on throughout their whole
lives, just in a slightly embryonic form.
Misty, Jessica and Deanna were three girls that lived down the block
from me. Day after day on the playgrounds at Hennessy Elementary School,
we’d jeer at and tease each other from afar, every once in a while breaking
into spontaneous chases around the jungle gym. The object of the chase was
not to catch the chasee — it was the chase itself.
But one day, Misty caught me.
Misty, as I recall her, was a squinty-eyed, red-haired little thing who had
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a penchant for striped pleated pants (this was the 1970s, remember). She
kept loudly telling anyone who’d listen that she was going to marry me
someday, whether I liked it or not.
She caught me that fine spring morning on our third lap around the playground — winded, dusty and panting, we toppled to the ground in a heap,
where she began chanting over and over again, “I’m gonna marry you! I’m
gonna marry you!” The tone of her words made clear that this was nothing
less than the most terrible, bone-rendering thing that could ever happen to an
eight-year-old boy in the prime of youth.
My reaction to her tackling of me and her unending proposals was sudden, but not unwarranted in my eyes then.
I leaned back and punched her in the face.
It only seemed fair, I thought. She started it.
But from the sheer pandemonium that erupted on the playground, you
would’ve thought I’d just poured gasoline all over a bus full of nuns and lit
it. Misty was crying, the other kids were hollering, and I was bawling
myself by the time the playground monitor plopped my sorry hide down
inside the Principal’s office.
In those far-flung pre-PC days, corporal punishment was not only
allowed, it was mandatory for trouble-making second graders who hit girls. I
was firmly paddled by Principal Grewer, who then decided to take the
opportunity to instill a few life lessons in me:
“You don’t hit girls,” he said.
To me, standing in the Principal’s office with a bruised bottom and
wounded pride, this was insufferable. “But she started it,” I said.
“You don’t hit girls,” he repeated.
“But—”
“No backtalk, son. You don’t hit girls. That’s all there is to it. Not,” he
interjected, seeing me looking doubtful, “even if they start it. Got it?”
Yessir.
And that was the first and the last time I hit a girl.
•

•

•

A little less than ten years later, I met Celiné.
I was a junior in high school, and Celiné was, fate would have it, my first
big love. We met in a theater group that we were both in, and after an afternoon wandering through the woods having one of those deep conversations
you only manage to have rarely in this life, we became an item.
The first thing that caught my eye was her ferociously red hair — an
amazing coiffure that I later found out was dyed — and her bizarre sense of
humor. She made me laugh. Celiné was the kind of girl described by many
of our classmates as “unique.” To me, she was a breath of fresh air amongst
Barbie dolls and empty heads.
But there was a darkness there, behind the jokes and humorous asides.
Celiné was prone to unpredictable mood swings, to fits of the blackest
depression... and she possessed one of the worst self-images I’d ever seen. I
didn’t know how to take this roller coaster of emotions, or what caused it,
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until I learned more about her family.
Celiné’s mother was an ex-hippie who’d found Jesus and lost him again,
who’d run off and left Celiné in the custody of her father for almost three
years. Her father made her troubled mother look like Donna Reed — a fierce
disciplinarian whose ironclad authority turned to abuse. She was abused,
mentally and physically, by her father for those three years until her mother
took her back. But Celiné’s mother wasn’t a much better parent to her —
constantly belittling her, hitting her, and periodically threatening to kill herself. One attempt left Celiné’s mother in the hospital — her first words to
Celiné upon awakening were, “If you were a better daughter, I wouldn’t
have done this.”
It was in this hell of abuse and terror that Celiné and I found each other.
Unlike her, I had had a happy childhood.
It took me many years to learn that a lot of people don’t.
Several months into our romance, I learned the full extent of Celiné’s
past. I thought I could help her and make her happy again, but I found that I
was a man juggling hundred-ton weights over a bed of coals, overwhelmed
and losing ground fast.
Our relationship didn’t last, of course. Celiné was the first abuse victim
I’d ever known, and I was completely unable to understand her pains. I
could not make her whole in the way she needed to be. And no sane relationship can be based purely on sympathy and compassion and expect to
survive. Sometimes I wonder... if I met her today, seven years on, would I be
a better man to her?
I loved her, as if that helped.
Any anger I ever felt with the way things worked out long since evolved
into a murky combination of respect and anger — respect for Celiné, for
simply going on where many might have quit; and anger for those who took
a sweet, sunny girl with dyed red hair and hurt her so.
•

•

•

In the years since I knew Celiné, my experience with abuse victims has
broadened. I have had friends who were raped, one by her father. I have
become more intimate with the deep-rooted layers of pain that people can
inflict on each other... and I have been heartened by the courage and strength
with which each and every woman I’ve known has endured the abuse they
never asked for.
It’s frightening for me to consider how many more of my close friends
and casual acquaintances may be victims of this most silent and terrible
assault without my knowing... perhaps without anybody’s knowing.
Right now, several thousand of you students are returning to Ole Miss for
yet another semester. Half of you are women. And one in four of you will be
abused sometime in your college careers; by a fiancée, by a boyfriend, an
acquaintance, a complete stranger. One in four of you will lose something
very precious, and that something is innocence, the belief that someone who
claims to love you can’t possibly hurt you. There is love, and then there is
the desire to control, to possess another human being for yourself, no matter

the cost to them.
One of those is wrong. One of them leads to abuse.
No relationship, no love, is worth putting up with abuse.
Nobody in the world is.
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Why I need a bike, 2

Bahamas vacationus interruptus.

Oxford Town #106, August 25, 1995

If you saw a forlorn, sweat-soaked figure trudging balefully through the
steaming streets of Oxford last week, and thought this pathetic wretch bore
some faint resemblance to yours truly, you were right. You may have seen
me, woefully overdressed in the 180°-plus inferno that is Oxford in August,
stumbling blearily, muttering curses under my breath, looking for all the
world like Peter O’Toole reenacting the “lost in the Sahara” scene from
“Lawrence of Arabia,” and you may have chuckled.
“...Perhaps my life is imperfect,” you may have thought, “but at least I’m
not that guy.”
But let me start where it began, with a quiet squealing sound.
•

•

•

By the time you read this column, I will hopefully be reclining on a
snow-white beach in the tropics, blissfully burning myself brown on what
will be my first vacation in years. Don’t curse my name too vehemently —
said vacation has been a long time in coming, and has been the goal of every
saved penny, every hoarded dollar in the Nik piggy bank for the past several
months. Accumulating money is a rare experience for this sorry spendthrift.
“Ah,” I thought last week, as my departure day drew near and I sat at my
desk with visions of white oceans and clear skies in my head, “Nothing can
stop me now!”
That was when the inanimate objects started plotting against me.
You know how this works. At those few crucial moments in life when
everything seems to be going right, when all the astrological signs are
aligned in your favor and your karma is good — this is when the things
begin to rebel. This is when the roof of your house springs a leak, necessitating costly repairs. This is when the microwave oven explodes, taking most
of your kitchen with it. This, this is when the car bottoms out on you, eating
up every precious cent of your vacation money.
It began with a quiet squeal emanating from under my car, that quickly,
in less than a day, turned into a bellowing, autoshaking groan. From all
appearances, it was the brakes that chose to spike my money-spending plans
in midair this time.
I took the car to the brake shop, and my worst suspicions were doubled,
then trebled — not only were my front brakes shot, but a defect that was
caused the last time they were fixed had resulted in the rotors becoming
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severely damaged. In plain English, this was $300 out the window and
goodbye, pristine beaches and coconut-fed maidens lounging in grass skirts.
I had no choice, really. I left the car to be repaired and walked the sunsoaked two miles back to the Oxford Town world headquarters, softly sobbing and rubbing my spent checkbook the entire way. The nihilistic heat
burned unfathomable patterns on my brain, and as I marched back to work
my mind swam with heat-induced fantasies of the Bahamas — my leisurely
vacation drowned in mundane car repairs.
So if you saw that poor fellow on his death-march across Oxford last
week, pity him if you must, but know the haunted expression on his face as
well: such contortions were not just the heat, but the death of dreaming.
•

•

•

Thankfully, the story does have a happy ending, unlike most realitybased adventures. With pride firmly swallowed and lodged in my stomach, I
crawled to the parents and begged, nay, pleaded with them for a small loan
to replace my plundered savings. They accepted, thanks be to the skies
above, for what parents can refuse the heartfelt cries of their destitute brood?
By now, I estimate, I’m in the hole to them by several hundred dollars
(not counting infancy and adolescent child-rearing expenditures, of course).
The debt may be an insurmountable one, but I figure I can best pay them
back by not shipping them off to the nearest nursing home when they’re old
and grey; and so I hold their fate much like they held the key to saving
mine.
On the beaches of Nassau, I will think kindly of them, and bask on sands
far away from any inanimate objects plotting to render my life asunder when
I return.

Kudzu the cat

Who is the owner, and who is the pet?

Oxford Town #108, September 14, 1995

While I was out of town last week, I had to leave my cat Kudzu with
some friends. I was a bit nervous about leaving my feline in the hands of
strangers, but considering the cost of boarding her in a kennel for a week
was roughly equal to the cost of a month’s supply of cat food, I had no other
option.
Kudzu is a rather peculiar animal. She’s about nine months old, and what
is called a tortoiseshell — although in no way does she resemble a tortoise
whatsoever. She can be aloof with strangers, yet downright impertinent with
yours truly. Among her favorite habits are accidentally burning off her
whiskers on the oven burners, and getting trapped in the top of my closet
where no earthly cat should be able to get. She has also gotten her head
slammed repeatedly in the door of my refrigerator and has befouled more
than her fair share of my clothing and sheets with her bristly, black and
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utterly unremovable hair.
Of course, Kudzu has her charms as well. While I’m at my drafting table
drawing or at my desk writing, she likes to clamber onto my shoulder, stare
at my scribblings for a few minutes, and then slide down into my lap and
take a siesta. More than once, both my legs have gone to sleep while she
peacefully naps, and I later find myself stumbling and lurching like Boris
Karloff around the apartment until the pins-and-needles wear off. Kudzu is
also a budding conversationalist — mrrrowing and muttering to herself, just
making small talk as she slinks and scurries about. In this fashion she is a
comfort and a source of distraction.
That’s Kudzu. Always mercurial, occasionally infuriating, eternally entertaining.
I rescued her from the Animal Shelter just after last Christmas, because
I’d wanted a pet for some time. Kudzu and I have gotten on pretty well since
I rescued her from the Shelter — and she is, like all cats, a creature of habit.
So when I got ready to leave her with Kelly and Aimé for a week, I worried about the repercussions. Aimé has a rather large dog by name of Cody
— when Cody met Kudzu, I envisioned feline squalling and canine howling
and fur flying and a general large mess. As I dropped off Kudzu — and her
litter box, her cat carrier, several tons of cat food, her scratching post, her
flea spray, her catnip mouse and the large and tattered shoelace from an old
combat boot that is without fail her favorite diversion — I hoped Kelly and
Aimé knew what they were getting into with their kind offer to cat-sit.
The whole week I was in Nassau, Kudzu nattered at the back of my mind
— not enough to divert me from tanning and gambling and swimming and
snorkeling, of course, but just a bit. I imagined her, overcome with loneliness for her master, escaping from her keepers and, like those cats you
sometimes read about in the “News of the Weird,” hunting me down with
unerring guidance and swimming up to me as I lay on the beach: bedraggled
with a slightly cocky expression on her face as if to say, “you were expecting maybe Lassie?”
When I returned and arrived to pick her up, there she sat, comfortably
assimilated in Kelly and Aimé’s apartment, catnip mouse between her paws.
She had successfully cowed Cody the dog, Kelly and Aimé, and from the
look in her eyes, half the neighborhood as well. She looked up at me for a
second without too much interest and then resumed the far more interesting
business of licking herself.
In my naïvete, I’d forgotten the ineffable order the universe is set and
ordered in: you never own the cat — the cat owns you.

Hiding Miss June

Illicit young love behind the clubhouse.

Oxford Town #109, September 14, 1995

There were a great many things my friends and I treasured when we were
ten years old. “Star Wars” action figures, comic books, our battered but
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beloved bikes... but few things ever caused the anxiety that a pilfered copy
of Playboy did.
Nat, Eric and I were best of friends in those halcyon days, prior to first
dates and driver’s licenses. We formed a club — the main aim of it being to
keep our younger brothers out, of course. We found a clubhouse — Nat’s
parents’ old derelict garage, a miserable excuse for a building that sat brooding in the very rear of their back yard, used only to store old bed frames and
mildew-infested couches. We didn’t have a name, mostly because we could
never quite settle on one we all liked. Eric liked The Jedis, which Nat and I
rejected as infantile; I liked The Cobras, which Nat and Eric blasted as too
hackneyed; and Nat, whose parents were noted participants in local theatre,
wanted to call us The Jets after “West Side Story” — but Eric and I rejected
this as too cultured and just plain stupid.
Nevertheless, despite our namelessness, we were a club of sorts. We had
many merry escapades through junior high, such as the time Nat was bitten
by a rattlesnake he picked up on a dare; the time Eric smashed face-first into
a picket fence when he tried skateboarding down the steep incline of Pine
Street on his stomach; or the time yours truly had a firecracker explode in
his hand while debating whether or not to throw it at the annoying kid next
door. The Playboy incident, as we called it in later years, was one such
episode.
When you are ten, the opposite sex is an arcane entity, the subject of
much speculation and idle thoughts. The female body was a mystery, and
Playboy was our textbook. We’d seen Playboy before, of course —snuck
glances at older kids’ copies, that sort of thing — but never did we actually
own one to look at whenever we pleased until that fateful day when Nat and
I traded Steve Stoneseifer two “Star Wars” figures for a rather raggedy copy
of the latest issue.
Eric, Nat and I pored over every square inch of that magazine over the
next few weeks — even the cartoons and bizarre classified ads. Miss June
became our Aphrodite, our Venus in cowboy boots and see-through halter
top. We were three pre-pubescent lads lost in a haze of hormones. We
charged our younger brothers 50¢ a pop to look at Miss June, and we debated for hours over her turn-ons and turn-offs (what precisely was a French
kiss, anyway?).
At first, we had trouble figuring out where to store our prized Playboy.
For a while, I hid it under the rug in my bedroom, but when my mother
embarked on a frenzy of spring cleaning, I shuttled it over to Eric’s — he
hid it in the garage, behind boxes of baby clothes. Then when his mother
decided it was time to clean the garage, the magazine was handed over to
Nat, and he hid it under the floorboards of the clubhouse, where, we presumed, it was safe.
I arrived at the clubhouse a few days later alone, deciding the time was
ripe for a little more “studying.” To my shock, Playboy was missing! I hunted down Nat, and he and I decided Eric must’ve stolen it for his own nefarious uses. We tracked Eric down and cornered him. Under the threat of most
heinous tortures, Eric claimed he didn’t know where the Playboy was.
Nat then remembered that his little brother Ben had been with him in the
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clubhouse the last time the Playboy was seen. We formed a posse to hunt
down Ben, and found him on his parents’ sundeck playing with Legos. After
dangling him over the edge for a time, he finally remembered where he’d
left the Playboy days before — out in their back yard, under the oak tree.
It had rained for the last three days straight.
The magazine had been soaked and blown apart in the storm, reduced to
a soggy mess. We took the pieces to my house and attempted to blow-dry
them in my parents’ bathroom, to no avail. We had several fragments of that
issue’s interview (and who wanted that, for God’s sake?), and a tattered
piece of magazine flesh that might or might not have been Miss June’s
elbow.
We wept there, under the oak tree, for Miss June and our drowned fantasies.

Minimum wage

Six weeks in a fast-food restaurant.

Oxford Town #113, October 12, 1995

I don’t work in restaurants.
No offense to those who do — they provide a valuable service to the rest
of us, and I’m sure many of them like what they do.
But I don’t work in restaurants.
My first and only experience with the fine art of food-serving was the
summer of my sophomore year in high school. It was decreed by my parents
that I, freshly bestowed with a driver’s license and the use of our family’s
temperamental 1971 lime-green Jeep Wagoneer, would get a part-time job.
A sophomore in high school has approximately two options open to him
for part-time employment: grocery stores and fast food restaurants.
I ended up getting a job at a local fast food chain, which I shall call
Burgerama (we’ve had enough litigation in this paper lately). I was resplendent in my uniform of green polyester and a yellow hat that vaguely resembled a half-formed loaf of bread.
I was declared skilled enough to work the front register. The cash register
functions were rattled off to me, I was given my own nametag, reminded
that the only good customer is a satisfied customer, and summarily thrown
to the lions.
Through the gauzy membrane of hindsight, I can look back now and say
that my stint on the front lines of fast food warfare wasn’t really sheer and
utter hell. It just felt that way at the time.
Burgerama was right smack-dab on the tourist circuit, so every few hours
busloads of elderly sightseers would descend upon us, each one with an
order that defied common sense. (“What do you mean I can’t get a ham
sandwich here?” one particularly crotchety gentleman once bellowed. “What
the hell happened to free enterprise?”)
The Burgerama supervisors were, for the most part, a Gestapo-like lot,
abnormally concerned with clean counters and sparkling restrooms, while
we, the staff, got away with every discretion we could. Most of us were hor-
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monally-overloaded teenagers, easily distracted.
The hideous uniforms we wore brought us together, like some corporate
scarlet letter. It seemed to me then that every single person I knew managed
to come into Burgerama that summer and see me in my polyester fashion
nightmare — including the angelic Jennifer Hurst, whom I had the most passionate of crushes upon. If it were physically possible for me to have
crawled under the cash register when she came in, I would have.
After just three weeks of french fries and special sauces, I rapidly discovered I was not destined for the Burgerama life. It is either a flaw or a
strength in my character that I am incapable of simply becoming another cog
in the machine, and after one time too many of being summoned with cries
of “Hey! Burger dude! Take my order!”, I snapped. I became sullen (more
so than normal) and insubordinate, and began having hellish nightmares
about the Burgerama mascot, The Battlin’ Burger, chasing me through dark
tunnels reeking of stale french fry grease.
The coup de grâce came when my supervisor, perhaps noting the panicked look in my eyes as I shoveled burgers into waxy sacks, told me,
“Shape up, Nik! Don’t you want to be Burgerama Employee of the Month?”
I replied that I would rather be condemned to the ninth circle of Hell,
cleaning the commodes of Grand Central Station with my tongue, than
spend another moment draped in polyester, taking the orders of subliterate
cardiac cases.
...Well, that’s what I wish I’d said. In truth, I muttered something far
more profane and less clever, was called into the office for an ‘attitude readjustment,’ and it was mutually agreed that I and the Burgerama corporation
didn’t have a future together.
As I left Burgerama that hot July day, stripping the polyester from my
chest before I even reached my Jeep, I swore then that would be the last day
I’d work at a restaurant, that my hands would never touch food again save to
eat it. It has thus far been one of the very few of my promises I’ve been able
to keep.
Some people just aren’t cut out to be Employee of the Month.

The first time

A kiss to build a dream on.

Oxford Town #114, October 19, 1995

Who was your first?
The first girl I ever kissed — and I mean truly kissed, no pecks or nips
here — went by the unlikely name of Wendy Watkins, and we were both in
the ninth grade.
She was a thin, bird-like skater/punkette who never wore socks under her
yellow Vans sneakers; I was a too-short (5’ 4” my entire freshman year),
flannel-wearing wiseacre afflicted with a mouth full of braces. In the few
surviving pictures of me from around this period, I exemplified all the
gawky churlishness there is to puberty; rose-red patches of acne flitting can-
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cerously from my cheeks to forehead to nose, stringy hair aimlessly flopping
about and parted in the middle, and that damnable forest of steel and tin
blooming upon my teeth. ...Ugly, yes, I suppose I was, but the optimist in
me likes to peer deeper at the surly 14-year-old in these photos and see confirmation that I made it beyond those crazy days, warts and zits and all.
Wendy Watkins shared my Physical Science course with me, and became
my lab partner. She was a striking girl… her head shaved on one side; on the
other, long blond hair swirled around. She was eternally chewing gum — a
true Valley Girl, fer shure.
Having a girlfriend was more of a status symbol than anything else then.
Being able to leave third period Pre-Algebra and boldly announce, with just
a hint of a swagger, that I was “off to meet my girlfriend” — these were the
things true popularity was made of. Wendy was a comforting presence for
those few weeks we went out... someone to call late at night, to think of during dull lectures. It was then, lost in the enveloping haze of puberty, that I
glimpsed for the first time what bounties a relationship could bring.
Our first kiss was startling in its spontaneity. Wendy and I had been
“going out” for about three days, holding hands as we walked to class, eating lunch together, all the myriad innocent pleasures of the time. One sunny
Thursday afternoon, as we were both getting ready to board our separate
buses home, we hugged, then she leaned forward and kissed me.
She tasted like bubble gum and smelled like fresh shampoo; I could
smell the sulfurous bus fumes in the background and hear the jabbering of a
hundred antic high schoolers in the distance. She was clumsy and endearing;
I fumbled about and tried to remember what I was supposed to be doing
with my hands at this point.
The entire bus ride home, I floated in the sweet wake of puppy-love, with
the taste of bubble gum on my lips. The world seemed neon and vital... if a
short, brace-faced, acne-stippled kid could be kissed by a girl, anything was
possible.
•

•

•

As noted before, Wendy and I didn’t go out much longer. We parted amicably, though, and remained friends throughout high school. I shot up to 6’
2”, finally began to lose my ugly duckling looks, and went on to kiss a few
more girls; Wendy became a more determined punkette than ever — shocking us all one fine day by arriving at school with her hair dyed ebony and
arranged in a spiky Mohawk jutting up from her shaved head. She took to
wearing all black and smoking a lot, but despite her fearsome appearance
that often scared the freshmen, some part of Wendy remained the blond,
sockless girl I held hands with in the hallways.
When I moved out to Mississippi, I lost track of Wendy, as I lost track of
most of my high school friends. After a year or two, my good friend Kim
made a passing reference in a letter to Wendy, whom she’d run into in the
Bay Area — it appeared Wendy had become a combat-boot wearing lesbian,
and was living with a sculptor in San Jose while attending beautician’s
school.
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You know, nothing really slams a guy’s ego like knowing that the first
girl he ever kissed later went on to “jump the fence,” so to speak.
I mean, I didn’t think it was that bad of a kiss.

Note: this column was the 1995 winner of the Mississippi Press
Association’s Better Newspaper Award for Best General Interest Column.
All I can figure is that it was a really slow year.

Leaning to the left

What 10 percent of us have to deal with.

Oxford Town #116, November 2, 1995

I was signing a check the other day at a store when I heard this little old
lady behind me:
“That’s just the strangest thing I’ve ever seen!”
I turned around, and realized she was looking at me — or rather, my left
hand, signing the check. She smiled apologetically.
“...I’m sorry, I’ve just never gotten used to watching you left-handed
people working. It just seems so backwards to me.”
I smiled knowingly with the proper amount of empathy, then went on
with my business. I’m quite used to being accused of backwardness. We left
handers — about 10 percent of the population — may have the conventions
of the world conspiring against us, but we deal with it. Consider what it’s
like to be left-handed in a right-handed world:
• Musically inclined and left-handed? Good luck. Most instruments are
geared with the right-handed in mind, and if you’re left-handed and want to
play guitar you’ll either have to restring your guitar backwards, play it
upside down, or bow to convention and play right-handed.
• A wide variety of everyday tools, from scissors to can-openers to power
saws, are designed with the right in mind. One of my prized possessions is
an ambidextrous can-opener I got for Christmas one year, enabling me to
continue feeding my cat without endangering life and limb trying to operate
a backwards can-opener.
• And how about those desks at Ole Miss? For the most part, I enjoyed
my time at Ole Miss, save for one thing: there’s hardly a single left-handed
desk to be found on campus! There’s nothing quite like trying to take notes
or fill in those Scantron bubbles while perilously balancing yourself on a
right-handed desk. Rumor has it all left-handed desks on campus were
destroyed during a Red scare in the ‘50s.
• Studies have shown left-handers can have problems stemming from
being left in a right world. Psychologist Theodore Blau found in his studies
that left-handers tended to have trouble following directions, completing
projects, and often had speech problems; are temperamental, impulsive and
stubborn... all faults I have spotted in myself on occasion (of course, I also
was dead convinced I had the symptoms of the Ebola virus a few weeks
back, so I’m not the best judge).
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Not exactly cheering, eh? But take heart, fellow lefties — what bad cards
society seems to have dealt us are more than offset by pluses.
Left handers, dominated by their more emotional, creative right brains,
tend be highly skilled in creative endeavors. Just a sampling of prominent
left-handed folks who’ve made their mark in a right-handed world: President
Bill Clinton, Leonardo da Vinci, Lenny Bruce, Charlie Chaplin, Jim Henson,
Marilyn Monroe, Paul McCartney, Pablo Picasso, Lewis Carroll, Bob Dylan,
Gerald Ford, Michelangelo, Jimi Hendrix, Napoleon, Harry Truman and
Babe Ruth... just to name a few.
Of course, some of us do occasionally snap under the strain of a rightleaning world: Jack the Ripper, Billy the Kid and the Boston Strangler were
all left-handed.
For my part, I have always taken a secret pleasure in being left-handed:
so what if I smear pencil lead as I write, if I always move the glass to the
left of the plate at fancy dinners, if I’m the worst baseball pitcher ever
known to man and I couldn’t bowl to save my life?
There are two ways of looking at one’s lot in the world, I think: with
scorn or acceptance. Whether it’s your left hand or baldness or being short
or possessing a hooked beak of a nose or whatever, one can either groan and
moan and contort oneself to fit into the conventional way to do things…
...Or you can proudly grasp that left-handed can opener, and force the
world to accommodate to you.

My father

A cancer scare.

Oxford Town #119, November 23, 1995

I’ll admit it: I’m not naturally inclined to be the thankful type. I take
things for granted, like a lot of us, and rarely recognize their worth until it’s
too late.
For this reason, and pretty much only that reason, I think Thanksgiving is
a good holiday. I have my problems with the origins of it — does anybody
with above a third-grade education really believe that the Pilgrims and the
Indians sat down to a nice peaceful dinner of turkey and Stove Top stuffing
to celebrate the colonization of the New World? — but the sentiment behind
it, that we should take a moment and appreciate what we’ve got, is one I can
heartily support.
Besides, despite whatever vegetarian sympathies I harbor, I simply cannot turn down a well-stuffed turkey.
Now, as Thanksgiving 1995 draws near, I find myself more thankful than
ever for what I’ve got.
Last Saturday, my Dad told me he has prostate cancer. He’s having
what’s called a “radical prostatectomy” in early December to take care of it.
Now, if you’re going to have cancer, prostate cancer is perhaps one of the
“better” ones to get. If detected early enough, it is treatable, and fortunately,
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my Dad is an advocate of frequent physicals. A radical prostatectomy
involves the wholesale removal of the prostate gland. It’s a major operation,
but in my father’s mind, infinitely preferable to waiting until the cancer
spreads beyond the prostate and into the bloodstream, at which point it’s too
late for much of anything else. The operation has a high rate of success, and
like I said, they think they caught it early enough that this should eliminate
the cancer.
Nevertheless, my father will have to have annual tests for the rest of his
life to make sure the operation really did its job. There are also several
unpleasant, but bearable, side effects that can result from a radical prostatectomy.
I like to think I’m fairly close to my father. He is a smart, cheerful and
disciplined man, possessing an unsinkable optimism that I often wish I could
lay claim to. Throughout my childhood, my parents both dealt with me in
what was, in hindsight, a fair, reasonable fashion — they didn’t suffocate
me with strict curfews and authoritarianism, nor did they simply let me run
wild in the streets. I somehow managed to, after a prolonged battle with the
demons of adolescence, grow up to become a fairly happy, intelligent and
creative man in a world that loves to stifle such tendencies. I imagine that,
when or if I ever have kids of my own, I’d be doing all right to be half as
good at fatherhood as my Dad is.
Yet, on Saturday I was rudely reminded that nothing is forever. One day,
my parents will die. Right now, my father is dealing with a disease that
could very possibly kill him.
I have never been the most emotional of people. I prefer to keep my own
counsel, some would say to stew in my own juices. Oftentimes writing is the
only way I can say something — ironically, it is easier for me to speak boldly to an audience of several thousand mostly anonymous faces than it is to
speak softly to an audience of one. There are things we think we should say,
but we can’t — they’re too clichéd, too sentimental, too true and raw to simplify by giving breath to.
I sometimes take people for granted. Like my father.
These days, when it seems like half the fathers out there are either
absent, abusive or woefully unprepared for the job, it is a genuine rarity to
find one who’s done his best to prepare the goofy, bookish and odd kid God
gave him for the realities of life. I lucked out.
Thank you, Dad, for putting up with me. And I know, that if anybody
could beat this cancer, it’d be you. Thanks for never giving up… on me, on
anything.

My goddaughter

Unfortunately, the marriage didn’t take.

Oxford Town #122, December 20, 1995

My goddaughter Meeghan turns three next Saturday.
Three years old already.
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Man.
Even though she’s not my own kid or anything — she’s the daughter of
one of my best friends, who lives in Memphis — Meeghan Chablis Phillips
Russo has come to mean a great deal to me. Strange as it may seem, this
vivacious, babbling little three-year-old has managed to teach this crotchety
old twenty-something a thing or two about life and living.
Her mother Suzanne and I have been friends for going on five years now.
She was the first real connection I made when I moved to Mississippi. I was
drawn to her because, like me, she is eternally set slightly apart from the
pack. Suzanne is funny, smart, stubborn, moody and tenacious. A survivor.
I remember when Suzanne first told me she was pregnant, over three and
a half years ago. It was one of those very few moments in my life where I
was rendered utterly speechless. I mumbled a few amenities to her over the
phone, did my best to sound supportive and comforting, then hung up and
went out on the balcony of the apartment I was living in at the time.
I felt like I’d just been kicked in the stomach.
I had known people who had become pregnant, of course. In this day and
age, if at least one kid in your high school doesn’t get pregnant by graduation, you must be living in a convent. But Suzanne was no half-invisible
stranger in the halls, no girl I hardly knew — she was my best friend. And,
she told me that May afternoon, she wanted me to be the godfather of her
kid.
Me, a godfather. I was only 20, and that seemed too big a title for someone as young as me to have.
I stood out on that balcony and stared at the sky for what seemed like
hours. Although I’ve never smoked, that day was one of the few times I can
remember actually wanting a cigarette. Or a shot of whiskey. Or Valium.
Anything to ease the sensation that the world was rubber and clay, crumbling beneath my feet.
I got over it, of course. We humans are wonderfully adaptable folks. The
idea that my best friend, my confidant, would soon be a mother was something I had to just, as Suzanne herself would’ve so eloquently put it, “deal
with.”
Meeghan was born December 23, 1992. I saw her for the first time less
than two days later — a tiny, shrivelled red thing, face squashed up like a
pink raisin. Upon being introduced to her proud godfather, she promptly spit
up on my nice new denim jacket.
Nice to meet you, kid.
I haven’t been able to see Meeghan as much as I’d like these first three
years of her life, but I’ve treasured the times I have had with her, watching
her grow from a helpless little grub of a thing into the bouncing, ebullient
little nymphet she is today. For a while, I was “Gik” to her, but these days
she recognizes me as her “godfather Nik,” whatever that means to her. She
flirts shamelessly with any men she sees, and I’ll bet you anything she’ll be
a heartbreaker when she grows up. When I get to spend the day with her, I
usually go away battered and bruised like I went ten rounds with Mike
Tyson — but at the same time, I feel strangely vital and alive.
I’ve been learning by proxy from Suzanne how difficult and time-con-
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suming having one of them kid things can be — and wondering what in
God’s name I’m going to be like whenever I have one of my own.
Suzanne married last summer, a fellow who’s hopefully going to be the
father Meeghan will need in her life as she gets older. Next summer, the
three of them will move to Florida, and I’ll probably see my goddaughter
even less often than I do now.
As Meeghan turns three, I wonder where she’ll be and where I’ll be
when she turns eight. Or ten. Or sixteen. No matter what crazy journeys we
end up on, I hope she’ll grow up at least knowing who I am — and what
strange magic she brought into my life.

Angel in leather

My first visit to the home of the King.

Oxford Town #127, January 18, 1996

“I’m going to Graceland, Graceland, Memphis Tennessee…”
—Paul Simon, “Graceland”

I finally made it to the promised land Friday afternoon. My pal Kemble’s
friend Susan was here from Montana for the weekend, and being the most
unrepentant of Elvis fans, she couldn’t in good conscience visit this corner
of the world without laying eyes on the Jungle Room and other sundry
Elvisian artifacts. Kemble, his girlfriend Micah and I agreed to be Susan’s
chaperones to Graceland.
Now, although I’ve lived in and around Memphis for going on six years
now, the closest I’ve gotten to Graceland was being chased away from the
front walls a few years back while writing obscene Elvis-themed graffiti.
Since then, I’ve been a bit reluctant to drive down Elvis Presley Boulevard
for fear of assassination. Nevertheless, Friday afternoon Kemble, Micah,
Susan and I found ourselves standing at the front door of Elvis’s mansion. In
front of us, a German couple waxed rhapsodic over “der King,” while
behind us three heavyset elderly women, all dressed in hot pink spandex and
Reeboks, recalled seeing Elvis perform back in ‘72.
“…He was an angel… a grade-A angel in black leather,” one of them
said between salty tears.
Graceland was surprisingly human in scale — while the decor varied
between kitschy and cool, amusing and appalling, the mansion still seemed
very much like a home, right down to the bulky 1970s microwave in the
kitchen, still waiting doggedly for the King to pop a few last bean burritos in
it. Yeah, the place was decorated with stained-glass peacocks and green shag
carpeting on the ceilings, a TV room painted with gold-and-blue lightning
bolts, and OK, there is a waterfall running smack dab through the middle of
the Jungle Room… but touchingly, Graceland still seemed very much like
the home of a country boy made good who filled his castle with a neverending cornucopia of toys; the kind of house you or I might have if we suddenly made it big. Minus the mirrored ceilings, in my case.
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We topped off the Graceland visit by checking out the gift shops —
Susan went hog-wild with an Elvis-induced dementia, picking up sweatshirts, lighters, ashtrays and baseball caps, while I just had to have a tin sign
reproduction of the poster for Elvis’s movie “Harum Scarum” (“It’s 1001
swingin’ nights as Elvis brings the big beat to Baghdad!”).
•

•

•

“In a town by the riverside,
where the King got fat and died…”
—Blue Mountain, “Band Called Bud”

Later that night, left in a contemplative mood after standing vigil over
Elvis’s grave, we went over to another friend’s house to eat dinner and enjoy
some good music. Our friends Noah Saterstrom and Cary Hudson, the
renowned singer/songwriter for Blue Mountain, were going to be jamming
together on some instrumental tunes.
Blue Mountain is just about the finest band in Oxford, and seeing Cary
playing in such an intimate setting, especially with as talented a picker as
Noah, was quite a treat. We all chatted for a while about Elvis and the myriad legends surrounding him. Cary’s wife Laurie and Susan discussed the
King’s demise: was it, as some whispered, a plot by the Memphis mafia, or
perhaps an act of lustful revenge by one of Elvis’s girlfriends?
I thought it strange and a little bit wonderful that a guitar-pluckin’ kid
from Tupelo, almost 20 years gone from us now, should still be the focus for
such attention. The jumpsuits and kitsch sometimes obscure the facts: this
man was somebody, he lived and died in his dream house in Memphis but
left a world transformed in his wake. A world without him? Unimaginable.
I got home around 1 a.m., and decided I’d wash the dishes before I
crashed. It was a very quiet night, so I turned on the radio to the local oldies
station for some diversion. Some very familiar-sounding notes wafted into
the early morning air, and before I knew it I was humming along.
It was “Heartbreak Hotel,” of course.
Love him or hate him, The King lives on.

Straight to the top

How not to scale the Empire State Building.

Oxford Town #135, March 13, 1996

There’s a right way and a wrong way to do things.
I found this out in the summer of 1994, while I was living in New York
City during an internship.
I like to think that, overall, I acquitted myself pretty well during my three
months in the Big Apple. I never got mugged. I only gave spare change to
the most believable of beggars. I worked in the heart of Times Square and
bravely commuted there by subway every day; I got addicted to knishes and
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bagels (across the street from my dorm building was a shop that sold nothing but bagels and hot coffee — manna from the Gods to this wanna-be
Jew).
But I’ll admit I made my share of blunders, too. I ended up stranded on
Staten Island for an hour when I missed the ferry, and being stranded an
hour on Staten Island is akin to four or five years’ abandonment nearly anywhere else. I was taken in by a con man selling umbrellas for $3 during a
pouring rainstorm — once opened, the shyster’s hapless victims discovered
they had just paid $3 for an umbrella cover wrapped around a cardboard
paper towel holder.
Yet none of these quite compared to my Empire State Building experience — the result of my being a bit too self-assured.
It was a cool, balmy Sunday evening in June, and I was out roaming
Manhattan with several buddies of mine — Joe, Amy, Tim and Rich, native
Noo Yawkers all. This night the five of us had taken in dinner and a movie,
then decided to wander on up to a used records store on 2nd Avenue. While
walking, I saw the familiar shape of the Empire State Building reaching high
into the night, bathed in red, white and blue lighting at that time of year to
celebrate the upcoming Fourth of July. It is a sight that should fill all but the
most jaded of souls with awe. OK, it may not be the tallest building in the
world these days, but the Empire State Building is still one big ol’ skyscraper.
I realized that I had to go to the top of it immediately, that night — a
clear, cloudless Manhattan night, when lights from as far away as
Connecticut can be seen from up top. I had been living in New York for over
a month now; it was time to scale the city’s crown jewel and see the world.
I began to beg and plead with my friends that we needed to go to the top
of the Empire State Building. Those blasé Noo Yawkers — who had been up
top probably a hundred times between them — could sense they were dealing with one infected by the tourist’s madness here, and gave in fairly easily.
“One thing, though,” Joe asked me. “You have taken your allergy medicine, right?”
I suffer from slight sinus maladies in the summer. New York’s pollution
and filth hadn’t lightened my head any that summer, and I had almost gotten
used to my skull feeling like a giant cotton ball on a daily basis. It was
uncomfortable but tolerable most of the time. I couldn’t see what relevance
my glands had on the conversation, so I lied and told Joe yes. Allergy medicine? Huh?
Approaching the Empire State Building is an exercise in lowered expectations. The building is so blasted tall that it loses its impact the closer you
get, blending in with Manhattan’s other skyscrapers in perspective. The
lobby, while nicely decorated, is not the Olympian spectacle one would
expect. It is only when you get on the elevator after paying your fare that
you discover just how high it is you are going to go.
The attendant closed the door, and the express elevator proceeded to
shoot us up 82 floors in about .0034 of a second.
My ears popped about thirty times in that .0034 second, although that’s
not what it felt like to me. I simply figured my head had exploded with a
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blast of brain and bone, and that the white-hot pain I felt was the approach
of oncoming death.
The others in the elevator watched as I stiffened, grabbed my ears, and
collapsed on the floor of the elevator into a fetal position. I gurgled and convulsed silently.
“Ah,” said the elevator attendant. “Didn’t take his allergy medicine, eh?”
The view from the top was gorgeous, once I stopped choking on my
tongue. And I took my allergy medicine before riding down.
You see, there is a right and a wrong way to do things.

To all my friends

Graduation day, and saying goodbye.

Oxford Town #147, June 6, 1996

So, Sam and Aimé moved to Atlanta last weekend.
We took them out to dinner Thursday night, and then went back to their
place to help them through their last-minute moving frenzy. You can acquire
a lot of, as Sam put it, “crap” in a few short years, and we were there to help
them sort through it, box it or toss it, and load it into the U-Haul.
And then they were gone.
It’s merely the latest in a long line of friends moving on from Oxford. I
should be used to it, but the feeling of loss never seems to become any less
after each mumbled fare-thee-well.
I’ve known Sam almost as long as I’ve lived in Oxford — going on six
years now — and his soon-to-be-wife Aimé nearly as long. Their departure
leaves a tiny, but crucial, little void in my life.
Good friends — really good friends — are too rare in this life, and too
easily lost. When I graduated high school and moved to Mississippi, there
were many friends that I promised to write — we vowed that despite the
considerable obstacles of time, geography and getting on with our lives,
we’d never forget each other.
Six years on, I have trouble remembering my “best pal for life” John’s
middle name or what my old girlfriend Denise’s favorite color was.
What can you do to combat this?
Sometimes, all you can do is smile and remember.
I recall that on one camping trip to Arkansas a few years ago, late at
night after a day of hiking and a few beers to get relaxed, Sam came up with
a toast — standing up before the campfire unsteadily, he raised his drink to
us and bellowed at the top of his lungs, “To all my friends!”
A line from the film “Barfly,” it became a running joke, the kind few outsiders get — but the next day, weeks later, years later at parties and dinners,
there would be a lull in conversation and someone would raise their drink
and call a toast “to all my friends!”
It never failed to crack me up — a symbol of a friendship’s peculiar stability and uncertainty, of how we must always move on in the end but how,
if we’re lucky, they’ll always be there inside our forgetful heads where it
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counts.
I’ll see Sam and Aimé again, of course. There’s always visits, and their
upcoming wedding in October that’s sure to be a Dionysian shindig hall-offame kinda nuptials if ever there was one.
But I will still miss my very good friends Sam and Aimé, and perhaps at
the next party I and some of their other friends are at, I will raise my drink
and offer my own little toast:
“To all my friends — wherever they may be.”
Godspeed, guys.

The history teacher
The last days of Ivan Ryan.

Oxford Town #162, September 19, 1996
I was a drug runner, once.
OK, so they were prescription drugs, and I “ran” — delivered — them to
various residents of the northern California town I grew up in. I worked at
Grass Valley Drugs for a beetle-browed pharmacist named Dale Boothby as
a part-time job in high school. It was a great deal safer and, in the long run,
nearly as interesting as that other type of drug running.
I had almost no experience with anyone older than my parents at that
point in my life. All four of my grandparents died before I was old enough
to remember them, and so to me the elderly were like statues in a museum to
be viewed respectfully and at a distance so you wouldn’t break them. But in
the course of my deliveries, I found that almost all of my customers were
older folks, unable or unwilling to leave their homes. I ended up figuring out
that my customers, despite their ages, were like most other people — a
murky combination of kindness and less altruistic vices.
There was the woman who always had a plate of cookies for me when I
stopped by, and who wouldn’t settle for my taking just one. There was the
old diabetic whose legs had been amputated and who never left his bed — I
would go into his room to drop off his pills and find him smoking a cigar
and drinking shots of Tequila. There was the 70-something woman trying
desperately to look younger, who wore an astoundingly fake black wig and
had so much makeup caked on her face that I worried her neck would give
out from having to support the weight. There was the woman who gave me a
$50 tip at Christmas; there was the man who always gave me a single nickel
as a tip no matter what day it was.
There were the nursing homes, which I hated at first. That septic smell,
the wheelchair-held ghosts lining the halls, hollow shells of people who I
never imagined were once vivid and vibrant 18-year-olds like me. I delivered my prescriptions as quickly as I could to those places, avoiding eye
contract, until one time I got held up while an administrator searched for
some form or another, and I found myself standing alone in the hall with an
old, barely-breathing man in a wheelchair. He muttered something I couldn’t
understand, and I asked him to repeat it. “Goddamned bureaucracy,” he spat
out. “Ain’t changed in sixty years and never will. You’re lucky they even
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know what form they’re looking for.” After that, I realized the home inmates
were just as human as I, and my visits there were a little less haunting. I did
my best to smile and chat with the folks there when I could.
But the customer I liked best was a large, bear-like man named Ivan
Ryan. He was a retired history teacher who lived alone in a ramshackle converted hunting lodge a good way from town — the trips I would take out to
his house to deliver his weekly doses of Xanax were Indiana Jones-esque
epic journeys, rattling down gravel roads past forgotten gold mines and clandestine pot farms. Helen, Ivan Ryan’s wife of fifty-some years, died just a
few months after I started my job at the drug store. Her death left Ivan Ryan
alone for the first time in a long while, and in his bemused face I saw the
effects of a loss so large it could never fully sink in for him.
He was a lonely man, but dignified in his aloneness. He would come to
the door, smiling almost invisibly, and offer that “if it wasn’t an imposition,
I’ve a pot of coffee brewing that’s a little too big for just me to drink.” More
often than not, I’d take Ivan Ryan up on his offer — figuring I could fudge
my lateness with my boss by blaming it on the lengthy drive into the county.
We would sit on the porch of his home for a few minutes and he would
talk, and I would listen. Being a former teacher, he sometimes just needed
an audience. He would talk about the long-gone mines surrounding his
home, about what it’d been like in Nevada County when he and his wife
moved out there from Pennsylvania. He had few regrets. “Helen and I
thought about having kids a couple of times,” he’d admit, “but we were too
much the damned romantic fools to have them. Too busy living our lives.”
He’d often call himself “a damned romantic fool” in the course of talking,
and it was clear he wasn’t bragging, or complaining — just stating a fact.
The way things were. Some people don’t make the ties others do, through
choice or event, and they live their lives unfettered and choosing only a
select few others to bond with.
When I graduated high school and decided to move to Mississippi, I paid
Ivan Ryan a final call. He wasn’t looking so good — his bear-like mass had
sunk in on itself some, and his eyes were less clear. When he heard I was
moving to Mississippi, he told me I’d better send him a postcard. Then he
poured me some more coffee and talked about James K. Polk for a while.
But about two weeks before I moved, I saw an obituary in the newspaper.
Ivan Ryan was reunited with his wife again.
When I got to Ole Miss, one of the first things I did was buy a postcard
at the campus bookstore — one of Faulkner, what the heck — and mailed it
to Ivan Ryan. No message on it, just left it blank. I knew he’d never see it or
anything, but it was only a 15¢ stamp. It was the gesture he’d have liked.
Damned romantic fools gotta stick together.
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The box of stuff

Odds, ends and things you can’t toss out.

Oxford Town #164, October 3, 1996

I explored my box of stuff on Sunday afternoon.
Everybody’s got a box of stuff. A collection of random papers, notes,
cards, trinkets and knickknacks that you’ve gathered over the years; a repository of rubbish that likely no one else would find value in, but that you consider more precious than spun gold.
It’s good to have a box of stuff. On humdrum malaise-laden Sunday
afternoons, sometimes there’s nothing finer than sitting down with a glass of
tea and the box of stuff, prospecting for memories. Digging around in the
past can sometimes point at where you are in the present, can give you a
chance to reassess your current directions. Or sometimes it can just give you
an opportunity to rediscover old friends, lost loves and past adventures, filtered through the sepia-toned light of nostalgia.
My box of stuff is currently an old Xerox paper carton, stacked to the
brim and tricky to close. If I keep accruing material for the box of stuff like
I am these days, it’ll likely end up a steamer trunk of stuff before long. I
have always been borderline-obsessive when it comes to keeping old notes
and letters; to me they’re a way to glimpse the past through less mechanical
means than videotape. Every few years I might go through the box and discard a few items (Do I really need this old gum wrapper with someone’s
phone number on it?, I’ll think. Then I’ll recall the girl whose number is on
the wrapper and remember what she meant, then I’ll take a whiff of the
wrapper and its cinnamony-cellophaney aroma transports me back to 1989
or so and this is usually when the roommate will walk in, with me supine on
the floor with an old gum wrapper half up my nose). But for the most part
the box remains intact and ever-expanding.
As it should be with every proper box of stuff, I’ll find things that make
me cringe. I hadn’t looked through the box in its entirety for a good three
years Sunday, and some of the things I found made me nearly apoplectic
with self-embarrassment.
There’s that journal that Mrs. Dinwiddie made us keep in sixth grade to
“exercise our essaying skills.” Reading the adventures of the 12-year-old
Nik is an exercise in masochism from the wizened pinnacle of age 25. A
typical entry reads something like:
“Saw ‘Temple of Doom’ last night with Nat. Indy is so rad! Traded Star
Wars figures with Nat last night but he got mad when I wouldn’t trade my
extra Ugnaught for his beat-up Hoth Princess Leia. Princess Leia is lame! I
saw Jenni in the cafeteria at lunch and tried to get her attention by smacking
open the hard-boiled egg in my lunch on my head but the egg wasn’t hardboiled. Missed Physical Science having to get the egg goop washed out of
my hair in Nurse’s office. I think Jenni wants to go with me. I’ll have to ask
Nat to ask Kim to ask Jenni if she likes me.”
There are less embarrassing artifacts in my box of stuff. Countless
Christmas cards, half of them from people I can’t even picture anymore. A
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“Dukakis for President” button I wore without shame my junior year in high
school. A “Purple Passion” bottle cap, rescued from my first Ole Miss
drunken frenzy in freshman year. A blurry snapshot of me in a tuxedo at
Senior Prom. A “Peanuts” cartoon I had pinned up in my locker in high
school for four years. An invitation to my best friend’s wedding. One of
those pens with the lady inside that if you turn it upside down the lady’s
dress disappears — the writing tool of choice in seventh grade. A newspaper
clipping of one of the three times in high school I actually made honor roll.
A pair of chattering teeth. Sappy sentimental postcards my then-girlfriend
sent to me while I was living in New York City on an internship, alone as
you can get in a city of eight million people.
And letters, letters, letters. I read letters from my old high school friend
Sun about her problems with her then-boyfriend Chris (Chris is now happily
married to someone else and Sun’s since gone on to graduate school and, er,
“jumped the fence,” so to speak, and is very happy with her girlfriend
Anna). I read a letter from John telling me how depressed he is at the idea
that he’ll never stop working as a busboy (John’s now in law school in San
Francisco and doing very well).
I found the periodic journals I’ve tried keeping over the years, from sixth
grade to present. I read entries from 1994 to see how much I’ve changed
from the kid who smashed a raw egg on his head to impress Jenni in sixth
grade:
“Saw ‘Forrest Gump’ tonight with Sam and Aimé. Went out to City
Grocery later and drank Kamikazes until the floor turned purple. Called
Laura and asked her out for tomorrow night. Thinking of writing a poem to
show her how wonderfully sensitive I am but the only things I can think of
that remotely rhyme with ‘Laura’ are ‘horror’ and ‘spatula.’”
Having a box of stuff keeps you pleasantly humble about your personal
growth. And keeps the potential blackmail material in your own hands.

Navel-gazing birthday column No. 25
Birthday deep thoughts.

Oxford Town #167, October 24, 1996

I’ll be 25 in a couple of weeks. I hope not to echo last year’s depraved
debauchery, wherein several cruel and malicious so-called “friends” forced
what was at least 20 gallons of wine, whiskey and Goldschläger down my
throat and left me a whimpering, humbled mass of protoplasm cowering on
the floor of the City Grocery.
Rather, this year I think I’ll shoot for a sort of general introspection, a
birthday less about wild partying and more about taking stock of things. 25
is a miniature milestone — impossible as it is for me to believe, it’s halfway
to 50; a whole quarter-century. When I was born Nixon was still President
and Watergate wasn’t even a notion, but there are freshmen at Ole Miss now
who were born during the Carter administration. It’s enough to boggle the
synapses.
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Yet 25 ain’t all that old, really. It’s a mere blip in the cosmic timeline, a
minute one-fortieth of the rapidly-ending millennium. Heck, I got columnists
writing for the paper I edit twice my age (no offense, Dick!). I look around
and survey things and figure that maybe I’m not doing all that bad for 25,
even if I haven’t married the girl of my dreams and given birth to a brood of
Niklings. But that was never really my highest priority to have done by 25,
anyway.
Still, it’s hard for me to escape the feeling sometimes that a life is an
hourglass rapidly running out of sand. That there’s nothing new under the
sun and little chance you’ll manage to bring something truly new to it. Heck,
even that hackneyed “hourglass” analogy I used a second ago was cribbed
from “Days Of Our Lives.” What chance do the ambitions of a life have in
an age of multi-media and split-second responses?
When I was seven or so, I wanted to be a world-famous zoologist, kind
of a combination of Dr. Dolittle and Indiana Jones. I would travel the globe
having profoundly fascinating adventures and gathering my animal friends
in order to amass the world’s coolest zoo, an Edenic retreat for everything
from aardwolfs to pangolins to zebras.
That didn’t quite pan out, so a few years later I decided I’d become a
comic book artist and take over the world in that fashion. That wasn’t meant
to be either, so I alternated between wanting to be a screenwriter, a missionary, an environmental scientist and a rather embarrassing period circa 1981
when I was going to be a Jedi Knight. Then somehow I drifted into journalism, more by practicality than dreamseeking — I wanted to write, but didn’t
fancy the idea of being yet another starving would-be novelist eating Top
Ramen in his basement apartment. And here I’ve stayed, more or less, ever
since.
And so nearly 25 years has passed. I feel pretty good about where I’m at,
when I think about it. I know people years older than I who are still seeking
their station in life, who drift and mooch and keep looking for that nonexistent rainbow of fortune just around the bend.
But if there’s one thing, and only one thing I’ve learned to date, it’s that
life is what you — not some invisible benefactor — will make of it.
Hell, that’s been said before, too, hasn’t it? C’est la vie.
In 25 years I’ve been lucky — I’ve worked for some good papers and
magazines, I’ve met some rare and wonderful people. I’ve camped under the
stars everywhere from Idaho to Arkansas and I’ve been on long, rambling
road trips where it’s the middle of the night and you’re driving somewhere
but you’re not real particular about when you get there or how. I’ve read a
bunch of great books and I’ve lived in Greenwich Village. I’ve wrecked a
car and skied down a few mountains. I’ve written some truly awful attempts
at love poems and I’ve dated some angelic women who never stray too far
from my thoughts, no matter what happened between us in the end. I’ve had
my picture taken in front of the Eiffel Tower, eaten barbeque at the
Rendezvous in Memphis, shook a President’s hand, and had a warm and
purring cat go to sleep on my stomach more times than I can count. I’ve had
complete strangers come up to me and tell me how much something I wrote
meant to them, and there’s no words I can really come up with in return to
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express how much that means to me or how worthwhile that makes me feel.
But there’s still a few things left to do.
I haven’t gone water-skiing, still. Never been to Arizona or Missouri and
while I’ve visited the Big Easy a bunch of times, I still haven’t done Mardi
Gras. I have never won a game of chess and I still haven’t finished
“Ulysses.” I’ve never played guitar with any degree of proficiency. I’m a
pretty lousy cook. And I have no clue where I’ll be in five, ten, or even 25
more years. And likely everything I’ll ever do was done by someone, somewhere, at least once.
But they’ll be happening to me for the first time. And sometimes, experience matters a lot more than originality.

The boy who never grew up
Kevin Brown, 1971-1989.

Oxford Town #168, October 31, 1996

Kevin Brown was born on Halloween, and my thoughts often return to
him this time of year.
He is likely completely forgotten now by most of those who knew him.
Probably only his parents and closest friends remember him, and occasionally a few of us, who knew him briefly, have his face flutter through our
minds.
Kevin was the second of my junior high graduating class to die, the second person whose unshakable, undeniable mortality knocked us hopeful
cocky teenagers flat on our butts. Now, Sam Schuman was the first kid who
died that I knew, but just barely. He was killed in a freak climbing accident
in the summer of 1986, just a few weeks short of his first day of high
school.
But I didn’t really know Sam, so while his death was sad in the sort of
way anonymous high school tragedies that happen to people you don’t know
are, it didn’t really touch me where it counted.
But I knew Kevin, although it’d be stretching to say I knew him well at
the end of things.
Kevin Brown was born on October 31, 1971 in New Jersey. His dad was
dead by the time I knew him, so his mom raised him alone.
Kevin and I played together a handful of times in junior high and before.
I remember he had a huge collection of “Star Wars” figures that he would
bring over to my house and mingle with mine, and that we one time had a
great war in the backyard with our little plastic Rebels and Imperials, and
that my mom was mad because we flooded her garden to simulate the
marshy depths of Dagobah. I remember that Han Solo was Kevin’s favorite
character.
Kevin spent the night at my house a couple of times, although I can’t
really remember ever spending the night at his. Once we played with these
cheap battery-powered walkie-talkies of his, hiding in separate corners of
the house and sending static-filled communiques to each other. It was fun
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and we felt like spies.
Kevin was average and typical. He was no flaming genius or wormy
loser, no burly jock or surly outcast. He was just like me. He tumbled and
scrambled his way through fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth grades just
like the rest of us did.
But in high school there’s not much value in being too average or too
typical, and so everyone splintered into whatever personas suited them best.
I became a quirk-filled artsy lad, hovering sensitively in that gray zone
between being a loser and being popular. Other friends discovered the Sex
Pistols and shaved their heads, read Richard Bach’s “Illusions” and became
transfigured by enlightenment, or discovered football and became team players.
It was about at this point that I lost sight of the Kevin Brown I knew.
We would nod to each other in the halls, exchange a word or two, but
that was about it. He had his persona, I had mine.
His persona involved beer and bongs, leather jackets and spiked hair,
sharp knives and an increasingly lesser amount of school. It involved him
being kicked out of our high school by sophomore year, and sent to the
deceptively-titled “alternative school” out in the boonies.
What happened to Kevin made me sad, but I didn’t really take too much
notice. He was outside my realm of existence now. I knew he was too smart
to be at that “alternative school” but who knew what reasons he had to be
screwing up like he was?
And then Kevin died.
He was in a car wreck late one night on this awful, crooked highway out
in the county. He hung on for a few days, hooked up to machines and halfalive. I tried to remember the last time I’d seen Kevin, the last time I’d
talked to him, and figured it must have been years ago. I saw him from my
car once; he was standing on a street corner wearing a beat-up green army
jacket and smoking a cigarette, waiting to cross the street. I tried to mesh
that face with the average, likable kid who was once just like me, but I
couldn’t quite do it.
Kevin Brown died on June 2, 1989. He was 17 years old. He died and he
was buried in the Presidio Cemetery in San Francisco.
I remember when I heard that he died, I thought I should feel something
huge and swollen, but all I felt was confused. I wish I could tell you I know
what he would’ve done or who he would’ve become if he’d stayed around
just a little longer. Maybe he’d have made it past that adolescent angst phase
and gone on to have a life like anyone else’s. But I don’t and can’t ever
know what Kevin might’ve done with his life, and somehow to me that’s the
single greatest tragedy of them all.
Kevin Brown would’ve been 25 today.
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Never the same

Knowing it’s all about to change.

Oxford Town #169, November 7, 1996

I’ll freely admit it: I’m not the type of person who schmoozes and makes
contacts. I have a small and select group of truly close friends, and most of
the other people I know are just acquaintances. Nothing wrong with that, I
think: if you plow a ground and only harvest a few seeds, the plants remaining are that much more precious and rare.
And so it is with good friends. In the past few weeks, I’ve reestablished
ties with several old high school buddies out on the West Coast and enjoyed
visits from friends closer by. It made me stop and smile, for there is nothing
like the reassurance that people are out there who continue to care if you
exist, no matter how few the times are you’re actually able to meet in person.
Last weekend was a grand old time, because several old companions
were back in town. There were Sam and Aimé from Atlanta, passing through
Oxford for a wedding in Memphis. And there was my other good friend
Hillarie, in town from Texas for her sister Lee’s wedding (showing what a
tiny biosphere Oxford really is, Hillarie’s sister married The Oxford Eagle’s
News Editor Steve Mullen, whose office is a few doors down from mine).
With Sam and Hillarie and Aimé back in town for a few short days, I was
catapulted back to undergrad days all over again. It’s only been six months
since Sam and Aimé packed up and moved to Atlanta, but it somehow seems
longer. We’re all of us almost adults now; only a handful of my close friends
are still doggedly pursuing their undergrad degrees. Some, like my roommate Kemble, are doing that graduate school thang, while others, like Sam,
have gone on to get real life 9-to-5 jobs. In Sam’s case, he’s a self-described
“paper broker” for a prominent recycling firm in Atlanta.
“I feel like I’m home!” Aimé kept saying over and over during the two
days they stayed at our house. Oxford has that effect on you. Four or five or
six years of a life is a small slice, true, but these are the years where everything is still fluid and possible for a few shining moments before the hallmarks of Grownupland — spouses, kids, PTA meetings and pensions — set
in.
Speaking of Grownupland, another friend of mine, Jean Robinson née
Cretini, is expecting a kid of her own any second now, maybe before this
issue hits the streets. Jean and her husband Kevin are just radiant enough in
their impending parenthood to make any bachelor twentysomethinger jealous as hell. Jean has borne her pregnancy with a Mona Lisa-esque smile on
her face the entire time, a maternal look of pride that hints at a strange world
the childless amongst us know little of. Kevin, meanwhile, beams with a
kind of rugged optimism and has built a handsome cradle for his impending
son/daughter.
A bunch of us went out to Jean and Kevin’s house in the country for dinner Sunday night for one last visit before the baby comes. With a warm fire
blazing and a glass of Mississippi wine in one hand and a plate of hot corn
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bread in the other, I felt the picture of contentedness.
At one point my friend Adrian and I were standing in front of the fire and
a slight grin crossed his face.
“This is nice,” he said. “Sometimes you take this kind of thing for granted.”
Amen, brother. It’s a given in life that you can’t appreciate the finer
things until you’ve been deprived of them for a time, whether they be
friends or love or security. Our lives are at the tips of a strange threshold,
some of us having already slipped over the edge while the others weren’t
looking — and while that new world has its own milestones to cross, it’s
still always hard to say goodbye to the old, to realize you’ll never go to
another class or study for another final or sit in another school desk, halfasleep and ignoring your chemistry teacher’s lecture, lazily working The
Daily Mississippian crossword puzzle.
T.S. Eliot wrote that the world would end not with a bang, but with a
whimper. This is true too for the chapters of a life, which slink by in the corner of your vision and whose passings rarely reveal themselves to you until
all you can do is gape, slack-jawed and nostalgic, at the memories fading
away in the distance.
So forgive me if I get a little maudlin when old friends come to town,
because it’s a sad thing indeed to know that two-day visits and rushed whirlwinds of catching-up are the best we’re gonna get now. It’s impossible to
wish that perhaps I’d been a little less independent and a little more grateful
for Sam and Aimé and Hillarie when we were all only a phone call away, so
the best I can do is just celebrate like hell while they’re here. And put a
bookmark in the chapter of life I’m in at the moment. It can keep for a
minute or two.

True love

Who makes you happy?

Oxford Town #171, November 21, 1996

My friend Sun told me she’d found the person of her dreams earlier this
year.
My first thought was, who is he this time?
Just how often do you hear that sentence — “I’ve found the man-orwoman of my dreams” — from one of your friends’ lips? Or from your
own? We all participate in that desperate quest to find a perfect fit, the missing piece of the enigmatic jigsaw puzzle that is our lives. Never mind that a
relationship is no more a lasting panacea for what ails you than Nyquil is —
we like to humor ourselves that if only we can find that someone, that elusive someone, everything will be all right.
Sun and I have known each other since high school. She’s like a sister to
me; someone with whom I’ve spent countless hours confiding in and comforting over the years. She liked Shakespeare and Andrew Lloyd Webber,
was the first totally dedicated vegetarian I ever knew. (Me: “You mean you
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never had a hamburger? Never? How about a corn dog?”)
Sun’s high school boyfriend Chris was another long-standing pal of mine,
and back then the quartet of us — Sun and Chris and me and whoever I was
seeing at the time — were nigh-inseparable. Chris was one year older than
us, and when he moved away to Reno for college it put the expected strain
on affairs. Sun and Chris’s relationship petered out slowly during her freshman year in college. She moved on to other, equally unsuccessful relationships.
And I moved to Mississippi and had to take up my friendship duties with
Sun via mail and infrequent phone calls. We grew a little bit further apart —
and what was once three or four letters a month became one, or one every
three months, or maybe just two a year. These things happen. California is a
heck of a long way from Mississippi, too long to keep the fragile strands of
experiences that hold us together from fraying somewhat over time.
But Sun didn’t entirely drop out of my life — we’d exchange letters once
a year or so, and this past spring I got a letter from her, the first in over a
year.
“I’ve finally found someone who makes me happy,” it began. “Her name
is Anna.”
I am a little slow with such things. It took me a minute or three to figure
out exactly what Sun was telling me, but once I did I had to just laugh. And
I sat there laughing to myself for some time at the sheer weirdness of it all.
Sun had “jumped the fence!”
I had never had any truly close gay friends before. There was a guy who
used to cut my hair — how stereotypical is that? — and several casual
undergrad friends male and female — but never before had I seen an old
friend suddenly reverse all my old conceptions of her and come out of the
closet.
Yet it seemed right, in a skewed sort of way. Sun was never truly happy
back in high school with Chris — in a way it always struck me as a girl and
a guy playing at being involved, without ever quite making it past the starting line. I never knew any of her college boyfriends, but I got the impression
little was different with them.
“There is something unique about a relationship with someone of the
same sex,” Sun wrote. “You know where your partner is coming from in a
lot of areas that someone of the opposite sex never will.”
Sun told me about her and Anna: “This is how I’d always imagined love
could be.”
That gross you out? Freak you out a bit?
Maybe it did me too, at first — the concept was simply alien to me,
removed from obscure liberal proclamations (i.e., “some of my best friends
are black!”) and into the astoundingly real. I could no more be attracted to a
man than I could to an iguana, and one of my oldest friends was asking me
to understand — yes, and even condone — this startling change in her.
But Sun was happy. Truly happy for the first time in what may be forever.
That means the world to me. And the more I thought about it, the idea of
her being a lesbian wasn’t that shocking — it was something I’d never have
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thought of on my own, but once offered, there was a click in my head — “of
course,” I thought. “How perfectly right.”
And Sun is happy with Anna — it’s been well over a year now since they
started seeing each other, and the change in her makes the old Sun seem like
a depressed, dismal wretch.
This isn’t a political column — I have no snappy anti-homophobia diatribe in mind to wind ‘er up with. I’ll be seeing Sun this weekend for the
first time in over five years — and meeting her girlfriend Anna for the first
time — and I will hug my friend and we’ll babble on about what’s happened
to us the past five years or so.
Because she is my friend. And she’s happy now.
Nothing else matters. Nothing else should matter.

The baby plague

Why is everyone getting married?

Oxford Town #178, January 9, 1997

You’ve got to help me, because I think I’m coming down with something.
I don’t quite know what it is, but it’s in the air hovering implacably, this
pestilent disease. See, everyone I know is doing bizarre things — they’re
getting married and having babies. Babies and weddings, everywhere I turn,
babies and weddings. Sometimes practically simultaneously.
I counted the number of people I know or know of who got married last
year — nine. I went to four weddings myself. There’s something terrible
going on here.
It’s gotten so there’s no longer this soul-tearing sense of displacement
when someone I know, someone I’ve hung out with and done those teenager
twenty-something type things us teenage and twenty-something types do,
when one of them tells me they’re getting married and/or having a baby.
Instead I’ll just nod wearily and carve another branch off my tree of life.
See, that’s the true insidiousness of this creeping babies-and-weddings
plague — it numbs you, numbs you to the true horror of what’s going on
here.
And it’s contagious.
Boy, is it contagious.
I never really grew up around babies, myself included. My only brother
is just a year and a half younger than I. Babies were squealing, pudgy little
things that friends of my parents toted about in church, that were a million
years from where I was. I was never one to succumb to that “oooh, id dat a
cute widdle babee” ailment other people tended to get when confronted with
a toddler.
As for weddings … well, you know how prevalent divorce is these days.
Mine was the first generation to grow up and see marriage not just as a
happy goal to be reached, but a treacherous obstacle course to be navigated,
a dangerous realm where families could be broken up into fragmented parts.
It could definitely make you a bit nervous about getting married yourself
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one day.
So I matured into a strapping young man with a healthy sense of distance
from the concepts of babies and weddings, like any red-blooded American
male should be.
And then 1996: the year of baby showers and wedding cakes hit.
And babies and weddings started looking a little less alien, a little more
possible to me.
My good friends Kevin and Jean had a baby back around Thanksgiving.
A bunch of us trekked up to the hospital when we heard Jean was in labor,
and sat around there for hours waiting to hear something. We went down to
the nursery to look at the babies already in place there. Like a deli shop window, there were row after row of soft little creatures there, some squalling,
some sleeping and some staring up at the ceiling in a post-birth daze, clearly
wondering “how did I get here and what the heck is going on?”
A primal twinge hit my gut when Kevin finally brought his new son —
Ansel Christopher, all strapping eight pounds, 15 ounces of him — out to
see us. The baby was red as a beet and surprisingly hairy, looking at us with
the sensory overload of one seeing it all for the first time.
As we all crowded around Kevin, the proud new father, a single tear slid
from his eyes and pattered off of his son’s forehead.
Now, moments like that you just can’t fake and it’ll make the most stoic
of hearts skip a beat, I don’t care how cynical you are.
So I guess I then had what Nostradamus would call a “precognitive
flash.” For a moment I could picture with a crystalline clarity some day way
down the line, and me standing there in a hospital room holding my own son
or daughter for the first time, feeling the stumpy curves of its body against
my forearms and the gentle squirms of its untrained arms and legs wriggling
in my grip. I could picture the fine weave of its thin hair and the speckles of
reflected light gathered in its eyes, and in that one second I lived an entire
childhood with it, imagining teaching the little bugger to play catch, reading
it Dr. Seuss like my own dad did me, helping it on its first bike and buying it
its first pet and…
This all from just looking at a friend’s baby. You see why this is such a
dangerous thing?
It all makes sense to me now. Prolonged exposure to my companions’
wedded blisses and newborn kids is clearly having some kind of effect on
my mind, warping me minutely and making me one of them — an adult, a
parent and a spouse. Before I know it, I too will be having to watch Barney
and actually stop in the baby food aisle at Kroger instead of occasionally
walking by the strained pears and laughing at the poor fools who have to
buy such things.
And just when my cynicism and independence gets comfortable again
and I think I might beat this thing, I’ll recall that one salty tear dropping
from Kevin’s eye and onto his son’s head. My head swims and I lose my
steadfast demeanor and reason flies and…
…And I think that if I had a boy, I’d name him Grant. Sierra or Helen, if
a girl. But definitely Grant for a boy.
I wonder what my wife will think?
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A good dog

Shylock, not the ‘Merchant of Venice’ one.

Oxford Town #181, January 30, 1997

The difference between cats and dogs?
I happen to like both, so I’ll do some fence-straddling here, but here’s
what I consider to be the major dividing line between canine and feline:
A dog is your buddy; your pal — and usually, without fail, you can be
fairly sure what a dog is thinking.
A cat, on the other hand, is like the girl/guy you’ve had a crush on for the
past six months whom you haven’t quite managed to crack just yet. One
minute, you’re having this great little conversation and you’re on exactly the
same level; the next minute, he/she is clawing your eyes out.
You can never be exactly sure what a cat is thinking.
Dogs are familiar; cats are unknown. Dogs endear; cats intrigue. Dogs
will fetch you a stick; cats will startle you awake at 3 a.m. by depositing a
disemboweled mouse on your bedspread as a gift.
Like I said, though, I happen to like ’em both. I don’t quite understand
those people who love dogs but hate cats with venom, or those who cuddle
kittens and despise mutts. It’s all a matter of recognizing their differences
and accepting them.
Dogs and cats don’t have as much staked in this whole feline/canine
rivalry as people do. Contrary to popular belief, in my experience the two
will get along fine after some preliminary growling and hair-pulling, and can
indeed become friends given the chance.
Take Shylock and Kudzu, for instance.
Shylock was a rather pathetic specimen of dog — one of those yapping,
dribbling little things that look like the result of genetic splicing between a
Chihuahua and a lab rat. A Papillon, to be precise — like a Chihuahua with
longer hair. Upon first meeting Shylock — he was my new roommate
Robert’s pet — he began barking furiously, leaping up in the air several feet
high, and then he rushed up to me and immediately began humping my leg
with his french fry-sized manhood.
That kind of dog.
But despite my initial misgivings, I couldn’t hold Shylock’s freakish
appearance against him — he didn’t ask to be born some mutant fly dog
with bulging eyes. So he wasn’t a golden retriever or a German shepherd.
He was still a dog — a good dog. My initial irritation at having to live with
such an annoying little critter dulled the first time he hopped up into my
chair when I was reading, eyes bulging, and began licking the pages of the
book I held. A dog so aware of his own bad cards in the genetic lottery, so
determined to ingratiate, holds his own peculiar charms.
And then I got a cat.
Kudzu was her name — a puny tortoiseshell kitten I picked up at the
Animal Shelter one day on a whim. She was one of the few things they had
in the Shelter smaller than Shylock. The runt of her litter. I’d been wanting a
cat for a while — while I love dogs, I realized they demanded more care
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than I was able to give at that time, and that a cat would be less of a burden.
Besides, while I was living with Robert, Shylock could use a playmate.
When I brought Kudzu home from the Shelter, Shylock immediately displayed his nervous nature by expelling a puddle of urine onto the floor when
I set her down next to him. He then hid under the bed until I got whatever
this weird meowing thing was away from him.
That kind of dog.
Fortunately, Shylock eventually got used to Kudzu. The growing kitten
looked upon the spastic Papillon as some sort of twisted father figure, and
took to falling asleep on top of Shylock — even when, as she grew, she
became bigger than he was. The two of them would chase each other frantically around our apartment, bouncing off futons and ottomans and ending up
in a fur-flying wrestling match.
Shylock wasn’t fixed, and I was waiting for Kudzu to be old enough to
get spayed. Then Kudzu went into heat the first time. Poor sexually-frustrated Shylock sensed this, and realized it was his one — and probably only —
opportunity to get some.
Thankfully, Robert was in the room, and immediately separated the
Papillon and the kitten. I had Kudzu spayed the next day, though not before
having sweat-soaked dreams of being surrounded by the mutant offspring of
dog and cat — hideous bug-eyed meowing, yapping spawn that looked as if
they stepped out from some “Planet of the Apes” sequel.
Shylock is no longer with us now; he’s gone on to that fire hydrant in the
sky, where the food dish is always full and there’s plenty of female Papillons
to ravish.
Kudzu is still very much with me, though. I doubt her walnut-sized brain
even remembers her first playmate Shylock now, but I do. I first thought the
yapping dustmop of a thing wasn’t much of a dog — in retrospect, he was
not just a dog. In his weird little way, he was a good dog.
That kind of dog.

Zen and the art of sacking
Deck the aisles.

Oxford Town #186, March 6, 1997

I used to be pretty good in the sack.
I was what you call a “courtesy clerk” — corporate-ese for a grocery
sacker — for two consecutive summers at a Kroger in Memphis. It was my
first years in college, the years when you find yourself working the kind of
job utterly opposite to the kind of job you’re in college trying to qualify
yourself for.
It’s a good motivator to hurry up and get that degree.
At the end of my freshman year at Ole Miss, my dad gave me two things:
a battered ‘84 Volkswagen rabbit and an ultimatum. Get a summer job, or go
to summer school.
I opted for the summer job. I’d spent my freshman year in a near-monas-
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tic state of poverty, having blown the $1,200 I’d saved up over my last year
of high school in less than two months. Having the funds to be able to eat
more than Top Ramen six nights a week when I returned to Ole Miss that
fall would be nice.
So I ended up working at Kroger; it was the last open summer job I
could find, and it seemed to demand a minimum of skills. As the fella who
trained me, Thomas, put it, “Ya ask if they want paper or plastic, ya stick the
things in the bags and ya never put the eggs on the bottom.”
Cool, I thought. Piece of cake job.
I will tell you now that during those two summers I worked as a “courtesy clerk” I learned more respect for the humble sacker than I’d ever
thought possible.
Courtesy clerking is more than just hurling soup cans in a sack — it is a
state of mind, a sort of zen. You are more than a gatherer of groceries — you
are a sort of custodian for the entire Kroger experience, if you will.
You cannot just indiscriminately stuff a sack until it bursts. You have to
carefully weigh in the volume, the shape and the breakability of whatever
you’re dealing with; you have to maximize your space and neither under- or
over-load a bag. And you have about 72 seconds to do this in.
A lot of the guys working the sack gig were just high school kids more
concerned with their Friday night dates and smuggled beers than with the
tao of courtesy clerking, of course — their sacks were lumpy, crude constructions, the sort of bags that rip open on you when you’re getting out of
the car at home and cause you to silently curse the sacker and all he stands
for.
But I was a lofty college student on sabbatical; already legal and with a
steady girl at the time, I had little to keep my mind from learning the intricacies of sacking.
There was the old courtesy clerk Pete, an autistic fellow with a bristly
mustache, at 34 a veritable Yoda in the checkout lanes — this man could fill
five bags of groceries in a minute flat, leaving not an atom of space unaccounted for. These were bags you could juggle over your head in the parking
lot and still not have the contents fly out, so firmly were they packaged.
I envied Pete, and his mastery of the sack.
I watched him and attempted to follow his path. But while I was able to
sack quickly and eventually with even a grudging slight grace, I could never
approach Pete’s ballet of grocery-hurling wizardry.
Other duties await the courtesy clerk, too. Every few hours, “the lot” had
to be cleared of shopping carts. You’ve seen the guys that do this job — lining up the carts in a clanking, rattling train of ten or twelve, trying carefully
to navigate them back in the store.
This, too, requires a trained hand. Every rookie sacker has his stomachchurning first attempt at guiding a cart train across the lot and through the
oh-so-narrow automatic doors of Kroger. Many tries end up in disaster — a
cart train overturned, blocking half the road; accidentally wedging yourself
between the doors and the train while attempting to guide it; or, worst of all,
losing a cart and helplessly watching it hurtle across the lot and into a
parked car.
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You civilians out there must understand: honestly, we clerks never tried
to ram your parked car — it was just a casualty in the line of duty.
When you watch a cart slide from your grip and begin rolling through the
lot, the world tends to slip into a slow-motion fugue; time blurs and you race
to stop the errant cart before it gets your check docked but good.
Occasionally a sacker would hot-dog it, making a game out of how many
carts he could jam onto a train — my limit was a dozen, as many as I could
span with my arms — but some goofballs would actually try to get twenty
carts in a row through the doors. One poor guy tried a gasp-inducing line of
thirty-seven shopping carts one summer day and ended up with a pileup that
made Hiroshima look tidy. Carts were splayed in the lobby, jammed into the
doors… as I approached the scene of disaster, I saw one even sat upsidedown forlornly in the middle of the lot, wheels spinning futilely in the latesummer breeze.
Needless to say, that poor fool got the sack.

207 Race Street

The place where you come from.

Oxford Town #192, April 17, 1997

“High off the roof we rise
Flying to a hand up in the sky
All the bells in the city ring
I’m doing my California thing.”
— Freedy Johnston, “Can You Fly”

It’s amazing how long we let ghosts walk with us.
Although I’ve been living in Mississippi for nearly seven years now,
Grass Valley, the small California town where I grew up, played an integral
part in making me who I am today.
My little life’s efforts aren’t much, but I take what history I can claim.
And I sometimes will grip it until the knuckles of my hands grow red and
cracked with the strain.
I wouldn’t trade my seven years in Oxford, Mississippi for the world. I
made a conscious choice when high school ended to make the leap into the
abyss, to find my college in an environment as radically different from my
California foothills childhood as possible. I chose Mississippi, because of
old family ties and because there was a magnolia tree growing in the back
yard of our family’s home in Grass Valley. Magnolias weren’t exactly common in that country, but there ours was — forty feet or so high, blossoming
with pastel-colored flowers in the spring and perfectly suited for treehouses
and climbing. Mississippi was a land full of magnolias; I could do worse
than that, surely.
And after a few rough moments — times when I thought, why in God’s
name did I ever leave what I knew behind? — I adjusted to a life in Oxford,
Mississippi. And it would be no stretch to say I’ve been happy here.
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Last November, I found myself given a chance to visit Grass Valley for
the first time in over five years — to see old high school friends and compare weight gains and careers, to take a moment from the here-and-now to
look at the now-and-then. I spent a week vacationing in California, seeing
places and people that’ve hovered like spectres in the back of my mind since
that July 1990 day I stepped on board a plane in Sacramento.
The people had changed, of course, but I was prepared for that. It’s odd
to see old friends after a five-year interval — it’s as if you came into a
movie and saw the beginning, then slept through the next hour and awoke to
see the same characters, radically changed from where they started but not
knowing exactly what happened to them.
I allotted some time on my vacation for myself, too, simply walking the
streets of Grass Valley and refamiliarizing myself with it all. It had changed
— there were new malls, new car lots, new mini-marts and all that — but it
was still the same place where I grew up.
And then I came to the corner of South Auburn and Race Street. Race
Street, the street I grew up on. Where my old home was. I stood there at the
corner next to the Salvation Army Thrift Shop, where the school bus stop
was, and I looked down Race Street. I could almost see the white gables of
my parents’ old house, several blocks down.
I started to walk.
And familiar ghosts fluttered down to walk with me.
Each step I took seemed burdened by the weight of history; my history.
There were fifteen years’ worth of my days lived on Race Street, fifteen
years’ worth of life. From age five, when I could barely stand upright, to
almost age 19, when I could drive and hate and love like any other adult
could, Race Street was my home.
It was an utterly silent, crisp November morning; no one else was on the
street. Birds chirped invisibly and all I could hear was the crunch of my
Converse sneakers on the crumbling sidewalks.
There; that was the firehouse underneath which Nat, Eric and I built a
secret fort when we were ten, until the firemen found us out; there, that was
the old home of the Gaylor family, who had the biggest pool on the street.
That was Kate Hayes Lane on my right — that was the hill Eric skateboarded down on his stomach that time and broke his nose at the bottom of. That
was the curb I sat on with that 7th-grade girlfriend whose name I can’t quite
remember; I asked her to marry me then, at age 12, and she bashfully
declined. And there — there was the house of old Mrs. Palmer, the gargoyle
of Race Street; we were convinced she kidnapped small children and ground
them into compost for her garden.
That utility pole, we kids used to swing around and around so many
times it’s still shiny with the handprints we left. That bump on the sidewalk
where I spilled from my old Schwinn and skinned my knee — I still have a
scar there.
This was the street where I was, once upon a time. The ghosts of me
flickering about my shoulders were my own silent testament to what I once
was; what I hoped I would be.
And there — halfway down the street, just as always — 207 Race Street.
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My parents’ old house. The house I grew up in. And it was empty, silent —
just the way we’d left it seven years ago. It was for sale.
It couldn’t have been on sale for seven years, I knew — besides, it was
now a different color, and there was a new, gaudy mailbox on the front walk
— but it was disconcerting to see it empty and abandoned, just as I last saw
it. The picture window gaped wide and blank onto the street, keeping its
own counsel.
It was still the same house. The same driveway I remember shoveling
snow out of during the infamous ‘89 storm that dumped eight feet on Grass
Valley; the same second-story kitchen window I once climbed into on a dare
by my brother; the same antiquated, immense wooden garage door that was
lifted open with a crashing bang whenever someone came home. I could see
the magnolia tree, still there, poking over the house from the back yard.
I stood there for a moment in the driveway at 207 Race. No one lived
there now. I wouldn’t hurt anyone by simply looking for a moment.
“Hi there,” I said to the empty house, and immediately felt stupid as hell.
“Remember me?”
Dumb silence answered me. I was now the ripe old age of 25, and this
was the house I grew up in. I learned to ride a bike here; my buddy Nat and
I sipped our first smuggled sips of foul-tasting liquor in that garage; I
brought the girls I liked in high school here to meet my family and become a
part of my life. Squirrely pre-pubescent fantasy-obsessed 12-year-old;
gawky, acne-covered 15-year-old; cocky, insecure 18-year-old — I was all
of those, there, in those walls.
And with an almost-audible sigh, I could feel the ghosts that walked with
me down Race Street lift from my shoulders. I don’t know where they went;
I don’t quite care.
I looked at 207 Race Street again, and it was just a house. The picture
window was no eye, and the house didn’t know me at all.
You take for granted the things that were once concrete. There was a day
I never thought I’d leave that house on 207 Race Street; when I was sure I’d
never be much of anything at all. I probably still am not, but at least I finally
went beyond that one street.
I haven’t thought much about 207 Race since last November. It took me
until today to think about writing this column.
I love my past. It made me what I am. But sometimes you have to loosen
the grip a little bit.
One day not too far from now as time goes, I might find myself walking
the Square with a passel of new ghosts of myself, remembering what I did
when I lived in this quaint Southern town.
But for the moment, I’ll walk around it alone.
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The G.A.T.E. kids
The teacher who taught me.

Oxford Town #193, April 24, 1997

There’s a lot asked of teachers: they have to educate you, they have to
discipline you, they have to test you and they have to grade you. Sometimes
they also have to teach you the harder things — such as learning to be comfortable in your own skin.
I admit with some guilt that I remember few of my school teachers vividly, only seven or so years after I graduated high school. Most of them blur
into an amicable blob of knowledge gained — some were better than others,
of course; some were far worse. But only a few teachers in your life will
really get into your head and heart, and teach you something more than pi to
the fourteenth digit or the capital of Ecuador.
Mrs. Estin was one of those teachers.
She was my seventh and eighth grade teacher at Lyman Gilmore Junior
High; she was the head of the school’s Gifted And Talented Education —
G.A.T.E. — program, which some whimsical analyst somewhere along the
way decreed I be placed into. The twenty or so of us “G.A.T.E. kids,” as we
were known around the halls of Lyman Gilmore, were a close but contentious little fraternity of “brains.” Great things were expected of us, most
of us were told over and over again.
But it’s not enough to be simply told you’re smart. It never is. Mrs. Estin
knew that, and she never coddled us or attempted to mold us into the future
senators and lawyers our parents told us we ought to be. She simply challenged us, and refused to talk down to us. We were “gifted,” yes, but we
hadn’t opened those gifts yet. That was our job and our duty.
Mrs. Estin was impossibly petite — most of us towered over her then,
even in seventh grade — but she had a presence you could never forget. She
was an elemental force. In her classes we wouldn’t read Huck Finn for the
fifth time; we were directed to write poetry; to avoid platitudes and cliché;
to reach down deep inside in every action we undertook and to create without shame new things, new viewpoints, and not worry what others thought
of them.
That was heavy stuff when you were 13 years old. Mrs. Estin had us perform “Twelve Angry Men,” she had us watch “A Thousand Clowns” and
Hitchcock films, analyze pop music and keep journals. By plumbing the
depths of ourselves she helped open us up to the world at large.
I remember on one of her walls, she had a curious thing: a cartoony
poster of Garfield the cat, with some insipid slogan on it. It seemed out of
place there in that classroom, and one day after class I asked her why it was
there. Mrs. Estin looked around to make sure the room was empty, walked
over to the poster, and with a quick snatch pulled it loose from the wall.
Behind the Garfield poster was a tiny print, of Howard Pyle’s “The
Mermaid,” an impossibly romantic painting. If you haven’t seen it, I can
only try to describe it: a near-naked man and a mermaid woman grip each
other on a haunting wave-swept shore: passion, love and loss in every brush-
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stroke. It is one of the most beautiful things I have ever seen, to this day. I
remember wondering why Mrs. Estin kept this painting hidden under a
poster of a cartoon cat.
“Because that way I never stop being surprised by it,” she said.
Mrs. Estin also introduced me to Tom Waits. When my peers were in
love with Huey Lewis and Duran Duran, this was an act of radical sedition.
She played his “Rain Dogs” and “Small Change” albums for us and had us
analyze the songs on it. I remember that I liked the weird caterwauling,
brought in some blank tapes and she taped the albums for me; I remember
thinking it was a little uncool, actually liking the music your teacher liked
enough to want it yourself — but I got over it.
I was the smallest and, frankly, geekiest boy in the G.A.T.E. class (except
for Aaron Jacobs, who picked his nose in class without shame). It seemed
like a cosmic joke sometimes, being labeled “gifted” and being the noaccount loser I felt I was. Mrs. Estin once told me the only thing keeping me
from happiness was my lack of discipline. She said I was talented and, yep,
“gifted,” but that if I didn’t control it I’d fritter it all away. I didn’t really
know what she meant then, but I do now, and when I look at how disciplined I have been forced to become just to survive life, I wonder if that
squirrely, undersized naïve little kid would even recognize me now.
Mrs. Estin lost some students, after they graduated junior high, to suicide
and car wrecks and drugs and booze. She lost others, more tragically, to the
kind of hardened cynicism that creeps in on you if you let it. She had her
successes and failures like all teachers do, but she did all right by me.
I thought about being a teacher, once. An amazingly high percentage of
my friends — and even some former G.A.T.E. kids — are teachers now. But
life pulled me elsewhere, and I had to follow. But I keep the lessons Mrs.
Estin and teachers like her taught me — to accept my gifts, to not see being
“weird” and “quirky” and “crazy” and all the other various adjectives
thrown my way since I could walk as put-downs, but as statements of truth.
And I never stop being surprised.

One hundred columns

Well, close enough to make a fuss about it.

Oxford Town #195, May 8, 1997

Someone asked me recently how many columns I’ve written.
I sat down and did some mental arithmetic, and realized it must be close
to, just about or even slightly over a hundred by now. There were twenty or
thirty weekly columns I wrote during my time as Daily Mississippian
Opinion Editor back in 1994, and then I joined the staff of Oxford Town
starting with #70 or so back in the fall of 1994, where I’d hazard to guess
I’ve churned out a good 75-80 columns in the two-and-a-half years since.
Blast! I thought. I went and hit the 100-column mark and I didn’t even do a
column about it! On the days when inspiration is hard to come by, letting a
good column topic slip by is akin to a mortal sin.
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But hindsight is 20-20 and nobody ever meets all their deadlines, so we’ll
sit down and pretend this is precisely my 100th newspaper column, and not
bother to haggle over whether it’s really my 98th or 104th. OK? OK.
I never intended to become a newspaper columnist, this much I know for
certain. My first attempts in the DM were merely space-fillers, the sort of
desperate floundering one does when they aren’t sure exactly what they
want to do — made all the more embarrassing because in journalism, your
inept floundering often makes page two of the daily paper. I wasn’t sure if I
wanted to be Mike Royko or Lewis Grizzard, Hal Crowther or H.L.
Mencken. Most newspaper columnists are pigeon-holed into a genre —
Dave Berry is “humor.” Charlie Reese is “conservative.” I didn’t want to be
the DM’s token liberal columnist and take on the hot-button issues every
single week.
I recall I went to Jesse Holland, the then-editor of the DM, early on in
my reign as Opinion Editor, and asked him if it’d be OK if I attempted a
weekly column.
“If you can write it, you can do it,” he told me.
I asked Jesse if I had to be an issues columnist — if I had to spend each
week bitching about “Dixie” or the impending extinction of the red-tufted
sapsucker or the evils of the administration.
“Well, what do you want to write about?” Jesse asked, with that exasperated look of tolerance all DM editors excel at when confronted by their
spunky-yet-directionless staff members.
What did I want to write about? Trust Jesse to get to the point. One had
to write a column about something.
“…Whatever I want?” I mumbled, humbled before my exalted editor’s
directness.
“Fine,” Jesse snapped. “Three rules: no cussing, no libel suits, and no
‘Star Trek’ references.”
And so I began writing about whatever I wanted, every Thursday in the
DM, then later in the Oxford Town. And I found my voice, after a little
struggling. I would write about whatever inspired me, be it an issue or a person or a flickering childhood memory. I wrote about visiting a grade-school
sweetheart, now all married and adult. I wrote about the deaths of Kurt
Cobain and Richard Nixon. I wrote about my sixth-grade shoplifting days
and meeting Hunter S. Thompson in New Orleans, about the kidnapping of a
friend’s pygmy goat and about my 4-year-old goddaughter, about old girlfriends and Elvis… about the never-stagnant sea of changes a life is between
the ages of 23 and 26. And somehow I filled up about 100 columns with
such babbling.
I’ve liked writing my columns, and first and foremost I must admit I’ve
always done them for myself. Writing is the cheapest form of therapy. But
what’s pleased and surprised me the most over the past 100 columns has
been the astoundingly kind and generous responses I’ve had to them. The
Mississippi Press Association honored me in 1996 with their “Best General
Columnist” award for the state of Mississippi, which meant a great deal to
me — but not quite as much as the letters and phone calls, the complete
strangers who’ve come up to me in bars and restaurants and had something
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to say about whatever I wrote about that week.
You see, when writing I usually suffer from the columnists’ blindness —
forgetting the words I write will eventually be seen by several thousand people. The blindness is a good thing, usually: it encourages a naked honesty in
my writing. I know that I probably wouldn’t have written about such personal matters as my first kiss, the time I wrecked my first car, or my own experiences with domestic violence if I’d started thinking about all the eyes that
would skim over my words on the printed page.
I have always tried to be honest in these columns of mine. Sometimes
that means I’ll get a little sappy or a little too verbose for my own good;
sometimes that means what I thought was a perfectly fine column will, in
retrospect, be a fairly putrid piece of work. But I mean what I write when I
write it, and that’s what matters.
A hundred columns is nothing compared to what some writers have done
— but to me, it’s something. And to those of you who’ve read along with
me — whether you’ve had something to say to me about it or not — I thank
you.

The old girlfriend
Everybody moves on.

Oxford Town #199, June 2, 1997

Pride is a tenacious little devil. He will hunker down upon your shoulder
and dig in with stone-hard claws. Pride keeps you remembering those old
slights, the regretted words and the ancient grudges. Pride ensures as often
as he can that closure is avoided.
And it’s easy to let Pride have his way. Easy to let weeks slip by not talking to your best friends over some miniscule slight; easy to let resentment
foam up and color your heart black as coal.
But here’s the funny thing about Pride — he can’t be thrown off your
shoulders, no, and he can’t be beaten back, but he can be swallowed. And
Pride doesn’t taste all that bad going down.
The reason for this rambling about pride and pridefulness?
The Old Girlfriend left town the other day.
Pride had kept us from speaking to each other for several years now,
since our brief romantic heyday together. I was a senior, she was a freshman
— not ideal conditions under any circumstance, but The Old Girlfriend had
in her a contagious and inescapable lust for life — and a gentle wisdom
beyond her years.
We met when I drove her home from a local bar after she got drunk for
the first time in her life — how romantic is that? I had a car and was relatively sober, so I volunteered to drive her home with little or no ulterior
motives. Sure, she was a babe, no doubt about that, but I’ve got a rule about
seducing drunk people — I tend to like it when people remember my kissing them. And a relationship was the last thing on my mind at that point —
graduation loomed like some Faustian demon, and I had little or no idea
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where I’d be a year from then.
But you know what they say — “when you least expect it,” and so forth.
The Old Girlfriend and I hit it off despite the age differences and social differences and pretty much every other difference in the book. We fit each
other for a time, brief as it was, and in the end you can ask little more from
a relationship than that.
It’s easy to hit it off, though. Much harder to keep it going. After a muddled summer apart and a messy reunion that fall, The Old Girlfriend and I
called it quits, not without some rancor. There wasn’t any screaming matches or hurling of cookware, mind you, just a bit of resentment and confusion
on both our parts.
We pretty much didn’t speak for the next two and a half years.
The Old Girlfriend went on with her life, and I with mine — me notching
up a few more Old Girlfriends to join the list along the way, and she going
on to rather astounding success at Ole Miss and in her chosen field. I was
proud of her, from afar.
But Pride kept us from being friends during that time, from acknowledging that we once mattered to each other and even if things hadn’t worked out
one way, we could start our relationship over on a different level.
But you know how it is.
You say to yourself, “it’s too soon,” or “I’ll call next week,” or “I’ll let
her call me first,” and with a sudden shiver you look up and realize that two
and a half years have gone by and that The Old Girlfriend who was once
that bright-eyed freshman in Nikes is now a confident, about-to-graduate
senior in high heels.
And, realizing that, I snuck a peek over at my shoulder, where Pride had
made himself a very comfortable home in the past two and a half years. And
I wondered why on earth I let the old and withered slights cling to me still,
why it became an easier habit to let Pride sit there than to shake it off, and
why, if The Old Girlfriend meant so much to me once, why I was about to
let her graduate and leave town without even a word of goodbye?
Seen that way, Pride suddenly seemed very small.
I called The Old Girlfriend and asked her out to dinner.
We had a great time. We caught up with each other. We got to know each
other again. All the old romantic pains were gone, and I didn’t feel any foolish urges to rekindle what was. I just felt glad that I knew this Old Girlfriend
once, and that perhaps years from now if her thoughts turned to me or mine
turned to her, it would be with a glimmer of kind remembrance rather than
with any pointless, unresolved bitternesses.
We parted with a hug and an exchange of addresses, and a promise to
keep in touch that I don’t believe was an empty one.
The Old Girlfriend has left town now, and chances are we won’t see each
other again for a very long time. I won’t miss her with fiery passion or with
heartbroken aching, but I will miss The Old Girlfriend with the quiet stillness of wisdom learned, and with the knowledge that Pride can keep you
from a lot. I’ll never get those two and a half years of silence back.
They say Pride goeth before a fall, but what they never mention is that
you can always get back up again.
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Farewell to the South
Goodbye, Dixieland.

Oxford Town #203, July 2, 1997

Man, but it all went fast.
As those of you who read my column in Oxford Town #200 might recall,
this is my final issue as Editor. By the time most of you are reading this
issue over your iced teas or Cokes or beers or what-have-you, I’ll likely
have driven past the Lafayette County line for the last time and be on my
way to parts unknown.
And I gotta say, I hate saying goodbyes. If I had my way I’d sneak out of
town under cover of darkness, my parting shrouded in myth and mystery
and my name occasionally brought up at parties with the prefix, “Whatever
happened to...”
Goodbyes are too real and too clichéd for my taste. But you have the
choice of either dismissing goodbyes with a callous wave and being forever
branded as that jerk who left without a word, or just giving in and wallowing in it all – the joy, the sadness, the excitement and the sorrow that comes
with the territory of leaving a chapter of your life behind, and knowing,
clichés be damned, that it really never will be the same again.
It’s not just Oxford Town I’m saying goodbye to, although over two and
a half years and 130-something issues it’s become a home to me as well –
it’s goodbye to Oxford and Ole Miss and Mississippi, goodbye to seven
years of experiences and seven years of friends made, affairs had and growth
earned.
If you haven’t figured it out in reading my columns so far, I happen to
have in me a pretty irascible streak of the sappy romantic that has yet to be
fully scoured out; it shows when I think I’m in love and when I’m alone
with my thoughts and when I think of the people and places I will miss so
very, very much as I move on. The accumulated moments gallop and clatter
about in my head with no pattern discernable. And I hope, and I pray, that
they will remain catalogued behind my eyes deep in the hidden recesses of
my skull until my little brain dissolves into the dust from which it came.
•

•

•

Moments.
Working as a stagehand at the 1990 King Biscuit Blues Festival. Getting
abominably drunk on tequila for the first time at a camp-out in Louisiana,
and suffering the DTs for a week afterwards. Putting in two sweaty summers
as a “courtesy clerk” (don’t call ’em bag boys) at the Kroger in Southhaven.
Holding my goddaughter Meeghan in my arms for the first time. Standing
on top of Pinnacle Mountain in Arkansas on a camp-out, with the wind
blowing my hair. Going to my first bona-fide Ole Miss Rebels home game
(the Rebels lost, as they seem to do at every game I show up at).
Sitting in the Grove under a tree between classes, a book in one hand and
a sweating can of Pepsi in the other. Seeing my name appear in a byline in
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The Daily Mississippian for the first time. Helping to organize Earthfest ‘93
in the Grove with the Students for Environmental Awareness. Fire alarms in
the dormitory at 3 in the morning my freshman year. Yanking jammed sheets
of Xerox paper out of the copiers at the copy store I worked at for three
years. Listening to Noah and Cary play acoustic guitar on our front porch.
Meeting Hunter S. Thompson at Jazzfest in New Orleans the day after
Richard Nixon died.
Riding horses at my friend Kathryn’s uncle’s house in Pontotoc. Standing
in front of the walls of Graceland. Watching my first issue of Oxford Town
as Editor roll off the presses, and spotting my first typo about two seconds
later. Helping paint my then-girlfriend Shannon’s house, and getting more
paint on the hardwood floors than on the walls. Standing on my front lawn
during Ice Storm ‘94 and watching tree limbs the size of small cars snapping
off and crashing to the ground. Interviewing Jerry Brown in 1992 and stepping on his foot mere seconds after I’m introduced to him. Hiking through
the trails at Puskus Lake. Lying on the beach at Lake Sardis on a frigid
February night watching a lunar eclipse.
Dressing up as a pirate for a Halloween party and having my stuffed parrot constantly fall off my shoulder. Going spelunking in Alabama and breaking a stalactite off with my head. Working with a Habitat for Humanity
group in Jamestown, Mississippi, and somehow managing to get a nail stuck
in my head. Countless Blue Mountain shows at Proud Larry’s, with the
music reverberating so loud the hairs on my legs shook. Picking out my cat
Kudzu at the Oxford Animal Shelter.
And sitting on the balcony of City Grocery on a cool or a warm night,
during spring or summer or fall, perhaps alone, perhaps with a friend or a
date, perhaps with just a big loose cluster of people I know and people I
don’t, sipping my drink and watching the cars and the power-walkers, the
Civil War memorial statue and the always-wrong clock of the Courthouse,
and the people, the tourists and the businessmen and the lifers and the students, all of them doing whatever it is they do as they pass through my
sightline for just a second, and then just keep on walking…
Too many moments to fit in a book, let alone a single column.
•

•

•

I was a pretty freaked-out 18-year-old freshman from California at Ole
Miss back just about exactly seven years ago now, undergoing orientation
and feeling like as much of a fish out of water as anyone ever did – confused by the South, insecure about myself and my talents, awkward with my
friends and a little too concerned about what other people thought.
I suppose I could’ve gone to UCLA, or Fullerton, or Berkeley. But I’d
chosen some school called Ole Miss out in the middle of Mississippi, just
for “a change of pace,” I told my high school friends who thought I was nuts
when I told them where I was going.
I sat there in an empty dorm room in August 1990 and stared out the
window at this alien place and wondered what in God’s name I was doing
here, what kind of stupid impulsive choice I’d made to leave behind the
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things I knew for a new life in another land. I almost turned around and left
for California. I wondered if I’d regret this decision for the rest of my life.
I wish sometimes now that I could somehow slip back through time and
visit that freaked-out kid, that 18-year-old me chock full o’ self-loathing and
self-doubt, and let him know – he made the right choice. Hindsight is 20/20,
after all.
Oxford has been nothing but good to me, and I will always miss it and
keep a part of it with me.
Thank you for reading.
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On the farm

A brief profile of another Nik, extracted from a feature story.

The Oakdale Leader, Oct. 15, 1997

Nikolai Klimets looked at the vast blue sky and the orchards of fruit that
seemed to spread out endlessly before him. He had a half-eaten green
California apple in his hand and gestured expansively at the trees and fruit
and soil.
“This is good,” he said, his thick Ukrainian accent coloring his halting
English. “Very good, yes?”
For Klimets and the other nine Ukrainian farmers like him who visited
Oakdale’s Burchell’s Nursery a few weeks ago, it was a very good sight
indeed. The ten farmers came to town as part of a month-long tour of
Stanislaus County agricultural businesses.
It’s a program coordinated by the Modesto Sister Cities International
group and administered by the Bay Area-based Center for Citizen Initiatives.
These Ukrainians are hard-working farmers like their Oakdale counterparts, with only one difference: no one in Oakdale has had to work under the
yoke of Communism for most of their lives.
Before the Soviet Union broke up in 1992, all farms were collectives,
owned by the state. The transition to privately-owned farms has been a slow
one; most Ukrainians are still renting at least a part of their land from the
state in a sharecropping arrangement.
Nikolai, 32, is the owner of the Klimets Farm in the town of Belogorie,
Ukraine. The farm specializes in growing cabbage, red beets, carrots and
onions. Nikolai graduated from the Kharkiv Agricultural Academy as an
agronomist, and started his farm in 1994. He is married with a 10-year-old
daughter.
Nikolai bears a striking resemblance to the actor Liam Neeson. He wore
a new black San Francisco 49ers cap with pride and his clear blue eyes
flashed with friendliness.
Through a translator, he told of life on his farm and what hopes he has
for Ukraine’s gradual move to a free society.
“I look at this,” he said, pointing to the lush grounds around him, “And I
see a place not so different from Ukraine. We grow same fruit, same cherries. But until 1992 I could not own the fruit I grow.”
Nikolai is an avid photographer, and took many pictures as he toured
Burchell’s Nursery. His camera was an odd-looking contraption, with bizarre
dials and Cyrillic inscriptions on it. He pointed at my Pentax with obvious
admiration.
“Very nice,” he told me. “Very nice pictures.”
It is hard to imagine sometimes that the Cold War only began to thaw
less than a decade ago. Former Soviet farmers freely touring American
farms would’ve been unimaginable thirty years ago.
But it’s a new world out there for Ukraine’s farmers, one that is changing
too slow for most of them but that is nevertheless still changing.
A farmer’s life no matter where he lives is a tough one. Imagine how
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much tougher it is when you pick an apple from your orchard and cannot
even say you own it.
Nikolai Klimets pumped my hand with that firm Russian vigor as I left
his group. For my last question, I had asked him what he hoped for the
future of his farm.
He seemed to mull the question over for a second, and I wasn’t quite sure
if he understood it. I was about to rephrase it when he said, smiling broadly
and bobbing his head with the black 49ers cap on it:
“We grow,” Nikolai Klimets said. “We grow.”

Deck your halls

A cross-country Christmas tale.

The Oakdale Leader, Jan. 7, 1998
I’ve made a decision.
Next year, my parents are coming to visit me for Christmas.
In years past, I’d been lucky enough to be living within a driveable distance to visit my family for the holidays. But this year, I’m about 2,000
miles away from my parents’ home in Memphis, Tennessee — so I got to
experience the wonderful miracle of last-minute holiday travel.
“You haven’t really lived until you’ve flown the red-eye,” my dad told
me. This was his excuse for booking me on a flight that left Sacramento for
Memphis at 12:45 a.m. on Christmas Eve. Well, it was supposed to leave at
12:45 — due to those omnipresent holiday delays, we didn’t leave until
nearly 2 a.m. By that time I did indeed have the red eyes.
I flew on Crying Baby Airlines — maybe you’re familiar with them?
They always do their best to make sure your seat is located right next to a
squalling, howling kid. It’s part of their ambiance.
I got to Memphis about 10 a.m. on the morning of Christmas Eve, having
gone about 30 hours without sleep. My luggage chose to travel to Memphis
by way of Bangladesh and Timbuktu. At least, that’s what the airline officials told me when I asked them what became of my suitcases.
It’s one of the marvels of the digital age — via computer tracking, the
airline could tell me precisely where my luggage was at the exact moment I
asked them. It’s great that they can tell you your suitcases are in Quebec,
although apparently despite all the technology they still haven’t mastered the
art of making sure your suitcases actually get where you’re going.
That’s OK, I didn’t really need luggage anyway, I thought. All I need is
the comfort of family and friends during the most wonderful time of year.
Pass the figgy pudding — I was going to be Jimmy Stewart and have a wonderful life, by gum!
Never mind that I had to wear the same jeans and sweatshirt for around
62 hours, or that my luggage, with my family’s Christmas presents lodged
firmly inside, didn’t arrive at the house until the morning of December 26.
Conflict builds character.
The holiday itself was great — too short, as always, but a fine time.
Before I knew it, it was time for the flight back — leaving Memphis for
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Sacramento on Monday at four in the morning, and this time I had the added
fun of bringing my heavily-sedated pet cat along for the ride.
I arrived in the Dallas airport with about 17 minutes before my connecting flight took off — and almost a mile of airport terminal to sprint through
to get to it, with 75 pounds of baggage on my shoulders and a drugged cat in
her carrier bouncing off my knees.
Dripping with sweat and half-awake, I made it to my gate just in time. I
sat my bags down for a second as I got in line to board the plane, and I saw
a mechanical Santa Claus out of the corner of my eye, waving endlessly and
smiling from a gift shop window.
And in a bolt of clear insight, I realized that Santa’s “ho ho hos” aren’t
jolly exhalations at all — they’re the fatigued wheezings of a man who’s
Christmas shopping 365 days a year.
So say a prayer for Santa, and save a shot of egg nog for me.

The freak factor

The pleasures of life in The City.

The Oakdale Leader, March 18, 1998

There is at least one thing Oakdale really needs in order for it to become
a proper tourist destination. We have the sights to see, the major industries
and at least one representative of pretty much every fast food chain.
But we lack at least one more element to really be considered a waystation for the Winnebago drivers in this age of strip malls and cable TV.
We need more lunatics.
A trip down to San Francisco recently reminded me of how omnipresent
the unhinged, the bizarre and just plain odd are in the big cities.
Public transportation is a good way to meet your standard lunatic, or
“socially-challenged individual” if you wish to be PC about it. The mad
flock to buses in the same way lemmings do to cliffs.
Take, for instance, the fellow who was apparently a deranged ex-math
professor.
He sat a few seats up from us in the Muni bus, by all appearances a normal, balding older man in jogging pants and a warm-up jacket.
My friend John said later that all he did was glance at the guy, but I firmly believe that some sort of subconscious mental voodoo must have gone on,
because no sooner than John had looked at the normal old man than the man
began rattling off in a monotone voice:
“One plus one plus two plus two times everything to the power to infinity times everything to the power of infinity times everything times everything…”
And he went on like this, the man staring directly at John as the rest of us
did the ol’ avert-your-eyes-and-look-at-the-floor bit.
“Times everything times everything times everything…”
The bus came to our stop, and we rose to get off. The math man got up
too, still mumbling: “to the power of infinity times everything times every-
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thing…”
Luckily, we were in Haight-Ashbury, so once we got off the bus the math
man actually began to seem like one of the saner people there.
On the ride back uptown that evening, our bus was extremely crowded,
so most of us remained standing. There was one empty seat near the door,
and John’s girlfriend moved to sit in it. She then turned abruptly around and
moved back over to where the rest of us were standing, with a nervous
expression on her face.
“That man growled at me,” she reported.
We looked. Next to the vacant seat was a 300-pound, leather clad and
bearded Viking of some sort, wearing an old style aviator’s cap and staring
straight ahead. His mouth was open and his teeth bared in a wolverine-like
snarl. As I strained to listen better above the bus din, I did hear something:
“Grrrararrarrarrararrr…”
The shaggy man was growling, apparently just for the heck of it. He
looked to be about fifteen seconds from standing up and disemboweling the
closest passenger to him.
Mind you, I’m not saying Oakdale needs a lot of lunatics, or these particular ones. But coming back to town last week it occurred to me that perhaps
just importing a kook or two might encourage those Yosemite-bound tourists
this summer to feel more at home while passing through town.
“Times everything times everything times everything,” the math man
would say to them as they browsed for antiques on West F Street, and they
would nod in recognition and feel just a little more at home.

The new guy

The column from my first issue of ACTION - and the ‘new life.’

North Shore Truckee ACTION, July 15, 1998

Phone calls, press releases, stacks of photos and articles, a perpetually
full cup of coffee and, lurking ominously in the distance, the mind-melting
pressures of deadline doom.
That was all piled up on my desk two feet high before 10 a.m. on my
first day of work, so it looks like I must be the new guy in charge.
But now that I’ve caught my breath, I’m settling in and gathering up my
girlfriend Avril and the squirming feline and the 1,432 boxes of books and
CDs for the final move up north from the Modesto area, where we’ve lived
for the past 10 months.
This move is the closest thing to a move home that I’ve seen in the past
decade or so — having grown up a mere hop down the road in Grass Valley.
I spent most of my formative years there, scrambling up pine trees and
falling down them and climbing back up them again.
An Air Force brat who was born in the wintry far north of Alaska, I’ve
also spent some time in New York City and Washington state, but the high
Sierras are still where I think of when I think of where home might be.
However, on a whim and a dare I ended up spending most of the 1990s
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living in Oxford, Mississippi of all places, where I went to school and then
ended up working for and later editing a newspaper very much like this one
for nearly three years.
And while my time in Mississippi was fine indeed, a blur of college beer
blasts, Southern gothic and fried okra, I knew in my heart that I’d never lose
that Yankee sheen to my words and manner. Someday I’d have to move out
West again.
I did that last summer, quitting a cushy job to make an epic 4,500-mile
trek into the unknown. The trek ended in Modesto, for a time.
People like to ask other people where they’re from, and for some people
that might be a short answer.
It always takes me a minute. I’d grown to think of myself as a sort of
“Missalaskafornian” in the past years, combining my birthplace, childhood
home and college hangout into a kind of pseudo-state.
But now they tell me I’m living in Nevada, and that would appear to
make me a “Nevamissalaskafornian.”
Which is a mouthful at best.
So if you come up to me and you ask me where I’m from, I might just
take a cue from my Southern education and say “down yonder.”
There’s a quote I like that I used as a kind of mantra with the last community arts paper that I edited, and I think it’s solid enough to bear using
again here.
“Newspapers are, or ought to be, printed for the information and entertainment of the whole community. When they are mere advocates of petty or
even of ponderous private interests, the advertisers of personal schemes, and
puffers of men who have a large number of axes to grind, they must lose all
independence, manliness, and substantial patronage.”
That’s by Horace Greeley, a journalist and politician from the last century
who founded The New York Tribune, ran for president against Ulysses S.
Grant, and who did pretty well overall for being named “Horace.”
It’s a quote I try to abide by at all the papers I work for, and it’s good
advice for anyone working in the nebulous field of “the media.”
I like to write a little column myself now and again, and you’ll be seeing
it here in these pages pretty often. It’s called “Spatula Forum” for reasons
known to no man living, and in it I’ll just rattle on for a while about whatever happens to catch my fancy. Sometimes I’ll be funny, sometimes I’ll be
serious, and sometimes I’ll just be putting words down to fill the space. The
columnizing bug is something that I caught back around 1994 or so, and I
haven’t really stopped since.
I hope you dig “Spatula Forum,” all you faceless readers out there,
because I enjoy doing it myself.
Heck, it beats digging ditches for a living.
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Moving day

Waffle irons, Joseph Conrad and the things we keep.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, July 22, 1998

My apologies, but I’m typing this week’s column with my tongue.
This is not for the sheer fun of it. This is because my arms and legs have
been reduced to rubbery jelly after an exhausting weekend moving our every
earthly possession up to Lake Tahoe.
I know what you’re thinking — what a brave, spunky lad is he, to be
propped up in front of his computer, strapped into his traction bed, doggedly
typing out his column with his tongue in spite of it all.
This is what moving does to a man.
There are few phrases in the English language that can cause as much
pulse-pounding fear as the words “moving day.”
I’ve had enough of this moving jazz to last a lifetime, culminating in this
last cross-state saga up from Modesto over the mountains to Tahoe that
ended in a hallucinogenic blur of boxes, broken dishes and flying cat fur.
According to the National Weather Service, the mean temperature when I
arrived in the Valley last Friday was 4,756 degrees Fahrenheit, not counting
the humidity. Birds did not fly, they spontaneously combusted. Car tires
melted. The air grew thick and languid, and every time you walked outside
you felt like you were wrapped in a giant sponge.
It was not a great day to repeatedly lift and drop heavy objects.
Moving massive amounts of possessions across large distances is a fairly
modern institution in America. In bygone days, when pioneer-type folks
moved, if they moved at all, they usually pared their lives down to the bare
essentials. Shotgun, chewing tobacco, whiskey and some burlap curtains,
maybe. The trusty horse and a hat to keep the sun off – these were the essentials a mere century or two ago for the moving man.
I’m afraid that if I were a pioneer moving man, my bones would have
long since been picked clean by the vultures on the side of the wagon trail.
My skeletal fingers would be clutching one of the fourteen boxes of dried
woodchuck pelts I felt were absolutely crucial to my relocation. My horses
would have dropped dead in their tracks from the burden of junk I weighed
them down with, my wagon would have snapped its axle.
…I suppose it’s a good thing for me, then, that I do live in the age of
rental U-Hauls and paved roads.
In the past, the relative ease of modern moving has given my pack rat
tendencies the nourishment needed to grow and flourish. It’s given me a
rationale to keep pretty much every material object I’ve ever owned and lug
it around with me from state to state.
Because you never know when I might feel the need to re-read the 800page complete works of Joseph Conrad, although I actually only got about
halfway through “Heart of Darkness” the first time I tried to read it and settled for watching “Apocalypse Now” instead.
Because that 1978 Star Wars action figure of Greedo the bounty hunter
might actually be worth something, even if he’s covered in red marking pen
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because at one point in my tender youth I thought he’d look better scarlet
than purple.
Because you never know when I might actually use that waffle iron I got
for Christmas six years ago.
In one of my slower moments last week, I calculated that I’ve moved
into 14 different apartments, houses, condos, trailers and shacks in the past
eight years or so.
That’s a lot of mileage on the ol’ waffle iron, truth be told, and that’s why
over the last few months I have actually slowly begun filtering out the piles
of “stuff” that infest my life and fill up my closets.
I’ve been doing good, honest. The turning point came when I donated
several boxes of books to the Salvation Army a while back, and that 800page complete works of Joseph Conrad I’d never actually read was among
them.
At some point, even the king of pack rats will find he has no room left in
his den to find the door out.
So I’ve moved up here with somewhat less stuff to my name than I had
moving into my last place, a slight victory for me. Moving day was still
sweat-soaked and stressful, but not as bad as it coulda been.
In fact, if it weren’t for that nasty incident on the stairwell involving the
box of books, the sedated cat and that danged waffle iron, I might even have
had the use of my arms and legs this week to write my column.
Still, I got my first issue of ACTION out intact, we got moved into the
apartment and most importantly, the cable TV is working.
So far, the worst thing I can find about this gig is that this keyboard
tastes awful like you wouldn’t believe.

On the deck

Simple pleasures, simpler times.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, July 29, 1998

Underneath a fine coating of pollen we have a deck, and on that deck I
like to sit and look at the trees.
The deck is where I go when I return home from a hard day’s work at the
ACTION Incline Village World Headquarters.
The deck is not big, but it is not small, either. I can see the pine-studded
hills leading up to Mount Rose from my deck, and I can see the blue jays
fighting over our bird seed bell. I sit on the deck and read a book (currently
working my way through Armistead Maupin’s swell “Tales Of The City”
series) and sip an iced Pepsi and think that this is not bad at all.
And I come up with deep theories, theories I will now share.
Some people blame the fall of civilization on MTV, some blame it on
Newt Gingrich and some blame it on the skyrocketing rise in popularity of
aerosol cheese-in-a-can.
But when I sit on the deck and read and sip my carbonated caffeine fix,
the whirling chaos that usually fills my brain settles down a bit and I realize
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that if everyone had a deck, or its closely-related cousin, the front porch, all
would be well in America once more.
My thesis is sound, I think. Give every man, woman and child a deck or
front porch to lounge on, one preferably with a view of trees and bushes and
green things like that, and sit back and watch Utopia commence.
I spent many years in Mississippi, where the front porch culture still
lingers on in small, sultry little towns with names like Rosedale and
Arkabutla.
Used to be that, in the days before air-conditioning, whole families basically lived on their porches during those Southern summers. Porches were
screened in to keep the skeeters and various winged things out, and the
entire family would sit on their porch watching the sun set and the air shimmer with the heat.
•

•

•

“Looks like if Mr. Arthur was hankerin’ after heaven he’d come out on
the porch at least.”
–Harper Lee, “To Kill A Mockingbird”

Today, you’re less likely to see an entire clan parked on the porch –
they’re inside watching “Home Improvement” on cable TV in cool, air-conditioned sterility.
But still, you can walk down some small town streets and see some of
the old-timers, folks with names like Beulah and Leroy, sitting in the shadows on their porch, fanning themselves with an old magazine and drinking
iced tea.
It could just be that they’re too poor to afford air conditioning and cable
TV, but I like to think that some of them still prize the tradition of the porch
– tradition being second only to God and college football in the South – and
sit there by choice, remembering bygone times.
We had a fine old porch on the last house I lived at in Mississippi, red
concrete steps and potted herbs on the side. My roommate Kemble and I
would sit there many a summer evening, drinking Shiner Bock and chatting
with whatever friends happened to stop by.
The porch is an invitation to visit, to talk aimlessly about politics and
weather and who’s doing what with whom. The deck, while not quite as
open to the public as the streetside porch, also encourages talk, contemplation and musing.
But the shut door and the closed windows are slowly edging out the
porches and decks of the world, replacing a world where you’d stop and
visit your neighbors with one where you aren’t even sure of their names.
If a politician campaigned on the promise of a front porch on every
home, I’d vote for him any day of the week.
In the meantime, I’ll just sit on my deck and sip my Pepsi, watching the
birds squabble and the pollen fall like gold snow, and the pine-covered
mountains in the distance, silent and above it all.
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In which I’m domesticated
Learning to live in a house built for two.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Aug. 5, 1998

Avril told me, “You know, it’s been five months now.”
“Has it really been five months now?” I said to her. “Five months. Wow.”
Five months since we moved in together, that is. This is approximately
four months and two weeks better than any previous cohabitation records I
set for myself.
It is a milestone of sorts for me, and I may have to soon abdicate that
spot in the dictionary I’ve long held underneath the definition of the phrase
“commitment-phobe.”
We had known each other for nearly six years when we moved in together, long enough to know that the first argument wasn’t likely to also be the
last argument.
I am now in that nebulous zone where there are no good words to
describe your status. Calling her a “girlfriend” seems too high-schoolish,
saying she’s my “roommate” leaves the exact state of our commingling
vague, and other terms – “partner,” “companion,” “significant other” – reek
of linguistic desperation.
So I just call her Avril and she calls me Nik, and we leave it at that most
of the time.
We have weathered five months of this business well.
No pots or pans have hurtled through the air and no one has had to sleep
on the couch yet, which is good because our couch was really uncomfortable. It has been amicable almost all of the time, wonderful a great deal of it
and sticky only for a moment or two here and there.
I have learned my lessons and the laws of the land are settling into place.
Territory has been marked off and boundaries strictly held to. We have
rules.
I, and no one else, have to clean the cat’s litter box. This, I was told, is
not negotiable.
Bills are split evenly and separate bank accounts save a great deal of
one’s sanity.
She will flip the remote control around desperately during commercial
breaks and I will sit in silence during this interlude.
My insatiable addiction to Pepsi will not be remarked upon, even if she
does think it tastes like malted battery acid.
The bathroom is kept clean at all times upon penalty of death. She will
not make fun of the fact that I still use hair spray many years after the 1980s
ended.
I will walk slower when we go for walks because her legs are much
shorter than mine.
…And perhaps most importantly, the cooking thing.
I am a liberated open-minded modern man, I really am. I just don’t cook
a lot.
Top Ramen, Kraft Macaroni & Cheese, frozen chicken nuggets and
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bagels were the four food groups of my diet for most of my college years.
I understand the principle of the oven and know it is not actually meant
to be used as a spare storage closet, but this was the fate of many of my
apartment ovens over the years.
I have been told that I will indeed have to cook meals on occasion and
that I had best familiarize myself with the spatula, the skillet and something
called a “colander.” I have been told that this is indeed not a restaurant and
that I must do my part as well in the kitchen arena.
This, I was told, is also not negotiable.
And so I helped make pizza a few days ago, and it was actually fairly
edible.
There is progress, in this house built for two, five months into the experience.
My parents have done this cohabitation thing for thirty years, as of this
September. They both cook, frequently and well.
It is a good thing to have role models, in this life.

The big scoop

We can’t all be Woodward and Bernstein.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Aug. 12, 1998

Although I am a journalist by trade, I realized that I probably wasn’t cut
out for a lifetime of hard-hitting investigative news reporting the day I
stepped on Governor Jerry Brown’s foot.
It was about three seconds into a face-to-face interview with the man. I
had just shaken his hand when I stepped on his foot and stumbled, promptly
sliding about halfway down a flight of wet stairs. If I squinted, I could
almost see my prospective Pulitzer Prize taking flight into the rainy sky,
wings fluttering into oblivion.
It was 1992, my junior year of college, and my first shot at a “real” news
piece for the campus paper, The Daily Mississippian. Governor Brown and a
host of other luminaries, including Henry Kissinger and Jack Kemp, were
visiting the University of Mississippi for a taping of the PBS debate forum
“Frontline.” I got the plum assignment of interviewing Jerry Brown, then
just coming off his surprisingly successful run as Bill Clinton’s most serious
challenger for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Lovable flake Jerry “Moonbeam” Brown in the heart of Dixie – what a
scoop!, I thought, tasting the thrill of a “big story” for the first time. Could
there be any place less amenable to Jerry’s flat-tax, granola ‘n’ oats philosophies than conservative Mississippi?
As the token liberal on The Daily Mississippian staff, I had the job of
asking this and other tough questions.
I was given about five minutes to talk to the governor, between a speech
at the campus chapel and a book signing at the student union.
Picture the intrepid young journalists, a writer and his photographer
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buddy, waiting backstage for Jerry Brown to finish his speech. The young
writer is frantically flipping through his notebook, making sure his questions
are all easily accessible. He has read 23 articles on his subject gleaned from
Time, Newsweek and People, and skimmed a few trashy campaign biographies. He has three pens to take notes with, each brimming full of ink. He
knows where Jerry Brown went to school, his mother’s maiden name and his
favorite color.
He is prepared.
The speech ends, and the quiet backstage blossoms with activity.
Brown’s entourage floods the area, and several students wanting the governor’s autograph appear from nowhere.
Phil, the chairman of Brown’s Mississippi campaign (a daunting task, to
be sure), is suddenly standing next to me, asking me if I’m ready to talk to
the governor.
And then he is there, Governor Jerry Brown right in front of me.
Famous people always defy your expectations. Shorn of the confines of
the TV screen, they achieve a startling tangibility that doesn’t seem quite
real.
Brown was bigger than I expected, more bombastic. Agree or disagree
with his politics, one must admit that the man is a force, in the way all good
politicians must be.
He was there and said hello and then he began walking, and that was
when I realized that this interview was to be conducted en route to the student union, that my task was to interview the man while walking at a quick
pace in the pouring rain outside.
This is about when I stepped on the governor’s foot. Not a glancing blow,
mind you – all 6-foot-2 of me landed hard on the tender toes of the former
two-term governor of California.
Therefore, the first words from Jerry Brown that I later heard on my tape
of the interview were “Ow, s–––!”
It went better after that.
Then again, it really couldn’t have gotten worse.
I got to ask him about the attacks on his flat-tax theory, his popular 1-800
number for campaign fund-raising, and even attempted to scoop the national
press by asking him to directly endorse Bill Clinton (he wouldn’t).
The story and accompanying photos actually came out fairly well, in the
end.
But all I kept hearing was that crunch of my foot on his, and the governor’s abrupt curse resounding in my ears. I would have flashbacks of the
event, imagining horrible alternate scenarios:
“Governor Jerry Brown was horribly injured today by an untrained cub
reporter who knocked him down a flight of stairs after a speech at the
University of Mississippi… the reporter was summarily clubbed into jelly by
covert Secret Service agents. Brown’s political career appears to have been
cut short by this tragedy…”
News reporting is scary stuff. Don’t let anybody tell you otherwise.
Of course, Jerry Brown and I both went onward in life, Brown becoming
the new mayor of Oakland, Calif., while I went on to work for a few more
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papers.
But for the most part I fled the land of hard news reporting after that
rainy day in 1992, skipping merrily into the land of opinion writing (where
you get all kinds of hate mail!) and entertainment reporting (free stuff
galore!).
I haven’t regretted a day since.

Scenes from the route

The newsprint smell of that first job.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Sept. 2, 1998

I have edited newspapers and I have written for newspapers, but my first
“real” job in this world was to deliver them.
I was a squirrely, zit-faced and longhaired 13 going on 14, and I did it for
about a year, delivering the Grass Valley Union from door to door in a
square mile area several blocks from my home.
The Union is an afternoon paper, and so each day after school I would
return home to find a bundle of Unions in our driveway, tightly bound. After
an afternoon snack I would kneel busily on our dark garage’s concrete floor,
taking my fifty or so papers and wrapping them with rubber bands. If it
rained, you had to put them in orange plastic bags first.
The rubber bands sometimes snap if you rush things, and they twang off
about the room spastically. Once one smacked me right in the cheek, raising
a really embarrassing welt.
Your fingertips become black with ink as the headlines leave a bit of
themselves on your skin. The day’s happenings are compressed into a small,
dense cylinder of pulp that you lift and hurl repeatedly, trying to achieve a
passable imitation of grace with each throw.
It was then, likely, that I began to stumble down the career path I follow
tenaciously to this day. I was immersed in the smell of the hot paper, sometimes still steaming with the heat of the press, fascinated with the way the
ink can cling to you.
I would ride down my route on my battered yellow bike, the newspaper
bag carefully balanced on the handlebars, getting lighter with each block.
It was my first real job, and no one forgets the way that is – the strange
freedom I felt riding my bike in the late afternoon on days that always seem
cloudy in hindsight, the wind rustling the newspapers in my bag. I delivered
news of President Reagan and “Peanuts” cartoons and what was on sale at
Lucky’s, and I felt a part of some great system that pulsed beneath my 13year-old world, a system I was just then beginning to perceive dimly.
I delivered newspapers and took inventory of my customers, the yards
with plastic toys and broken bicycles in them, the houses with immaculate
hedges and shrubbery whose porches I always aimed for with care.
The most difficult part of being a Union paperboy was collection time. At
the end of each month I would go door to door on my route, getting $5.50
per customer per month to ensure they kept receiving their daily dose of
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news.
It was here you begin to encounter the world beyond lifting and hurling
newspapers, and these days I’d dread somewhat. Demanding money from
strangers was intimidating – looking briefly inside the anonymous homes I
threw papers at, the couches where they read their Union each day.
I rapidly began to learn the language of excuses and rationale used so
well in the grownup world.
“I paid you last month, boy, what are you tryin’ to pull?” one beefy guy
who always wore too-small t-shirts would say to me every time I came by.
And every time I would explain to him that he had to pay every month, he
would mutter about what a rip-off it was, and he would finally pull five
greasy dollars and fifty cents out of his pocket.
I learned how people wheel and deal, and I learned how people live without luck.
There was a cat woman. Every town has the cat woman, the twisted old
lady who lives in a shack with a hundred stray cats. This woman’s house
was crumbling and rotten, about to slide down an embankment onto the
freeway overpass below. She had no teeth and no hair, and always wore a
filthy Oakland A’s baseball cap. She would never have her $5.50 at the end
of the month, and would gummily offer me excuses as ten of her bedraggled
cats meowed and hissed around her legs. The cat lady had only one eye.
The cat woman would occasionally leave a folded dollar bill for me in
her mailbox, toward paying off her slowly rising newspaper debt. I did not
know what she did with her Union each day, if she read it or merely used it
to line her floors inside what was surely one giant litter box.
And then there was “the towel lady,” as she would be enshrined forever
in my pubescent memory. Each and every month when I would come by to
get my $5.50, this highly attractive young lady, in her mid-twenties or so I’d
imagine, would answer the door wearing a pink towel.
Just a pink towel.
You can imagine the fireworks this would set off in your typical 13-yearold paperboy.
Each month this woman would come to the door wearing just her towel,
and she would give me my five-fifty and smile and I would melt into a
giddy puddle of goo right on her doorstep.
I never could figure it out. If the towel lady wore just a towel once, I’d
understand – she just got out of the shower or something, right? But each
month, November or May or August, the towel lady would answer the door
in her towel, and I would mature just a little bit faster.
The towel lady probably kept me doing the paper route a few months
longer than I would have done – I was entering high school soon, and paper
routes seemed too grade-school for my elitist brain then.
But I labored on with the route a few months into my freshman year of
high school, always looking hopefully forward to my monthly visit to the
towel lady.
The odds of gravity and physics were with me, I knew.
That towel had to fall off eventually.
It never did, of course, except in my dreams.
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It was my first real job in a real and often baffling world, and no one
ever forgets the way that is.

Fiery furnaces

The siren call of that flickering flame.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Sept. 30, 1998

If there is a heaven, surely it has a fireplace.
…I know, I know, it’s that other place that’s supposed to lay claim to all
the fire-and-brimstone-related accessories, but let’s get real: could heaven be
heaven without there being a solid stone fireplace somewhere, oak stacked
on the hearth and a warm and crackling fire roaring away?
Of course, hell has better public relations, to be fair – they do tend to get
all the advertising executives.
This weekend we all had our first brief glimpse of the winter yet to
come, and as snow dusted Mount Rose and tourists careened wildly out of
control on the .045 inches of powder on the roads, there was also to be heard
the quiet fwoosh of dozens of fireplaces throughout the North Shore being
called into service for the first time in a few months.
There was a rush on firewood by all of us procrastinators and matches
were hard to come by. I myself bought the last set of on-sale fire tools for
$20.99 at the hardware store. There was a brief melee in Aisle 7 as I wrestled the box of tools away from a gnarled little old lady who happened to
have her hands on them first. …OK, I admit I felt a pang of guilt as I bodyslammed this little old lady into a display of thermometers, but it was the
beginning of fire season, after all, and deep within me the primeval alphamale was grunting its way to the fore, and “respect your elders” gave way to
“survival of the fittest.”
Avril and I had our winter supply of firewood delivered on Saturday to
the apartment – or rather, we had it dumped onto the parking lot in front of
our door.
A “cord” of wood sounds manageable, when you say it. A cord, a rope, a
line – an easily-moved object. But when that cord is about 257 logs of wood
sitting in the rain on your front doorstep, and you have to carry it up the
stairs, through the apartment and out onto the deck, that cord becomes the
noose around your fragile neck.
Avril and I did manage to move the cord into storage eventually, with the
hastily-recruited help of our neighbor Nathan. Splinters, muddy footprints
and wood chips decorated our lovely off-white carpet, but we had wood. We
had fire for the winter, glorious fire, and never mind the aches and pains and
three-foot pile of sawdust on the deck.
I spent much time in front of the fire this weekend, watching the flames
shimmer and lick at our wood.
It’s a sight I can watch for hours, because the show is never exactly the
same twice – the pitch of the flames, the colors and the glowing embers
beneath a flickering pageant for the eyes.
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The fire once held the place that television grips so fiercely today in our
lives – the hearth was where we once gathered, after meals, to muse and
sing and read and think after a hard day’s living. TV took over that spot a
while back, eventually even extending its cathode-ray glare into the meals
itself.
And heck, I’m as guilty as anyone of choosing TV over fire.
The thing is, TV asks very little of our minds – we sit, it entertains, and
there ain’t all that much give and take.
Fire only gives what we make of it, and if given a chance our minds can
make of its flickering and flows a show better than the best thing television
ever aired. I always do my best thinking in front of fires.
And like I said, I’d like to think that if there’s a heaven it’s full of roaring
fireplaces.
But.
I also like to think I’m a nice guy.
Nevertheless, if heaven turns out to have 100-channel satellite television
sets on every cloud, while hell has a fireplace in every room, I freely admit
my allegiances may be suspect in the end.
Or to quote the primeval alpha-male within, “Fire good.”

...Women roll and men chunder
How could anybody not love Men At Work?

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Oct. 7, 1998

So I saw in Rolling Stone the other week that Men At Work, of all people, have apparently gone and put a new album out, their first in a dozen
years or so.
I saw the ad and cracked a smile, musical nostalgia floating up through
my skull unbidden. Ahh, Men At Work, back in the game. No band breaks
up forever in these days of multi-million dollar reunion tours, do they?
Fleetwood Mac, The Eagles, KISS – they never stay down long. If John
Lennon weren’t dead, you can bet the Beatles would’ve reunited ten times
over by now.
But Men At Work? Who but me really remembers these eccentric
Australian pop musicians, who first hit it big in 1982 with their Grammywinning “Business As Usual” debut, with tunes such as “Who Can It Be
Now?” and “Down Under.” They released another two albums and were
ancient history by 1985, the ol’ “creative differences” excuse being the culprit.
Men At Work had the distinction of having what was most likely the
first-ever Top Ten hit with the word “Vegemite” in its lyrics.
They were kitschy and cool, tossing in references to their homeland in
many of their songs, using unusual-for-pop instruments such as the flute.
Lead singer Colin Hay was a cross-eyed, balding fellow who certainly didn’t
fit the rock star idol mold.
Men At Work, too, were responsible for my musical awakening at the
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tender age of 12, and therefore they must bear at least some of the responsibility for the fanatical scope my music collection has to it today.
When I was 12, popular music was a mystery to me. I somehow had
made it through a dozen years of life to that point without listening to radios
much – MTV was still in its infancy, and my parents, although they were
theoretically the right age to have been raging rock ‘n’ roll ‘60s radicals, had
a record collection solely composed of Liberace, Perry Como and Henry
Mancini.
I was the bubble boy, raised in a home without rock.
That all changed when I was 12, thanks to the battered cassette of Men
At Work’s “Business At Usual” my buddy Nat left over at my house one
day.
This was strange business, I thought, as I listened to the quirky strains of
Men At Work waft out of my parents’ stereo.
“I come from a land down under, where women roll and men chunder –
can you hear, can you hear the thunder, you better run, you better take
cover…”
In my brain, chemical reactions and hideous alchemy were taking place,
warping my childlike mind into alarming new contours and wiping out the
last vestiges of youth.
And what the hell was “chunder,” anyway?
I had arrived in the pop era of the early ‘80s, one of history’s more peculiar times to come of age musically. There were The Police, Wham!, Prince
(“Purple Rain” sent strange paroxysms of joy through my body), Cyndi
Lauper, Human League, Michael Jackson (for about 12 seconds there), Huey
Lewis, Tears For Fears, Rockwell (“Somebody’s Watching Me” later proved
to be perhaps the goofiest song ever recorded about stalkers), Hall & Oates,
a youthful Madonna and many more, in all spectrums of quality and originality.
But when you’re 12, how good a band is really doesn’t matter: you just
soak it all up, spongelike, and it isn’t until after another 10 years or so that
you actually develop taste.
So Hall and Oates led me to Al Green, Madonna to Patti Smith, Tears For
Fears to the Beatles, and so on…
Men At Work triggered this little earthquake in my life, and even if they
weren’t the best band that ever walked the earth, they still hold a special
place in my heart and ears.
They started me down the rocky path that introduced me to Dylan, Elvis
Costello, the Beastie Boys, Peter Gabriel, John Lennon, Tom Waits, Guided
By Voices, The Replacements, Sinatra, John Lee Hooker, David Bowie,
Jane’s Addiction, Everclear, Michael Penn, Crowded House, The Velvet
Underground and everyone else who ever made my brain and ears tremble
in the same way those opening lines of “Down Under” did so many years
ago.
Occasionally I pull out Men At Work’s greatest hits from my full-untobursting CD rack, and instantly I’m 12 again with that great time-travelling
power music has.
Now, apparently, Men At Work is back together again, working for a few
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quick bucks. More power to them, I suppose – it can’t be much worse than
any of Michael Jackson’s multiple woeful comeback attempts.

Way up here where we live
An ode to winter in the Sierra.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Nov. 4, 1998

This is the place where the clouds come to sleep.
Here, in the attic of the West, clouds drift and shift according to the
whim of the winds, and when they tire, they nestle in upon the mountaintops
all around us and catch forty winks.
Sometimes, if the climate is right, they leave a ghostly white reminder of
their slumber on the hills when they rise. The ice crystals are their sheets
and discarded bedding, and they sit there on the mountains and most of us
call it snow.
It is hard not to get all mystical and mythical when it comes to those first
fine drifts of snow in October in Tahoe, in this brief time before chains and
out-of-town skiers galore. Right now the snow is still frosting just the
heights of the basin that surrounds us, right now it still has the strange
enchantment of the new.
It has been nearly a decade since I lived my way through an honest-togod winter, and I greet this one with bared teeth in the frigid winds and a
silly grin on my face.
In the South, where I called much of the 1990s home, there is cold and
there is even ice but there isn’t a winter like the Sierra. There isn’t snow hipdeep, there aren’t thick down jackets and the hiss of skis. You can’t drink
hot cocoa on a December morning in front of a roaring fireplace and get that
same peculiar sense of peace you can here, way up in the attic of the West.
I grew up just down the road a ways in Grass Valley, not quite in the attic
but a few stories up in the house just the same. It doesn’t snow and bluster
there quite the way it does here every single year, but every once in a while,
when I was younger, the blue-skinned winter would blast its way down into
the foothills and bury us deep in pure, white bliss.
Snow meant days off school, then, and once I grew into late adolescence,
it meant shoveling endless scoops of flakes from the driveway, too. In the
winter of 1989, during my final year of high school, a fierce storm indeed
put most of Nevada County under a shroud of ice. It filled the streets and
life simply shut down. I worked my parents’ driveway more times than I
cared to count during that week-long storm – the jittery shriek of the metal
shovel blade bouncing off the concrete time and time again, as I shoveled
and shoveled some more.
There is a picture of me, taken in that storm, caught in mid-shovel – a
look of utter exhaustion and wonder sculpted on my face. I am surrounded
by snow, and it’s wearing me out but it’s still oh-so-damned fine to look at.
The whole world was white.
Therein lies the beauty of old man winter, I think, when you get down to
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it. It can be stressful and it can be annoying and it can, at its worst, be terrifying, but the snow transforms. It transforms everything you see every day,
reshaping its contours into cold white new forms. The first moments after a
grand storm – when you glance out the window and everything, from the
rocks on your front walk to the trees and hills above, is different – cannot be
faked and they cannot be equaled in calmer, drier, more temperate lands.
Nature still runs things, and winter is when its voice and hand are
strongest.
The earth shakes, at 2 a.m. on a Thursday night, and reminds us that
maybe we aren’t quite as high and masterful as we might have thought we
were. The clouds move overhead towards us, and despite our vaunted chemistry and biology and technology, there’s really not a damned thing we can
do to stop what’s coming our way.
Soon, now. Soon.
I am sure that by February or March I may well be tired of the snow, and
that there may be times I will wish I was back in the gentler Southern winters.
But when that first big gusher comes this week, or the next or the one
after that, I know that I will be standing out on our deck with my face turned
to the clouds, watching them drift into their mountaintop beds and watching
the flakes fall and our world change into something entirely new and
strange.
Here, in the attic of the West.

The engaged person

On Monday, one thing, on Tuesday, another thing.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Nov. 18, 1998

These things never quite happen the way you imagine they will happen.
You think that your first kiss will be surrounded by flying golden pixies
and harp music, your college graduation day will end with your being
offered a $50 thou-a-year job at a Fortune 500 firm, and that the day you
decide to take the plunge and get married, you perhaps will be dressed in a
tuxedo and kneeling on the floor of an incredibly fancy restaurant with the
word “chez” in the title somewhere. Someone will be playing a violin and
everyone will applaud when you propose.
But somehow or another on the fateful day when I decided to ask my significant other Avril to join me in ‘til-death-do-we-part permanence, I was
down on my knees in our-less-than-fancy living room and she was giggling
uncontrollably. I had to switch off the TV, which was playing a rerun of
“King of the Hill,” before popping that oh-so-poppable question.
It wasn’t exactly Shakespeare.
We did have a roaring fire going, though, and that was nice.
Everything changes when you ask those four little words.
On Monday I was me. Tuesday I was an engaged person.
Of course, Avril and I have lived together nearly a year and known each
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other for around seven years, so the idea was certainly plausible and not
entirely unexpected.
That doesn’t stop it from kicking you in the head like a Missouri mule
every few minutes.
The thought takes a while to settle in and become real. You go through
the course of your daily life, going to work, eating, sleeping, all these things
regular people do, but in the back of your mind there is a high-pitched voice
buzzing over and over, “I’manengagedperson, engagedperson, engagedperson…”
I never quite imagined that I would ever become an engaged person, but
then who does? I figured I’d be married when I was old and gray, rather than
27 and fairly blond.
I’ve described it as a plague amongst my friends. An insidious, creeping
plague that works its way through the populace, transforming most of them
into something unexpected and strange.
Instead of girlfriends they have wives, instead of majors they have jobs,
and instead of rattletrap apartments with imitation wood paneling and orange
carpets they have homes where people really live.
Fortunately, we have allotted ourselves 10 months before engagement
becomes wedding. Ten months gives us plenty of time to stress out and
worry.
“Low-key” will be the main theme here, we have decided. We are lucky
in this, because her parents live in New Zealand, and mine in Mississippi,
and so for the most part they are too far away to impose themselves upon
the plans and decide we will rent out a football stadium for the ceremony.
There will still be much to think about between now and then, no matter
how low-key we get. Things I have never really thought about in my life,
like invitations and tuxedos and what to serve at the reception and how
much is that carved ice swan, anyway?
These are the things grownup people do, they tell me, those who have
done it already. These married people have rings on their fingers and homes
where people really live and always someone to be their movie date, always
someone to come home to and silly sappy things to think about each other.
It is not a bad place to be in.
It is not at all like I imagined it would be, and it is far better because it is
real life.

Blue-light special

The annual rat race begins.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Dec. 2, 1998

Here we are with approximately 23 days left until the holiday that dare
not speak its name, and I’m done shopping.
So there.
Don’t yell at me or make threatening hand gestures. I fully understand
the dilemma of those who have not yet shopped for the holiday credit card
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companies call Cash Flow Day.
I, too, used to be a last-minute shopper, doing the shoving and the pushing and the kicking and the biting in those Christmas Eve checkout lines at
the malls.
Last year I somehow ended up at a SuperMega Wal-Kmart place about
seven hours before Christmas Day, searching quite frantically for one of
these bendy-flashlight type thingies that my father wanted. They had the regular long straight unbendable flashlights and the big huge fluorescent glow
lanterns, but no bendy-flashlight thingies.
There was a lot of fruitcake, though, sitting and decomposing in garish
tins in stacks in almost every aisle. I understand that Ultra Costco
Hypermart type places buy them by the ton.
In my consumer fever, I somehow decided spiffy green sweatpants were
an acceptable bendy-flashlight substitute. I bought them and fled the
Giganto Targetmart weeping like a little girl, a confetti trail of receipts fluttering out behind me.
(Holiday Hint: when all else fails, buy sweatpants. Every dad needs
sweatpants. They will wear old sweatpants until they sag and droop in
unsightly ways. Buy your dad new sweatpants today.)
Anyway, that was last year and it was a terrible experience and I still
have flashbacks. This year I convinced my fiancée we’d get it over with
quickly and painlessly, like a root canal.
There is no shopping without pain, I know this now.
We fled down to Reno Saturday, and I had a firm list of things my parents and brother would find suitable.
I also had the list of what to get my fiancée; the problem being that she
was with me on this shopping trip and so I had to come up with clever distractions like “Hey, is that Santa Claus over there being beat up by those
cops?” while I cleverly grabbed the mwrk pmuprh and the ghlj lqewu and
purchased them while her back was turned.
Yes, I know there is no such thing as a “mwrk pmuprh” but you must
understand that she reads this column occasionally to make sure she’s not
been libeled in print in front of at least a dozen readers. “Mwrk pmuprh” is
my clever code.
I must say with very little gloating that I did well this weekend on the
shopping thing. I bought pretty much everything I intended to and avoided
fistfights in the checkout line.
Disaster had been avoided, I thought to myself as we drove back toward
Truckee on Interstate 80 on Friday night. Shopping without pain.
That was when the tire blew out while I was driving at approximately 75
miles per hour.
There are probably worse places to try and pull over and change a flat
tire than the stark, shoulder-less canyons of I-80 on a snowy, dark November
night. Like Bosnia. Changing a tire in Bosnia is probably even less fun.
I had a revelation as I crouched in the dark trying to pry lug nuts from
the tire while semi trucks zipped by fourteen inches from my head at 110
mph. I was being punished for my shopper’s hubris. Things were too easy
for me this year, and I was due for a fall.
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There is no shopping without pain, no way to avoid the Christmas demon
gnawing at your stomach and checkbook.
Next year, everybody gets fruitcake. Or sweatpants.
Or both if they’re lucky.

It isn’t just Mississippi

Martin Luther King Day thoughts.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Jan. 20, 1999

Saturday would have been Martin Luther King, Jr.’s 70th birthday, and
all across America people wondered what Dr. King would have thought of
the state of race relations today.
I spent seven years in the heart of the land Dr. King spent much of his
life trying to change, the Deep South. I lived in Oxford, Mississippi, for
many years – a flashpoint for the civil rights struggles.
In 1962, the University of Mississippi in Oxford was ravaged by riots
when James Meredith, a black man, was admitted to the previously all-white
institution after a lengthy court battle.
Some people didn’t much like the notion of Meredith going to Ole Miss.
President Kennedy sent the National Guard in and men died, there, in the
same town where I went to school.
All to keep a young black man from going to college. It is perhaps the
lowest point in the history of higher education in this nation.
There are still bullet holes to be found in the brick walls of the campus
administration building, painted over and eroded, but there nevertheless.
Scars remain, but the wounds have mostly healed. The black student
enrollment of the University of Mississippi rises every year. The student
body no longer has that lily-white hue it once did – students from all races
and many countries now attend.
This year, the university newspaper The Daily Mississippian has its first
black female editor – it has already had two black male editors in the 1990s,
one of whom I was very proud to serve under.
Jesse was that editor’s name, and he’s since gone on to become a very
successful reporter with the Associated Press. During Jesse’s tenure as editor
of The Daily Mississippian, he did have the occasional encounter with
racists – but they were the futile croaks of a dying, bitter breed of man.
One time we got a phone call in the paper office – some old man ranting
on about a recent court case regarding race and schools. The man got Jesse
on the phone and began ranting to him about “them niggers” and how they
were out of control.
Jesse talked to the man for a few seconds, and then there was a pause on
the other end of the line.
“Hey… you aren’t black, are you?” asked the man.
“Well, yes sir, I guess I am,” Jesse said, with his best poker face.
“Hellfire, I wanna speak to the white editor!” the man yelled, and it was
all Jesse could do to keep from bursting out laughing.
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These were the men that were once so feared and hated – now bitter old
men surrounded by a world that must have confused them very much.
Since I’ve moved back West, I have been astounded and sometimes saddened by the reactions of people when they find out I went to college in
Mississippi.
“You lived in Mississippi?” people have said, people who probably like
to consider themselves enlightened well-educated liberal folk. “Oh my God,
how could you stand it? All the racists!”
Swap the word “racists” for “blacks” and you’ll realize how close-minded some of these well-educated folk are.
Many of them have never been to the South in their life. Their impressions of a world they’ve never seen, based on myth and stereotype, are just
as wrong-headed as those of the men who wanted to keep James Meredith
out of Ole Miss in 1962.
It’s a funny syndrome – one you see in many Westerners and New
Englanders who use the South as a mythical boogeyman to obscure the
stains of their own racism and hateful thoughts.
That Southern loud and angry racism – the Klan, the burnings and the
fear – is mostly gone now, and despite how far there still is to go I am certain Dr. King is somewhere smiling.
But the quiet, insidious racism remains, and if you think that’s exclusive
to the South you’re living in a dream world.
Is it just the South? Or is it everywhere? Is it everyone?
Do you involuntarily feel a twinge of something dark and fearful when a
young black kid walks into the convenience store you’re in?
How many black people do you know by name?
What would you do if a black family moved in next door to you?
We all have moments of irrational, illogical hate for people we consider
different. It is ugly but it is true.
It’s foolish to think of racism as a regional problem, or a Southern problem.
After all, the worst race riots of the past 30 years were in Los Angeles,
just a few years ago now.
The South has magic in it – the smell of grass on a humid summer day,
the glow of fireflies and the drawl of an accent – and under it all, the wisdom and horse sense that comes from a past filled with tragedy.
My friend Jesse understood that, and he loved the South despite its
checkered past.
Fighting racism is like flossing your teeth or working out – a constant
effort. It gets easier and easier, slowly but surely, until you get to a point
where it seems like it’s almost perfect.
Life is better than it was, but no, not as good as it could be.
They say that we shall overcome.
Someday.
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The wider world

Impression of Europe, twenty years later.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Jan. 27, 1999

In 1979, I was small.
The world loomed over me and everything was bigger then.
We were traveling through Europe, my parents, my little brother and I,
packed into a rickety green and white motorhome.
My dad had retired from the Air Force and decided to take us all on a
once-in-a-lifetime tour, for an entire year. We got to get out of school and
our house was rented to strangers.
I did not know for sure what was really happening. I was seven years old
and we were traveling; that was the world I knew.
I did not know what a nomad was when I was seven, but that is what we
felt like. Our home had wheels and we wandered.
So Europe flashed by in impressions and snapshot details that I still
remember as if it were yesterday.
London was cold and old, and people there spoke nearly like us. The subway system would take you underground and pop you up somewhere else.
Fish and chips were fine greasy food that my brother and I liked a lot.
In Italy, we were served a food called pizza that wasn’t like any pizza I’d
ever seen before, but it was so good I wolfed down tomatoey slice after slice
until my stomach hurt.
Men had elaborate mustaches in Germany and Hungary was a land of
gray skies and barbed wire fences.
I slept in the top bunk of the motorhome, crammed in amongst storage
boxes. Water would condense on the tiny window up there and drip down
onto my blankets.
In a toy store in Amsterdam, I got a miniature plastic golden eagle that I
still have somewhere today.
Spain was full of oranges.
France had ancient castles that brooded alone in green fields; natural
playgrounds for my little brother and I.
In Luxembourg we saw a motorcycle accident. A man on a bike was hit
and dragged by a bus. He lay bleeding in the middle of the road and my dad
sat there with him until the ambulance came.
In Austria, my hand was accidentally crushed in a mechanical window in
a deli, and it took nearly five minutes before my dad could make the owners
understand what was happening so they could raise the window. My fingers
were bruised but not broken, and the owners bandaged my wounds and gave
me a candy bar nearly the size of my head for being so brave.
In between destinations I would sit in the motorhome and study the maps
intensely. They were filled with bright colors and what seemed to be millions of little cities and towns and places where people lived. Switzerland
was blue and Italy was orange, Russia was gigantic and yellow. I would
trace out the maps in our atlas, searching for the patterns in the lines and
dots.
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It was twenty years ago now that all this happened, and it was when the
world began to seem real to me, real in the sense that my seven-year-old
brain began to realize things happened and had indeed been happening for a
very long time before I was even born.
You are born living, but it takes a few years before the life you think of
as your own really begins.
There was a world outside the parents who fed and clothed you, and at
that time that was a revolutionary idea to me.
I felt very small there in Europe in 1979, but I had seen the wider world,
and once seen your eyes never look at anything the same way again.

Hitting the hump

Suddenly, you start downhill.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Feb. 10, 1999

I’ve hit the hump.
You know the hump.
It’s the one where everything on your body stops getting bigger and
stronger with each passing year; the one where as the days grind by, you can
start to feel the decay inching its way throughout your body. You stop thinking you’re immortal and start realizing you’re breakable parts.
We spend twenty, twenty-five years growing into our mature selves; we
spend the next sixty or so slowly falling apart.
Most of us menfolk don’t even really think about our bodies much until
we hit this hump. We’re enjoying life too much to worry about the fate of
the vessels that carry us about. But human bodies are machines when you
get down to it, and in terms of upkeep costs they’re somewhere around a ‘53
Edsel.
In the last two months or so, I have joined a gym for the first time and
gotten my first pair of eyeglasses.
I am officially over the hump and barreling down the other side at a
breakneck pace, down to that spot at the hill’s end marked with the tombstone and life insurance paperwork.
The gym isn’t too bad – in truth, my fiancée and I probably should’ve
joined a while ago, before the couch became permanently imprinted with
our body shapes. But we hadn’t waited until we fully mutated into glutinous
blobs, and while working out at the gym we’ve been pleased to discover that
not everyone there is a hardbodied iron-thighed mountain of muscle. In fact,
some of the people there look just like us!
The glasses were a little harder to get used to. I’d made it twenty-something years without them, and suddenly to realize that one of my body parts
is now defective and in need of augmentation is a bit humbling.
I hadn’t realized exactly how poor my long-distance vision had gotten
until I learned that the mountains in the distance weren’t naturally blurry.
Glasses and weak girlyman muscles would be a fair price to pay for
adulthood if I still didn’t get zits, too. It seems the worst of each age stays
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with us.
It is not just me complaining here; my office is filled with coworkers like
myself, mostly twentysomethings, but from the way we moan each morning
about how creaky we are and how fat we’re getting, you’d think you’d just
stumbled onto a street corner filled with retired old men in Brooklyn.
“Oy vey, this back I’ve got is killing me!”
“…You think you know from pain? My wrists have got that carpal tunnel
syndrome something awful!”
“Feh! Carpal tunnel? Look at these hips! I’m swollen like yesterday’s
bagels!”
None of these people talking are over the age of 28.
Ah, how fondly now I look back on those halcyon days of the late ‘80s
when I was a mere 18-year-old stallion, able to leap tall buildings in a single
bound and stay up until 4 a.m. without blinking.
Those were the days, yes they were. Back when the kids wore the
skintight acid-washed jeans instead of these crazy baggy things that flop all
over the sidewalk.
We were 18 once, fine fit young creatures running across the grassy
meadows and verdant dells, but those days are gone and the machinery is
being sent to the shops for renovation.
People much older and wiser than us tell me there are many, many more
delightful humps ahead of us on this crazy journey, but let’s nod politely and
ignore them for now so we can concentrate on complaining about the hump
we’re on today.
Oh, the humanity…

Strike three, you’re out

Why is that man unconscious on the gymnasium floor?

North Shore Truckee ACTION, March 17, 1999

The volleyball goes thwak! and bounces off my elbow, ricocheting out of
bounds. Losing my balance, I overcompensate and stumble forward, doing
this nifty kind of triple somersault sort of thing onto the extremely hard
gymnasium floor. The crowd applauds and I lie on the floor and twitch a bit,
coughing up chunks of my shattered spinal cord.
Just another day on the courts.
Team sports and I have long had a somewhat adversarial relationship. We
glare at each other uneasily from across the room, each daring the other to
make the first move toward what I know will eventually end up as more
humiliation for my fragile male ego.
I had been getting along perfectly well without sports in my life these
past ten years or so, but somehow or another I ended up being recruited for
the office volleyball team. It’s the first sports team I’ve been on in many a
year, ever since a disastrous tackle football team was assembled from my
dorm roommates my freshman year in college.
We decided to play football in a brave attempt to stave off our growing
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beer bellies, created by a near-constant schedule of fierce drinking and partying.
We all lived on the top, eleventh floor of the dorm, and so we called ourselves the “Eleventh Floor Elite.” We considered ourselves brave sportsmen,
indeed.
The Eleventh Floor Elite would meet on Sunday mornings to stumble
around drunkenly on a wet field against another team composed of many
big, hulking and utterly sober ROTC students. It was not the most even
match. People were tackled with great force, regardless of whether or not
they actually had the ball. Faces were squashed down deep into the mud and
the air was filled with spittle and the moans of hungover students being vivisected.
For several days following a game, The Eleventh Floor Elite was
nowhere to be seen come classtime. We all lay whimpering in our beds,
unable to move even a single finger, swollen into a single pulpy bruise.
After two consecutive Sundays of being pummeled and pounded by battle-hungry ROTC students, the Eleventh Floor Elite quietly disbanded, and
the rousing Sunday morning tackle football game faded into memory.
It was my last competitive sports experience until this volleyball business, which thankfully has thus far proven slightly less brutal.
I believe I am genetically disposed to play that role in team sports known
as “The Victim.” I am the one who gets mauled horribly on the
field/court/diamond, the one carried off on the stretcher and whose name,
when mentioned afterwards, provokes a pitying cluck of the tongue and the
phrase, “Man, that poor guy…”
There is, for instance, the time in seventh grade when I was playing soccer and boldly attempted to bash the ball into the goal with my right eyeball.
The resulting collision ruptured something small but crucial in my eye,
leaving me seeing peculiar purple wiggly things for weeks and nearly having
to get expensive eye surgery.
Let me just get one thing straight, though: I was never the last guy picked
for the team. Honest. I was the one jumping up and down begging the team
captains to “Pick me, pick me!” My unflagging enthusiasm won them over
and I sauntered cockily onto the game field, only to be carried off mere
moments later with a sprained, torn or bruised organ or appendage.
Which brings us back to volleyball, the latest battlefield in my athletic
life.
Volleyball can be, given the right players, a wonderfully graceful sport
(particularly when it’s women’s beach volleyball, but I digress). People leaping in the air, smoothly bopping the ball back and forth, balletic gestures in
action.
Unfortunately, in the wrong hands, volleyball can also be a spectacle of
terror and contortions. Just ask the unnamed teammate of mine who bounced
off the floor and then the wall and then the floor again last week in a particularly spectacular dive for the ball.
I play there on the court, cannon fodder to distract the other team so my
teammates can at least make a point.
The volleyball comes sailing right towards me, an impossible shot to
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miss. I leap for it boldly, miss the shot, and land head-first on the hardwood
floor. My head explodes into shrapnel and the game goes on…

My rival and I

Competition seen in a different light.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, March 24, 1999

Everybody has a rival.
The rival is the person who always seems to do better than you. He’s the
one who ekes out the first place finish when you’re stuck in second, the
“A+” when you’re the “A-,” the bigger promotion, the better home, the foxier girlfriend.
I had a rival, once.
My rival was named Nathaniel, and our rivalry first began in nursery
school classes over 20 years ago. It was something to do with who got to
ride the best tricycles, I imagine.
Our families were best friends, so Nathaniel and I naturally saw a lot of
each other growing up. It was then that my rival’s talent for beating me at
everything first came to light.
Nathaniel had the complete collection of vintage “Star Wars” figures,
while I lacked such crucial finds as the blue Snaggletooth and that blasted
Boba Fett with the launching rocket. My rival had every single issue of the
“Star Wars” comic books, too.
Yet my rival didn’t lord it over me too much, the fact that he was endlessly superior in the acquisition of all things “Star Wars.” I would go over
to his house and we would have grand, inventive battles between his action
figures and mine, digging muddy trenches and canyons in the side yard.
These were sweeping epic sagas of the sort only 12-year-olds can come up
with – years later, Nathaniel would tell me he was certain there were still
“Star Wars” toy pieces and fragments buried in the dust in that side yard.
Our rivalry reached its peak during our years in junior high school, when
it seemed to me that anything I could do, Nathaniel could do better. We were
both in the “gifted” classes, but I was a geek clad in velcro shoes and gifted
with a knack for saying and doing the wrong thing.
We didn’t get on too well then – one time, over some stupid fifth-grade
type argument about nothing, Nathaniel turned around and decked me there
on the playground. I lay there in the gravel, shocked and a little stunned, and
the bell rang before I could get up and do anything about that punch.
In high school, we pretty much ignored each other until our senior year.
Nathaniel joined the football team and I managed to shed the veneer of the
geek, passing my time as once of those sensitive fellows wearing black and
writing love poetry to the girls seated in front of me in homeroom. Nathaniel
and I nodded to each other in the halls a lot, and that was the extent of our
relationship.
Then, our senior year, Nathaniel ended up taking journalism class, where
I was serving as editor of the student newspaper, The Goldpan. Nathaniel
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joined the Goldpan staff, working for me – under me, by gum, the ancient
rival working under me!
The strange thing was, we had a fine time together. Nathaniel became my
de-facto right hand man at The Goldpan, and we learned how to put a newspaper together. We struggled with computers and procrastinating writers and
catastrophic printing errors. We drove to Sacramento in a futile search to
find an affordable full-color printer for our senior issue. We spent more than
a few late evenings holed up in the tiny journalism office, working until that
blurry, caffeine-fueled time late at night when anything seems funny, even
the word “deadline.”
That rivalry I had going with Nathaniel since we were old enough to disagree was faded now, pale in memory. In the intervening years of high
school, a bit of wisdom had fallen into my head, making me realize there
were many things that I could do that Nathaniel couldn’t, talents I had that
I’d ignored before. It didn’t even bother me that Nathaniel was class salutatorian, while I was probably somewhere in the mid-40s of our class.
There in that office working on The Goldpan late at night, we were simply two old friends getting the job done.
We ended high school as friends, not enemies as we could have.
Nathaniel signed my senior yearbook, writing, “Well Nik, it’s funny how
things move in circles. …9th grade to 12th grade, a long time not to be
friends.”
And things move in circles still.
Time passed, and I moved to Mississippi. Nathaniel and I wouldn’t see
too much of each other. We graduated college. Nathaniel and I both became
journalists. We tended to be on the opposite side of the country from each
other.
He got married, two summers ago now, in a wonderful ceremony down
in Grass Valley. I was at that wedding, of course – I drove 2,500 miles
across country to be there, clad in my shiny gray suit and grinning like an
idiot as my rival took a bride.
We still don’t see each other much now, but it makes when we do that
much more memorable.
So the other weekend, Nathaniel and Betsy were out from Virginia visiting his parents down in Grass Valley. They brought with them their brandnew three-month-old baby boy, Alexander. My fianceé and I drove down to
meet them for dinner.
We had a fine time, comparing notes on our jobs, talking about my
impending wedding, and just generally enjoying each other’s company.
And of course, we talked eagerly about the upcoming new “Star Wars”
movie; circles within circles endlessly repeating.
Glimpsing for a second through the eyes of the old rivalry, I could see
that Nathaniel has beaten me again – to marriage and now, fatherhood. But
this time I didn’t mind a bit.
Did Nathaniel think about how strange this was, that two once-rival
scampering kids whose brains were filled with droids and comic books
could stand together as friends, both on the near side of age 30, in the same
town where once we were young?
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I know I did.
He has decked me, he always had better action figures than me, we have
surely hated each other at certain points in our lives, yet we put out a newspaper together, I stood by at his wedding and now I have held his infant son
in my arms.
He is, I realized with a start, the oldest friend I’ve got.
Rivalry can fade and friendship can endure, sure as the world keeps turning and young boys keep growing up into men with a hint of the boy still in
them.

The big day

So you say you’re getting married...

North Shore Truckee ACTION, March 31, 1999

So the other day I glanced at the calendar and realized with a sensation
akin to my brain bursting into flames that in less than six months, I would
be a married man.
September suddenly doesn’t seem quite so far away as it did a few
months ago. In fact, it feels a bit as if I’d stepped aboard some incredible
spaceship and roared into hyperspace, hurtling down the tunnel toward that
strange goal.
We are doing well with wedding plans.
Really, we are.
I have heard many horror stories from my already-married friends, tales
of woe and credit card bankruptcy that have served as object lessons for
Avril and I as to where not to go, what not to do.
Your friends and their experiences can be good guideposts for this wedding thing.
For instance, I have already learned, after one of my best friends came
very close to fainting from heatstroke at her wedding, that an outdoors wedding in Mississippi in humid July is not a good idea.
I had to attend many weddings during my time in Mississippi. One of
these weddings morphed into some kind of strange revival prayer meeting
once the pastor took to the podium – one Southern wedding sermon managed to somehow include all sorts of topics that I didn’t realize were part of
the standard wedding vows, including several lines about how subservient
the bride had to be, why Bill Clinton was the antichrist and that the church
was building a new recreation hall and really needed your spare change,
don’t be shy, we also take Visa and Mastercard…
My friend Nathaniel had a darned fine wedding, one I’m using as the
blueprint to craft our own from – any wedding that ends with the bride and
groom marching down the aisle to the theme from “Star Wars” is my kinda
shindig.
So a nice quiet, calm, sermon-free wedding for us, we’ve decided.
According to the wedding checklists in all these 834-page bridal magazines
Avril keeps picking up, we’re on target to achieve a minimal amount of
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freaking-out come September.
That is to say, we have a location, date and a pastor to perform the wedding.
Everything else is still up in the air.
I have it fairly easy when it comes to wedding garb (black tuxedo, as
close to something James Bond would wear as possible). Ditto with my
father, the best man, and my brother the handy usher. Tuxes for everyone!
But for the womenfolk, wedding accoutrement is a bit trickier. With wedding dresses, the key is to strike a delicate balance between looking like a
gaudy piñata and looking like you just stepped out of Wal-Mart’s sale section. Avril and my mother have decided to take a trip to the famed bridal
mall in Sacramento in June, a trip that could either be an exemplary example
of daughter/mother-in-law bonding or a terrifying experience somewhat similar to the last 20 minutes of the movie “Mommie Dearest.”
One of the coolest things Avril and I have discovered about weddings so
far is this whole gift registration process. It’s like Christmas, only you don’t
get socks and underwear because you pick the gifts! We received a few
bridal registry catalogues the other day, and spent much time oohing and
ahhing over the wide variety of appliances and sheets and fine china we
could lay claim to.
We have already decided to increase the guest list to the wedding so we
can get more presents. We don’t believe this to be morally wrong. (“Hi
there, nice to see you, thanks for coming, what’d you bring us?”)
Once the actual wedding day itself approaches, I am prepared for a culture clash of nigh-Biblical proportions, when my future bride’s family and
assorted relatives arrive from New Zealand and my own family comes out
from Mississippi.
Even I, in all my most fervent imaginings, can’t quite imagine what will
happen with that.
Somewhere in the midst of all this I suppose I have to go through six
months of end-of-bachelorhood debauchery, but frankly, between you, me
and the lamppost, all that crazy staying-out-late-at-night hitting-on-strangewomen trying-to-understand-the-signals nonsense grew old quite some time
ago. I am as ready for this as you get.
Instead, I’ll just spend six months slowly getting used to the idea of saying “my wife” instead of “my girlfriend,” and we’ll eventually settle the
question of who’s taking whose name and what we’re doing with the bank
accounts.
…171 days and counting to W-Day.

All apologies, again

A eulogy for Kurt Cobain, revisited.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, April 14, 1999

Five years ago now.
Few people noticed it and few comments were made in the news about it,
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but Friday was the fifth anniversary of the day Kurt Cobain died.
The lead singer of the grunge rock band Nirvana took his own life with a
shotgun in an apartment in Seattle five years ago.
In his suicide note, Cobain quoted Neil Young’s lyric about how it’s better to burn out quickly than fade away.
The thing no one told Kurt is that everyone fades, in fact and in memory.
A lot of you out there could probably give two tosses for Kurt Cobain’s
sorry fate. Just another screwed-up junkie musician.
But I cared about him then and I care about him now, in the strange way
you can care for someone you’ve never met who touched your life with their
work – the way I care about, say, John Updike or George Lucas or Michael
Stipe. It’s an abstract emotion but that makes it no less real.
A song can capture a moment forever. I hear “If You Leave” by O.M.D.
and I’m 15 again, instantly. The Velvet Underground always conjures up
drunken all-night college parties, me leaning with my head up against the
speaker.
And Nirvana. Nirvana was the music I listened to when I drove, loud
clashing and screaming about the world. The music spoke of the underbelly
of life, the flesh-rendering pain love can cause, the numbness a life can slip
into, potential wasted.
It was the music for me, then, the person I was then.
Strangely, the day Kurt Cobain died was one of the finest days I had ever
known.
That morning, I had found out that I was the recipient of a summer
internship with Billboard magazine in New York City. I’d won out over
dozens of other journalism students from around the country, and I’d spend
the summer working for one of the biggest music magazines in the world, in
the heart of the Big Apple. It was all too good to be true, and the world itself
seemed to blossom and spread around me, acres of possibility and potential
flowering.
I decided to drive home, from college in Mississippi up to Memphis to
tell my parents the good news.
I turned on the radio, and they were playing Nirvana, “Come As You
Are,” and I began humming along. The song ended, and I heard the DJ say
something about “the late Kurt Cobain.” My heart skipped the tiniest bit, the
way it always does when you first hear bad news.
I gleaned the rest of the details over the next few minutes. Found in
Seattle. Suicide. A shotgun. Heroin problems.
Kurt Cobain was dead.
It was a black spot, a small black spot on an otherwise pristine day.
I drove around Memphis that sunny April afternoon for a good while,
playing the tape of Nirvana’s “In Utero” album I’d kept in the car and thinking what I considered mighty deep philosophical thoughts about life, the
universe and everything, about how maybe only a razor’s edge of choice and
circumstance separates the cocky college kid from the rock star with a shotgun in his mouth.
The sun splintered jewels of light into the car as I drove, pinballing
between highs and lows.
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I felt insanely happy one second – I was bound for New York City,
where all things begin, where I could be anything! – and terribly apprehensive the next – New York alone, I was only 22, what would happen to me
there?
The black spot on the day sat there, too, imprinting on the back of my
brain a vague terror of demons unseen, unknowable.
•

•

•

Yeah, he was a junkie. He was a self-proclaimed screwed-up loser who
felt he didn’t deserve half of the adulation and acclaim given him during his
short, sad life.
Kurt Cobain was not the nicest guy, and his music reflected that – the
burnt-throat garglings of someone who would wake up some mornings with
absolutely no idea of why he was here or what the point of it all was. His
screams and fractured musical chords tried to make some sense of that
chaos.
I would not wish his life on me or anyone, but what he said to me with
his music made a difference to me, then, and when I listen to it now it still
resonates.
I wrote a column, back then in spring 1994, about Kurt Cobain’s death. I
wrote:
“I know there were others out there who gladly drank in Nirvana’s music,
their corrosive rage and pain, and who saw Cobain as another scared, angry
kid like themselves. Cobain’s music didn’t appeal to everyone: it was probably just scary noise to a lot of you reading this. But to me, there was something that could seem so very eloquent about a scream. Nirvana’s music
could be beautiful in its ugliness.”
Kurt Cobain’s music came from pain. But in some way, the raw abrasiveness of it all was a healing salve to me. Ugly and beautiful, now strange and
gone with no more to come from that dark and gifted place in Kurt Cobain’s
heart.
It was a beautiful day there, driving around Memphis five years ago. That
little black spot that was Kurt Cobain’s end… perhaps it made the air and
sunlight seem sweeter still.
Another fine singer who is a favorite of mine put it best, perhaps, in a
song of his own:
“There’s a bit of magic in everything,
And some loss to even things out.”
—Lou Reed, “Magic & Loss”
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So you want to buy a car
Wow, what a fantastic deal!

North Shore Truckee ACTION, April 21, 1999

I have a long list of grownup things I have yet to attempt.
Child-rearing, mortgage-paying, market investing and watching
“Matlock,” for instance.
However, I can now cross one of these things that people who are old
and financially settled do off that list, for in a moment of unambiguous brain
dementia, I somehow ended up buying a brand-spankin’ new car the other
weekend.
We had, of course, been planning for this eventuality. The faithful 1989
Toyota Camry that’s been in my family since my senior year of high school,
the bosom companion of my college years and the vehicle I trekked boldly
across country in during the summer of ‘97, she was nearing the end of her
lifespan. Strange gurgles and rattles were commonplace, the windshield was
so full of cracks it looked like a painting by Jackson Pollock and to open the
jammed door to the gas tank I would have to tap medium-hard on the side of
the car with the handle end of a hammer.
The Camry had been a good car; indeed, a great car when compared to
some of the four-wheeled terrors I have owned over the years, but her time
was done.
It was time to shop for a new mode of transportation.
I had spent hours on the phone with my dad gleaning useful parental
advice about this procedure, the better not to be gnawed up whole by the
beings he called the “sharks” who live at car dealerships.
I knew these were not literal sharks my dad talked about, but nevertheless I could not stem the flow of nightmarish visions of razor-teethed halfmen, half-shark creatures skulking in the shadows of the car lots. They all
wore slightly tacky suit and tie ensembles and grinned like the shark in the
“Jabberjaws” cartoon.
So anyway, I finally gathered up my courage and checkbook and wandered down the mountain to the city the other day to do what I called a
“scouting expedition,” cruising the car dealerships gathering information
like a good shopper. My Consumer Reports ‘99 auto magazine was in my
pocket and I was armed with valuable statistics about MPG, torque and
odometers.
Of course, with all of this valuable preparation, I ended up buying a car
on my first “scouting expedition.”
We will skip the details of my shopping around, the test-driving and the
screaming and the crying and the bleeding and the part with the test-drive
car stalling out on the middle of the freeway, and skip right to the swimming
with the sharks.
I had seen a fine-looking little Subaru SUV and, wanting to blend into
Tahoe life, immediately fell in love with it. The drool dripping from my
tongue was a tip-off to the sharks that I was primed for the killing stroke.
I was asked what I was willing to pay for the car. Mentally inventorying
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the contents of our savings account, I opened the negotiations at a figure in
the $43.00 range.
The sharks smiled and countered with a figure of approximately 17 kajillion dollars.
I glared back at them with eyes of polished steel. My chin jutted out at
least two feet and when I spoke, I knew it was with the rumbling earthen
tones of a Hercules or a Zeus. I was the negotiator, and my word was law.
“Sure,” I said. “Sounds good to me.”
After all, 17 kajillion dollars was still $3,000 off the sticker price.
So, according to the bank, we’re now in debt until 2004.
But oh lordy, what a fine car is she, all shiny and new and lacking all
those pleasant marks of “character” like gas tanks you have to open with a
hammer that I have been accustomed to. She drives like the wind, takes
those corners in slow motion and I’m sure if we get any more snow this
spring, she will bound and leap through the drifts like a fawn through the
verdant meadows.
I have swum with the sharks, checking another grownup thing off that
rapidly shrinking list.
All in all, it wasn’t really that bad as long as I don’t think too much about
that in-debt-’til-2004 business. But people tell me that’s how grownups live,
in debt.
There are still worse things on the list, really. Like “Matlock.”
There’s always “Matlock” to look forward to.

Got a box full of letters

Back when I wrote letters, not e-mails.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, May 12, 1999

There are few things in life to compete with the joy of getting mail —
real mail with funky stamps and handwritten commentary from a friend long
unseen.
Last week, I received letters from friends I hadn’t heard from in a while
– one in Knoxville, Tenn., and the other teaching in Japan. It is a rare thing
now, to get two thick letters in one week, and it made me think of when I
used to get many more.
Letter-writing is a dying art, in the world of e-mail and cell phones and
pagers, where instantaneous communication is commonplace and any
thought, no matter how trivial, can be downloaded, processed and broadcast
with the greatest of ease.
And all of these innovations are fine things, in their place: e-mail and the
Internet are undoubtedly the buzzword technologies that the 1990s will be
remembered best for.
Still… there is nothing quite like the incandescent joy of opening your
mailbox and finding in it an envelope or two stuffed with goodies from that
forgotten friend or long-ago love, that hand reaching out to write to you
across the void.
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A letter is more real, somehow, than that instant e-mail. As any Internet
surfer knows, quicker doesn’t necessarily mean better. Your typical e-mails
tend to be spur-of-the-moment, littered with typos and cutesy little :) ;) and
:^) type iconographs. (Turn newspaper sideways if you’re a neophyte in the
world of e-mails.)
A letter, on the other hand, can be labored over and rewritten, sculpted
and crafted until it says exactly what the author means to say. You’ll find the
letters of Kafka or Cheever collected for all time in sturdy volumes, but will
we ever see “The Complete E-mails of Leonardo DiCaprio” on bookshelves?
When I first moved to Mississippi a decade ago for college, I used letters
as an umbilical cord to link me to my California high school friends. Letters
flew between my buddies and I at the rate of several a week… Letters I was
thoughtful enough to save as they piled up, letters that now sit silently in an
old trunk, waiting for the occasional times I drag them out from hiding and
re-read them, remembering the very different young people my friends and I
all once were.
Can you do that with an e-mail?
Yes, I know you can make a print-out, I guess, and file it away somewhere for later examination, but it’s just not quite the same.
The letters I have in safe keeping bear stamps with old denominations
such as 22¢ and are often handwritten painstakingly, seeming much more
personal than cold type on a white screen.
Some letters are even dotted with tears from when things got too crazy
and wild; one memorable letter has spots of dried brown blood on it, from a
friend who had cut her finger in the kitchen cooking but for some reason
decided to work on her letter to me rather than put a BandAid on.
Some letters are from an old high school friend of mine named Isak
Goldschneider, who moved to Amsterdam to study music in 1989. A budding young eccentric with a wild afro of hair and a tweed trenchcoat, Isak
sent me several letters describing his experiences studying in Europe… all
written in his frenetic, labyrinthine hand, with token souvenirs such as
Czech rail ticket stubs and foreign coins taped to the pages.
The Berlin Wall was coming down, then, in 1989, and Isak was there to
tell me what it was like. He visited a Jewish mass grave in Berlin, standing
on the soil where, he wrote, “the bones of several Goldschneiders might well
lie...”
I’ve long since lost touch with my old friend Isak, who’s probably playing some sort of strange chamber music somewhere even as I write these
words, but I will always have his letters to remind me of this young man’s
travels in a rapidly-changing Europe.
Another huge stack of letters in my trunk are from a young foreign
woman I struck up a pen-pal relationship with several years ago, a woman I
got to know very well before I even met her in person. Those hundreds of
letters we exchanged were a better introduction to each other than any phone
call or conversation could hope to be. So good that, after moving in together
over a year ago, we’re getting married this September.
I can’t quite imagine the same results if we had been corresponding by e-
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mail.
The recent movie “You’ve Got Mail” tells the tale of two New Yorkers
who strike up a romance via e-mail. While it’s an OK little flick, I had to
laugh a bit at hearing the florid, literary e-mail messages exchanged between
stars Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan. It didn’t sound much like any chat room
conversations I’ve stumbled upon in my travels online.
In real life, such exchanges would probably be a little different:
Jane66: The skies today were a brilliant shade of vermillion, and I
thought of you as I watched the flowers fall like rain from the dogwoods.
Boba402: R U Hornee?
Jane66: Have you read the new Updike yet? I found it quite entrancing.
Boba402: I saw an showing of the PHANTOM MENACE last nite and it
RULED!!! !
Jane66: Oh, how I wish you were here right now with me...
Boba402: Darth Maul ROCCKKKSSS!!
Jane66: My soul aches at your tender words.
Enterprise12: Capt. Kirk could kick Darthh Maul’s ASSS!!
Boba402: Anybody want to buy a Yoda MOC :) ? Shut up Trek SUX@!
Jane66: Why do you toy with me? My heart is there for the taking, if
only I could hear the words from you…
Beavis69: Ill give you two bucks for Yoda!!
…There are exceptions, of course, and cogent, literary discourse can be
found many places online – but tell me there aren’t more than a few million
“Boba402s” out there as well.
Now, if in reading this column, you get the impression I’m some truculent techno-phobe, you’re mistaken. I embrace the new, but I don’t see the
need to discard the old simply because of the new’s existence.
E-mail is fine and wonderful in its place, but I never quite get that same
thrill from the “ding” of the e-mail program as I do from finding a tactile,
real letter in my mailbox.
Letters aren’t dead yet – and for those who favor the personal touch of
the envelope over the cool ding of the digital doorbell, they hopefully never
will be.

May the force be with you

Jedi dreams, upon the release of ‘The Phantom Menace.’

North Shore Truckee ACTION, May 19, 1999

Oh yeah, I’m a part of the “Star Wars” generation.
Forget that “Generation X” nonsense. Pretty much any self-respecting
person born during the late ‘60s to the late ‘70s is of the “Star Wars” generation. I’m not sure why it was decided that some pseudo-intellectual, barely
readable book by Douglas Coupland (“Generation X,” of course) would
become the nametag for my generation, but when you get down to it, the
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one, single defining moment for our childhoods wasn’t that book.
It was, need I say, “Star Wars.”
Now, I consider myself a part of the rational, we-have-a-life “Star Wars”
fan group. This means that I love the movies, probably can quote half the
lines by heart, had a fairly large action figure collection and still have a fairly complete “Star Wars” comic collection. I’ll definitely be seeing “Episode
One,” but probably not tonight, premiere day. I can wait at least a day or
two.
I am not part of the other group, the ones who can tell you who played
Ugnaught #3 in “The Empire Strikes Back,” who obsess over whether their
action figures are “mint on card” or not, the ones who’ve been out there on
the sidewalks waiting to buy tickets for “Episode One” since April.
You have to carefully define your obsessions, after all.
At least I’m not as nuts as that guy.
But we all share a love for all things Jedi and Wookie. As my fiancée
puts it, “If you don’t like ‘Star Wars,’ you’re dead inside.”
For many folks my age, “Star Wars” was the first plunge into another
universe — a rich world full of lightsabers and dueling Jedi, a world that
seemed incredibly vivid and real to us. It made Disney cartoons and television shows seem pale and anemic by comparison. Yes, naysayers will carp
now about how “fake” the special effects in the original movies look, how
clunky the Stormtroopers are and how obvious the latex masks on the aliens
are – but at the time, when you were six or seven years old and wide-eyed
with awe, it all seemed magical.
“Star Wars” was the first movie to really go hog-wild with merchandising, and this more than anything is why it’s stuck in our hearts after all these
years. You could bring the movie home and re-enact little battles with your
toy action figures in the back yard; you could read comic books and storybook adventures of the “Star Wars” clan; you could play with your own
miniature Millennium Falcon and dunk your own Han Solo action figure in
make-believe carbonite (usually we used grape juice that we froze in the
freezer, but I digress).
“Star Wars” was by far the most interactive movie experience for my
generation. Previous movie hits (they weren’t called “blockbusters” just yet)
like “The Sound of Music” or “Jaws” or “2001” didn’t quite have the same
windfall of paraphernalia that “Star Wars” did — few kids ran around in
their back yards pretending to be the black obelisk from “2001.”
“Star Wars” was inescapable when I was young, nearly twenty years ago
now. We coveted the action figures like they were spun gold — I remember
the incandescent joy that burned in my chest when I entered the toy store
and found a whole new selection of “Star Wars” action figures had been
released. They had totemic names like Weequay, Lobot and Bib Fortuna.
They were cheap plastic and frequently their heads would pop off if you
abused them.
But if you placed these figures in their element — properly the back
yard, which you could convert into an Endorian jungle or Tatooine’s deserts
— these chunks of plastic became chesspieces on a playing board in which
entire galaxies were saved from tyranny, worlds freed from the Empire’s
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dominion.
It is not too much of a stretch to say that “Star Wars” was a key by which
my own imagination was unlocked, by which I first began to really see that
the world we lived in wasn’t the only one we could experience.
Cynics blame “Star Wars” for the downfall of American culture; they will
point to it as the forefather of today’s “event movies,” explosions and car
chases and morphing masquerading as a story.
They are right, in a way. “Star Wars” revolutionized moviemaking, marketing and the toy industry, and not all for the better. Through the ‘80s and
‘90s we have had movie after movie thrown at us each summer, movies
frantically attempting to duplicate the cultural impact “Star Wars” had. From
“Ghostbusters” to “Batman” to “Armageddon,” Hollywood has tried to
make it happen again. But most of these movies fade in our minds soon after
we’ve seen them, and their tie-in action figures gather dust on the shelves.
There will be no “Wild Wild West” cult, 10 years from now.
Why did “Star Wars” matter so much?
It was the right movie, at the right time, for a generation of chattering 10year-olds. It was the right movie, at the right time, for a whole slew of
adults, too, worn and battered after Watergate and Vietnam and the decadelong hangover the ‘60s left behind.
In the end, though, pop psychology only carries you so far. I don’t know
exactly why “Star Wars” hit, 22 years ago, nor do I know if the long-awaited
prequels will have the same impact on the children of today as the original
did for me.
I know I can never be 10 years old again, and “The Phantom Menace”
can’t have quite the same effect on me that first movie did, so long ago.
But I can imagine, and I can let the movie frames wash over me and forget the cynicism, the concerns and the preoccupations of adulthood, for a
few hours at least.
Ten years old, playing with the action figures in the back yard…
I am Luke Skywalker, swinging my lightsaber in the air. I am cocky Han
Solo, flying my trusty ship through asteroid fields.
I close my eyes and I am a Jedi Knight, by God, and it’s never too late to
relive that happy childhood.

Fun-filled fur follies
A hair-raising adventure.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, June 9, 1999

The Psycho Devil Jungle Cat™ that we call our own has recently discovered an amusing new way to torture us.
Kudzu, the Psycho Devil Jungle Cat™ of which we speak, takes great
pleasure in coming up with these entertaining diversions from the taxing
businesses of licking herself and tearing around the condo in circles.
Psycho Devil Jungle Cats™ perform many unique and endearing activities, most often ones that take place in the wee hours of the morning while
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humans are sleeping and that involve a great deal of crashing, banging and
occasional yowling. Kudzu is a big fan of the “bat a noisy object around the
bedroom until the human wakes up to join me in playtime” game.
Her latest trick is a little number I call “Eternal Hair-Shedding.”
Many cat and dog-type pets shed. This I know and can deal with.
However, some quirk in Tahoe’s mutable weather systems (snow in June,
anyone?) has caused Kudzu’s biological hair-shedding and growth glands to
run amok.
She has been shedding grand ebony drifts of hair for the past month, with
no apparent end in sight. Great dusty clouds of hair emanate from Kudzu
when you touch her. Clumps of cat hair float leisurely around our apartment,
settling on bookshelves and chairs and occasionally on our dinner plates
while we eat. The carpet, when closely examined, turns out not to be gray at
all but merely off-white, coated with a thick dusting of Kudzu hair.
All the while, Kudzu never seems to grow balder. Deep within her hairproducing genes lie the secrets of perpetual motion. We brush her frequently
and watch the brush fill up rapidly with hair. We have considered bagging
the hair and selling pillows, or perhaps build-your-own-Psycho Devil Jungle
Cat™ kits.
We have also thought about shaving the cat, but we understand that the
bluejays that like to hang out on our deck would make fun of her, and
despite the clouds of hair clogging up the apartment, we don’t want to damage Kudzu’s self-esteem.
On some days, it certainly seems that a hamster may be a better choice
for a pet companion than a Psycho Devil Jungle Cat™, but the cats still have
one advantage: they’re the only animals that can purr, with their ingenious
built-in motors. Perhaps they’re the same motors that control the hair-shedding glands.

Because it is there

Why little boys must climb tall trees.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, June 23, 1999

In the back yard of the home where I grew up, there was a magnolia tree,
high and proud.
This is the tree my brother and I would climb when we were children,
over and over again. It was about 40 feet high and had branches as firm and
steady as girders. From the top of this tree, you could see the heart of Grass
Valley spread out before you — across the valley that gave the place its
name, over to Main Street and the Del Oro theater, and back up the other
side toward Lyman Gilmore Middle School and the northern edges of town.
We fell out of this tree more than a few times, my brother and I —
bouncing off the branches and landing in a pile of magnolia leaves at the
bottom. Nothing was ever broken, although lots of bruises and scrapes were
had, climbing that tree — we suffered from the invincible rubbery dumb
luck that saves small boys and dogs from harm.
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A magnolia tree is solid, dark and leafy, a perfect tree for boys. Its flowers grow from hard, cone-shaped buds that make grand hand grenades in
backyard wars, and its thick foliage always provides shade to rest in and sip
Cokes after those wars conclude.
My mother, I know, was always terrified at the thought that my brother
or I would come hurtling down from the magnolia tree one day and shatter
into a million bits at the bottom. She didn’t like us climbing the tree very
much. But it was a primeval urge she could neither control nor curb.
We try to get closer to the sky.
“Because it is there,” mountain climbers say in answer to the inevitable
question “Why do you do that?”
Because the world looks different, from up there, whether it be forty or a
thousand feet. Laid out before you are all the things that make up the ordinary world, in a new pattern. From the tree I could see the house and the
town and the land it sat on, a view that sparked and glinted in my head. The
same but different.
You never outgrow that thrill of the view, that spark.
Last weekend, a group of friends and I grunted, groaned and crawled our
way up a middling peak in that vast tract of land known as Desolation
Wilderness. A moderate mountain in that lineup, the peak we climbed was
still a good 9,000 feet high, the last few hundred sloped at very nearly a
ninety-degree angle… or so it felt to us.
But once you are there on the top, all fatigue slides away — all thoughts
evaporate except for that sweeping blue sky and a view of granite, pine and
lakes that seems vast enough to extend halfway to Montana.
A couple of hundred feet below us, there were the Twin Lakes, still mostly frozen at the end of June, white sheets floating on black water. A froth of
blue and gleaming ice circled them. Waterfalls poured down into these lakes
so hidden from the workaday world that more birds than people see them a
day.
If we had stepped twenty feet to our right, we would plummet way, way
down into those lakes. I thought of the magnolia tree that still stands down
in Grass Valley, in a back yard that is someone else’s now, and I imagined
my mom probably wouldn’t be really happy about me standing precariously
on top of this mountain, either.
But there are things you do and there are things you have to do, and seeing the sweep of the Sierra from nine thousand feet up is somehow just as
important, just as unavoidable as climbing forty feet up the magnolia tree
once was.

The places you go
Driving across America.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, July 14, 1999

There are places you go, and there are places you end up, and, sometimes, there are the places you pass through in between.
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A leaky tent in an Idaho field at 3:30 on a rainy July morning, not a soul
around except for a few hungry caribou grazing in the misty distance — this
was a place in between.
It was just about exactly two years ago this week, at a point in my life
when there were no ties, no bonds and absolutely no certainty about what
lay ahead.
I was driving from Oxford, Mississippi, to the West Coast, with everything I owned crammed into the back of my car, having just quit my job of
two and a half years.
It was one of those crazy half-serious promises you make that eventually
comes true — “Someday, I’m gonna move back West again,” I’d tell all my
Southern friends, not knowing if it would ever actually happen.
But, come the first of July of 1997, I found myself loading up a truck
with possessions to store at my parents’ house, telling the friends goodbye
and driving out of the familiar confines of the Oxford town square for the
last time. I was off to begin what I had started thinking of as the “new life,”
where everything would be different and better.
I gave myself a few weeks to reach California, where I would stay with a
friend outside of Sacramento until I figured out what would happen next.
On this particular day, I had driven north from Durango, Colo., where I’d
been staying with a few friends, and fourteen or so hours later I’d ended up
in southeastern Idaho, miles from a hotel or a campground. When I got to
the point where my eyeballs refused to function, I pulled off the road deep
within the confines of the Caribou National Forest, drove into a field and
threw together my tent. I then passed out, weary from long miles.
I woke up an hour or two later with several inches of rainwater in my
tent and the wind howling outside, and for a minute I sat, frozen with
drowsy confusion and a sense of helplessness.
Clarity pierced my head with the sound of breaking glass, and I knew
this was as alone as it gets.
Nobody in the world knew where I was — not my parents, not my
friends, not a soul.
Think about it — how often are you in this situation in life? I’m not
talking about when you run down to the store and nobody knows where you
went — I’m talking about being hundreds of miles from the things you
knew and grew accustomed to, in a place where you could disappear into the
folds of the earth and never be heard from again.
For a moment, nothing seemed finer than the idea of my old warm bed in
Mississippi, with my cat sleeping at my side. I thought about how nice it
might be to turn around and chuck the “new life” before it started. I wanted
to scurry back to Oxford, take up the old job and the old girlfriend and the
old habits again, to sit on the balcony at Oxford’s comfortable City Grocery
bar one more time sipping Shiner Bock and watching the cars move by in
the town square below.
To achieve anything you have to make choices. You have to decide
between going somewhere and just ending up there.
The sky was grey and odd shafts of light swam off on the horizon, creating a strange and primeval glow in this rainy Idaho field. I knew what I was
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going to do.
I got out of my soaking sleeping bag, out of my drenched tent and, still
in my damp clothes, threw bag, tent and all into the trunk and got back into
my car.
I drove aimlessly east, into Wyoming. The sun came up and the rain lifted as I crossed the border and passed through the flyspeck town of Sage,
population 784.
I was still damp from the rain, the earthy funk of three or four days without bathing on me, but I turned and drove north, into Montana, toward a
cheap motel and a hot shower.
I arrived in California again a week or two after that, dusty and battered
and with a few fresh cracks on the windshield. That initial stumbling in
starting the fabled “new life” was rough and full of uncertain moments —
the friend I was to stay with in Sacramento didn’t exactly work out, necessitating a frantic search for new lodgings after just a few days, and on the day
of my first job interview — at a small newspaper down in the Central Valley
— my car blew two tires on the drive down.
It took a while, but I guess that “new life” is well underway by now. It’s
not that different from the old one, really. They never are. But the things that
are different are the ones that matter the most.
Today I have a decent apartment and a fiancé, the cat is with me again
and we just bought a new vacuum cleaner this weekend — all things I didn’t have then, two years ago, in the rain in a tent in Idaho.
We must remember the places in between when times are good and your
bed is warm and dry.

I’m not offended enough

Let’s toughen up the music scene some.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, July 22, 1999

I really thought I’d be at least a handful of years older before I started
complaining about the music the kids today listen to.
Fortunately, my complaint is that it’s not outrageous enough, so I can at
least save some face.
It is the familiar complaint of the aging, of course: things ain’t as good as
they used to be.
But when I look around at the bland, milksop sounds of today’s chart
toppers such as the Backstreet Boys, N’Sync and Mariah Carey, it seems to
me that rock music — the promise of change, of danger and new horizons
— is in sincere decline.
This revelation came to me Friday night, as we sat in the Greek Theater
down in Berkeley listening to Sonic Youth put on a ferociously loud, raucous and experimental show of their art punk stew.
Sonic Youth was the closing act at the “This Is Not A Festival” festival,
which also included noise-pop avant garde bands such as Sleater-Kinney,
Guided By Voices and Rocket From The Crypt. Fantastic bands all, yet the
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Greek Theater wasn’t quite sold out — too many of the kids at home listening to their new Ricky Martin CDs, I guess.
I know I have automatically relegated myself to bitter old fogey status
with a good half my readership by now, and it’s probably deserved.
There is a switch deep within all of our brains that seems to get turned on
somewhere between the ages of 23 and 27 or so, a switch that suddenly creates the divide between youth and you.
Suddenly, you can no longer relate to the 18-year-olds when less than a
decade ago you were one.
Listening to Sonic Youth wail, squeal and clatter its way through its hypnotic and challenging set, I wondered when exactly it was that I no longer
recognized even a fraction of the bands on Billboard’s Top 10 Albums
charts.
Even many of the current bands whose main mission in life is to shock
— Marilyn Manson, Hole, Limp Biskit — aren’t terribly great musicians
once you get past the posing and posturing.
The bands I listen to are suddenly not just uncool — they are totally
unheard of by the majority of the young folks. Guided By Voices, Tom
Waits, Richard Thompson… who?, they ask. And I shake my head in dismay
and feel the weight of another year or two settle down upon my shoulders.
While Sonic Youth played at Berkeley Friday night, they took risks and
they made rock live again for me for a few hours. During one song which
seemed mostly to consist of the same five gut-tingling chords twanged out
over and over, I saw a couple of dreadlocked, tie-dyed kids just dying to be
considered “alternative” wander out. Too much for them.
If Sonic Youth can still disturb, still provoke and still get a few freshfaced young trendfollowers to flee the theater, there’s hope for rock yet.
Not bad for a band that’s been playing for nearly 20 years, whose members are all pushing the age of forty.
A fellow I know who runs a local business said that one of the questions
he likes to ask the kids he interviews for jobs is, “Can you name all four
Beatles?”
It’s rare that they can get more than two, he says.
It’s all cyclical, I know — Nirvana and Soundgarden sprang up in reaction to the blandness of New Kids On The Block a decade ago, and what’s
hot today will be positively frigid a year or two from now. The pendulum
will swing back towards a music more disturbing, more invigorating and
doubtless one that I’ll be completely out of touch with as well.
So the world turns, until everything old is new again.
By the way, gang: it’s John, George, Ringo and Paul.

Welcome to My© Column™

What happens when you use the wrong word.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, July 28, 1999

So Friday I got the letter every struggling columnist searching for an idea
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dreams of: I was cited by the legal department of a major global corporation.
It’s like this: three or four months ago, in one of my columns in this here
periodical (“My Rival And I,” March 24), I made a passing reference to a
product manufactured by this major global corporation:
“…I was a geek clad in velcro shoes and gifted with a knack for saying
the wrong thing.”

Throwaway line, no major sociological effect meant by it. Nevertheless,
this past Friday I received a letter from the VELCRO® Group Corporation
headquarters in Manchester, New Hampshire, informing me that I was in
violation of that most sacrosanct of rights: the legalization of a word.
I quote, verbatim, from the letter by one Pamela J. Carter, legal assistant
for VELCRO®:
“Dear sir/madam:
“We noticed the attached clipping which unfortunately misuses the registered trademark VELCRO®. We are sure the misuse was unintentional,
however, such an oversight can serve to weaken the identity and value of
our VELCRO® hook and loop fastener trademark.
“Many terms that we all use frequently in our every day language were
once trademarks, like “escalator”, “thermos”, “cellophane” and “nylon”.
That’s why the Velcro companies pay close attention to how the VELCRO®
trademark is used in the media. We must ensure that the VELCRO® trademark continues to be used as a brand name for the products we manufacture
— and not just any fastener.”
My first thoughts on reading this were, of course, “who narked on me?”
My careful plans to slowly turn the word VELCRO® into a part of everyday
language had been found out.
My goal was to cause exchanges such as the following to become a part
of everyday life:
“What did you do today, honey?”
“Well, I went shopping at the mall for some non-trademarked velcro,
thermos and cellophane products. While there, I rode an escalator, which as
you know, was once trademarked as well!”
…Ah, the sad plight that the VELCRO® corporation faces. As Ms.
Carter rightly notes, ever since the industrial age corporations have tried to
claim words as their own — besides thermos and cellophane, aspirin, bandaids and the zipper were once considered trademarked titles.
However, it’s probably a losing battle.
The equally-touchy XEROX™ corporation absolutely frowns on you
ever using their company name to refer to a generic photocopy, or as a verb
to refer to the act of photocopying itself. But how many of us do that every
single day without even thinking about it?
Words change. The language changes. And there’s not really much the
law can do about that.
Nevertheless, I accede that the VELCRO® corporation has a valid point
in its letter. One must look out for one’s own.
(I wonder — is there a sad little man out there somewhere whose entire
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job consists of combing through thousands of small town newspaper
columns by third-rate hacks like myself for unauthorized usage of the word
VELCRO®?)
VELCRO® has only its best interests at heart; or, to quote from the letter
once more:
“The VELCRO® trademark must modify the goods it distinguishes and
because VELCRO® is a registered trademark, it needs to be easily distinguished from the rest of the printed text.”
I’m not really sure what that bit of legalspeak means, but it sure sounds
swell.
Therefore, I’m immediately taking steps to protect my own interests by
trademarking my column and name. Effective right now, all references made
to my column need to be to SPATULA FORUM™ by Nik Dirga®. I understand I’m not allowed to trademark the “by” portion of the column name so
we’ll just let that word be.
I have other interests that need protecting. Since my column is usually
about and by me, I need to make sure any references to myself are protected.
Thus, that last sentence should actually be run like this:
“Since my© column is usually about and by me®, I™ need to make sure
any references to myself© are protected.”
While we’re at it, I™ really ought to trademark my© cat Kudzu™, my©
fiancee® Avril™ and the spunky Subaru® to make sure there are no slipups.
Once again, from the letter:
“Your assistance in properly using the VELCRO® trademark is greatly
appreciated by the VELCRO® family of companies. Such careful attention
results in more accurate communication; it is helpful to your audience; and it
will help us to preserve the integrity of the VELCRO® trademark.”
It’s all about the integrity.
After all, if my© name slips into the common vernacular, the consequences could be dire indeed.

Beneath the earth

The men who built the West we live in.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, August 4, 1999

“This is a strange world, unlike anything ever dreamed of.”
—a miner’s letter home, from the book “Rush For Riches:
Gold Fever And The Making Of California,” by J.S. Holliday

I remember being told, when I was younger, down in Grass Valley, that
the ground beneath our feet was hollow.
Someone — a family friend, perhaps – told me about how Grass Valley,
Nevada City and most of the towns of the Sierra were once “mining towns,”
where men scrabbled and dug at the earth in search of gold.
This same person told me that the old Empire Mine, located just up the
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hill from my family’s house, was one of the biggest mines in that part of the
country, that its tunnels extended miles and miles beneath the earth and were
there still to this day, some flooded, some collapsed, but some still there,
open, abandoned, waiting passageways beneath the ground. “Why,” this person said, “there might be an old mine tunnel right under your back yard,
even now!”
I had an unusually active imagination as a child. It didn’t take much for
me to postulate an entire hidden underground kingdom beneath Grass Valley.
I lay awake in my bed and imagined spectral miners toiling away underground, and weird dragon-like things flitting back and forth in those abandoned tunnels, things that never saw daylight.
The Empire Mine later became a grand playground for my friends and I,
when we were a little older. Closed since the ‘50s or so, the Empire Mine
was now a museum and a vast park, and its clutter of old mining machinery,
abandoned buildings and dusty trails was nirvana for young boys looking to
get up to something.
It was the kind of place that parents, if they knew what you were really
up to there, would never approve of. We had pine-cone bombardment wars
amongst the rocky piles of mine tailings, and we played hide-and-seek in the
ruins of old processing houses. We were always on the lookout for entrances
to old mine tunnels, but the park rangers beat us to it — they were all sturdily gated and boarded up, to prevent punk kids like us from disappearing into
the earth.
The Empire Mine appealed to us because it was dangerous — we pretended we were brave miners, hunting for that pile of gold that would make
our fortune. We imagined that the miners would sing and laugh as they
worked in the tunnels, digging out gold by the bucketful.
Sometimes, the mine was too dangerous — such as the time my friend
Nat was bitten by a rattlesnake that he picked up on a dare. Nat’s arm doubled up to twice its size and turned black in the ten minutes it took us to race
him down the hill to my parents’ house. It hurt like the devil but Nat lived,
and never took stupid dares again.
The mine would bite back, and never hesitated to remind us of that fact.
Some of the scars I carry today were earned at the mine as a boy, on rocky
cliffs and from old rusty mining tools.
We loved the lure of the underground. To be beneath the surface of
everyday life, hidden, holds a strange allure for young boys. We built forts
and attempted to dig caves.
(On one memorable occasion, my brother and I decided to dig a cavern
in my parents’ back yard and bury a time capsule there. Excavation did not
last more than a few hours before my mother got wind of what we’d done to
the strawberry garden and quickly pulled the plug on our construction
endeavors.)
I grew older, and the Empire Mine and the underground lost some of its
haunting allure for me. It became a place us boys-become-teens occasionally
brought girlfriends to grope, and where I walked around sometimes wondering about the adult world I seemed to be easing my way into.
I would never be a miner, I knew even then. To be a miner then seemed a
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life of adventure, akin to joining the Foreign Legion or wrestling alligators.
But flipping through the pages of books about miners and their days, I
realize now it wasn’t quite as romantic as we imagined. You see their pictures as they posed stiffly for daguerreotypes — blackened faces and
stooped spines, crushed digits and ruined, weary eyes — and the mining life
doesn’t look quite so dear as it once did.
Still, the place we live, the state that by itself produces one of the world’s
largest economies, is built on their battered backs.
The Gold Rush is long since over, and the Silicon Rush well-established
in its place, but the miners are the ones who brought us here, to the edge of
a continent and the promise of golden dreams.
I still like to imagine sometimes that the ground is hollow, and that if I
pressed my ear to the ground I could hear the faint tapping of picks on stone,
and laughing and singing — and that there are miners there, and they are
happy, with more gold nuggets than their pockets can hold.

40 days and 40 nights

And now, a bit of last-minute panicking.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, August 11, 1999

So I woke up this morning and realized that I had 40 days of bachelorhood left.
Forty days and forty nights. Not much time left in which to cram the stylized debauchery in which society demands I must indulge before I walk
down that aisle.
Tequila-soaked trips to Mexico, hallucinogenic reveries in New Orleans
and crazed journeys through the Tenderloin district of San Francisco with a
monkey and a drunken sailor in my company… These seem like the sort of
activities I really ought to be engaged in during these next six weeks.
Unfortunately, I find myself churning out newspapers and engaging in
the mundane tangentials of wedding preparation… Buying rings. Mailing
invitations. Fretting over catering.
And this weekend, we’re getting our carpet cleaned.
Indeed, my days of devil-may-care bachelorhood seem to have expired
on their own, with a gasp and a whimper. The last time I drank a beer was at
least a month ago; the last time I was flat-on-my-face ranting drunk, over
two years ago.
It is inescapable: I have been domesticated.
Of course, most of us were never quite as wild and crazy as we like to
think we were, in the blurry depths of our late teens and early twenties.
But there were moments, like the time in college I drank an entire fifth of
vodka and followed it up with a six-pack of beer at a camping trip in
Louisiana… and I spent the next week in an alcohol-poisoned daze, stumbling to classes and seeing shadowy things that weren’t really there out of
the corner of my eyes.
Or the parties where I ended up lying underneath my car at 3:30 in the
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morning, staring blearily at the muffler. Parties where you stumble around,
bouncing from conversation to conversation with utter strangers, enjoying
the heck out of every minute of it. A kind of roaming aimlessness, the one
that movies such as “Kicking And Screaming” or “Singles” capture perfectly.
I had a hell of a lot of fun then, I’ll be the first to admit. But only the
foolhardy or the superhuman can take more of a year or two of that kind of
life, and the swirling chaos it foments in your brain.
You long for comfort and calm, for a Monday morning where you don’t
wake up half-dead with a pounding head.
Bachelorhood is not meant to be forever, for most of us. There were
great moments scattered here and there, but there were also far too many
moments of hollow confusion, floundering and fear.
There was the terrible strangeness of being alone while everyone around
you seems to be with someone else. The ache of seeing an anonymous,
unreachable beautiful girl in a smoky bar, with green eyes and olive skin,
and knowing that you will never learn her name. There was the stomachwrenching pain of constant breakups, rushed, frenetic relationships that
don’t quite click, and a sense of something missing throughout it all.
Then you meet the woman who makes everything make sense, and slowly the wildness and wandering urges start to fall away.
The next forty days or so will pass like lightning, lightning through a bottle, but I fear my bachelor days are already long over.
And here I am at 27-going-on-28… domesticated.
It happened slowly, and not entirely without my consent.
They were some fine times — me, my bottle of beer and my fears and
dreams — but they are over now, and I do not wish it any other way.

Forgotten flicks

One man’s rental is another man’s treasure.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, August 25, 1999

What I did on my summer vacation:
I spent much of July and August moving approximately fourteen billion,
three hundred and twelve videotaped movies from one end of Incline Village
to the other. Hey, it pays the bills.
For a while now, I’ve been a part-time employee over at the local Video
Maniacs. When they closed their auxiliary store, Tahoe Video, in the Village
Center last April, there was the wee matter of moving the fourteen billion,
three hundred and twelve videotapes out of that space and into storage at
Video Maniacs.
The movies sat there for a month or two, until someone realized they had
to be moved out so the space could be rented. Somehow or another, I found
myself volunteering to handle this task.
And that, that was my downfall.
You see, I am a bit of a neat freak at heart. Most editor-types are — we
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like to make order out of chaos, stories out of ideas, newspapers out of thin
air.
Disorder in any form has always been anathema to me — and the closed
Tahoe Video store, with its thousands and thousands of dusty movies on
dusty shelves, was chaos in its purest incarnation. It was an affront to me, so
somehow I decided to spend my summer doing something about it. No
leisurely days at the beach for me, oh no!
I believe this is considered obsessive-compulsive behavior.
The problem is — as is typical when I volunteer to do something — I
had no real idea of the sheer scope of the task I was taking on. Most of July
passed for me, it seems, now, in a dusty movie-sorting haze.
Despite the dust and heat, it was a decent enough job to do. Sitting in
front of a computer and typing for a living as I do, one forgets the healing
importance of manual labor in life. Of doing a task that doesn’t involve
using a mouse. The rhythm of lift, repeat and sort, can in and of itself be a
distraction from the rhythms we grow used to.
Moving all those movies, matching box to videotape and piling them into
still more boxes, boxes stacked up the ceiling, I began to get an idea of just
how many danged movies have been made in the mere century or so since
the art form was invented. Endless movies. Enough videotape to stretch to
Pluto and back.
In truth, I felt a bit sorry for some of these movies — terrible “flicks”
that no one has ever heard of, doomed to storage. Titles like “Body
Chemistry 3: Fatal Suspense” or “The Perils Of Gwendolyn In The Land Of
Yik-Yak” (a real title, I kid you not).
I felt sorry because I knew that hundreds of people actually spent some
time making these straight-to-tape cliché-fests, hoping it was their big break.
But their film ended up covered in dust in the back of a video store,
unwatched. All that effort, for what?
It makes you sad, that a medium capable of the heights of Fellini,
Bergman or Kubrick is also capable of spitting out a zillion movies starring
Rutger Hauer.
Of course, I found many real gems amongst the detritus — The amazing
sci-fi film “Dark City.” Cameron Crowe’s “Say Anything.” The superlative
‘60s coming of age movie “A Thousand Clowns.” One of my favorite comedies ever, “A Fish Called Wanda.” The classic “Thin Man” series with
William Powell. Anything with Peter Sellers.
I would find these great movies mixed in with the bad, and smile as I
remembered a particular movie moment. Sifting through the sludge for the
gold, that’s what it felt like.
With me and my movie memories, the afternoons passed pretty quickly.
On the final days of clearing out the old store, covered in scrapes and
coughing up movie dust, I felt a small sense of accomplishment. The disorder had been beaten back, the walls and floor were clear.
Of course, all fourteen billion, three hundred and twelve videotapes had
merely been moved over to another back room, on the other side of town,
for somebody else to clear out some distant day from now.
The problem with cleaning up messes is that there’s always another one
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to clean up when you’re through.
But next summer, I’ll be at the beach.

The tourists is us

Wipe your feet, and don’t touch anything.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Oct. 6, 1999

…How ya doing, so nice to see ya, yes, the honeymoon was fine, sunny
and stress-free. I bought you the nicest little knick-knack down in Arizona
but sadness and woe, you know how it is, what with the jostling and the
banging and the unpacking it somehow met with an accident and well, it
used to be a very nice little knick-knack and you’ll just have to take my
word for it…
Now that I am a newly wedded be-ringed Mr. Dirga full of marital bliss,
I am ready to plunge boldly back into the act of columnizing.
But first, let me take a moment to congratulate my compatriates,
Bonanza managing editor Irwin Goldberg and our very own ACTION
“Technophile” columnist Jamie Ball, who won First and Second Place,
respectively, in the Nevada Press Association’s annual Better Newspaper
Awards for “Best Columnist” for 1999.
Now, yours truly won Third Place in the “Best Columnist” competition,
which is fine and dandy and all, but merely to share the stage with such honorable wordsmiths as Irwin and Jamie is all the acclaim a guy like me needs,
honestly. I think it’s great that Irwin and Jamie have risen beyond all the terrible scandals in their pasts to reach these pinnacles. I wish them the best of
luck next year, too.
(And for the last time, Irwin, that wasn’t me following you down the
Mount Rose Highway the other day in the big black van and if you can’t
keep your car on the road I honestly think you have no one but yourself to
blame.)
Onwards.
•

•

•

Us lucky Tahoeites who live here year-round know what it’s like to dwell
in a tourism-based economy, and we’ve long since (for the most part) gotten
used to the various plusses and minuses of being besieged by out-of-towners
for nine to ten months a year.
Strange, then, it was for the wife and I to spend some time in Sedona,
Ariz., for a week or two, in another area that is built on tourism — only this
time, we were the tourists, not the locals.
How easily the tables do turn.
Tahoe locals note that one of the ways you can spot a tourist is that
they’re the ones stocking up on bottled water at the supermarket — here, in
an area that has just about the purest tap water I’ve ever tasted. It’s kind of
like going to Japan and buying Top Ramen instead of going to a local noodle
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bar.
Yet there we were in Sedona, blissfully cruising through the supermarket,
and what did I spot in our shopping cart but a gallon of bottled water?
To paraphrase Walt Kelly, I had met the tourists, and he was us.
We are all tourists, these days. Solid economies, deep pockets and an
ever-shrinking globe make it easier than ever to see new places, and what
was once grand adventure has become commonplace.
Travel is so much easier than it once was, 50 or 100 years ago, that
everybody does it now, the first chance they get. Algeria, Albuquerque,
Afghanistan and Andorra are no longer just unreachable names on a distant
map. Just about anywhere you’d like to go, even the moderately well-off can
consider at least a possibility.
Even in Arizona in late September getting on toward autumn, the roads
were still full of RVs and tour buses. While the kids are back in school and
the parents are back at work, there were still plenty of retirees and foreign
tourists to fill up the state parks.
I like to think that most tourists, wherever they’re from and wherever
they’re at, are pretty decent folks. But there’s always that ten percent of
yokels who have to ruin it for everyone by being rude, gawky or just plain
stupid at the places they visit.
Like the overweight Midwestern couple I saw at a McDonald’s located in
Kayenta, Ariz., on a Navajo Reservation. Being on Navajo land, the place
was naturally run by and staffed by Navajo Indians. To these two hefty travelers, this was incredibly quaint.
“Look, honey, they got Injuns at the counter!”
“Oh, now isn’t that cute?”
At this point, the man took out his camera and actually began snapping
photos of “the Injuns at the counter of McDonald’s.”
It was all I could do not to yank the camera from his chubby fingers and
stomp it into the ground, but instead I just cringed, apologetically, glancing
sideways at the folks behind the counter — regular people just trying to
make a living who didn’t ask to suddenly be turned into an anthropological
display for Betty and Bob from Iowa.
We aren’t all like this, I wanted to tell the woman behind the counter, but
I didn’t.
They are the people that you don’t want to be. The people you don’t want
to visit your town.
Like the fools who try to do a u-turn on the Mount Rose Highway and
get someone killed by their sheer stupidity. Or the ones who leave Coke cans
and candy wrappers on the Tahoe Rim Trail. The ones who complain
because the North Shore hasn’t been despoiled by a Wal-Mart or
Blockbuster Video just yet, and somehow that makes us “uncivilized.”
Again, let me underline that I believe most tourists are really decent people. We were pretty decent tourists on our little jaunt through the Southwest.
We tried not to drive too slowly and we didn’t take pictures of the Injuns
behind the counter.
Everywhere you visit, there are people who live there.
It’s a good idea to remember that every once in a while; that touristing is
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a privilege, not a right, and that you wouldn’t walk into somebody else’s
house without wiping the mud off your feet first.

Navel-gazing birthday column No. 28
In which the dust of eons settled on a furrowed brow.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, November 10, 1999

Sometime in the next 48 hours or so the world will be spinning right
along and there will be traffic jams and lousy TV sitcoms and politicians
yammering, and I’ll take a deep breath and realize with a sigh like the settling of old wooden floors that I’m now 28 years old.
Birthdays are all relative, I think somebody like Einstein once said.
There are some years that pass like lightning, when you look around you
and realize that not only did you not achieve all those life-changing lofty
goals and ambitions you’ve had, but you haven’t even gotten around to
cleaning up the bathroom and you’re suddenly another year older.
But this year I think I can raise my head high and acknowledge lofty
accomplishments.
I got married. Bought a new car for the first time (and will be in debt
until my 38th birthday paying for it, but that’s another story). Got my first
pair of eyeglasses. Purchased a shiny new iMac. Taught the cat to walk on
its hind legs and sing the chorus to “Memory” from “Cats.” (OK, the last
one didn’t really happen but the first four did, honest.)
Wearing glasses when I drive and obsessively turning the little golden
ring on my finger round and round, things seem a whole lot different than
they were a year ago.
The eleventh day of the eleventh month is a grand time for birthdays in
the general scheme of the cosmos.
On the favorable side, I share my birthday, Nov. 11, with some of my
favorite authors, including Dostoyevsky and Kurt Vonnegut.
Dostoyevsky of course is both Russian and dead, so technically speaking
we don’t really share a birthday anymore, and Kurt Vonnegut is really old
and the kind of curmudgeon whom, I imagine, recognizes his birthday each
year with a languid rolling of the eyes and a mumbled “And so it goes.”
On the insipid side, I also happen to be born the same day as three of the
more annoying celebrities out there; Leonardo DiCaprio, Calista “Ally
McBeal” Flockhart and Demi Moore. They annoy me for never write, they
never call, and they never do invite me, their birthday brother, to share their
glam Hollywood parties.
When I was younger and in grade school, my birthday was a grand occasion, because it happens to fall on Veterans Day, always a school holiday.
Every year, I’d get my birthday off of school and be the envy of the block.
Unfortunately, as I grew older I learned the same “every day’s a holiday”
ethic didn’t apply to the workplace, and so Thursday I’ll be here at the desk
as usual.
I have had birthdays celebrated with family and friends, birthdays
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marked alone in grey apartments, birthdays spent blurry drunk, birthdays
spent in crowded rooms or alone with someone I loved.
I don’t remember my very first birthday at all, but for posterity it is all
captured on celluloid.
There is archival film footage of me, somewhere in the depths of the parents’ house, celebrating my very first birthday 27 years ago this week, in an
apartment in Fairbanks, Alaska.
I guess my folks thought it’d be clever to film (no video cameras then in
the creaky early 1970s, we’re talking reel-to-reel film here) their firstborn’s
first birthday. The wee little fidgety thing in the high chair bears little resemblance to me today, except for the complete lack of table manners I still
claim as my own.
In the film, my one-year-old alter ego was clamped tightly into a wooden
high chair, with a plastic sheet spread out underneath me, and I was achieving a kind of performance art using gooey slabs of my chocolate birthday
cake.
Fudge icing decorated my face, what little shrub of hair I had then, and
chunks of dismantled cake splayed out from the high chair in concentric circles.
It’s the kind of home video you watch when you need to be brought back
down a peg or two, when you need to be reminded that no matter who you
think you are today, at one point you weren’t even able to successfully eat
cake.

New York days

At 17, I wanted to be Woody Allen.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, November 17, 1999

When I was younger, growing up down in the foothills of Grass Valley
and Nevada City, the pinnacle of worldly sophistication to me seemed to be
Woody Allen movies.
You know — “Annie Hall,” “Radio Days,” “Hannah And Her Sisters,”
“Manhattan” — the ones that feature New York as an integral character in
the story, as a shifting, breathing vital monolith like no other place on earth.
Where you’d meet quirky women like Annie Hall and talk about foreign
films and everyone was Jewish and interesting.
As a starry-eyed adolescent, my dream was to move off to that island of
skyscrapers and become a world-famous writer. I clung a bit to that dream
for years.
Yet now I realize and embrace my destiny — to be good ol’ country folk.
Not some shotgun-totin’ tobacco-chewin’ redneck, mind you — but a person
who loves and admires what the country has to offer and could hardly imagine living anywhere else.
I have lived a few months in the big cities — even spent a summer in
New York in the heart of Manhattan, working for a magazine and living my
Woody Allen life…
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It was great in some ways; the endless curiosities of Greenwich Village,
the churning suit-and-heels blur of the weekday commute crowds on the
subway, the never-ending street symphony of honks and vrooms and sirens
that lulled me off to sleep each night.
But at the end of a month or so of Manhattan maelstrom, I would long
for trees – for a quiet acre and the silence of leaves rustling.
Perhaps this is why I didn’t find “The Blair Witch Project” the least bit
scary. My theory is that what made this movie a hit was the urban audience,
people unaccustomed to seeing trees and foliage, people who associate dark
and primeval terror with these natural things. Ooo — trees! Good lord! It’s
fear for those who find nature fearsome.
My thoughts, as I watched “Blair Witch” (besides seasickness from the
undulating camera gyrations)?
Cities scare me much more than woods.
Driving down to San Francisco in the dark this past weekend, there was
never a moment when there wasn’t some light, some neon in the distance.
Mile after mile of urban sprawl has bled forth from the Bay Area — endless
In -N-Out Burgers, Wal-Marts and Chevrons.
The City itself still raises an electric charge out of me, crossing the
bridge to the sea of lights and forest of buildings. It’s the infernal add-ons
we’ve built sweeping out from its edges that get me, that take away a bit
from the startling glamour San Francisco once presented ten, even twenty
years ago, crossing the bridge and finding a grand magic city there. But now,
you must first motor through miles of ugly sprawl without even a hint of the
dignity that Manhattan or San Francisco can still offer even a woods lover
like me.
You get old, you trade in some dreams for new ones that have a bit more
depth.
I would take a tree over a Target, a pile of clayey dust and pine needles
over a strip mall, and a galaxy of starlight for all the neon in the whole wide
urban sprawl of the outside world.
And a cabin in the woods, finer than any fifth-floor rent controlled condo
on earth.
You can’t quite get away from it all these days — the stupid pointless car
alarms are honking away in the pines, the cell-phone affectations of the city
folk are always there to remind us that the Bay is reaching outwards and
upwards.
I still love Woody Allen’s films, long after his moment in the cultural
zeitgeist has come and gone, but I guess I watch them with the eye of a
tourist now — not through the eyes of a hopeful immigrant.

So what’s it like being married?
After the honeymoon, the grilling begins.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, December 15, 1999
“…So what’s it like being married?”
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Ah, yes, the question.
The question that gets asked of newlyweds approximately 4,319 times
during the first year of marriage.
I have racked my poor brain to the max, yet I have not been able to come
up with an answer to this question that satisfies anyone even slightly. You
just do a lot of mumbling and smiling.
It’s like being asked, “So, how’s the breathing going?” or “Hey, how are
you doing with that blinking thing?”
Because, I think, in its finest possible incarnation, marriage is the assuming of a state you have sought all along – a lulling combination of passion
and calm bliss, the thing you kept looking for unknowing through many
years of hanging out in smoky bars and twisting your internal organs into
knots over someone who wasn’t quite right for you no matter how hard you
tried to make them so.
You cannot come up with words to really describe this state of marriage,
other than a mumbled “it’s good,” because a good marriage is indefinable. It
simply is, and perhaps that’s all it needs to be.
Part of the joy of marriage is that it ain’t just a two-person event. You
manage to inherit dozens of new relatives, friends and family secrets into
your life when you marry — anyone who’s ever been significant to your significant other suddenly becomes significant to you. Your family tree grows
new branches and roots, twisting and turning in strange new geometries.
I have it more complex than most, entangling several ethnicities and
nations in my sprouting familial tree.
Consider: My wife’s family is from New Zealand, about 6,000 miles
yonder off the California coast.
My immediate family are, being a former military clan, citizens of everywhere and nowhere, California included.
My mother’s family, all four hundred thousand cousins and cousins onceor-twice removed, are all as Southern as a plate of grits. I have an uncle who
actually was a cotton farmer in the Mississippi Delta, and a darned good one
at that.
My father’s family is much less clannish and more spread out, but they
include a substantial enclave of Russian and Slavic relatives hidden away up
in Connecticut.
So — sturdy Russo-Slav types on one hand, genteel Southern farmers on
the other, and then add a whole bunch of funny-talking Kiwis to the mix and
you have the smorgasbord that has become our family.
There was a time, I suppose, when marrying someone from two counties
over was considered strange and bizarre. But we are all citizens of the
world, these days.
It can take a little getting used to, these extra voices added to the mix,
but it is worth it.
My new Kiwi parents-in-law are fine and wonderful people, acclaimed
artists in their homeland. When we visit them early next year for a few
weeks, I’ll be like the prodigal son coming home, I hope, despite the fact
that my accent will suddenly become hopelessly out of place and my dogged
insistence on spelling “colour” without a u and my abhorrence of Vegemite.
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I also spontaneously became an uncle when I married — to my sister-inlaw’s 6-year-old son. You don’t expect to wake up one day and be an uncle,
but there you are. The things marriage turns you into.
I freely admit I’m still feeling my way around the rules and regulations
of marriage, though. When divorces seem to strike couples whether they’ve
been married four months or forty years, you begin to glean that marriage is
an ongoing process. Like photosynthesis or glaciation, it lasts for a very long
time indeed and is never entirely complete. We’re still getting married, all
the time.
My other recently-married friends tell me that you are still a newlywed
for at least a year after marriage, and sometimes for a great deal longer. You
will find wedding presents trickling in, many, many months after the nuptials, flatware and candles from people you have never heard of before in
your life.
“Then, after you’re done being newlywed, they stop asking you what it’s
like being married, and start asking when you’re going to have kids,” one
friend told me.
Then, I guess, they start placing odds on just how long this marriage is
going to last.
So, how is that marriage going, a whopping three months into it?
It’s going, and going, and going…

Eggnog and appendixes

Yeah, Merry Freakin’ Christmas to you, too.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Dec. 22, 1999

They say you don’t know what you got until it’s gone, but I don’t think
I’ll be singing any sad country songs over the part of me they took out last
weekend.
So, Wednesday night I’m all fa-la-la and full of eggnog and Christmas
cheer, peppy and enveloped by the spirit of the season. Visions of roasted
chestnuts dancing in my head, et cetera.
By Thursday night, I’m laid out flat on a hospital gurney, chock full of
painkillers instead of eggnog, and being told that yep, it’s time for the doctors to burrow into me and take out my appendix.
The suddenness of it all was what amazed me. I have had two “attacks”
similar to what I had last Thursday over the past four years, but they both
faded quickly and that seemed to be that. Just some bad shellfish. This time,
however, it appeared the attacks weren’t going away.
To simulate the effects of these abdominal attacks, take one dull, rusty
Phillips screwdriver and plunge it boldly into your lower abdomen an inch
or two to the right of your navel. Twist and gouge about some. Repeat as
necessary.
Thus, it was surgery for me. The grand “emergency appendectomy” daily
special. The docs and nurses were great, filling me up with swell painkillers
that made the ceilings jiggle and made me think that “appendectomy” was a
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really funny word.
I had been unusually fortunate in my health over the past 25 or so years
— I hadn’t had an overnight hospital stay since I was five or six, and the
farthest my medical treatment had gone since then was the occasional
tetanus or allergy shot.
My number was up, though, and I was now part of the hospital system.
(Helpful hint: if you’re going to suffer blinding abdominal pain,
Thursday is a good night to do it — the hospitals are empty, because everyone seems to be home watching “ER.”)
You surrender your own little quirks about privacy when you are in the
system. You are asked about 47 times in the space of an hour if you are
allergic to any known medications or if you take drugs. You get to put on the
nifty gowns that someone forgot to add a backside to. You get to be seen
naked by more complete strangers than you ever have been in your entire
life.
You also, if you’re lucky like me, get to undergo ultrasound, which is
kind of like being smeared with Vaseline and given a massage, except the
massage is right around the area which hurts you a heck of a lot and therefore it’s not quite so fun as it might be in different circumstances.
Once you have been deemed ready for operating upon, you are wheeled
up to a very bright room with no shadows whatsoever, and given a final
explanation of what will happen to you. They also tell you that there is a
slight, very slight, risk that you might in fact die in the course of the operation, which I understand is part of the legal responsibilities they bear but is a
really nasty thing to tell someone nine seconds before they knock you out
with anesthesia.
As they dose you with the gas, you wonder if it’s really going to work.
You still seem quite alert. Paranoid thoughts swell. What if you wake up in
the middle of the operation and your spleen and pancreas are splayed out all
around the table? What if they think you’re asleep but you’re not and you
can actually feel every slice and snip they perform? What if... znzzzzznrrkkk...
I came out blearily from the anesthesia around 3 a.m. Friday morning,
and for some reason, all I could think about was trying to list all the movies
director Spike Lee has done. There were multiple tubes, gadgets and gizmos
sticking out of sensitive parts of me and a nifty new two-inch-long orifice in
my abdomen, but what really mattered to me was figuring out whether or
not “Mo’ Better Blues” was Spike Lee’s fourth or fifth film. Queer drugs,
these.
I would spend the next day or so mostly prone in a hospital bed watching
really bad daytime TV shows and eating lime Jello and broth, cursing myself
because I didn’t have the forethought to bring a good book to read. I learned
that with my newly de-appendixed abdomen there were only two comfortable positions in which I could lie, one of which could only be achieved by a
circus contortionist.
In defense of the fine doctors and nurses, though, I must say that the
thrumthrumthrumthrum hum of the pain after the operation was infinitely
preferable to the WAKTHOKBANG agony of my pre-surgery condition.
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In a week or two, they say I will be able to walk without looking like the
Hunchback of Notre Dame. I will be able to cough politely without collapsing to the floor in blinding agony. Indeed, soon I will forget I ever had an
appendix at all (except when I look at the bills for the procedure).
It is a strange thing, losing your appendix.
It’s not quite like losing an arm or an eye, something you’ve grown to
know and cherish during your lifetime. Rather, there is this little innocuous
piece of flesh, vestigial and serving no function that science can find, nestled
betwixt your large and small intestines. You never really notice your appendix until, for no reason at all, it decides it doesn’t like playing second fiddle
to the colon and gall bladder and it begins banging persistently against the
other organs, causing that paint-peeling pain we discussed earlier.
Appendicitis may in fact merely be a cry for help by this neglected nubbin, a
plea for attention.
Alas, we ignore this cry and merely snip the poor bastard right out of our
bodies, hurling it off into the trash or the appendix recycling plant or wherever it is that unwanted organs are sent to. Of course, I cannot really bring
myself to feel sorry for the little appendix, evil and painful devil that it was
to me.
My only worry now is this: when you die, and you go to heaven, do all
the pieces of your body that you may have left behind over the years get to
come too?
And if they do, will my appendix be there waiting at the Pearly Gates?
And will it be angry?

You’re a good man, Mr. Schulz

A tribute that, sadly, ended up being an obituary.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, Dec. 29, 1999

I must raise my voice and add it to the chorus of those praising Charles
Schulz and his long-running comic strip “Peanuts,” which ends a 50-year
run early next year.
Schulz is suffering from cancer, and one cannot begrudge the man for
retiring. But the comics page will seem a little emptier in 2000, without
Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Linus and the rest undergoing their little daily
crises.
Comics are America’s most under-appreciated art form, and it is good to
see Schulz getting the praise he deserves as he retires.
Everything about “Peanuts” was a bit more than it appeared to be. Even
the act of drawing it — have you ever tried drawing Charlie Brown or
Snoopy, and seen just how hard it is to get them right?
Despite its cast of children and dogs, “Peanuts” was always one of the
most adult comics on the page — full of questions about who we are and
why we’re here, neuroses and foibles worthy of a Woody Allen movie. Yet
Schulz also balanced the tripwire adeptly and made the strip as funny as
heck. A child could read Snoopy’s Sopwith Camel air-warfare episodes and
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get the joke, while any adult could emphasize with Charlie Brown’s simple
desire to be a winner.
It was not only the most successful comic strip in history – syndicated in
over 2,000 papers worldwide — but it was always one of the finest, one of
the most honest. Unlike many of his contemporaries, Schulz never handed
his creation over to someone else, resulting in pale aberrations like
“Blondie” or “Gasoline Alley” chugging along decades after their relevance
ended. Unlike, say, “Garfield” author Jim Davis, who long ago acceded most
of the day-to-day drudgery of drawing his strip to anonymous assistants,
Charles Schulz drew every single line of the more than 18,000 strips he’s
drawn since 1950. It was his creation, and nobody else’s.
I imagine there is not a cartoonist working today who didn’t take something from “Peanuts” as their inspiration. I know I did.
In college, I briefly fancied myself a comic strip artist, and, since I
already worked for the daily campus paper, it was pretty easy for me to finagle my way into doing a strip.
I called it “Jip,” and it was one of those drunken-adventures-of-coeds
strips that are pretty popular on the campuses, owing equal debts to
“Doonesbury” and “Bloom County.” Working my way through the daily
grind of deadlines for the nearly two years I did the strip, I gained new
appreciation for the comic strip artist, and the complicated task of being
funny on demand every single day.
As a kid, I’d pored endlessly over old “Peanuts” paperback collections,
tracing the comics, trying to figure out the elusive formula of creation.
Drawing my own comic strip at my very own drawing board, using India
Ink just like the pros did, it felt like I had come full circle. And who knows
if I would’ve been at that drafting table without that early immersion in the
life’s work of Charles Schulz?
Sure, in recent years “Peanuts” had bogged down a little, become a tad
mawkish and less inspired, but it was still one of the brightest lights on any
comics page — far better than stuff like the abysmal “Cathy” or “B.C.” It
was a clear inspiration for some of the best comic strips of modern times,
such as “Calvin and Hobbes.”
“Peanuts” was art, true and heartfelt as anything by Faulkner, Updike or
Joyce — and as we gallop madly along into the next century, it is one less
thing we will have coming along with us.
Thanks, Mr. Schulz, for 50 years of art, day after day, year after year. To
paraphrase one of your own works — you’re a good man, Charles Schulz.

The bad patient

I whine, therefore I am sick.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, January 5, 2000

This has been a time of much sickness in our happy little home.
Hackhackhack choke and happy freakin’ New Year to you, too.
So I was just starting to get over the pleasant agony of my emergency
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appendectomy surgery a few weeks back, when some virulent plague virus
snuck in the back door and laid me out flat with much achooing and wheezing and a head that felt like a boll of cotton was wadded into my skull cavity.
It was somewhat like the seventh or eighth circle of hell. Have you ever
sneezed when you have a three-inch fresh scar on your abdomen? My howls
were heard in Paraguay.
After the first week or so, sickness becomes a hazy grey veil dropping
over all that is good and true. Like the snake feeding on its own tail, being
sick makes you feel sicker.
This is where I am supposed to lay much huzzahing and praise upon my
patient wife, who served as the good nurse during my time of illness. She
ministered to my whining with the patience of Mother Teresa.
Yes, my wife is the good nurse.
I, on the other hand, am the bad nurse. The nurse you don’t want to get
because he makes you do physical therapy and takes your temperature the
painful way.
This my wife found out when she promptly caught my plague virus and
became ill herself.
I lack a sympathy gene, it seems. Get your own danged juice. I became
the bad nurse, the one who really doesn’t want to deal with sick people anymore. Tough love was my mantra. “If you were really sick, you’d be in a
hospital.”
They say what goes around comes around and therefore I am quite certain that the next time I’m laid low my wife will just chuck my hacking
body out into the snow, quite deservedly, and there I will turn blue and wither away like all the bad nurses do.
A family friend told me this: “Without your health, you have nothing.”
I’d always considered that one of those stupid aphorisms people spouted
when they had nothing else to spout (i.e., “All you need is love,” “Money
won’t make you happy,” et cetera). Yet through the phleghmy haze of complete physical meltdown, it took on new resonance.
Somewhere in the midst of all this coughing and Kleenex-using, I heard
there was a New Year to celebrate. Unfortunately, due to our viruses, any
lofty millennium plans we might have had we cancelled, and the Lear Jet
returned to the rental company. We were sick and sicker, ringing in the new
year.
When I was younger, I remembered thinking about the year 2000, and
realizing that I would be 28 then, and wondering what the world would be
like and where I would be.
In my adolescence, I imagined I would be bronzed and burly by 2000,
clad in khaki and hacking my way through the jungle in search of archaeological treasure. I would be a man of mystery, my name spoken of in hushed
tones, and I would have a pet monkey.
Instead, when 2000 came I was laying on a fold-out couch with a purring
cat in my lap and my loving wife by my side, watching the Eiffel Tower
explode in glitter and tending our roaring fire.
We rarely achieve the glamour we think we will.
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Still, it beat fighting crowds of drunken teenagers, and you could see all
the fireworks you wanted on cable TV. In truth, it was not the worst way to
kick off a new century, even if I wasn’t wearing khaki.

Sibling migration

The way older brothers are and always have been.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, February 9, 2000

My younger brother Chas recently wised up and moved back out to the
West Coast with us heathens, abandoning the South for greener pastures just
like his older sibling did a few years back.
He is a nurse and I am a journalist, but being brothers our lives tend to
follow the same nearly-imperceptible tracks and circuits, despite surface differences.
Chas is down in Modesto, now, which, by cosmic coincidence, is where I
first settled following my migrations in 1997. Modesto is the heart, or perhaps the spleen, of the great Sacramento Valley, and it is a flat, farming
place with lots of roadside strawberry stands and wide open spaces. I lived
there for 10 months or so before, through the grace of the fates, I fled
screaming back to the Sierra mountains I grew up in.
Chas has been there about six weeks now himself and is feeling much the
same skyward pull I did, back to the mountains, and so of course he has
been coming up here as often as possible to crash at his brother and sisterin-law’s place, and to snowboard down those slick mountain runs.
We Dirga boys are back in the Sierra, a decade or so after we left them.
Last weekend, my brother and I went out together on the slopes, for the
first time in years — I on my skis, he on his snowboard.
We first learned to ski twelve or fifteen years ago, growing up in Grass
Valley. When we were younger, in winters our parents would take us sledding up above the snow line and there would be lots of falling down and
tumbling and the occasional banging into trees.
Sometimes, I’d run my sled into my brother’s, and make him fall in the
snow and cry.
We older brothers are like that.
When we hit teenager-hood, we badgered and harassed the parentals until
they took us up the hill to learn to ski. We were fairly slow learners, ungainly in our clunky boots, tangling our poles and skis into painful contortions,
but we slowly got the hang of it.
I admit, sometimes, that I would still intentionally ski into my brother
and make him crash. Part of the age-old older brother duties, you understand.
My brother moved on to the then-new sport of snowboarding, while I
stuck to skis, getting to the point where I could make it down an intermediate slope without crashing too much.
But then, before Chas and I could turn our primitive skills into finelyhoned slope smarts, we all packed up and moved down to Mississippi — me
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to college, he to finish high school.
There aren’t a lot of ski resorts in the South. Colorado and the Carolinas
are a long, long drive away, and so I ended up abandoning skiing for the
seven years I lived in Mississippi. My second-hand skis and Chas’ old snowboard went into storage in the attic.
Now that we’re both back west, though, we’ve taken up the sports again.
It’s not quite as easy as I remember. It’s strange to have gone from being a
fairly decent intermediate skier to a rank beginner again, after a mere 10year break.
Going down the slopes at Mt. Rose Sunday, the sky was clear and the
snow was fine. We’re both still a little shaky on our respective skis and
boards, after so many years away from it, but we’re getting the hang of it.
Again.
My brother and I took a lot of runs together, just like we did when we
were learning all those years ago. I’m old and married now and he’s got a
real job and everything, but some things never change…
I only ran into him once, though, and this time he didn’t even fall down.

The day that does not exist

The time-twisting joys of international travel.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, March 8, 2000

So Monday, the lovely wife and I will depart these fair shores for a
month-long visit to her native New Zealand, where I will suddenly become
the one in this relationship with the funny accent.
It has been many a year since I’ve taken an international flight, and the
plethora of preparations involved in such an endeavor are enough to stagger
even the strongest of men.
Passports, currency exchange, customs ordeals, remembering not to pack
my collection of plastique and anthrax germs, et cetera.
And of course, in the case of flying somewhere 6,000 miles away like
New Zealand, the joy and wonder of spending 14 or so hours on a plane.
The average plane seat, I have discovered in my past journeys, is made
for someone about 5’ 6” at average. I, sadly, am about 6’ 3” in my hiking
boots. Therefore I get to spend flights with my knees comfortably stowed up
near my chin and just enough breathing room to ensure I don’t expire in
mid-flight. And if the gentleman in front of me is so kind as to lean his seat
back, my body mass actually compacts in onto itself and creates a kind of
black hole.
Thus, we shall be packing sedative drugs. Lots of ’em.
We will, also, be crossing the International Date Line on our way to the
South Seas and back, and this creates an interesting paradox in life — for us,
there will be no such day as Tuesday, March 14, 2000.
It will be the day that does not exist.
Let me explain. You see, we’re flying out of Los Angeles in the early
evening of Monday, March 13. Our plane arrives in New Zealand early on
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the morning of Wednesday, March 15, after an approximately 12-hour flight.
Because we cross the Date Line a little before midnight on Monday, March
13, we will suddenly leap forward boldly in time from Monday to
Wednesday with no stopping whatsoever on Tuesday, March 14.
You see, for us folks on the plane, March 14 will simply not exist. It gets
sucked into the ether, displaced in the void, atomized by the International
Date Line.
It do make the head spin, don’t it?
I am sure some wiseacre physicist will take me up on my claims and
deem them booshwah of the highest order, but I stand by my facts. In the
course of this flight I will lose a day out of my life.
Haven’t you ever wanted to take a day out of your life and simply pretend it didn’t exist? You know, like the one where you start the day late for
work, screw up everything you possibly can, and end up getting in a car
wreck on the way home?
It’s a shame I can’t somehow get credit for the 24 hours of time that will
be lost to me during our trip. Perhaps I could apply it to a future disastrous
day and nullify it from the time-space continuum.
Or even the past. There was that day in college I decided drinking an
entire fifth of vodka on an empty stomach would be nifty, and it’d be nice to
go back in time and eliminate the succeeding day’s worth of violent hangover from my lifetime.
Or maybe that day when I decided I’d show my current girlfriend how
much she meant to me by taking her roommate out on the side. Wiping out
the following day of angry phone calls, accusations and the end result of
going from two girlfriends to none would be swell.
I may need a couple of days of credit, now that I think of it.
Now, on the way back from New Zealand, we somehow will end up
arriving in America two hours before we left New Zealand.
Therefore, it’s possible I have written this column already.
Or maybe I never wrote it at all.

A day at the bach

Letter From New Zealand, Part One

North Shore Truckee ACTION, March 22, 2000

KAREKARE, New Zealand:
New Zealand, the homeland of my wife and in-laws, is a country of
about three million people — roughly the population of the San Francisco
Bay Area on crowded days. In New Zealand, however, there still seem to be
places where you can be utterly alone, in landscape as pure as Eden must
have appeared to Adam’s eyes.
My in-laws have a bach, or vacation cottage, located on the beach of
Karekare, about 40 miles down the road from Auckland in the Waitakere
Ranges. Karekare is a sweeping black sand beach where the opening scenes
of Jane Campion’s film “The Piano” were filmed. In the category of less
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lofty cultural achievements, the area has served as a backdrop for the
“Hercules” and “Xena” television shows filmed on location here.
Karekare is a beach unlike most you’ll find at Tahoe. On summer weekends, the beach blankets and squalling kids are not packed in like sardines,
the soda cans and popsicle sticks are not poking out of the sand.
On Friday afternoon, my wife and I strolled a mile or three down the
coastline, past towering cliffs and rolling dune grasses, and we saw perhaps
five other people on the entire hike. I was probably the only person with an
American accent within a 30-mile radius.
It felt good, and cleansing, to stay at the bach at Karekare for a few days
following a tumultuous 12 to 15 hours spent hurling across the world in flying tin cans, breathing recirculated air with my head like a mucus-filled
plastic sack.
My wife and I hiked a great deal in the bush surrounding Karekare —
wandering the paths through this tropical rain forest. The forests here are
like nothing I’ve ever seen — teeming with life, with leafy and strange trees
and bushes that have alliterative names like kauri, kahikatea, horoeka, manuka, pohutukawa.
Most of the places and things here still have the names the Maori (New
Zealand’s original Polynesian-descended settlers) gave them. The Maori
tongue has a fluid, organic style of phrasing that makes all names sound like
music. It makes them devilishly hard to pronounce as well — I find my
vowel-twisting, disfiguring renditions of places like “Whangamata” and
“Whakarewarewa” cause great hilarity in this household. In Maori, New
Zealand is called Aotearoa, literally “The Land Of The Long White Cloud.”
Which name is more evocative?
There are birds called tui that warble in the trees of the bush, but no
squirrel or deer — New Zealand is about as far as you can get from any
other large land masses in this world, and the only indigenous mammal is a
small bat.
There are no rattlesnakes and there is no poison oak, but an American
never quite loses that hiking “danger sense” he develops in the States: “Look
there — is that a cottonmouth snake? No, it’s a twig.”
The bush is vast and a man could get lost for weeks in it (and often they
do), but it has no fangs here.
At Karekare, New Zealanders play and surf in the waves, but carefully
— the island’s west coast can turn a man from a surfer into an obituary in an
instant. The waves do not even always break in the same direction — sometimes they scatter on separate paths as they approach the shore, so a wave
will twist right, while the one next to it curves to the left. You give the
waves respect here.
The unimaginable scope of the Tasman Sea — the arm of the Pacific that
circles New Zealand’s west coast — staggers the mind of a landlocked
mountain boy like me, who can count his days spent at an ocean beach on
two hands and a foot. The blue line that slices the sky from the sea seems to
go on forever, and for us it does. Next stop is Australia, a mere 1,200 miles
or so to the west. There is nothing else out there, nothing at all but infinities
of blue.
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The cottage my wife’s family owns has been theirs for more than 30
years — a modest, comfortable swath of beachside property of the sort that
hasn’t been affordable in American for a century now. It isn’t plush — there
is no toilet. Instead, there’s a humble outhouse a few hundred feet away —
but the bach is cozy, and restorative like a mud bath or a hot sauna. The
mind clears here in the bush, with cicadas buzzing and wood pigeons flapping in the ferny trees.
Karekare is one of the wild places that are too often paved over in the
age of development gone mad.
In America, it would be a theme park and you’d pay $20 admission to go
there and buy a t-shirt and commemorative Pepsi cup.
Here, it is as free and clean as the blue waves and black sand and green
bush that are its spirit, and I hope to never see it any other way.

At the end of the world

Letter From New Zealand, Part Two.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, March 29, 2000

WELLINGTON, New Zealand:
There are few places on the globe that can legitimately be called the end
of the world.
Sure, there’s Mongolia, perhaps, and Fresno, certainly, but when you
stand on the seashore at Bluff, New Zealand, you are truly standing on the
abyss.
A comma of land stretching out into the Pacific Ocean from the very bottom of New Zealand’s South Island, thousands of miles from pretty much
anywhere, Bluff is a desolate and strangely beautiful place. It is the southernmost major city in the world. Well off the tourist track, Bluff is an old
seaport, now principally known for its oysters and an aluminum smelting
plant. At the end of the road, perched on the rocky beach, there is one of
those wonderful old signposts that show how many miles (in this case, kilometers) it is to several other points around the globe. We did the touristy
thing and had our pictures taken there.
On the signpost, the South Pole is noted as being closer to us than Los
Angeles or Tokyo – a mere 4,000 or so kilometers dead south. There is nothing else out there, and an imaginative eye will almost see the last, frozen
continent, out there in the steel-gray seas. Standing at Bluff, Antarctica is
your next-door neighbor, and the end of the world never seemed closer.
New Zealand’s South Island is this kind of place: there are more sheep
than people here.
South Island boasts only a fraction of New Zealand’s three million or so
inhabitants, most of whom live on the more temperate North Island. New
Zealand was probably one of the last major places on Earth to be created,
and certainly one of the last to be settled – the first humans, Polynesians on
tiny wooden boats, probably did not arrive here until the 1300s or so, and
Europeans didn’t find this hidden world until nearly 1800.
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The South Island’s geographical and anthropological isolation has led to
strange deviations in its animal life. There is, of course, the famous flightless
kiwi bird, the country’s mascot, but there are also things like the tuatara, the
takahe or the now-extinct moa, a gigantic flightless bird that stood nearly ten
feet tall.
The tuatara is a reptile that, on first glance, appears to be a fairly large
lizard, but it is in fact the only living member of its very own reptile order,
rhynchocephalia. It’s a living fossil that has existed basically unaltered for
millions of years, and probably the closest you will ever get to seeing a live
dinosaur. It looks a bit like an iguana, but, the longer you look at it, the more
peculiar it seems. It doesn’t move like a lizard should, with a jerky, twitchy
gait, but rather it has the fluid gestures of a mammal, and strange mannerisms that are very un-lizardlike. A tuatara we saw in a museum in the small
South Island town of Invercargill bent itself around nearly double at one
point, and began to lick its hind parts just like a cat cleaning itself in the sun.
It was one of the stranger things I have ever seen.
There is also the takahe – a flightless bird like the kiwi, but even rarer. It
was thought to be extinct until the late 1940s, when a few live ones were
found on a coastal island. There are estimated to be less than 200 left today.
The takahe looks like a very chubby blue and green parrot with no noticeable wings at all, a child’s stuffed toy come to life. They seem quite tame
and trusting, which I guess explains why they’re nearly extinct. My wife
compared the takahe to a Jabberwocky, and it does seem an impossible thing
— like the tuatara, not quite real.
The South Island is more than just weird mutant animals — it is a place
of unsurpassed natural beauty, from the towering granite waterfalls of
Milford Sound to the spectacle of glaciers melting away in a tropical rain
forest.
Things are growing everywhere, and you discover more shades of the
color green than you thought possible. Trees are coated in lichens and mosses that themselves have odd bits of plant growing on them.
And in between the mountains and the glaciers, there are the sheep –
never-ending hordes of them, and seen from an airplane they seem like
grains of rice dotting the land below. Sheep, deer and cattle – or wool, venison and beef — are the main products here in the South Island, which is not
just New Zealand’s bread basket but provides food for much of the rest of
the world.
It is a good place to be a sheep, I’d imagine. I picture them putting up
with being shaved on occasion in exchange for an idle life, spending the rest
of the time wandering about in green, green fields with mountains hovering
in the distant mists.
The sheep seem quite empty-headed and dumb to us people, but maybe
they’re just lost in contemplation on the South Island.
It’s a place that tends to bring that feeling out in you.
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She’ll be right, mate

Letter From New Zealand, Part Three.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, April 5, 2000

AUCKLAND, New Zealand:
Once upon a time, the United States, New Zealand, Australia, Uganda
and about a zillion other places all gave allegiance to a crowned individual
sitting thousands of miles away on a throne at Buckingham Palace.
All us former colonies have since, in some fashion, shed our ties to
Mother Britain, and it is interesting now, long after the Empire began its
decline, to look at America and a faraway place like New Zealand, side by
side. Like parallel worlds shimmering darkly at each other through the ether,
we are one and the same and yet completely different.
In my fortnight or so here, I have taken note of some of the things we
share with our Kiwi brethren and the things we hold apart.
There is the money, for instance. Much prettier than stodgy American
green bills, it glints with jewelled color and ornate design. The bills are a
kind of plastic laminated for long life, with bright colors and patterns, and
national icons such as Mount Everest summiter Sir Edmund Hillary, suffragette Kate Sheppard and the kiwi bird emblazoned on the reverse.
Niftiest of all, there are one- and two-dollar coins, which are pleasantly
golden like pirate treasure, and remarkably handy to carry in your pockets.
They also make you think you’re spending less money than you really
are when you hand over a small pile of change to a cashier, a mound of
coins that is actually worth $17. There are no pennies – a five-cent piece is
the lowest coin you can get.
They also drive on the left, or “wrong,” as I keep calling it, side of the
road. It is disconcerting at first to see traffic zipping along in what seems an
incredibly incorrect manner, but you do slowly adjust – and learn to look in
different directions than you’re accustomed to before walking across the
road, lest you end up splattered into gooey tourist roadkill.
At my father-in-law’s invitation, I took the wheel only once in our travels
– driving from Queenstown to Wanaka in the South Island, on fairly straight,
uncomplicated country roads. They say I did well, but I spent the 30 kilometres in a white-knuckle panic, sitting on what is for me the wrong side of the
car and knowing at any second I’d probably careen over into the oncoming
traffic lane and dash us all against a truck full of sheep.
Attempting city driving was unthinkable.
And thousands of other little details, things that stick out to this
Americanized eye as not quite the same. All motels in New Zealand come
with a full kitchen and even a small carton of milk for morning coffee.
Television has only six channels, compared to sixty in America. Arcane
games like rugby, lawn bowls and cricket are the national pastimes. New
Zealand literature, almost unknown in the States, boasts great names like
Janet Frame and Vincent O’Sullivan. Kiwi film runs the gamut from the
poetic musings of Jane Campion (“The Piano”) to the crazed gore of Peter
Jackson (“Dead-Alive,” “Heavenly Creatures.”)
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New Zealand is a strange hodge-podge of influences, where British customs like tea time, scones and use of the word “wanker” vie with native
Maori terminology (about 75% of New Zealand towns, roads and rivers
seem to have lyrical Maori names), tribal customs and the astonishingly
intricate wood and jade carving craftsmanship you see proudly displayed in
many homes, white and brown alike.
Indeed, more so than many other former colonies, New Zealand seems at
peace with its indigenous peoples. The Maori are a robust and vocal part of
society, whereas Australia’s aborigines and America’s natives have been
nearly wiped out or left in an alcoholic stupor.
The U.S., too, holds sway here, with American movies and icons always
a top draw, and fast food chains and Shell gas stations dotting the landscape.
New Zealand, then, still seems a lot like home — just quieter and emptier.
The future will see New Zealand leave its last vestiges of Britannia
behind — both New Zealand and Australia are now constitutional monarchies that still recognize the Queen of England as their ultimate leader. But
republican sentiment is growing, and using Canada as a model, it is likely
both of Britain’s farthest-away holdings will be completely independent by
2050 or so.
We in the U.S. cut our ties in a somewhat bloodier, rowdier way a long
time ago now — before most of the world even knew this South Seas land
existed. Now, New Zealand is a place that doesn’t deserve to be tied to the
Queen’s apron strings any longer.
America has more than a handful of woes and far too many Wal-Marts
and strip malls, but I hope that in the coming millennium New Zealand takes
a page from our book, tears down their Union Jack-inspired flag and puts up
a new one all its own, and waves it proudly for a very long time.

The monkey on my back

My name is Nik, and I’m a Pepsi addict.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, April 12, 2000

Ah, the fix. Jonesing for it. That thrumthrumthrum pulse of need coursing through my veins.
Everyone has their addictions, whether we admit them or not. It is simply
impossible to cruise through such a temptation-laden world as ours without
having a few weaknesses.
I have never really smoked, besides a few experiments in college. For a
while I thought it would be nifty to smoke while drinking to give myself a
rumpled Bukowski sort of air, so I’d bum cigarettes from my suave and cool
chums, alternately puffing and hacking away as I sipped on my Rolling
Rock. I rationalized that if I wasn’t paying for the cigarettes then I wasn’t
really smoking. This brief flirtation with nicotine addiction thankfully ended
when my friends told me to stop stealing their dang cigarettes. That admonition probably saved me years of tobacco and medical bills.
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I drank, as most of us do, like a fish when I was in college, but I managed to get a handle on that after a while, and it never really became a need,
just a social convention. These days, weeks and even months can go by
between beers, and I hardly miss them.
But I still have one monkey on my back that I can’t shake.
You know this monkey, too, I imagine.
The caffeine monkey.
Oh, sweeeeeet caffeine, mother of all inspiration, friend to all. Giver and
taker, migraine maker.
For most of my life, my method of getting a “fix” of caffeine has been
Pepsi.
As a kid, I drank lots of Orange Crush, the fine acidic pop you just can’t
find anymore. As I entered high school and began my flirtations with journalism via the high school paper, I discovered Pepsi.
And that was my downfall.
There was a Pepsi machine just down the hall from the journalism office
in high school — it was easy enough to sneak out for a hit every time my
brain started to sputter and run out of fuel.
So newspapers and caffeine went hand-in-hand for me, through college
and out into the real world. Typing at the keyboard, there’s always been a
caffeine-derived substance of some sort to my left. The monkey as muse.
Monkey inspiration.
Faulkner had whiskey, I had Pepsi.
For a time, I switched from Pepsi to coffee — but after my teeth turned a
dank shade of brown, I switched back to the soda, whose corroding dental
effects are more subtle. Besides, it’s a little-known fact that newspaper office
coffee is the worst coffee in the world. Part of this is because most newspapers are thrifty and tend to use old papers as coffee filters, lending the brew
a somewhat inky aftertaste.
I was a three-to-five soda a day man for many years after that, what with
my Turning The Brain On In The Morning can, my Is It Lunch Yet? can, the
Lunch Soda, my 3 p.m. Coma Preventative can, and, when late-night deadlines called for it, the Oh My God I’ve Been Working Here 13 Hours
Straight With No End In Sight can of soda.
Combined with the traditional after-work and weekend beers and spirits
that one succumbs to in a college town, my body slowly began to assume
the pale and bloated shape of a half-liter plastic bottle of Pepsi, and inside I
felt all soft and bubbly.
Looking in the mirror one evening, I fancied I could see the caffeine
coursing through my veins, pulsing under my skin like little spiders. I
remembered taking out the recycling one time, and realizing that the entire
Hefty bag was full of a month or so worth of my soda cans.
It was time to ease off.
I’ve learned a bit of moderation this last year or so, especially since they
installed the dandy new water cooler here at the ACTION World
Headquarters.
Of course, I still tend to have my Turning The Brain On morning Pepsi,
but usually — usually — that’s my first and last Pepsi of the day. OK, some-
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times I need a 3 p.m. Coma Preventative Can, but honestly, since the advent
of page layout programs that mean we don’t have to spend hours pasting up
a newspaper bit by bit anymore, I hardly ever have to have the Oh My God
late-night deadline dose of caffeine.
We all have our addictions, I tell you. I think I’ve tamed the monkey the
best that I can.
I mean, who wants to give it up entirely?
It’s a cold, cold world sometimes, with lots and lots of deadlines, and we
all need a little monkey love every once in a while.

Suck it up

The chores men do like to do.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, May 10, 2000

So here’s the thing about men and housework: we don’t particularly like
to do it.
Cleaning the shower or mopping the kitchen floor is not my idea of a
good time. The notion of dusting the window shades or wiping down the
oven fills me with a soul-deep sense of ennui.
And yet, in an informal survey of employees at the ACTION World
Headquarters, there is one cleaning activity men will happily leap up and
volunteer for – vacuuming.
It’s true. The three men surveyed in this utterly unscientific and morally
vacant poll all agreed that not only didn’t we mind vacuuming the house,
apartment or flophouse where we dwell, but in fact, we actually liked it.
We like to vacuum because vacuums make lots of noise and vibrations,
therefore convincing our small animal brains that it is fun, like race car driving or making scrap wood forts or blowing up pine cones with firecrackers.
Sure, we’re cleaning, but look at all the noise we’re making!
We males of the species are easily fooled like this.
We also like to mow lawns, because this task, too, makes lots of noise
and vibrations.
Give us a task to do that involves lots of clanging and banging, and we
men will boldly sojourn forth to the deed. Tell us to paint the house or pull
weeds (unless we can use a weed-whacker that buzzes and spins like the
devil), and we’ll feign sudden deafness or a really important thing that we
have to do that just came up, you know, the thing that absolutely must be
done now, sorry we have to go...
One of the things I miss most about my old house is having a lawn to
mow. In my last house, a post-WWII era cottage in Mississippi, we had a
grand, sloping lawn to mow, front and back. My roommate and I would
actually argue over who got to mow the lawn, such was the effervescent joy
we felt when mowing. I almost always won because it was, in point of fact,
my dad’s old lawn mower that we were using.
Ah, mowing the lawn on a hazy, humid Southern Sunday morning – is
there any finer pleasure in this life than pushing a little red mower back and
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forth, mopping sweat from your brow and taking gigantic swallows of iced
tea with every lap around the lawn?
Mowing was no drudgery for me. I mowed as often as I could, while I’d
only clean the refrigerator out if the mold within it began talking back to me.
If one-sixteenth of an inch of new growth showed on our lawn, I would
immediately drag the mower from storage and fire ‘er up.
I found the clatter of the blades a soothing tonic that led my mind to
wander and thoughts to clear.
Our back yard in Mississippi was a long flat shape that eventually sloped
down into a huge mass of bracken and bushes. The sloping hill at the back
of this lawn was a grand challenge to mowing prowess, because you actually
had to hold the mower back and keep it from roaring down the hill into the
wild growth.
One time, I went mad with a mowing frenzy and decided to try and clear
some of this bush from the bottom of the slope. A lawn mower, I learned, is
not the best tool for this sort of thing. I pushed the mower into the foliage
and huge splintery chunks of tree branch, old tin cans and damp leaves
began shooting out shrapnel in every direction, until the mower made this
WHAKAWHAKA-WHAKAcrunk noise, let out a wheeze and puff of acrid
black smoke and ceased to operate.
My roommate suggested I temper my mowing enthusiasm in the future,
as we worked to untangle several cubic feet of undergrowth from the battered lawn mower blades.
So, ladies, we will continue to mow your lawns and vacuum your carpets, but please, we ask one favor of you – just don’t tell us that it’s work.
Our illusions are easily spoiled, after all. Anything that makes this much
racket can’t be a chore.

Down by the river

A return to the granite canyons of summers past.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, May 31, 2000

In western Nevada County in the summertime, when the grass goes
brown and the dust is thick and hazy, you go to the river.
In high school days, the river was where we lived in the summers. The
Yuba River gushes its way furiously down through the foothills there, pouring the snowmelt into the parched lowlands. It carves back and forth through
steep canyons, and its shores are made of thousands of granite stones ranging in size from a baseball to a five-story mansion.
You scamper back and forth on this granite and lie there, dreaming, while
the sun bakes you brown. When it gets too hot, you leap into the river,
which is always cold and clear as God’s own tapwater. There are huge cliffs
you can jump off of and plunge screaming into the deep river pools below.
But mostly, you just lie on the rocks and think deep thoughts, in the kind
of spot that the band Midnight Oil once referred to as “a place without a
postcard.” By the major roads and bridges, of course, there are big crowds
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of people swimming, but the beauty of the river is how you can hike one,
two or ten miles upstream and be utterly, wonderfully alone.
Because it is Nevada County and because it is the land where hippies go
to die, there is lots and lots of nude sunbathing on the river on hot summer
days. The granite is perfect for this, cooler than sand, and the privacy the
endless twisting canyons and boulders offer prevents too much embarrassment.
Families, pot-bellied older men and scampering toddlers all would lie
about naked at the river on summer days, but what mattered the most to us
in high school days was seeing our own classmates, nude and free to the
world in the brave unfettered river landscape.
It is curious, to be at the river, and to be lying about in your cut-off jeans
while ten feet away from you a gaggle of schoolgirls lie naked.
To see the girl who sits two seats away from you in chemistry class,
bronzed and naked at the river without a care in the world – this, when you
are 17, is nothing less than paradise on earth.
The trick for young boys at the river is not to look like you’re looking,
though, because slackjawed goggling at the naked chicks got you the highest
scorn from everyone around you, and violated fragile river etiquette.
So you perfected the art of looking-while-not-looking – aimlessly scanning the river currents, watching the birds, stretching your back, all the
while slyly casting glances at the fresh bare skin all about you. This led to
severe whiplash on occasion, from all our desperate casting about for things
to look at that were not naked teenage girls.
Needless to say, the river was the cause of a lot of lustful male frustration
in our teenage years.
We boys did not often get naked at the river ourselves when we were 17
– biology simply didn’t permit us to be so uninhibited when surrounded by
such temptation — and when we did, you can be darned sure we spent the
entire time neck-deep in ice cold river water, concealing our excitements
from the jaded sunbathers who lay on the rocks unknowing.
Being naked at the river was no big deal to most of the people there,
unless you were 17 and a walking hormone, and so naked Laura from
Algebra thought nothing of carrying on whole rambling conversations with
you at the river, while she is stark raving nude right there, and you must
understand that there is no form of torture devised by the Chinese Emperors
or the Mongolian Huns or Spanish Inquisition over the centuries that has
ever equaled this.
I later moved out of state, but when I thought of my Sierra home it
almost always included visions of the river, of granite and roaring water and
bronzed girls without inhibitions.
I was nearly 26 before I came back to the river, and was able to lay down
my reservations and sunbathe freely there as an adult. Sans swimsuit, you lie
on the rocks at first and fret about your various formerly-hidden imperfections and the possibility of sunburn in terrible places, about the moles people
normally don’t see and the possibility that hideous personal rumors will be
spread about you. But after a little while, it begins to seem normal and right,
and after the fourth or fifth hiker passes you by, you stop frantically grab-
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bing for your towel.
I have gone back to the river as often as I can in the three years I’ve been
back West, sometimes with a swimsuit and sometimes without. It is the kind
of place you can return to again and again, and find different aspects of it
each and every time.
My wife and brother and I hiked back down the well-worn Yuba River
trails Saturday, clambering over rocks and roots to find a place to call our
own for the day. It goes without saying that none of us wanted to examine
the Freudian aftereffects of what would happen if we sunbathed “river fashion,” so we all stayed properly clothed – which is just as fine a way to do
the river as any, really.
As we lay out in the sun for hours, I watched the impossibly blue sky and
all the problems of the workaday world fled my head for just a little while.
Of course, I paid for my river time in the end.
Today, my legs are thick in scabby poison oak sores, which I gained
falling down a cliff or two on the hike out. The itch is hot and frantic and
the willpower required to keep from scratching the sores to the bone is
immense. I duct-taped myself to the bed Sunday night, and dreamt of fiery
termites burrowing under my skin.
It’s part and parcel of the whole river experience, though.
A place so fine has to take its own price, be it the momentary scratches
and bruises from Saturday’s hike, the visions of unreachable naked, free
teenage girls who are always perfect in hindsight, or the simple purity of
blue sky and rough granite and roaring water and a peace that cannot be
equaled, in a place without a postcard.
The river gives a lot, but it always gets a little piece of you in the end.

Texas, land of sin

In which it’s all about meat, meat, meat.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, June 7, 2000

I have tried to be a vegetarian. I have really tried.
My vegetarian flirtations began in high school, when, of course, my girlfriend was a vegetarian and to impress her I gave up meat as well. For about
four months, anyway.
My periodic vegetarian episodes over the years have often been tied to
that kind of outside stimulus – the girlfriend, the social crowd I was in, et
cetera.
I have never particularly loved hardcore red meat, anyway – I’ll always
go for sushi or shrimp over steaks or sausage – so it usually wasn’t too
much of a challenge to veg out for a while.
I even married a vegetarian, so there’s not a lot of ground chuck or offal
in the ol’ household fridge, and I’m not so attached to meat that I miss it
much. I indulge occasionally in restaurants, and that’s about it.
In college, my best pal Kemble and I were both part-time vegetarians a
great deal of the time (again, the girlfriend influence, usually).
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Kemble took to it much better than I did, so when I went to visit my old
buddy down in his current stomping grounds of Austin, Texas, last weekend,
I expected lots of sprouts and tofu in our diet.
Instead, we ended up at a place I will call The Red Meat Hall Of Doom.
About an hour west of Austin is a spot called Enchanted Rock, a big
dome of granite like the kind we have out here, except utterly alone and
unique out in the middle of Texas hill country. The locals there climb the
slow-rising dome and stare down at the green and brown rolling hills – on a
clear day, you can see forty miles easily.
After our rock-climbing adventure, Kemble and I detoured to the flyspeck town of Llano, Texas, where he told me I’d eat the best barbeque I’d
ever seen in my life.
The joint – one cannot call it anything else, not in Llano – was a place
called Cooper’s, and you could gauge its popularity with the locals by the
number of battered pick-ups in the parking lot with farm dogs in the cab.
You go to Cooper’s and stand in line in the parking lot, where a bunch of
huge grills are set up and raw, red meat in all its permutations bubbles over
the heat – pork chops, brisket, ribs, turkey sausage and more. The bearded
chef wears a camouflage apron and has probably been cooking meat since
he was ten years old. Huge stacks of hickory logs are in the parking lot,
awaiting their turn in the flames.
You do not read a menu at Cooper’s. You go up to the grill and point,
picking your meat then and there without preamble. The cook spears the
meat and slaps it onto a plastic tray – no plates at Cooper’s.
You then take your tray of steaming, dripping meat into the tin building
that looks like a high school cafeteria and give it to the counterman, who
weighs it, wraps it and charges you for it.
You pay for your meat by the pound.
You then grab your “fixins” – beans, sweet barbecue sauce, apple cobbler
so fine it belongs in Heaven and iced tea in a styrofoam cup.
It’s all terrible for you, I’m sure, but it’s unadorned and simply some of
the best red meat I’ve had in my life, erasing every piece of tofu I’ve ever
tasted.
What good is life, anyway, without a little bit of barbecue?
The people in Llano know if you’re a stranger in town, and they don’t
hold it against you. The average age in Cooper’s was about 67, and the elderly folk there took us right in, chatting amiably about whatever.
The woman next to us sat down with her plate, and then pulled out a
huge quart pickle jar from her purse. She took out some pickles for herself
and her husband, and offered some to us.
“Grandma makes her own pickles,” she told us with a wink.
At one point during this food orgy Kemble and I looked at each other,
and remembered the long-haired vegetarians we were in college, and knew
our past selves wouldn’t know what the heck to make of us now as we
chomped down on brisket and ribs.
Kemble and I spent hours groaning and moaning following this decadent
gluttony, fingering our distended abdomens and mumbling about what obese
fools we were, all the while knowing we’d do it again in a second.

Grandma makes her own pickles there, and perhaps Cooper’s ought to
throw in a free angioplasty with every meal, but it’s the kind of meal that
makes a man quit being a vegetarian. Again.
Only in Texas…
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The wilds of Yosemite

Foolish journalist dies alone in woods; film at 11.

North Shore Truckee ACTION, June 21, 2000

You always think you know better, until you realize that you don’t know
anything at all.
The wife and I went down to Yosemite last weekend and had a swell time
hiking, climbing and slapping skeeters. It was as close to a perfect weekend
as you can get, really.
If I hadn’t nearly died starving in the woods, it would have been totally
perfect.
You see, Avril and I went on a little hike Saturday morning, starting up a
steep trail to Cathedral Lakes at the godawful early hour of 7 a.m., about
eight miles of sturdy round-trip back-country hiking to look forward to. No
couch potatoes were we, no sir! This was hardcore hiking and we were
ready.
When we got to the trailhead, we met a Yosemite Ranger there, part of a
search-and-rescue team looking for an unfortunate fellow from Napa who’d
disappeared along the Pacific Rim Trail a day or two before. The ranger
showed us a bleary faxed photo of the guy, Gary Something was his name,
and told us to be on the lookout for him.
We said we’d look out for Gary Something, and headed up the trail into
the woods. I thought to myself that Gary Something was likely another one
of these foolhardy bozos who heads into the woods in a tank top and Tevas,
thinking he’s Superman and nothing can hurt him.
We ended up losing the trail ourselves a mile or two later, when the stillthick patches of snow and marshy ground managed to obscure the path
entirely. It was a good ten minutes of hiking before my wife and I realized
we weren’t anywhere near the trail anymore.
We stopped, surrounded by fallen trees and piles of snow. We were on a
very sharp 45-degree slope, near the top. Behind us we could see several
granite domes and what looked like parts of Tuolumne Meadows. But where
exactly we were, we had no clue.
So, like any smart hiker, I suggested my wife and I split up. She’d backtrack and look for the trail, and I’d stay where we were and scout the immediate area for signs others had passed through recently.
Then she walked into the woods.
No problems here, I thought.
And then I noticed how quiet everything seemed.
I sat there on the log for a few minutes and realized how incredibly stupid it was for us to separate.
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The woods suddenly took on a dark, Blair Witch-esque aura to me, even
though the sun was shining and the birds were chirping away… Or was that
bird chirping noise really the sound of a grizzled madman sharpening his
axe behind that nearby tree, waiting for the perfect moment to lop my head
off and add it to his collection of grim trophies? What direction was I facing
in, anyway? Where was North? Where was South? Where was I?
Where would they even get a photo of me for the flier that park rangers
would undoubtedly be handing out at the trailhead within a day or two? And
what if it was a really terrible photo, like that driver’s license one where I
appeared to be eating a bug? I could see it now, the ranger showing intrepid
hikers a smudged photo of Nik Something, asking them to keep an eye out
for me, unaware that my mangled remains were already in some hungry
mountain lion’s stomach down in Tenaya Canyon…
When Avril cheerfully called to me from down the hill a few minutes
later, I was well into a terrible fantasy about me having to eat my own legs
to stay alive.
She, less panic-stricken than I, had found the missing trail, of course, and
all was well.
It was all worth it when we finally stumbled upon Upper Cathedral Lake
an hour or so later, with sweeping polished granite cliffs pouring snowmelt
into the shallow alpine lake, squirrel-like picas running back and forth
amongst the pine trees.
We had a swell lunch of string cheese and bagels and homemade chocolate chip cookies, and watched the shadows sliding across the granite mountains as the sun moved about the sky.
I thought a bit about Gary Something, whom I don’t know if they ever
found, and about the handful of fatalities Yosemite has every year, people
who fall off cliffs or have heart attacks and just disappear, never to be heard
from again until their bleached bones are found years later.
I know, it’s not like we were in Bhutan or the Yukon, but Yosemite is still
a mighty big place to get lost in, and it happens all the time, to people like
me who think they know better.
It’s a big world still no matter how much of it we think we’ve conquered,
and all it can take to get lost in it is a wrong turn on a mountain trail.
Just ask Gary Something.

White guys don’t do it

Let’s dance, put on your red shoes and dance the blues.

Sierra Sun, July 5, 2000

No, I can’t dance.
I’m six-foot-two, with shoulders far too wide for my own good, and
weigh on the far side of 180 pounds.
Dancing involves giving yourself up to the primal rhythms, and going
where it takes you. You try doing that when you’re the biggest guy on the
dance floor.
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Guys my size specialize in a kind of dance known as the Lumbering
Dork Two-Step.
It consists basically of a kind of clockwork back-and-forth stepping
movement, where you put one foot about three inches in front of the other,
then move it back, switch to the other foot, and repeat. This rhythmic motion
is accompanied by a chugging swinging of the lower arms, nodding of the
head, and, if you’re particularly adept at the Lumbering Dork Two-Step, you
may bite your lower lip every few moves.
The key with the Lumbering Dork Two-Step, it needs to be said, is not to
injure anyone else on the dance floor. Sure, them petite little 5’ 1” hippie
chicks with the flowing honey-colored hair can spin and flail about without
restraint, but if I tried that, I’d certainly dislocate about ten people’s necks
and shoulders, probably including my own. Remember, we’re not talking
about moshing here.
If the Lumbering Dork Two-Step is too much for you, you can always
fall back on the all-time classic, The White Boy’s Dance.
This distant relative of the two-step eliminates all movement from the
waist down, replacing it with a kind of low-key nodding of the head that is a
great method of self-expression. One hand must be firmly clenched on a bottle of the brand of beer of your choice. The other hand is preferably hooked
into the belt loops on your jeans. You nod your head and perhaps twitch the
pelvis a little when a particularly good note is sounded. The subtle message
you’re trying to put out there with this dance is, I can dance, but I’m way
too cool to attempt it. For added effect, wear a backwards baseball cap.
The White Boy’s Dance is, of course, the most popular dance there is.
Dances remain unavoidably entwined with women in my memory. This, I
think, is how it should be.
Eighties movies like “Sixteen Candles” show how it was. (Anthony
Michael Hall’s spaz-boy lurching in the school dance scene of “Sixteen
Candles”? The Lumbering Dork Two-Step’s variant, the Blissfully Unaware
Geek Mating dance.)
I remember eighth-grade dances which were a mass of roiling hormones
– the developmentally-advanced girls could shimmy and sway without
shame on the gym floor, while all but the bravest of us boys would sit on the
bleacher chairs, agog with envy.
We would think, if only we could dance like William Messerance who
dressed like Morrissey and could hold his own with any girl there was. But
simply getting up off of the bleachers seemed an impossible dream for us,
then, caught in the paralyzing frenzy of puberty.
In high school, the importance of meeting girls beat out the embarrassment of trying to dance, and we’d end up on the floor, doing our own versions of the Lumbering Dork Two-Step or White Boy’s Dance in vain
attempts to remain hip. The music of Mister Mister or Warrant mixes well
with the White Boy’s Dance, I found. Wang Chung or Bananarama, say,
were a bit trickier.
In college, dances were fewer and farther between, and no longer were
they held in school gyms. There was lots and lots of music, of course, and
smoky bars and boogieing crowds, but what with the smoke and the beer
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and all, you suffered less potential embarrassment in dancing than you did in
your youth. And besides, if you didn’t know how to dance, you could just
get really, really hammered, and suddenly, you were the best danged dancer
there ever was!
Many a bruise or scar was earned during one of these late-night confident
dancing frenzies, which usually ended with me running into a wall or a
speaker.
The key denominator in all these dances, from junior high to college
clubbing, is that I never, ever found a guy who loved to go out dancing for
dancing’s own sake. It was always about the women who went dancing as
well.
In fact, all the male friends I asked agreed: we hated the act of dancing,
but we loved to watch it.
So if you see me in a bar leaning against the wall, occasionally nodding
my head, don’t worry – I’m just perfecting my particular version of the
White Boy’s Dance.
Soon, I should have it down to no movement at all.

Know your rights

Why I won’t print anonymous letters.

Sierra Sun, August 3, 2000

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”
The Declaration of Independence is a pretty nifty document. It’s the
backbone to the principles this country was founded upon, and one of the
bravest letters ever written.
It took guts for Thomas Jefferson to write that Declaration, and it took
guts for the people whose names are on it to sign that paper.
The Declaration of Independence had 56 signatures on it, good folks such
as Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin and John Adams. The document hit
these then-British colonies with the force of a thunderclap, and a great deal
of that force was due to the names boldly signed to it.
Can you imagine the effect that as forceful and well-written a document
as the Declaration would have had, if instead of signatures at the end there
appeared the timid notation, “the authors request to remain anonymous”?
Having an opinion is about sticking your neck out.
The issue of whether or not to run anonymous letters is not a new one in
newspapers. It’s been there since the first paper rolled off the presses.
I received an anonymous letter this week that had some pretty good
points to make about our paper, but that also had a request I just can’t agree
to: that we run anonymous letters to the editor in the Sun.
Mr. or Mrs. Anonymous wrote,
“…Your policy on letters to the editors should change to accept anonymous letters for publication. There are a lot of people that have something to
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say, but would like to protect their privacy for various reasons. Everyone
deserves to be heard and still enjoy privacy. I’m sure it would make the
reading more provocative.”
I’m sorry, Anonymous, but this statement pretty much goes against every
journalistic principle I’ve got.
An anonymous letter means the person writing it doesn’t want to stand
up for their convictions. An anonymous letter is the equivalent of a shouted
epithet from the audience during a play – it’s rude noise, the polar opposite
of a critic’s printed pan.
Anonymous wrote, “Everyone deserves to be heard and still enjoy privacy.”
No, they don’t. Privacy and opinions are oil and water, and they just
don’t mix.
I have written opinion columns for the past seven years or so, and more
than a few of them have gotten me in trouble. I’ve had nasty unsigned letters
asking me to perform anatomical impossibilities, phone messages left at my
home number, and been accosted by the occasional irate stranger over things
I’ve written or approved in my newspapers. Did I like it? Not particularly.
But being able to face your opponents is one of the costs of having an opinion.
Every person whose name appears on these pages each week is brave to
write their opinions and sign their name to them, whether they’re writing
about politics or Donner Lake or the environment.
In countries less fortunate than ours, dissidents will protest, fully aware
that doing so may cost them their lives. People like Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,
Salman Rushdie or Martin Luther King, Jr. didn’t request anonymity when
their views raised armies of ire against them.
Compared to the threat of being thrown in a gulag for 10 years, is the
fear of getting a brusque comment or two about your letter to the editor in
the Sierra Sun really that big a deal?
I know, I may be going after a mosquito of an issue with a cannon here,
and you can’t really compare Truckee to communist Russia (except for the
winters). I do hope Mr. or Mrs. Anonymous doesn’t feel I’m blasting them
out of the water either, because even though it was anonymous I appreciated
his/her comments.
But I am vehement about this issue because I am passionate about your
ability, my ability and everyone’s ability to speak out when they feel the
urge – so long as they, like Jefferson and Franklin, have the guts to sign their
names.
The Sierra Sun will continue to turn away all unsigned letters of comment, because a letter without someone standing behind it has only the
weight of a flimsy sheet of paper – while a letter with a name, has the
weight of an entire nation’s proud and defiant history backing it up.
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The footprints of history
A brief digression into igneous things.

Sierra Sun, August 24, 2000

Today, let us talk about rocks.
We do not notice rocks, most of the time. They don’t dance about a lot,
nor do they scamper through the verdant green. They do not purr and they
do not grow flowers; indeed, they really don’t seem to do much at all except
sit there, placidly.
But rock is the foundation of everything else we like to think of as our
world, when you get down to it — our very existences are shaped by the ebb
and flow of great heaving plates of earth over millions of years.
Rock is shy about its accomplishments, of course — and to hear a geologist babble on about batholiths and schist, rhyolite and caldera, gneiss and
igneous rock, is enough to bore most people to tears.
I should know — one of my best friends and frequent roommate in college was a budding geologist. He and I got on great and drank more than a
few hundred beers together, but boy, when he got hammered and started
going on about his love for igneous rocks, the room would clear fast.
It is only now, in my own somewhat stone-like aging process, that I am
beginning to learn just what my old roomie found so nifty about all these
danged rocks.
When I moved back to my native Sierra in 1997, I looked at the swelling
granite and basalt of this place with a new eye — one that saw the parts as
well as the awesome whole. I became a geology dabbler, so I could know
more than just that them there rocks was purty. (Highly recommended reading for those similarly interested include John McPhee’s “Basin and Range”
and his other books on the nation’s geology, and the “Roadside Geology”
book series by Mountain Press Publishing.)
Of all the rocks that glisten and gleam, none are more mysterious to me
than the lava of volcanic debris.
I’ve walked on volcanos in two different hemispheres of the globe in the
last six months; some in New Zealand, some in California.
New Zealand, my wife’s homeland, is one of the geologically newest
lands on earth – a seething hive of thermal activity, filled with dormant and
not-quite-dormant volcanos.
In the harbor of Auckland, New Zealand’s largest city, there is a volcanic
island called Rangitoto. It is less than 600 years old — one day, it simply
erupted out of the sea, in a blast that surely must have been impressive to the
native Maori of that time.
We took a ferry to Rangitoto, a sanctuary from development. In just 600
years, a remarkable amount of trees and bushes have grown there. The
island is also peppered with lava tubes, and offers a stunning view of downtown Auckland. Rangitoto is dormant now, but in a sense it still seems to me
a bit like having a supposedly deactivated nuclear bomb in your backyard.
Last weekend, we went on a camping trip with friends way up north to
Modoc County, on the very northern edge of California. Modoc is the home
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of Lava Beds National Monument, where gazillions of years ago the earth’s
upheavals spread lava and ash for thousands of square miles.
The violence in the land is frozen, eternally, in lava country. To imagine
what lava represents, pretend you could take one of the forest fires raging in
this state right now and flash-fossilize it, freeze it so its flamelicks and colorful gases were turned to steel-hard stone. Lava is like fire turned to rock,
the world turned so hot it becomes liquid, then cooled into tortured shapes.
The beauty that comes of the forces that move rock makes it impressive
to the educated eye. But the realization that although they seem so very, very
stable to us, the rocks are alive and imperceptibly shaping our world right
now in timeframes so slow none of us will live long enough to fathom them
— this is what reminds us of our own fleeting mortality as well.

Two brides, one wedding

Or, how to piss off half your readership.

Sierra Sun, August 31, 2000

So, I went to my first gay wedding a few weekends back.
Of course, it couldn’t be called a gay wedding, because Californians
voted last March to ban same-sex marriages, by a 61 percent to 39 percent
margin.
It’s really just a matter of semantics, though. Pass all the laws you like,
but you can’t stop people from being together.
So this was called a “commitment ceremony” instead, held down in the
City of Angels. One of the two brides was my old high school buddy, Sun,
whom I’ve known for going on 15 years now, and who came out of the closet about six years ago.
The ceremony was as life-affirming as any hetero wedding I’ve been to;
both families were supportive and enthusiastic, and a whole plethora of
friends traveled from all over California to Los Angeles to share Sun and
Anna’s special day.
Sun was straight when we first met, back in the murky depths of high
school. I had a lot of fun in high school, but like everyone else, also more
than a few moments where I felt submerged in a swirling, black pool of
fears and uncertainty. Being gay in high school and not knowing it is, I
imagine, one of the loneliest places to be in the world. There’s not a lot of
support for being too different in high school.
Sun didn’t know she was gay, then, except perhaps subconsciously, and
none of us would have suspected that she was – yet, when she came out of
the closet a while back, my first thought was, “Of course.” It was the piece
in her architecture that had been missing, and when she realized who she
was, she became the person she always had the potential to be – settled,
happy and at peace with herself.
And her and Anna make one of the cutest couples I’ve ever seen, straight
or gay.
Contradiction is an essential part of human nature. For instance, you will
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have folks jumping up-and-down on one hand saying that the ‘gummint’ has
to keep away from their guns, their taxes, their cars and their schools; some
of these same people are the most fervent proponents of restrictive social
laws such as Proposition 22.
One of the central arguments of the anti-gay marriage lobby is that samesex partnerships shouldn’t be open to child custody, adoption and partnership benefits.
There’s a lot of people who once thought the same things about black
folks marrying white folks, or Jews marrying Christians.
There seems to be this strange belief out there that allowing gay marriages will taint heterosexual marriages, that somehow it’ll prove “contagious” and ultimately cause society to collapse into a pillar of salt.
But by virtue of biology and genetics and just the general structure of
society, “straight” unions will always outnumber gay ones by 10 to 1.
States including Nevada, Maine and Oregon are voting on anti-gay marriage initiatives this fall – and money is being spent to encourage people to
get out and vote against gay marriages, against the idea of two people being
happy together. If this isn’t a sad waste of money, I don’t know what is.
I am perfectly happy with my wife in my own little heterosexual marriage – and I don’t imagine that my friend Sun’s marriage – and that’s what
it is, despite the law – to Anna will convert me in any way, that I somehow
will pick up some nefarious “gay virus” and become “one of them.”
They are happy. This is all that matters, and this is why we get married in
the first place – to be happy.
To be “gay,” if you will, in the long-lost old-style meaning of the word.
If you are gay and want to get married, why on earth should that matter
to anyone else? Love is love, and if it doesn’t hurt you, what’s the harm in
the form it chooses to take?
The world can always use a little more love, and I’m not so picky that I’d
start slapping labels and moral judgments on what the “right” kind of love
might be. Love is love, and the Beatles once sang that it was all you need.
That may not be entirely true all the time, despite our best intentions in
life… but it’s close enough to make the difference when you need it most.

Note: Without a doubt, the single most controversial column I ever wrote,
spawning dozens of letters to our tiny paper both pro and con. It all culminated in the mayor’s septugenarian mayor publicly coming out in her own
letter to the editor. In a coda, unfortunately, the relationship I wrote about is
no more, but so it goes.

Talk with the animals

Dreams of being a globe-trotting zoologist.

Sierra Sun, September 14, 2000

I have ended up wrestling with nouns and verbs and mug shots for a living, but as a wee sprat, my guiding lights in life were not Woodward and
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Bernstein, H.L. Mencken or Walter Cronkite, but an unassuming little rolypoly man named Dr. Dolittle.
Dr. John Dolittle was an English country doctor back in the days before
cable TV and microbiology, practicing medicine in a small town called
Puddleby.
Besides his human clients, Dr. Dolittle also had a strong affinity for the
animal element of the local population, treating dogs, cats, horses and birds
for their various aches and pains. Dolittle was an especially effective veterinarian because, miraculously, he could also speak the language of the animals.
Unfortunately, Dr. Dolittle had one major drawback – he was fictional.
Nevertheless, he was a great role model. The star of a series of books
written back in the ‘20s and ‘30s by Hugh Lofting, Dr. Dolittle was a big hit
in my dad’s childhood, and then later on in my own. Lofting’s classic tales
still hold up well today, quirky adventures like “Dr. Dolittle and the Green
Canary” or “Dr. Dolittle’s Circus.” And I hope to introduce them to my own
kid some fine day.
For those who only know of Dr. Dolittle through Eddie Murphy’s execrable recent movie “adaptation,” please, please, read the books to your kids
instead. Or check out Rex Harrison’s more faithful “Dr. Dolittle” movie
musical from the ‘60s – a bit corny today, perhaps, but no pandering jokes
about hamster sex lives like the Murphy movie had.
Besides, it had the classic lyrics, “I could walk with the animals, talk
with the animals, grunt and squeak and squawk with the animals...and they
could talk to me!”
OK, it ain’t Gilbert and Sullivan, but it was fun when I was a kid.
When I first read the Dolittle books, at age 10 or so, I decided I too
would become a world-traveling veterinarian who could also speak the languages of dogs, giraffes, chipmunks and even shellfish.
Unfortunately, I ended up stumbling into writing for a living instead, and
resigned myself to instead being a pet owner as compensation.
I have had many a pet in my time – including the antic spotted white rabbit we got one Easter, which chewed free of its cage and scampered off to
the woods, never to be seen again, or the many peculiar chirping cockatiels,
finches and parakeets we cared for until they fell off their perches. There
have also been turtles, lizards, a dog or three, and cats galore.
However, the pet that caused the most trouble was a seemingly innocuous, somewhat overweight black-and-white rat. Thor, as I named the rat, was
fairly nifty as rodent pets go – the chunky rat would run up and down my
arms, stand up on his hind legs for food, and scared the heck out of my
mother.
Unfortunately, it would soon become apparent that Thor was not unusually fat or lazy for a rat – Thor was actually a she, and quite heavily pregnant
when I got her. We learned this on the morning that our cage for one rat suddenly became a home for seventeen rats.
I liked one rat, but 17 was a different matter. Particularly when 16 of
these rats were gross-looking squishy grub-like things, pink and blind.
Nevertheless, I was a godfather (ratfather?) of sorts, and it suddenly
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became my duty to raise a brood of 16 baby rats. They squirmed and
writhed about in the cage while “Thorina,” as the mother had been renamed, laid about in post-partum splendor.
Unfortunately, despite my best efforts, I was not blessed with prime rat
parenting skills. Several of the 16 mini-rats simply wasted away and expired
over the first week or so after their birth. I was later told this is somewhat
normal for a large brood of rodent babies – “natural selection” of the strong
over the weak – but that didn’t make it any easier for me to keep flushing
tiny rat corpses down the john.
In the end, only seven of the former baby rats survived their first few
weeks – and they stopped looking so much like worms and became quite
cute, covered in black and white fuzz and clambering over each other in
their cage. I thought it’d be clever to let them out to wander about in my
room a little.
Big mistake. Seven baby rats, when let loose, are amazingly clever at
totally disappearing on you. They found microscopic hiding spots I never
knew existed. One of the rats was let out and I never saw it again; I only
prayed I wouldn’t wake up one day and find a little mummified rat under
my pillow.
Another rat got out of my room and encountered the family cat; scratch
another rodent from the roster.
Little tiny piles of rat droppings began to appear in odd spots throughout
the house, which did not exactly thrill my parents.
I was down to just three rats within a few months — mother rat, poor
Thorina, had succumbed to a strange disease shortly after giving birth (but
then again, who wouldn’t, after 17 kids?).
My other three rats lasted for a little longer, until they incurred some
mysterious virus and two of the rats were stiff in their cage one morning.
The last rat developed a gruesome tumor, and we decided it was kinder to let
it free into the wild to die rather than let it waste away in a cage.
And that was the end of the 17 rats.
Little reminders of the 17 rats still popped up from time to time around
the house; most disgustingly, one day when we moved my bed we discovered several rat-sized holes in the bottom of the box spring, and huge nests
of old newspapers and chewed-up socks were lodged deep in the bed I’d
been sleeping on.
I was no Dr. Dolittle. I mean, talk to the animals, walk with the animals,
yes, but having several rats making a nest under my bed was a bit much for
this animal lover.

Blue Mountain

Catching up with a band from the old hometown.

Sierra Sun, October 12, 2000

I confess: while I have been editor of two arts and entertainment papers,
interviewed dozens of bands and written zillions of album reviews in my
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short career, I have never really been the music groupie type.
There are some people who follow certain bands around the country
fanatically, catching every single show, analyzing every slight variation in
guitar chords and lyrics with a scholar’s eye.
But I’ve never really been one of those folks. I’m an armchair music fan,
liking the music best in the privacy of my own home where nobody can see
my geeky white boy dance moves.
Still, there’s one band out there that I have seen at least two dozen times
live – a band few outside of Mississippi have ever heard of, a rural rock trio
called Blue Mountain.
Blue Mountain are mostly Cary Hudson and his partner Laurie Stirratt,
and a rotating cast of drummers. They’re a Mississippi band all the way,
with rich music that draws on both the Delta blues’ grit and rock-and-roll’s
fire to make a gorgeously heartfelt sonic stew.
Cary and Laurie have been playing together for a good decade or so now,
and when I went to college in Oxford, Mississippi, their frequent shows
served as the soundtrack to the early 1990s for me. I cannot count the number of times my friends and I saw them at bars with Southern college-town
names like Proud Larry’s, Lafayette’s and The Gin.
Best of all, over the seven or so years I called Mississippi home I got to
watch Blue Mountain grow and mature, to see their phrasing and playing
become more accomplished.
We also all became friends off the stage – my pals and I were such a constant sight at their shows that they couldn’t help knowing who we were, but
I was glad that Cary and Laurie and our little circle developed a relationship
beyond just the music. They came to parties we held, we had damned fine
venison for dinner at their country house, and we hung out with their big
black dog Willie.
Often, Cary and Laurie would informally jam with other musical friends
of ours. One of my signature memories of my days in Mississippi is of sitting on our front porch, full of beer and good food, and watching Cary and
our friend Noah plucking out traditional folk tunes as the fireflies flitted in
the night. Crickets accompanied the music, the evening had that velvety
humid kiss of a Southern summer, and for a song or two, all seemed
absolutely right with the world.
In my journalistic capacity, I admit I blurred the ethical lines a little and
helped give Blue Mountain press whenever I could — one of my favorite
moments was when I got to do a short profile on them for Billboard magazine during a summer internship in New York City.
But eventually, in college towns, the “scene” you’ve called your own
drifts apart. People move on and go off into the real world, they stop renting
and start buying and people start getting married. I decided to move back
out to the West Coast in summer 1997, and one of the final things I did in
Oxford was catch Blue Mountain live one last time.
It was a fine show, full of fire and grit, and I stood there right next to the
amp, every hair on my body throbbing with the beat, and I sipped a beer and
listened to my pals play for the crowd.
Blue Mountain’s career has continued on a gentle upward slope in the
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last few years, and their CDs are selling better and better and they’re touring
more and more of the country.
Finally, the other weekend, their tour bus came into my neck of the
woods. I drove 400 miles or so round-trip to catch Blue Mountain in San
Francisco at Slim’s, the first time I’d seen my old friends in more than three
years. I didn’t get back up to Truckee until 3:30 a.m. Sunday morning, but
man, was it worth it.
I surprised Cary and Laurie at their show and hung out backstage with
them for an hour or so before they played. We talked about their career, gossiped about old friends and caught up with the last three years of living.
Then it was time for them to play, and I took a spot as close to the stage
as I could get. Seeing Blue Mountain so far from their Southern digs might
have been odd, but their homespun music has won them fans even in urban
San Francisco – to my shock, there were several other obvious longtime fans
in the audience calling out favorite songs for the band to play.
The hometown college bar band I selfishly like to call “mine” has come a
long way, and I couldn’t be happier for them.
And for that one night at Slim’s, mouthing each and every lyric with a
fanboy’s passion, feeling the thrum of the guitar and drums skittering
throughout my nervous system, seven years’ worth of memories of
Mississippi unspooled in my head.
I can’t pack up my life and follow Blue Mountain all around the country
like I might have when I was 22, but so long as the band comes within driving distance, I’ll be there front and center, watching them play and admiring
my friends. Blue Mountain are good folks in a kind of strange business,
playing honest songs about living life and the things we all feel to be true.
And in the end, that’s all any band can aspire to be.

Pack rats

They say we all turn into our parents.

Sierra Sun, January 25, 2001

My wife occasionally accuses me of being a pack rat. We have lots of
“stuff.”
But this is a purely hereditary trait, I have learned.
My parents are right in the middle of the process of moving back out to
California after spending more than 10 years in Mississippi. We lived down
in Grass Valley for nearly 15 years before we all migrated down to the Deep
South in 1990 to be closer to some of our family, and for me to go to college.
But now that both their sons and daughter-in-law live out on the West
Coast, my parents decided they had one last move in them and will be
returning to Nevada County for good in February.
If they can get all their “stuff” out here, that is.
My dad drove out cross-country last week to move some of the gazillions
of their possessions into storage in Reno until they get situated. An entire
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26-foot-long moving van was filled to the rim with material objects, and this
was just one of probably four equally-packed vans that will eventually end
up out in California.
The sheer, sweeping scope of how many things my folks have accumulated in 60 or so years of life stunned me.
My dad, of course, blames it all on my mom, and her pack rat tendencies.
My mom blames it on there being so many useful things in the universe.
Among the things we unloaded last weekend?
Many, many old Better Homes & Gardens magazines. Several broken
lawn statues of gnomes and fairies and such. A gigantic unfinished dollhouse
my parents bought in Europe more than 20 years ago now, with a little bit of
painting done on it, but basically untouched since the early days of the
Reagan administration.
And, the pièce de résistance: a box of rocks.
Not gold-plated rocks or unique geological specimens, but grey, dusty,
utterly ordinary rocks.
An entire box of them.
My mother’s credo is, “I’ll be using (fill in the blank) for something
someday...”
There are only so many “somedays” left, so as they prepared to move
from Mississippi to California my father planned several garage sales and
apparently arm-wrestled my mom into giving up a goodly portion of her
“stuff.”
The last time my wife and I moved house, from Incline to Truckee last
summer, my wife made lots of comments about my own cornucopia of
objects, particularly about how heavy boxes of books are to move.
When my wife emigrated to America from New Zealand a few years
back, she came here with just two suitcases of possessions. She gave away
or sold pretty much everything else she owned, and she frequently reminds
me of this fact.
Curious about how much “stuff” I’ve amassed to date, I did a brief survey last weekend. It appears I own (approximately) 700 books, 500 CDs,
3,000 comic books, a lot of cookware, a miscellany of furniture, a computer,
clothing, a squawking black cat and a smattering of other things.
It’s not that much stuff. It probably would still all fit in one 26-foot-long
moving van.
And so far, we don’t own a single box of rocks.
There is hope, still, that hereditary traits can be overcome.

The power of no-brain drive

If you believe the ads, this car can travel through time.

Sierra Sun, February 22, 2001

I have pinpointed the culprit in the impending fall of Western civilization,
and it is car commercials.
I’m talking about the commercials for sports utility vehicles that show
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them to be utterly invulnerable juggernauts, machines immune to the laws of
physics.
They are for cars with exotic names like the “Chevy Tahoe” or
“Pathfinder” or “Superoffroad Ego Enhancer 3000.” The commercials feature the vehicles doing anything but actually driving in a safe, sound manner.
You will see the SUVs swerving at what looks like 80 mph down a narrow, snowpacked mountain road, hurtling up vertical slopes and weaving in
and out of traffic like they’re draped in teflon.
Car commercials have rapidly entered the realm of surrealism; such as
the one I saw which depicted a car driving up a 90-degree slope somewhere
in Yosemite, coming to rest on the top of a giant granite monolith.
What person thinks, Hey, that car defies gravity! I’m gettin’ me one of
them!
In teeny-tiny letters at the bottom of the screen on all these ads you’ll see
the phrase, “professional drivers on closed course,” the automotive equivalent of “don’t try this at home.”
Nobody could be so foolish as to believe these car commercials, you say?
I watch our roads sometimes, and I wonder.
The local law enforcement folks tell us time and again that a lot of the
wrecks they see are people driving four-wheel drive sports utility vehicles.
You pass a vehicle flipped over on the side of the road or buried in a snowbank, chances are it’s an SUV.
Seriously, I do doubt that people watch commercials featuring a Chevy
Tahoe climbing Mount Everest and think they can do that – but I think
something affects some folks subliminally. They believe their Chevy Tahoe
will actually come with some sort of special force field that keeps them from
harm, and that four-wheel drive means you can drive as fast as you want on
black ice.
At the very least, these commercials do nothing to promote the notion
that driving is meant to be a privilege, not an adrenaline-soaked joyride.
As any paramedic will tell you, you hit a patch of ice at an unsafe speed
and it doesn’t matter what kind of car you’re in, you’re still going to get
hurt. Dead is dead, and your obituary won’t note that you were driving a
$50,000 SUV when you died.
I used to be a bit liberal, but as I get older and older I find that a little
fascism has its appeal. For instance, how much nicer would life be if getting
a driver’s license was about 20 times harder than it is now?
I, of course, would be immune to this new decree, as well as anybody I
like or who gives me nifty tributes.
I jest a bit, but perhaps we do need to look harder at the image of driving
that’s being put out there by money-hungry car makers.
Sure, a commercial featuring a coffee-fueled, dazed commuter trudging
back and forth to work every day isn’t sexy, but it’s truer to life than these
fantasies the car companies are selling us.
Besides, I bought my car mainly to get to work and back.
What’s wrong with marketing a little truth once in a while?
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Why Tonya Harding shot JFK
The newspaper, a magnet for lunacy.

Sierra Sun, May 17, 2001

The Sierra Sun is a fairly small newspaper in the general scheme of
things. We’re not The New York Times by any means, and we’re just a
weekly, not a daily.
Mostly, we do our part to cover Truckee and the immediate surrounding
area the best we can, and leave the doings of the rest of the world to the rest
of the media.
But despite our narrow journalistic focus, we do get a heck of a lot of
material in one week. An unscientific estimate is that the Sun gets around
100 letters, another hundred pages of faxes, and as many as 300 E-mails
within a single week.
Of that mountain of correspondence, 90 percent of it is total junk.
The good stuff – your valuable letters, press releases on local events,
birth announcements, etc. – usually makes it into the pages of the Sierra
Sun eventually.
The junk, however, is unceremoniously tossed into the recycling bin.
While I appreciate the fact that the organizers of some dried flowerpressing festival in Southern California thought enough of us to send us a
press release, we really only have the space to focus on local events.
Some of the e-mail we receive at sun@tahoe.com is particularly strange.
The advent of e-mail gave every kook and wacko within the country a much
more efficient means to disseminate their lunacy.
Previously, your standard lunatic would have to painstakingly mail out by
hand their screeds to all those they wanted to receive it. Postage costs get
pretty expensive on your average lunatic’s salary, so their message only got
out to a select handful of people.
But with e-mail, all it takes is the press of a button and presto, you can
send your treatise on why the C.I.A. has revived Elvis’ corpse and is using
him as a zombie hitman in Guatemala to every single newspaper on the West
Coast.
Among the e-mails we’ve received are countless get-rich-quick schemes,
offers to help us buy a timeshare in the Bahamas (within the reach of every
journalist’s salary), and a handful of XXX-rated solicitations.
One of these erotic e-mails apparently had an automatic mailing program
that inserted the name of the recipient throughout the message. Thus, we
received a transmission with sentences such as “How Sierra Sun can get
more foxy women!” and “Sierra Sun, here’s how you can get 20 hot XXX
pics FREE!”
One e-mail I received recently deserves entry into the Kook Hall of
Fame. Here’s the subject header:
Tonya Harding is Lee Harvey Oswald, Claims Author of New Age
Web Site
Now, I get a lot of junk e-mail that I delete automatically without giving
it a second glance, but how can you pass up a title like that?
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The message went on, “The soul of JFK assassin Lee Harvey Oswald has
returned in the body of figure skater Tonya Harding, according to the author
of a new Web site, www.tonyahardingshotjfk.com.
“Both have the letters ‘Har’ in their names. Both opposed Irish Catholics
from Massachusetts whose last names begin with the letters ‘Ke’: John F.
Kennedy and Nancy Kerrigan. Both victims were attacked in cities beginning with the letter D: Dallas and Detroit.”
He continued, “Both Lee and Tonya learned how to use a rifle. Both were
about the same age when they became infamous: Oswald at 24, Harding at
23. And they have similar facial features.”
The best part, to me, is the final line of the e-mail, which states that the
author “is a 50-year-old warehouse clerk living with his mother in Vacaville,
California.”
But of course he is.

Letter from the land of the midnight sun
Thirty years on, a return to Alaska.

Sierra Sun, June 28, 2001

KENAI, ALASKA, June 18:
There was a moose walking down the sidewalk the other morning.
It was strolling along with a very businesslike manner, unconcerned at
the shouts coming from the neighborhood children playing in their yards.
Five foot tall at the shoulder and of medium size for a moose, it galloped
along like a Labrador or a beagle might in another small-town neighborhood.
But it was a moose here, because things are bigger here.
I was born up in Alaska, about 30 years ago now, and haven’t been back
since I was 3 years old. I know I’ve changed a lot since then — learned to
tie my shoes, not drool so much, began to read and write, that sort of thing
— but since I never went back, I wouldn’t know if Alaska has changed. This
seemed an opportune time to venture North and visit the land of my birth.
My parents lived here for several years while my dad was stationed with
the U.S. Air Force. They remember life here better than I, and what it’s like
to live in a place that makes the Sierra Nevada seem positively urban.
In late June, the sun never quite sets here. Of course, I knew of that
going in, but it still has been the most peculiar thing to get used to. We have
not seen natural darkness for a week now, and the light seems to have a
sharp edge to it as the days wear on.
A supermarket at 9:30 p.m. on a Friday night in most places would be
dead empty, but here it’s still full of families and kids, locals and tourists
stocking up on beer, fishing line and pizza. You wake up at 4:30 a.m. to use
the bathroom and from the light, it could be 4:30 p.m., and for a moment
you wonder if you’ve horribly overslept.
My father said he never did quite get used to the midnight sun during his
assignment in Fairbanks; he just adapted. Families in the apartment block on
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his base would have block party barbecues at 2 a.m. and think nothing of it.
The winters, with the unblinking darkness, were harder still, he said.
Things simply get more extreme here. There is still as much snow on the
four mountain ranges surrounding Anchorage now as there is on Donner
Summit at the height of a record snow year.
The temperature, in the Interior, can have the most extreme swings on
Earth, from a hundred degrees above to a hundred degrees below zero.
Towering Denali (“Only people from Ohio call it Mt. McKinley,” I was told)
can be seen from Anchorage on a clear day — at more than 20,000 feet tall,
the biggest mountain in North America.
In the lower 48, for example, fishing is a sportsman’s hobby. Fishing here
is the next best thing to religion, and in some places may even supercede it.
On a balmy Sunday morning driving along the Sterling Highway back
toward Anchorage, it seemed the church parking lots mostly stood forlorn
and empty, while the roadside bridges and lakes were jam-packed with
trucks and motor homes. In every stream to be seen, men and women
enjoyed the communion of the rod and reel and prayed to the altar of the big
catch.
Fishing is serious business. Whole towns exist for no other reason than to
provide a place to dock your boat and buy new fishing line. Halibut is a fine
meal in Alaska in June.
In Homer, Alaska, a place that bills itself as the “Halibut Capital of the
World,” a grown man could even be seen dressed in an enormous halibut
costume walking down the side of the road, exhorting customers to go give
Pappy’s Fish House a try.
The halibut man waved as we went past, and even though you could
glimpse his black tennis shoes you might for a moment think the fish man
was for real, along with the jogging moose and soaring bald eagles as much
a part of the sense of Alaska as big cacti are in Arizona or giant cowboy hats
to Texas.

Heading back to the place you came from
The great white north, continued.

Sierra Sun, July 12, 2001

ANCHORAGE, Alaska:
When I am filling out governmental-type forms and they ask you for
your ethnicity, I am always tempted to bypass the standard “Caucasian” and
to check off “Alaska native.”
I am not a part of the Eskimo race, of course, but technically, checking
off that box could be true enough. I was born in Fairbanks, Alaska, of all
places, where my dad was stationed for a few years in the early ’70s with
the U.S. Air Force.
We moved away in 1974, and I never did go back until my wife and I
went up to Alaska on our vacation last month.
We saw Anchorage, Denali and Seward, Homer and Talkeetna. We saved
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Fairbanks for last on the itinerary, not least because it’s 400 long land miles
from Anchorage.
Fairbanks always assumed a kind of totemic image, in my mind, because
it was my birthplace and because it was so very far away from everything
else in these United States. It was a bit rare, to be born an Alaskan, and I
always told myself that eventually I would have to see the place where I
came from.
In reality, of course, Fairbanks is a fairly ordinary place. There are strip
malls and apartment complexes and tourist shops, and a fairly charming
downtown park with the Nenana River cutting a swath through it. But there
are other places in Alaska, like Kenai Peninsula or Prince William Sound or
even Anchorage, that are far more majestic than humble Fairbanks.
Yet it still exudes a pull on the imagination, when you look North and
realize: this is the end of the line.
It’s the furthest north major city on this continent, and maybe in the
world (Reykjavik, Iceland might win in a tie). The active mind can imagine
the endless ice flows, swirling white into infinity, that sit just a few hundred
miles away at the end of the land.
And the climate, of course – in June, we saw it at its best, but the winters
in Fairbanks are bestial and raw.
The temperature variations in Fairbanks are some of the most severe on
earth. In the summer the hot, dry rolling plains can top 90 degrees; in the
winter, the Arctic wind will howl across frozen tundra and it could be 50
below.
The cars of locals in Fairbanks are easy to spot: they have dangling electric plugs attached to their front grills. The plugs are used in the winter at
convenient power outlets placed around town to keep a car’s engine warm
when not in use. If you didn’t use a plug in winter, your car would have the
feel and consistency of a giant block of ice, and probably wouldn’t start if
you lit a firecracker in the fuel tank.
But in June, the sun beats down with a needle sharpness, and you’d think
you were in Arizona, except for the fact that unbearably bright sun just doesn’t go away at all, save for a few twilight hours in the middle of the night.
Your eyelids feel strained and overburdened, because of all the light.
My favorite part of our visit to Fairbanks was attending the Midnight Sun
Festival. The summer solstice fell during our visit to Fairbanks – the longest
day of the year, which, in Fairbanks, clocks in at about 19 hours of sunlight.
Downtown Fairbanks, a street festival is held to commemorate the midnight sun. The town heads out to party from noon to midnight, the sun shining all the while.
The people of Fairbanks were happy and playful in the midnight sun,
families and leather-clad bikers and military personnel. I felt like we humble
tourists got a brief glimpse of the “real” Fairbanks then – of a place of
bizarrely changeable weather and a sun that’s either always shining or perpetually dark – and how people can learn to deal with any strangeness if
they love a place enough to call it their home.
I didn’t feel any huge swelling of the heart and stirring of the ancestral
memory as I stood in Fairbanks – I guess I’m a member of the gypsy gener-
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ation we all seem to have become part of, and home is a place you stay in
between moves.
I’m not a real Alaskan – I can’t fish, small airplanes (the main mode of
travel, off the tourist track) give me claustrophobia and I’ve never told a dog
to “mush” in my life.
Technically, I am an Alaskan native, but Nevada County is the place I did
most of my growing up in and its pine trees and red clay and slick granite
have always rang truest to me.
But Fairbanks was a nice place to visit, and a place as good as any to call
the place you were born.

The day the world went away
Sierra Sun, September 20, 2001

Reactions.

My brother finally got to a phone last Thursday morning.
“I’ve been working the last four days in a row,” Chas told me. “It’s been
crazy.”
My brother works as an emergency room nurse at the Washington
Hospital Center, about 15 minutes down the road from the Pentagon.
When the fire came down from the skies, he was working on some
patient’s charts.
“I was just sitting there and my friend came from watching the TV and
said, ‘You ought to check this out,’” Chas said. “And we saw the hole from
the first plane (at the World Trade Center) and I said, ‘That’s not too bad,
that’s just a little hole,’ and then we saw the other one hit it.”
“Then in a couple of minutes we heard about the Pentagon.”
Most of the Pentagon’s initial casualties were sent to Arlington Hospital,
and Washington Hospital Center got the patients who weren’t sent to
Arlington.
They saw nearly 500 victims in a few hours’ time.
“They kept telling us, ‘This is not a drill,” Chas said. “All hospitals have
plans for this happening and it went real smooth.”
Most of the Pentagon victims were suffering from burn injuries.
“Even the people that deal with trauma surgery, all of them were saying
this is the worst ever,” Chas said.
In the nation’s capital, even the hospitals were feared to be possible targets.
“There’s people out there with M-16s, checking the IDs of everybody
that goes in,” Chas told me.
When he called me Thursday, Chas was looking forward to a few days
off.
“I think I’m going to see a movie later,” he said. “Something funny.”
•

•

•
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My most fervent thoughts this past week, besides grief for the many,
many victims, is that we don’t let the terrorists win by making us as evil as
they are.
We don’t let them win by letting us decide it’s OK to judge every
Muslim, Sikh and dark-skinned Middle Easterner in America as a terrorist.
We don’t let them win by crying for more innocent blood to be shed.
We don’t let them win by letting hate take over.
When a nurse, a doctor or a firefighter does their job, they don’t hate.
They have no time for hate. They have to get the job done.
There are people out there who are using this tragedy as an excuse to
vent their own prejudices and hatred.
People like Jerry Falwell, Baptist minister, who had this to say on “The
700 Club” television program last Thursday:
“…I really believe the pagans, the abortionists, and the feminists and the
gays and lesbians, who are actively trying to make that an alternative
lifestyle, the ACLU, People for the American Way, all of them who tried to
secularize America, I point this thing in their face and say, ‘You helped this
to happen.’”
And Pat Robertson, former presidential candidate and the host of The
700 Club, nodded his head and said, “I totally concur.”
Nothing like Christian love and brotherhood in a time of crisis, eh?
All Christians, all non-Christians, should do as President Bush did and
refute Falwell’s hideously ignorant and hateful statement, a statement that
takes an act of fanatical violence and somehow turns it into an indictment of
people whose beliefs and lifestyles don’t happen to coincide with Jerry
Falwell’s.
Is that really any different than the message the terrorists were trying to
send when they killed thousands of people?
You tell me.
I’m just glad that idiots like Jerry Falwell don’t really represent the
majority of Americans or the majority of Christians.
In the face of public outrage at his comments, Falwell later backpedaled
ever-so-slightly, saying that he didn’t actually mean that liberals caused the
attack. Instead, Falwell said he believes the ACLU and other organizations
“which have attempted to secularize America, have removed our nation from
its relationship with Christ on which it was founded.”
“I therefore believe that that created an environment which possibly has
caused God to lift the veil of protection which has allowed no one to attack
America on our soil since 1812,” he said.
If God chose to let this happen, that’s not a God I want to believe in. God
had no part in this horror, I think – instead, just petty, small, evil men and
their hatred for all that makes America great.
It’s impossible not to hate the people who did this; harder still to keep
that hatred focused and not just lash out.
Sure, I want Osama bin Laden or whomever is proven responsible for
this to be eradicated from the face of the earth. But I don’t think thousands
of innocent Afghanis who don’t support the Taliban deserve that fate, and I
hope we do the best we can to be honorable in our vengeance.
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I hope we can remember that humanity, at heart, is better than these terrorists. Whether you’re Christian, atheist, Jew, Muslim, Buddhist, agnostic
or heck, even a pagan, we’re better than people like them.
We have to be.

It’s time to freak out!

Or, finding a grain of humor in the terror.

Sierra Sun, October 25, 2001

Welcome to the age of rampant paranoia!
In retrospect, perhaps we just all needed an excuse to freak out a little.
It’s understandable – the trauma of Sept. 11 was undeniable, but if you or
your family weren’t immediately affected by the chaos on the East Coast,
then it might not have seemed quite so immediate to you.
But the threat of anthrax through the mail? Well, we all get mail, even if
it’s just those danged credit card solicitations. And there aren’t really any
mail police. Who knows what could be waiting in your mailbox?
So, any white, powdery substance became a sign of impending armageddon.
Indeed, flipping through the papers last week, it almost seemed as if the
entire world had become one of those “News Of The Weird” columns.
In Incline Village, a postal worker with white deodorant stains smeared
on his shirt suspected the worst and called the authorities, shutting down the
post office for several hours over a problem better suited to a dry cleaner.
Over in Ward Valley, we saw in last week’s Sierra Sun, some folks saw a
strange powdery substance on their mail and so the haz-mat teams were
called out.
Truckee’s Rite Aid closed for five hours on Oct. 14 over something that
might well have been talcum powder spilled in the aisles.
The cream of the crop, though, was undoubtedly this little gem from the
Oct. 15 Tahoe Daily Tribune:
“Inside city limits, a man on Capistrano Avenue called police Saturday
night after he noticed a white substance inside a newly opened roll of toilet
paper. It turned out to be lint from the paper, said South Lake Tahoe Police
Officer Brian Williams.”
Now, I am no expert at the art of toilet paper investigation, but it seems
to me that every roll of toilet paper contains a little lint.
It’s all a little silly, and perhaps a little paranoid, but in the end, you have
to succumb to the thought that it might well be something to worry about.
You can’t take chances with anthrax, and while in hindsight a lot of this
stuff is pretty silly, those who called the cops and those who responded did
the right thing.
(The toilet paper guy is, of course, excluded from that statement.)
And then there are the subhuman cretins who see the freaking out and
decide it’s an excuse to create still more panic. You know, the people who
think it’s the height of humor to mail Kool-Aid to a longtime enemy, or to
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spill sugar in a newsroom lobby – all things that have actually happened in
the past few weeks.
Perhaps the folks who perpetrate “funny” hoaxes like this could be
shipped over to help the ground forces in Afghanistan for a little while, or
could be sent to New York to dig for bodies at ground zero. Maybe they
wouldn’t find instigating terror quite so funny then.
You keep hearing this mantra, over and over: “everything has changed.”
And yes, it’ll be a while before we get back to something passing for
“normal.” In truth, it’d be a shame if we didn’t learn something from this
entire experience.
We have all learned fear, sad to say. We’ve learned that in many parts of
the world, America and, particularly, its foreign policies, are despised with a
venom that could lead deranged men to kill thousands. We have learned that
some of us let their ugly sides come out and use this horror as an excuse to
bash all people with brown skins or different religious beliefs than theirs.
I don’t know what we’ll learn in the days, weeks and months to come,
but perhaps we can rely upon the things we know to still be true.
Not everything has changed.
The sky is still blue.
The aspens are still mighty pretty right now, shimmering with golden
leaves.
My cats are still unconcerned, and like to loll in the sunshine and have
their bellies rubbed.
And we can still laugh, at some things. Because in the end, you have to
admit a guy calling the police over the terrorist lint on his toilet paper is
pretty darned funny, no matter what the rest of the world looks like these
days.

Navel-gazing birthday column No. 30
Portrait of the artist as a composed gentleman.

Sierra Sun, November 15, 2001

It’s just a number.
There is no need to freak out.
This I keep telling myself.
Taken in its component parts, it is not even a particularly significant
number – a 3, a cheerful, open-faced, youthful digit, the graceful curves
inclining outward to greet you.
And humble, zen-like 0, the buddha of numbers, all-seeing and allencompassing.
Put them together, however, and you have ‘30,’ and the jagged beginnings of what I have decided is a “one-third life crisis” (assuming I make it
to age 90, that is).
I turn 30 on Sunday, and I’m really not freaking out that much about it.
I am certainly happier now than I was when I was 20, and I was a bumbling college sophomore who had just moved into my very own apartment
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for the first time.
I think I know a little more than I did when I was 10, when approximately half of my brain space was taken up with encyclopedic knowledge of
comic books and the “Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back” line of action
figures.
I am 30, and I still have all my hair and I’ve got a swell wife and we
aren’t far in debt, so these are all good things.
So there’s really no need to freak out.
When you are 15 or so, you try to imagine what you’ll be like at 30 and
usually the reality is quite different.
In an embarrassing note I wrote to an old girlfriend around age 17 I proclaimed that I would vanish from the face of the earth after high school, only
to return at our 15th reunion a tall, tan, mysterious and dashing figure, clad
in khaki, missing an eye and speaking pidgin Creole. With a parrot on my
shoulder.
Fast forward to 2001, however, and alas, I have ended up living a mere
60 miles or so from where I graduated from high school, and you know – it
really isn’t all that bad.
It helps that I am surrounded by truly old people, like my parents and my
wife, who is 32 and probably going to keel over any day now (listen – there
go my birthday presents, fluttering out the window).
I have tried to handle this entire situation with what little dignity I possess.
I have tried to avoid the usual things us menfolk do when confronted
with our mortality – I haven’t bought a new sports car, haven’t pulled a muscle attempting a daring sports maneuver, haven’t starting saying “dude”
every other word.
I did, however, get a leather jacket this weekend.
I haven’t had one before, you see, and it’s really nice to have on these
cold Truckee mornings.
It is a practical gift and it has nothing to do at all with trying to recapture
my lost twenties.
I’m reconciled now, to my thirties, and I welcome them with open arms.
And my leather jacket.
And I am so not freaking out.

Our Sweet George, 1943-2001
Long time ago when we was fab.

Sierra Sun, December 6, 2001

I was a few years away from being born when the Beatles broke up.
So one wouldn’t have pegged me as being in their target audience, perhaps, but in a backwards kind of way, it was actually the late George
Harrison who pointed me toward the majesty of the Beatles.
Back in 1987, I was a fidgety high school freshman bombarded by synthpop music such as Wham!, Duran Duran and Depeche Mode. Then, for
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some weird reason, MTV and the radio started playing this weird tune by
this old guy named George Harrison, “Got My Mind Set On You.” The solame-it’s-cool video, with Harrison sitting in a country lodge hunting den
strumming a guitar, was in heavy rotation.
“Got My Mind Set On You” was an oddly catchy ditty, and I ended up
getting a copy of the cassette (yep, it was the '80s) somewhere along the
way. That latest Harrison album, “Cloud Nine,” was a lush and elegant collection of catchy pop tunes.
I vaguely knew that he was a Beatle once, but while I was of course
aware of the Beatles in the way that any semi-sentient life form would be, I
didn’t know too much about them. After listening to “Cloud Nine” over and
over with increasing appreciation, I figured it might be good to find out
more about this guy Harrison and his history.
The first Beatles album I bought was the one everyone tells you to get,
“Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.” From there it was off to the races,
and today I own pretty much every Beatles CD and a great deal of their solo
albums. In my own conceited little way, I’ve always felt that if you can’t
appreciate the Beatles, you’re missing something fine and wonderful in life.
The Beatles helped crack open a world of music to me, and paved the way
for me to discover artists from Peter Gabriel to Guided By Voices, from
R.E.M. to the Velvet Underground.
And I wasn’t even born when they broke up.
Harrison always came in third behind Lennon and McCartney in the
Beatles’ popularity race, and even goofy ol’ Ringo tended to get more press
than George did. But Harrison arguably was the backbone to the Beatles
sound – as their lead guitarist, he put the “pop” into some of Lennon and
McCartney’s finest songs, unifying their very disparate lyrical visions with
one voice, and even throwing in some classics of his own along the way.
George was less the “quiet” Beatle than he was the inscrutable one. A
deeply religious man, he chose to get off the fame merry-go-round after the
Beatles broke up, only releasing a dozen or so albums in the 30-plus years
since – and what would be his last major release, “Cloud Nine,” came out in
1987, 14 years ago now.
George Harrison’s death isn’t as savage and shocking as John Lennon’s
assassination, and thank God for that because we’ve all had enough tragedy
lately on this earth, haven’t we?
I’m a little bit sad that George Harrison is no longer with us, but if anyone was prepared for death, he was. He wrote a song back in the ’70s from
“All Things Must Pass” called “The Art Of Dying,” where he wrote this fine
little line:
“…As nothing in this life that I’ve been trying
Can equal or surpass the art of dying
Do you believe me?”
Fifty-eight is neither quite old enough or too young to die at, but even if
he was cheated out of his later years by cancer, by any measure George
Harrison led a fine, full life, and one we can all be grateful for.
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I’m not a local

Or, how to get across town and nearly die.

Sierra Sun, January 24, 2002

There are those who say that you have to log around 30 years of time up
here to be considered a local.
All things considered, I’d have to imagine that’s probably true.
So, on Monday our new reporter, Katie, had dropped her car off to be
repaired over on East River Street. She asked if I could give her a ride there
to pick it up.
Usually, this would not be a problem.
Unfortunately, this cross-town trip was on the Monday of a holiday
weekend.
It was also on the Monday after a holiday weekend when it was starting
to snow and blow quite frenetically.
Thus, traffic through town, in case you missed it Monday, was stopped.
Totally.
Besides the gridlock on Interstate 80 because everybody that lives in the
Bay Area had come to Tahoe and Reno last weekend, pretty much all of
Donner Pass Road had become a parking lot, thanks to clever folks who
decided to bypass the I-80 chaos by going through town.
Getting back to the Sierra Sun offices near Donner Lake could take a
week in traffic like this, I realized. And I hadn’t packed a lunch.
This, unfortunately, is where my innate cleverness chose to kick in.
“Wait! I have a great idea,” I thought. We could avoid the 10-hour delay
to reach the other side of town and be one up on the gridlocked tourists.
Katie is from Oakland, and new to this whole winter experience. I figured I would be her guide to local ways.
I recalled a “short cut” that I’d used one time during summer gridlock.
It involved going up Highway 89 North a short ways, then turning onto
Alder Creek Drive, which takes you into the back side of Tahoe Donner and
eventually deposits you at the bottom of Northwoods Boulevard, thus cutting hours from our trip across town.
I congratulated myself for my amazing cleverness many times as I drove
up Highway 89 North, with Katie following me in her car, and turned onto
Alder Creek Drive.
The white stuff on the roads got a little thicker and icier as we climbed
into the back side of Tahoe Donner, but I wasn’t worried. I was mountain
folk.
The short cut was going great until I got a little confused. The snow was
much worse up here than in the lowlands of Truckee, and it was getting hard
to see.
After a moment to gather my thoughts, I found the turn I was looking for
and we took it.
Unfortunately, the road we took apparently was a short cut straight to
Antarctica.
I figured out later that in the blinding snow, I had missed Fjord Drive, the
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tiny road I’d meant to take, and ended up on Skislope Way.
If you look on a map of Truckee, you will see that Skislope Way snakes
wayyyyy around the western edge of Tahoe Donner, up and down hills,
around treacherous curves, getting narrower all the way.
It is not a good road to take in winter.
We drove along, me thinking that any second now we’d pop out on
Northwoods Drive and relative safety.
Instead, the road got narrower and the snow came down harder.
Suddenly, mammoth drifts began to appear in the road, several feet high. I
realized I could only see about three inches from the windshield. The wind
howled. The snow gods roared. I began to tremble uncontrollably as I realized I had no clue where we were and barely knew where the road itself
was.
Behind me, in my rear view mirror, I could vaguely see Katie soldiering
on in her own car, eyes wide as saucers, probably imaging her new editor
had lured her out into the middle of the tundra to have her killed and steal
her car.
I began having vivid snow-induced visions of my own death. I would end
up buried in a snowbank, not found until spring thaw. My frozen corpse
would be put on display at the state park, to warn others away from my stupidity.
Of course, eventually, we made it out. Our “short cut” only required 45
minutes of white-knuckle driving through a blizzard.
I wiped a few gallons of sweat off my brow and nonchalantly acted like
this is how we drive in Truckee every day.
To my eternal shame, Katie actually drove better in the snow than I did.
And she doesn’t even have 4-wheel drive.
We arrived back at the office, chastened and wizened from our experience. I declared to Katie that the whole situation was actually our Sierra Sun
initiation trial for new employees.
I hope she still believes this.
We all seem to go a little bit crazy when it snows.
The joke around the office is that fresh snow causes flatlanders’ IQ to
drop by 50 points.
The police scanner at our office provides ample evidence of this.
Besides the usual litany of spinouts, wipeouts and rollovers caused by
people thinking 4-wheel drive makes your car invincible, there were a few
really weird calls on Monday.
Like the call for medical aid up at the Donner Summit Rest Area.
Apparently a woman up there had decided to go snowboarding – off the
roof of the rest stop. Perhaps not to anybody’s surprise but hers, she ended
up injuring her back in the process.
Perhaps ambulance crews can consider charging a “stupidity tax” for
incidents such as this. Of course, I came fairly close to earning my own stupidity tax on Monday, I guess.
I’ve only lived in Nevada County for 20 or so of my 30 years, I estimate,
so I’m probably still learning the ropes.
I am just a visitor, in the land where the snow gods live, and rule.
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The road to Ensenada

Lightning-fast impressions of 24 hours in Mexico.

Sierra Sun, March 14, 2002

Everybody takes a foreign language in high school or college. We do this
to ensure we’re worldly and well-rounded people of the world when we
graduate, or at least that’s what they tell us.
I started off in high school with French, and it was a miserable year-anda-half of my educational life. To be fair, I was 15 and a walking hormone at
the time, far more interested in Motley Crüe and learning to drive than in
learning French, which to me has always sounded vaguely like people trying
to speak while eating spaghetti.
I hobbled through French I with a C- but by French II Madame Onesto
took a most personal dislike to my sleeping in class and I ended up with an
unlovely red “F” on my transcript. I fled to German to fulfill my graduate
requirement, a language whose guttural tones agreed more with my psyche.
German also has, I’ve found, almost no practical use outside of Germany
these days, unless you watch a lot of foreign movies.
My foreign language experience in “real life” has been pretty limited, as
most of my foreign travel lately has been to New Zealand, my wife’s homeland, where they do speak something relatively akin to “American.”
Of course, I never took what would’ve been the most practical language
for a California journalist – Spanish.
We took our annual “get the hell away from the snow” mid-winter trek
recently, enjoying a week in the San Diego area.
For a few nights, we decided to head over the border and down to
Ensenada, Mexico. It was the first time either of us had been south of the
border before, and it was, just like school, an educational experience.
For some reason, we didn’t expect there’d be a particularly huge difference between Southernmost California and Mexico; the population of both is
heavily Hispanic, and the climate is the same.
But instead, everything changed, and somewhat like that famous moment
in “The Wizard of Oz,” there was color everywhere, the babbling of a foreign tongue and everything suddenly seemed gloriously, bafflingly foreign.
Strange impressions speed by in a rushed 24-hour tour of Mexico.
• The toll road to Ensenada, where you pay about $7.50, each way, for
the privilege of driving on a nice, straight road. The road is nearly deserted,
because it appears most Mexicans take the curvy, potholed non-toll road.
• Soldiers, boys who barely seem old enough to shave who might come
up to my shoulder, carry awfully big automatic rifles and stand at the toll
checkpoints trying their best to appear authoritarian.
• A strange, desolate carnival atmosphere pervades the border crossing
back into the U.S.A. Cars back up for miles, and trinket souvenir vendors
are everywhere, using their last, best chance to get some American dollars.
A man with no legs sells candy bars. Tiny Indian women stand with a cluster
of children just a few feet outside the U.S., hands outstretched. One man is
selling what appears to be a 3-foot ceramic relief sculpture of the Last
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Supper.
The lyrics of a Lyle Lovett song echoed through my head as we zipped
down the lonely toll road.
“The road to Ensenada
Is plenty wide and fast
If you head south from Tijuana
Then I’ll see you at last…”
It was a little too much to take in with just 24 hours, but Mexico seemed
somehow stranger and grander than I had thought it would be. It seemed
older, somehow, than California with its strip malls and AM/PM Mini
Markets.
I imagine we’ll try to head back again one day, for a closer look at a
country far too vast to hurtle through in one day.
Perhaps by then I’ll have learned a little Spanish.
It’s never too late to learn a new way to speak, or at least I hope so.

So long and thanks for the memories

Farewell to the mountains again, in my final column at Tahoe.

Sierra Sun, March 21, 2002

In my four winters in the Sierra Nevada, I have noticed a fascinating
inversion when it comes to reporting on the weather.
Basically, the farther someone actually is from the snow, the worse the
storm apparently becomes.
In Reno, for instance, an 8-inch storm becomes a foot of snow on their
TV station reports. But in Sacramento media, an 8-inch storm becomes a 2
to 3-foot deluge the likes of which mankind has never seen before.
Don’t even get me started on San Francisco, where snow apparently is
only measured in feet, because I’ve never seen a Sierra storm reported as
being less than a foot down there. Maybe it’s the ocean air, it magnifies
things.
Now, the ski resorts up here also have a tendency to, shall we say,
“inflate,” the powder figures. I don’t blame them at all for this — after all,
they’re in the business of getting people to hit the slopes. We’re used to getting a press release from X or Y Ski Area reporting 3 feet of powder on a
morning when I didn’t even have to shovel the driveway over here.
Snow becomes a fact of life up here, and after a while you learn to shrug
off the hyperbole of it all and just enjoy the quiet, calm white silence that
descends on town after a really good dump.
Sure, in a day or so we’ll get flooded with flatlanders coming up to ski
some powder (and if it’s a weekend you don’t go near Interstate 80 on
Sunday afternoon), but right as the storm is breaking, if you’re sitting inside
by the fire and sipping hot cocoa, there’s no finer place to be.
The guy I always feel sorry for is the Blue Canyon Guy. You know the
Blue Canyon Guy. He’s the one that KCRA, or other Sacramento TV stations, sends up to the snow line at Blue Canyon to report to flatlanders on all
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the snow we’re getting.
I imagine this assignment tends to go to the newsroom rookies, who get
to scurry up the hill and stand there, wide-eyed and shivering, as snow falls
on their perfectly-coiffed newsroom hair. It’s their initiation into the wonderful realm of television journalism.
“Wow, that looks like a lot of snow up there, Bob!” the newscaster back
in Sacramento will say, watching Bob freeze his khaki pants off.
“Sure is, Judy!” Bob will say, through gritted teeth.
Off camera, the rest of the newsroom is laughing their heads off, as
snowflakes the size of Bob’s microphone begin to pelt him.
To us in the mountains, Blue Canyon Guy (or Girl, to be egalitarian)
appears to serve the purpose of reinforcing the obvious — hey, it’s snowing
up there!
I don’t really know what journalistic niche Blue Canyon Guy fulfills that
a weather radar map doesn’t, except it is kind of fun to watch the TV and
laugh at the flatlander reporter shivering in the snow.
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Curse of the pedestrian

In which the unpleasant could’ve been a lot worse.

The News-Review, Sept. 20, 2002

My wife got hit by a car Tuesday afternoon.
Fortunately, she was pretty much OK, other than a scraped elbow and
some sore limbs the next day.
She was walking home from work, as she usually does, and came to a
crosswalk. A car was waiting at the stop sign, and my wife paused for a second to make sure it was safe to cross, then started to walk across the road.
That was when the lady driving the car put her foot on the gas, and
“bumped” my wife who had the right-of-way down onto the ground.
Fortunately, the woman driving the car that hit my wife was understandably flustered and apologetic about it all, and even gave her a ride home.
My wife has spent years and years walking to work in all the places
we’ve lived, through snow and rain and ice and sun. Tuesday was the first
time she got “bumped,” so the odds were probably due for it to happen
eventually.
It’s unfortunate that she, and other pedestrians like her, take their own
lives into their hands every time they head down the sidewalk.
I’m more sympathetic than I used to be. It’s only since we’ve moved to
Roseburg last spring that I’ve rediscovered the pleasures of walking to work.
It’s just a 15-minute walk down the hill to The News-Review headquarters from our house, and it’s usually a fine little trek. I try to take it several
days a week, unless I need my car for work — it just feels a little wasteful,
driving to and from work.
There’s only one thing that sometimes blemishes the experience: the
drivers.
From the vantage point of the crosswalk, the arrogance and obliviousness
of many drivers is terrifying to behold.
Let me be clear: It’s not all of you. Most of you are perfectly fine drivers
and I’m definitely not talking to you. It’s those other people we have to
worry about. Don’t tell them we’re talking about them, because you know
who they are.
They’re the ones who think stopping at a right-hand turn on a red light
means only slowing down to 35 mph on the curve.
They’re the ones who like to slowly inch their SUV forward as a pedestrian crosses in front of their car, intimating that if you don’t walk fast
enough, they’ll crush you to a gooey pulp.
They’re the ones who run stop signs or don’t use turn signals as they barrel along, figuring they’ll live forever and who cares about the people on the
sidewalk, anyway?
They’re the ones who spend more time yakking on their cell phones or
listening to their radio than noticing if the pedestrian has a green crossing
light.
I’m not really sure what we can do about them, when you get down to it.
We pedestrians do our best not to get in the way too much, and do try to be
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alert, but the fact is a big car can move awfully fast no matter how closely
you’re paying attention.
My personal albatross is crossing Diamond Lake Boulevard. Standing at
the crossing light, it’s an immense stretch of blacktop to cross, with a lot of
traffic, including those gigantic log trucks that could squash a man flat and
not even notice.
The “walk” light for pedestrians there lasts for about 6 seconds. I’ve
timed it. That’s enough time for a typical person, walking fairly fast, to get
about a quarter of the way across the road. Forget it if you’re elderly or
impaired.
So I’ve adopted the “Diamond Lake Sprint,” where I hurtle across the
road at a full run to beat the red light. Sometimes I’ll even make it. I don’t
know how everyone else that has to walk across that road does it.
Now, I’m as guilty as the next driver of taking a car-centric view of life.
I’ve rolled through a few right turns, and probably ticked off a few walkers
in my own time.
But I’m trying, and I know for a fact I’ve never “bumped” into a pedestrian like the woman who ran into my wife the other day. I know she meant
no harm, and I bear her no ill will, but she’s all too symptomatic of a problem that’s epidemic among drivers: the sensation that they’re the only ones
on the road, and anyone outside their little metal cocoon doesn’t matter.
While it was a scary moment on Tuesday, it wasn’t anywhere near as bad
as it could’ve been.
What worries me is the next time, which the odds dictate is probably out
there.
I’m not going to give up walking, though. I like the calm, and the chance
to clear my brain a little before and after the day’s work.
Just remember we’re out there, and we’re not quite as speedy as you
drivers, but we deserve every courtesy the law entitles us to.

Music to my ears

Remembering an old boss who dashed through life.

The News-Review, October 10, 2002

Imagine having Sting, Sheryl Crow, Billy Joel and James Taylor play at
your funeral.
Timothy White was a name few who’ve heard of those musicians were
familiar with, but the rock stars came out to remember him in Boston and
New York City this week, with a burst of song and a few sweet guitar
chords.
White was my boss once, although I rarely saw him as more than a blur
running through the hallways, and exchanged perhaps 100 words with him
during the three months we worked together.
Yet I had something in common with White, the late editor-in-chief of
Billboard magazine who died June 27 at age 50: We were both fans of good
music.
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I had a three-month internship with Billboard in New York City during
the summer of 1994. Billboard is the music industry’s largest trade magazine, responsible for the ubiquitous “Top Ten” lists of singles and album
sales. For a 23-year-old college senior hip-deep into music and entertainment, landing an internship there was like winning the lottery.
It was a crazy, beautiful place to work, right in the middle of Times
Square, in a high-rise office filled with quirky, fascinating New Yawker creative folk of all shapes, styles and colors. Hovering over it all was the leadership and passion of Timothy White.
He was a bit of an odd-looking duck for the world of music journalism,
with his lean, Ichabod Crane frame, tennis shoes and sports-jacket attire and
the omnipresent bow tie that became his trademark. He had to have been
one of the few men who would wear a bow tie to a rock concert on purpose.
In his career, he’d been the editor of music magazine Crawdaddy and an
associate editor for Rolling Stone, where he did interviews with everyone
from Elton John to Fleetwood Mac, from Stevie Ray Vaughan to Johnny
Carson. He also wrote critically acclaimed books on Bob Marley and The
Beach Boys.
White dug music, pure and simple, and championed it from the biggest
multimillion-selling stars to the unknown bar musicians in the hinterlands.
His writing rarely stank of meanness, a too-common attribute for many
music critics. It rang out in charmingly polysyllabic words filled with a deep
and abiding love for his job.
White died far too young of a heart attack, struck down in an office elevator while coming back from lunch. It came on a Wednesday, just hours
after the magazine had been ‘put to bed’ for the week and he’d written his
final column. He left behind a wife and two young sons, one of whom is
autistic.
The benefits Monday and Tuesday in Boston and New York City, respectively, were organized to provide for the family he left behind.
The sheer list of starpower at the concerts would fill many CD collections: Besides Sting, Joel, Taylor and Crow, other performers included Don
Henley, The Beach Boys’ Brian Wilson, Pink Floyd’s Roger Waters, Jimmy
Buffett and John Mellencamp. All of them called White a friend.
Steve Morse, a writer for The Boston Globe, put it best in a column earlier this week: “How many journalists have ever received a benefit close to
this stature?”
Answer: none. White was a rare bird, the journalist who maintained his
street cred and skill while also earning respect from those he covered.
We are, after all, “the enemy,” as journalists were named in the outstanding rock movie, Cameron Crowe’s “Almost Famous.”
Yet White was an “enemy” who was firmly entrenched between the lines
that divided writer and subject.
I do wish I’d seen more of White back in 1994, that he wasn’t just that
blur in a bow tie in my memory.
The intern is, of course, the low man on the totem pole, and White was at
the top. Other fine editors guided me during my summer at Billboard. I filed
a lot of photos and answered phones, but I also got to write a few stories,
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interviewed Dave Matthews just before his band broke through to the mainstream and reviewed more CDs than I could count.
I learned volumes about music and writing and life in my three months in
Manhattan, and came back home with a carton full of CDs. It was, like all
internships ought to be, a good start at figuring out the direction I wanted to
take in my so-called career. It was a beginning.
White’s good friend John Mellencamp was the final performer at
Tuesday night’s Manhattan benefit concert, tearing his way through standards such as “Pink Houses” and “Small Town.”
What Mellencamp wrote for Billboard shortly after White’s passing rang
true to me when I first read it last June, and rings still now:
“With the passing of Timothy White, rock ‘n’ roll no longer has a conscience.”

Life in wartime

Impressions from Washington at the beginning of a new war.

The News-Review, April 6, 2003

WASHINGTON, D.C.:
Three days after the war began, I stood on the sprawling Washington
Mall, the U.S. Capitol at one end and the Lincoln Memorial at the other, and
I watched kites fly in the windy gray sky.
Watching the kites twist in the wind, you’d never know there was a war
on, unless you stumbled on one of the rallies dotting the area.
Out in Washington for a journalism conference, I took a walk around the
Mall, soaking in the sights and sounds. Both pro- and anti-war folks rallied
on this Sunday afternoon, a few days after the bombs began falling on
Baghdad.
Between the Washington Monument and the under-construction World
War II Veterans Memorial, a couple hundred marched in a parade billed as
“Veterans Against The War.” A huge banner reading “Support Our Troops —
Send Them Home,” swung in front of the marchers. Some were clad in tattered fatigues. Some were missing limbs or rolled along in wheelchairs.
Many marched in military style, barking out in cadence lines like, “1, 2,
3, 4, we don’t need your blood for oil!” and “Bush and Cheney, chicken
hawks, start the war, don’t walk the talk!”
Just a half-mile or so away, I found another big crowd gathered on the
sprawling steps of the Lincoln Memorial to support the troops. The crowd
included several Iraqi expatriates, such as Aziz Al-Taee, chairman of the
Iraqi-American Council. Al-Taee and other speakers carried signs with slogans such as “Free Iraq” and “Liberation Not Occupation.”
One man spoke fiercely of the atrocities and horror he saw under
Saddam’s reign in Iraq, leading the crowd in chants of “Free Iraq,” and
“Saddam and Hitler, they’re the same!”
Another speaker got up and unleashed on anti-war protesters, at one point
saying that they were “vomiting” on the American flag through their actions.
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After watching that rally for a time, I turned and walked back down
toward the Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial. Only a few hundred feet away, you
could still clearly hear the speakers back on the steps, but they were muffled, somehow.
Stepping into the Vietnam Memorial’s boundary was like entering a sanctuary, where all politics were left behind. Small American flags and tokens
were lined along the bottom of the wall, where an infinity of names are
etched.
The names there were silent, with no opinions to offer on this latest in
America’s long, solemn history of wars.
The last time I was in Washington was around 1985 or so. Things were
different then. Now, concrete barriers block close access to the White House
grounds, and the U.S. Capitol has large metal gates shutting it off to the public. Policeman are everywhere, clad in bulky black vests in the streets, some
snipers hidden on rooftops with rifles, ducking back into the shadows like
gargoyles.
If you want to tour the Capitol building now, you’re out of luck. Public
tours have been canceled due to the war, and a sign tells you to “contact
your congressman” if you want one.
Signs of the times.
Two lonely protesters stood near the White House, where police are
quick to disperse large groups because of security concerns. One of the protesters carried a sign that said, “Impeach Mad King George.” Flocks of
tourists stopped to snap his picture — protest as tourist attraction.
Still, life goes on in wartime in the nation’s capital. For every pro- or
anti-war activist out, a dozen photo-snapping tourists like myself scurried
about, oohing and aahing over the monolithic institutions, museums and
landmarks that pepper Washington like fir trees dot Douglas County.
Kites were being flown at the base of the Washington Monument as part
of the annual Cherry Blossom Festival. Shaped like dragons and biplanes
and spaceships, they swayed to and fro in the air.
A small girl played with the ducks in one of the park ponds, throwing
handfuls of seed at them. I wondered if she even knew there was a war
going on, and figured it was probably all right if she didn’t.
There are few shades of gray in this conflict for most Americans.
Passions are high. An anti-war protester might be a “traitor” to another man,
while the president might be a “murderer” to a protester.
While pretty much everyone is unanimous in wanting to support the
troops, we’re all over the map on whether or not America’s invasion of Iraq
is justified. For some folks, that division is intolerable. Others shrug and
accept that we’re a nation of many parts, rather than a single-minded whole,
and we probably always will be.
Whatever your own views, it was fine and heartening for me to see both
pro-troops and anti-war activists making their views heard in our nation’s
capital. There was room for all, there on the Mall.
And each group marching in Washington last week, no matter what they
thought of President Bush and the war in Iraq, waved prominently in their
midst dozens of shimmering American flags.
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133 weeks of Oxford Town

A guest column for my first newspaper addiction.

Oxford Town #500, March 2003

I got my degree in journalism at Ole Miss, but Oxford Town is where I
learned the ins and outs, ups and downs of being a newspaperman.
I was Oxford Town editor #2, right after the inimitable Chico Harris.
Chico and I worked on OT together for nearly 80 issues. I came on board
around #70, a groovy psychedelic John Lennon anniversary cover. After
Chico left and I ended up editor, I puttered along until #200 or so, racking
up about 133 issues of this funky paper under my belt before I fled back to
my native West Coast.
We had an excellent staff including such stalwarts as Andrew Burns
(whatever happened to that lad?), Trey Alberson, Rob Robertson, Jill
Freeman and many more — even this paper’s current editor, who came to
us as a perky, eager columnist back in 1995, and whom we quickly corrupted.
Digging the box stuffed full of old OTs out of the closet, I find a world
still trapped in the yellowing pages.
Fine times, all of them. Dick Waterman’s wise words and great photos,
Jim Dees’ rich and evocative prose, Zippy the Pinhead and Beanland, Larry
Brown and Rebel football, Faulkner and frat parties, Chico’s shouts of
“everything is beautiful” and it surely was, no matter how late at night we
worked to meet deadline sometimes.
Some of the places we spent our days and nights no longer even exist —
Lafayette’s, Harvest Cafe, The Hoka, Blind Jim’s. Great bands, some gone,
some forgotten, Blue Mountain, The Neckbones, Prohibition Jazz Band.
From 2 Live Crew throwing down at the Lyric Hall to hearing Pulitzer
Prize-winner Richard Ford’s classic words read aloud at the courthouse,
there were days when Oxford felt like the center of the universe.
When I think of Oxford now, what I always come back to first is the
warm, bubbling joy of late nights at City Grocery out on the balcony, the
hubbub and the murmur of good friends and big ideas and soaring dreams at
work. The stars were visible from the balcony, and the easy camaraderie of
beer and pretty Southern girls and people you always knew by sight, if not
by name, made it a mighty fine place to while away the time before we all
had to move on.
Most of those folks I hung out with on those balcony nights are married
now, me included. Lots of them even have babies. We’re doing all right, and
we’ve moved on, we’re all over the darned country, but we still remember
Oxford.
Oxford Town’s a survivor, a scrappy-eyed fella. Whether or not you’ve
always agreed with it, whether or not it’s always been good or not, even
when it skirted the boundaries of pretentiousness or tastelessness, you have
to admit it’s never lacked for something to say. It’s always had heart.
With the invaluable support of the Phillips family, it’s kept coming
through all of us eccentric editors who’ve coursed through the doors. After
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all, when all’s said and said, this paper is your paper. We just played with it
for a while, leaving our marks to blur and fade in old newsprint.
It’s a comforting thought, that Oxford Town’s still out there, showing up
dependably once a week, on and on as yesterday’s freshmen become tomorrow’s townies.
Congratulations to all past, present and future on 500 issues of Oxford
Town, nearly 10 years of preaching, rambling, ranting and raving. May you
never run out of words.

The great plagiarizers
The new vogue is the old truth.

The News-Review, May 16, 2003

Some people already think all journalists are liars.
Our case wasn’t helped last week by a double dose of malignant falsehood from the bottom-feeders of our profession.
On a recent trip to Washington, D.C., I visited the Freedom Forum
Journalists Memorial, an inspiring carved 24-foot-tall glass wall that commemorates the more than 1,400 journalists who have been killed doing their
job.
Glittering and grand, it sits on a rooftop overlooking most of the capital,
and it’s a fine tribute to the essence of journalism. These men and women
died looking for the truth.
No matter how they meet their demise, I can guarantee that the names of
Jayson Blair and Stephen Glass will never appear on there.
Jayson Blair, 27, has won himself a booby prize in the bad journalism
hall of fame in his short career. A reporter for The New York Times, it was
discovered that huge chunks of the more than 600 stories he wrote for the
Times were fabricated.
Blair’s story, outlined in an exhaustive New York Times piece May 11, is
a litany of deceit. He crafted false stories about soldiers wounded in Iraq,
about the victims of the Washington, D.C. sniper attacks.
His stories appear to be a crazy quilt of images lifted directly from other
news accounts, descriptions taken from photographs, some sparse reporting
of his own, and a heaping helping of pure imagination.
That might work for a novelist. It doesn’t fly in journalism.
The Times is dealing with the numerous failings of their own management in the situation. As far back as April 2002, a top editor e-mailed his
cohorts telling them, “We have to stop Jayson from writing for the Times.
Right now.” Blair continued writing for another year.
But the bulk of the blame falls squarely on one man. Blair had to work to
cheat. It’s a betrayal of all journalism stands for.
He’s far from the first.
Stephen Glass cropped up in the papers a few years back for his own lies,
in the pages of The New Republic and other magazines. A 25-year-old wonder boy at the time, Glass made up many stories, including an epic yarn
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about a 15-year-old computer hacker and extortionist.
In the same week the Blair story broke, Glass arose from the muck to
release a fictional book about his youthful adventures, “The Fabulist,”
telling the tale of how he misled his bosses and his readers. The irony of a
man writing fiction about his failure to write the truth boggles the mind.
An e-mail Glass recently sent out to friends pimping his book speaks for
itself.
“THE FABULIST has been the culmination of a year and a half of work,
and as many months of my asking you to be patient with me while I felt
uncomfortable talking about what I did for a living,” he wrote. “Thank you
very, very much for being so understanding.”
The e-mail strikes a penitent pose, but it’s basically a sales pitch where
Glass tries to capitalize on his misdeeds and make a buck.
If you listen to Glass, he’s a victim, not a villain.
It’s pathetic, but it’s an inevitable byproduct of a celebrity culture that
rewards Monica Lewinsky with hosting a reality TV show or Paula Jones
with posing in Penthouse magazine.
People like Glass and Blair represent the worst of our profession.
The other 90 percent represent the best of it.
They’re honest reporters who do the best work they can, whether they
work for The New York Times or The News-Review.
They understand that while journalism frequently requires a creative
mind, it’s not fiction. A good journalist doesn’t just make up details to create
the quote he wants. A good journalist listens, looks, talks and records. A
good journalist is a record of the society they live in.
Unfortunately, some journalists value attitude over accuracy. Both Glass
and Blair were quite personable. “He had charisma, enormous charisma,”
David Carr, a Times media reporter, said of Blair in the Times’ article.
Newspapers do make mistakes all the time. The fact-filled nature of our
work means errors are likely to happen. But all newspapers run frequent corrections, clarifications, and are accountable for those mistakes.
Blair and Glass are of a different breed, pathological liars who deserve
their censure and shame.
I wouldn’t waste a dime on Stephen Glass’ novel, even for the privilege
of chucking it in a trash can, and I’ll be sure to flip the channels when
Jayson Blair gives his inevitable weepy confessional interview to Diane
Sawyer.
These are people who’ve made a concerted effort to lie and defraud
themselves, their editors and their readers. They’ve abused the compact of
trust that a newspaper is based on.
I hope you believe that most of us aren’t like that.
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The American dream

My wife becomes a citizen, along with many others.

The News-Review, June 8, 2003

We live in a great country, but we all came from somewhere else.
Whether your last name is Johnson or Heilman or Wilcox or Martinez or Li,
you or your ancestors once came here to Oregon from another place.
Heck, even if you’re a Native American by family tree, chances are
there’s some immigrant blood in your past — and the Native Americans, of
course, are believed to have wandered over here from Asia at some point
many thousands of years ago.
My wife came over here a little more recently — 1998, to be exact. A
New Zealand native, Avril and I were married in 1999.
On May 13, she officially became an American citizen in a brief ceremony at the Portland Immigration and Naturalization Services office.
It was the end of a process that began several years ago when Avril
received her Green Card. Despite what the movies tell you, you don’t automatically win citizenship when you marry an American. You have to wait,
and apply for it.
We drove up to Portland for the final step in a long and winding process.
After a quick interview and test, with American history questions I wonder
if most legal citizens could easily answer (Sample: “How many voting members are in the House of Representatives?”), Avril was granted her application.
We were to return for a swearing-in ceremony in the afternoon. When we
arrived, the waiting room was hot and jammed with families of a dozen different cultures, waiting for interviews and paperwork to be processed, in a
room that looked like an airport lobby.
The couple in front of us had the glow of newlyweds. She spoke with a
European accent and paged through real estate magazines.
A few seats down a broad-chested Hispanic man read an issue of
“People.” On the cover: “Hollywood’s Young Brides!”
Two balding Asian men in tweed business suits sat in the back of the
room, fanning themselves from the heat with immigration forms.
There were many babies, the products of multi-racial marriages, with
skin the color of coffee, and different languages drifting through the room
like music.
We were different from each other but the same, because everyone there
was waiting for someone they loved, or themselves, to become an American
citizen.
When Avril was called up for her oath ceremony, she joined 12 other
pending new citizens.
It wasn’t a ceremony filled with pomp and circumstance. The thirteen
foreigners were ushered to the front of a clean, large room that looked like a
college lecture hall. Family members and friends sat in the audience to
watch. An Oregon and a U.S. flag stood at the back of the room, and a
woman who looked like a schoolteacher gave a few friendly opening
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remarks to the group.
“We have always been a nation of immigrants,” she told the room.
Then she had everyone stand and repeat an oath of allegiance, and everyone was handed a fancy embossed certificate of naturalization.
And with that, they were citizens.
They were from China and Ethiopia, Bosnia and Romania, Vietnam and
Lebanon, and New Zealand.
They’re part of our future.
Now, I’m a proud American, the proud descendant of European immigrants, but I’m not so blind that I’ll pretend our country doesn’t have a few
problems.
Perhaps the most insidious is a kind of creeping arrogance. There’s nothing wrong with a world full of different people and cultures. America’s
greatness has always come when it is open to the world, not closed off and
afraid or contemptuous of others.
But all I saw in that crowded INS office was humility.
One man sat in the audience with his biracial son, waving at his Asian
wife as she was sworn in. Another man cheered on his Ethiopian wife.
A tiny, white-haired woman grasped the hand of the INS worker and
shook it. She must’ve been in her 70s, but she was beginning tomorrow as a
citizen of a new country.
There were 13 of them, with names like Trang and Illyana, the newest
Americans on the block, and one of them was my wife, Avril.
We live in a great country, but we all came from somewhere else.
We are a nation of immigrants, after all.
There’s nothing wrong with remembering that every once in a while.

Te Hika o te Ika

Journey to New Zealand’s Cape Reinga.

The News-Review, June 22, 2003

CAPE REINGA, New Zealand:
It was where the dead went. New Zealand’s northernmost spot, Cape
Reinga is a stark and dramatic landscape, with towering bluffs and a
panoramic view of the sea. Next stop, the Polynesian Islands, thousands of
miles north.
Two oceans — the Pacific and the Tasman Sea — smash together in the
waters far below, with a chaotic wave-filled line separating them. With a single white lighthouse marking the way, it’s where the land ends.
New Zealand’s Maori people, the country’s Polynesian-descended first
settlers, call the area Te Hika o te Ika, “The tail of the fish.”
The spirits of the dead were believed to depart from here for the afterlife,
sliding down the roots of an 800-year-old tree into the ocean and whatever
lay beyond.
New Zealand has a world’s worth of landscapes crammed onto two main
islands in a country about the size of Colorado, from snow-capped glacial
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mountains to volcanic plains to green rain forests. Cape Reinga is one of a
thousand highlights in a country full of wild beauty.
We visit my wife’s family in New Zealand’s largest city, Auckland, every
few years. On our latest trip last month, we took a tour of the sunny
Northland, New Zealand’s northernmost province, at the top of North Island.
We took a three-day, three-night car trip of Northland. Leaving Auckland,
we drove up the west coast of Northland, a sparsely populated, heavily agricultural area, on mostly deserted roads.
Stretching like a long, narrow finger into the South Pacific, as you head
north from Auckland’s urban sprawl you see rolling low green hills and
countless sheep and livestock — not too different from Douglas County,
except the blue sea is never too far away on either side.
Northland offers the most tropical feel of New Zealand’s environments.
It’s also the cradle of modern New Zealand history, the site of most early
contact between the Maori and European settlers. History and scenery are
side-by-side in this land with a never-ending coastline, rocky islands off the
shore, and a fascinating fusion of Polynesian, Asian and Anglo-Saxon culture.
Northland was once covered by forests of kauri tree, a type of pine that is
the second-largest tree in the world after California’s sequoias. Today, sadly,
there are only a few pockets of these incredible giants left. We stopped to
tour the Waipoua Kauri Forest. Here you’ll find true New Zealand “bush,”
dense rain forest galore, complete with “kiwi crossing” road signs.
Some truly awesome kauri can be found in the forest here, including
Tane Mahuta, “Lord of the Forest,” believed to be the largest existing kauri,
1,200 years old and nearly 200 feet tall. The size of these trees is hard to
take in, especially their girth, which barely tapers from root to top, and they
are well worth a side trip to see.
Our next stop was on the other side of Northland, which is so narrow it
only takes a couple hours’ drive to cross. We traveled to the Bay of Islands,
one of New Zealand’s crown jewels, dotted with beautiful beaches and tiny,
bush-filled islands.
We spent two nights of our trip in the pleasant town of KeriKeri, which
is rich in history. It was populated by missionaries in the early 1800s, and
today you can still see New Zealand’s oldest European-style building, Kemp
House, dating from 1821, and the Old Stone Store, from 1835.
There’s also an excellent recreation of a pre-colonization Maori fishing
village, giving you a look at how New Zealand’s original people lived.
Down the road about 15 miles is the Bay of Islands proper, with the twin
towns of Paihia and Russell across the bay from each other.
New Zealand’s most important founding document, the Treaty of
Waitangi between Maori and the British crown, was signed here. An informative and impressive park, Waitangi National Reserve, commemorates the
treaty.
Paihia is very touristy, full of souvenir shops, but boasts a beautiful view
of the bay over toward Russell. Shops and modern boats aside, it’s easy to
imagine the landscape much as it was in 1769, when the explorer Captain
James Cook anchored here and named the bay.
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You can drive the long and winding way around the bay, but a cheap
ferry will take you from Paihia across the bay to Russell. It’s a great experience on a clear, sunny day.
In the 1830s, whale and seal hunters carousing gave Russell the reputation of “Hell Hole of the Pacific.” These days, it’s a sleepy and picturesque
hillside settlement filled with Victorian homes.
The entirety of Northland’s east coast is dotted with small resort towns
and villages that all offer relaxation and spectacular views. And if you keep
going north, you’ll come to Cape Reinga, a must for any sightseer in
Northland, because it’s where the land finally ends.
The steep rocky bluffs drop perilously down into the sea, while long
sandy beaches can be seen far below. The Cape Reinga Lighthouse is the
primary destination here, complete with one of those great signposts that tell
you you’re 5,700 miles from Los Angeles and 11,000 from London and so
forth. New Zealand is pretty far away from everywhere, actually.
Many guides will advise you to take a bus tour to the cape, so you can
take the return trip along “90-Mile Beach,” an official New Zealand highway that is just a wide band of sand.
Cars and buses alike travel a narrow road up to the cape, but only buses
can make the beach loop. Rental cars are not allowed along the loose sand of
90-Mile Beach, so if you want that experience, you have to take a tour.
But while the car drive up to the cape along unsealed road for the last 12
miles or so is a bit bumpy and you miss out on 90-Mile Beach, I wouldn’t
trade taking the time to enjoy the scenery at the cape for anything.
In the time we had a leisurely lunch and hike at Cape Reinga, maybe four
tour buses came and went — each group staying for barely 15 minutes of
their carefully planned itinerary to admire one of the country’s finest sights.
We, on the other hand, took an hour-long stroll down a ridge overlooking
the ocean without seeing another soul — something we couldn’t have done
on a bus tour. There are many great clifftop and beach hikes around the
cape, ranging from brief to serious treks.
Cape Reinga is an all-day experience. There’s little accommodation along
the peninsula, but the small town of Kaitaia is about a two-hour drive south
of Cape Reinga. It’s an easy place to find a motel and then drive the four
hours south back to Auckland the next day.
However you go, though, Cape Reinga is worth the journey. Standing at
the edge of land, with only the 30-mile distant rocks of uninhabited Three
Kings Islands visible on the horizon, it’s an evocative and mysterious place.
It’s easy to see why the Maori thought this was where the afterlife begins.

Wild about Harry

The boy wizard sparks a reading revolution.

The News-Review, June 27, 2003

My parents claim I learned to read when I was 2.
I’m not quite sure I believe them, because parents do like to put a pleasant
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spin on your childhood achievements, but it explains why I’ve always had
an unwavering attachment to the written word.
Besides, I couldn’t tie my shoes until I was 14 or so and I still have trouble dressing myself, so I’ve got plenty of underachieving skeletons in my
closet.
Anyway, as a lifelong reader, I found myself watching with pleasure the
big fad among kids this summer — reading a book.
With all the high-tech entertainment diversions available in the world
today, from PlayStations to the Internet to cell phones, there’s something
refreshing about seeing millions of kids worldwide standing in line, spending their cash to line up and read a 900-page book, the latest in author J.K.
Rowling’s phenomenally successful “Harry Potter” series.
In case you’ve been in Bangladesh or something, the fifth in the series,
“Harry Potter And The Order Of The Phoenix,” came out last weekend. It’s
this season’s hot childhood accessory.
But six years after the release of book one, the “Potter” series is no
longer just a fad. They’re a literary treasure an entire generation of kids (and
a hefty helping of kids-at-heart adults like myself) will enjoy for the rest of
their lives. You can’t ask for a better gift than that.
The success of “The Order Of The Phoenix” is so big it almost overshadows the contents of the books themselves. The numbers are astonishing. The
8.5-million copy first printing of “Phoenix,” the biggest in history, has
already been deemed not enough to meet the demand, and more are coming.
Amazon.com shipped out more than 1 million copies of “Phoenix” June
21, making it the largest single day of distribution of a single item in the
short history of e-commerce, according to the Associated Press.
Rowling’s first four Potter books have sold an estimated 192 million
copies worldwide and have been published in at least 55 languages and distributed in more than 200 countries. Hit movies were made of the first two
books and a third will be released next year.
Here in Douglas County, the library system has received close to 150
reservation requests for their 36 copies of “Phoenix,” said Dan White, children’s librarian at the Douglas County Library in Roseburg.
“There’s been a real reawakening of attention for the entire series” thanks
to “Phoenix” publicity, White said.
Perhaps more impressive, when you peel away all the hype, “Phoenix” is
a great book, possibly the best of the series so far.
I whipped through it in three nights; my wife took it on and succeeded
over the weekend. It’s a great page-turner, and you can’t mind the length
that much — a good book can never be too long, I think.
Rowling is doing something that’s rare in the world of kids’ literature —
she’s letting her characters grow and age right alongside the audience. In
this book, Harry Potter is 15 and angry, dealing with a kind of magical posttraumatic stress syndrome after the harrowing events of his first four adventures. Unlike Nancy Drew, he won’t be a kid forever, and a big theme of the
series is about learning to live up to your adult potential.
Aging the characters with the audience is a nice trick and it ensures the
series will keep its massive audience right along to the end of the seventh
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book, which by that time might even have to escape the label of being a
mere “children’s book.”
Children’s books are an undervalued genre in the overly serious world of
adult books.
I was tempted into reading by comic books and “Sesame Street.” The
“Oz” series by L. Frank Baum, the “Narnia” series by C.S. Lewis, J.R.R.
Tolkien’s “Lord of The Rings” and Hugh Lofting’s “Dr. Dolittle” books —
kid-lit like this had me traveling around the world and into faraway lands
well before I was 13.
I can trace a straight line from my appreciation of “Tik-Tik In Oz” to
today’s preference for the decidedly adult novels of Paul Auster, John Irving,
Richard Ford and a thousand others. Who knows what directions today’s
kids’ love for “Potter” will send them in a decade from now? If one-tenth of
the “Potter” audience becomes steady adult readers later in life, that’s an
achievement J.K. Rowling can have carved on her tombstone.
There’s nothing quite like the written word, its ability to hold entire
worlds within a few squiggly lines. It’s a real-world bit of magic.
Harry Potter has worked his own little bit of magic by creating a whole
new generation of eager readers.
That’s a spell that’s worth spreading around.

What’s in a name?

The big questions when two becomes three.

The News-Review, September 14, 2003

What’s in a name?
Everything, of course. That’s what’s scary about it.
My wife Avril and I are about four months along on the baby train,
eagerly awaiting that happy time early next year where we’ll learn that you
can actually survive without sleeping and that there are far worse things in
life than having to change the cats’ litter box.
While we’re more concerned about prenatal health, ultrasounds, getting
the proper exercise and diet and so forth, what friends, family and strangers
want to know at this point far more than anything else is, what are we going
to name it?
It’s by far the toughest decision we’ve ever had to make. One slip in
judgment and years of bitter resentment lie ahead. You can see the barely
suppressed rage lurking in the eyes of people like “Frodo” and “Dandelion,”
both actual names I encountered in my 1970s California childhood.
Both my wife and myself know well the heartache of people being
unable to pronounce or spell your names. Avril gets called everything from
“Ethel” to “Hazel” in error.
With both my own first and last names being rather peculiar, I’ve long
since given up on accuracy and received junk mail for such odd configurations as “Bik Agira” and “Ik Irga.”
To parents obsessed with being unique, I plead, think before you decide
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“Mykul” looks a lot cooler than “Michael.”
Trust me — it’s not the name that’ll make you different in life. Can you
really picture, 30 years from now, introducing your daughter “Blayzz” the
high-powered attorney? Names can weigh you down. Ask anybody named
“Gomer.”
For name ideas, you can’t go wrong with an amazing little Web site by
the Social Security Administration’s Office of the Chief Actuary. The government keeps tabs on names of new babies recorded over the years, and has
made this handy searchable site that showcases their data.
Located at www.ssa.gov/OACT/babynames/, this is a place anybody having a kid needs to check out. Hours of aimless browsing await.
What’s cool about it is you can plug in any random name and it will
show you Social Security information on that name’s popularity level over
the decades.
For instance, the top male name in America today is Jacob and the top
female name Emily, so look for lots of Jacobs and Emilys clogging up high
schools in about 15 years.
If you want to be truly unique, consider the No. 1000 male name on the
current list — “Braulio.” An obscure Mexican bullfighter or your future heir
— you decide!
You can go back in time, and see that in 1900, “Mildred” was the ninth
most popular name for girls. Today it’s plummeted right out of the top
1,000.
We’re still weighing the options for ourselves. At this point we don’t
know whether Baby X is a he or a she anyway.
We’ve definitely decided to go against the tide and lean traditional in our
name choice, and not misspell for the sake of misspelling.
Actually, we’ve been reading a lot of Shakespeare lately for ideas, but I
can’t quite see “Cordelia” or “Ophelia” flying, and if we give a boy a name
like “Hamlet,” you just know he’s going to come to an unpleasant end.
Of course, with all my name concerns and advice, I’m still stuck with
“Nik,” which I’ll confess I chose as a daring attempt to be “different” myself
when I was 14 or so.
It was a time of mullets and Velcro shoes, of bad fashion choices and
poor spelling role models like Motley Crüe. “Nik” seemed much cooler than
“Nicholas.” But now I’m 31 and I’m stuck with it.
I’ve learned to live with it, because after all I brought it on myself and it
wasn’t the whim of my playful parents to name me “Nykk” or some such.
So think hard about that name for that little lump in your loved one’s
belly. Think about them both as a cute little baby, as a surly teenager and a
proud young adult, and mull how that name might fit.
I mean, you never know — he could end up as a journalist and write
about the whole experience someday.
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The Man In Black
Johnny Cash remembered.

The News-Review, September 17, 2003

I came late to Johnny Cash.
I was never much of a country music fan, growing up in the 1980s when
the watered-down pseudo-country of Kenny Rogers and the like was all the
rage.
I associated country music with posers in pristine new blue jeans, sequins
and “Urban Cowboy” hats, not tough outlaws in dusty denim.
Of course, deep in its flinty roots, country music is really music from the
land, from people at the bottom struggling to understand their place in the
world and why they’re here.
Just like Johnny Cash.
But Johnny Cash was never just a country music star, refusing to be
labeled. Perhaps the best word for his style was “Americana.” There are few
greater American voices than that booming baritone, like Abraham Lincoln
with a guitar.
What gave Cash’s voice such power is that it never hid his weaknesses.
Cash was one of us. He sinned again and again, but he always strived for
grace. His voice carried authority, but rarely judgment.
Many of his timeless songs such as “Ring of Fire” or “I Walk The Line”
felt like they were decades old from the moment they were written, reincarnations of songs sung around the campfire by pioneers.
Cash came through the Land of Umpqua several times in his career. He
played at Kennedy’s Dutch Mill in the 1950s and 1960s, located where
Lindy’s Fun Center on Highway 99 outside Roseburg is today.
“That was quite an era,” remembered Del McKay, a Roseburg native and
former co-owner of KRXL, now KQEN radio. McKay’s station broadcast
many of the shows at the Mill, including Cash and such stars as trombonist
Jack Teagarden and Les Brown and His Band of Renown.
“The country-western acts, they were really big here,” McKay said. “Of
course (Cash) was as big as they come.”
Cash even wrote a song, “Take This Train To Roseburg,” immortalizing
the rough life of Oregon’s timber workers. He also appeared at the Douglas
County Fair.
Former News-Review employee Linda Fleishman of Bountiful, Utah,
recalled interviewing Cash prior to his 1987 fair performance, calling it a
“highlight” of her career.
“Cash, his wife June, her sister Anita and their entourage were the most
unassuming, professional and friendliest bunch I’d ever seen unload from a
bus,” Fleishman wrote in an e-mail this week.
Cash lived long enough to go through at least a half-dozen cycles of
fame and fortune, boom and bust.
Cash played the game his way. He wrote songs about the mistreatment of
American Indians in the early 1960s, before it was fashionable. He sang to
hard-boiled prisoners in Folsom Prison. He had a hit 1970s TV show and
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used it to showcase those he admired, such as Kris Kristofferson and Bob
Dylan. He never quite fit in Nashville’s profit-driven country music scene,
though.
After his 1996 album “Unchained” won the country album Grammy, an
ad ran in Billboard magazine with the words “Johnny Cash would like to
acknowledge the Nashville music establishment and country radio for your
support.” The photo included was a 1960s-era classic shot of Cash flipping
the camera the bird.
Cash didn’t play by music industry rules, and we learned from him the
value in being an outlaw, of carving your own trail.
The four “American Recordings” collaborations with hip-hop producer
Rick Rubin from 1994 to last year’s “The Man Comes Around” may be seen
as Cash’s crowning achievement — who but Johnny Cash could cover
songs by artists as diverse as the Beatles, Depeche Mode and Soundgarden,
making each of them his own?
At age 71, Cash died at a creative peak in his career.
When I was young and foolish, I automatically lumped Cash in with
Lawrence Welk and Barry Manilow in my book as “my parents’ music.” I
knew who he was, but I didn’t really care.
I first really noticed Johnny Cash when “American Recordings” came out
in 1994, when I was a little less young and a little less foolish. That album is
one grim piece of work, highlighted by the track “Delia’s Gone.” Check out
Cash’s interpretation of this traditional tune, about a man who kills his
cheating girlfriend and then suffers for it:
“First time I shot her / I shot her in the side / Hard to watch her suffer /
But with the second shot she died.”
Dark? Yep.
But was there truth in the darkness? Heck, yeah. Cash was keepin’ it real,
doing Eminem’s schtick before Eminem’s mother was born.
Whether singing of his deep Christian faith in “Were You There (When
They Crucified My Lord)” or writing about shooting a man in Reno “just to
watch him die” in “Folsom Prison Blues,” Cash’s songs always had the deep
resounding ring of truth.
Cash led me to the world of real country, and kindred artists like Willie
Nelson, Merle Haggard, Lucinda Williams, Uncle Tupelo and Lyle Lovett.
He was one of a kind, irreplaceable, and his passing is somewhat like the
sound of a mountain crumbling.
I came to Johnny Cash late, but the great thing about modern technology
is that we’ll have his voice forever.
The Man in Black is gone, but his voice will never be silent.
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Greetings from the outside world
A letter to a feisty fetus.

The News-Review, January 8, 2004

Dear Peter,
Hello! I’m writing this to you on a typical gray and cloudy January day
in Oregon, but you probably won’t read this for years to come.
You can’t read much of anything — right now, you’re still in your
Mom’s stomach.
It’s about six weeks before you’re scheduled to join us in the world, and
hopefully everything will go OK. Our midwife, Edie, is really good and says
Mom is healthy as you can get. She still walks a mile to work every day and
is pretty tough.
Right now, you’re just a big lump in Mom’s dresses, one that is both
exciting and a little scary and strange all at the same time. You’re an active
lump, though, and you get your regular evening workouts in right about
when Mom is trying to get to sleep. They involve lots of kicking and wiggling.
Your arrival is eagerly anticipated, although I’ll admit we’ve still got
some work ahead of us. We don’t have a crib yet, and your New Zealand
grandparents are ordering a stroller that we hope will arrive soon.
I’m afraid we don’t have a lot of toys right now either, although I have
some old action figures in a box you’re welcome to inspect as long as you
don’t try to eat them. We have some cool stuffed animals we got for
Christmas, and I’ve been looking really hard to try and find a set of SpiderMan baby clothes, but no luck so far.
We do have plenty of clothes, though. Mom’s co-workers threw her a
baby shower and gave her all kinds of nice stuff, which I imagine will mostly be there to be spit up on by you.
Mom’s trying to knit you a yellow sweater, although it’s a bit awkward.
The first try ended up just perfect if you were only six inches wide. But it’s
coming along now, and she’s crocheted you a fine purple-and-white baby
blanket.
We just finished up a six-week parenting class at the local hospital,
which was great. More pregnant women in one room than I’ve ever seen in
my entire life, a mob of moms-to-be. I learned about everything from breastfeeding (surprisingly technical) to changing diapers (please, try to keep
those to a minimum).
We also got to watch several movies of babies being born but I’ll explain
that to you when you’re older. For now, just remember to be very nice to
your mother. She deserves it.
At times we get a little freaked out at all the things we’re supposed to
know, but everyone tells us you kind of pick it up as you go. So what I’m
saying is, if you get diaper rash try not to take it too personally. We’re new
at this.
As the dad, right now I don’t get to be directly involved in the process of
bringing you into the world. And thank God for that, because if I had to go
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through childbirth you’d be waiting in there for one heck of a long time,
son.
I’m mainly here to make Mom feel good and occasionally get in the way,
and I get to be what’s called the “breadwinner” after she has you for a while.
But once you’re here I get to warp your young mind in all kinds of ways.
A friend of mine said having a kid is the best way to create a kind of “minime,” a repository for all your likes and dislikes and a chance to sculpt a new
person.
I’ve got great books to read you, like the Oz books and Dr. Dolittle
series, and Mom is really excited because last week she found “The Monster
At The End Of This Book” starring Grover from “Sesame Street,” which she
used to read when she was a girl herself. You won’t lack for reading material
in our household. The world is full of stories.
It’s a weird place out here, not quite as warm and comfortable as Mom’s
belly, but it’s not bad. I’ve been here 32 years and I’m still learning new
stuff about it every day, and hopefully you will too.
One of the best things about the world is this, having babies. It’s hard to
explain until you do it, but you see everything in a different way. It’s not like
the world suddenly changes colors, but things look new.
Parenthood can bring out the best in us and bring out the worst, I think.
I’ve seen people become the finest they can be and I’ve seen them fail miserably. I figure I’ll do what I can to fall more on the better side than not. I
hope you’re patient.
I’m looking forward to seeing you soon, and hope you’re not too
cramped in there. Look for me in about six weeks — I’ll be the tall goofylooking one with the digital camera.
See you soon,
Dad

Peter Nicholas Dirga
Welcome to the world.

The News-Review, March 4, 2004

Yes sir, that’s my baby.
It’s not every day you welcome your firstborn son into the world.
Feb. 17 dawned as a typical enough day. I’d been telling everyone the
baby was due closer to the end of the month, and it was only when my wife,
Avril, began telling me she was feeling “weird” that it hit me that B-Day
might be near.
Although we’d been getting ready for this for nearly nine months, it was
still a bit of a shock. What was I going to wear to the hospital? Did we have
enough diapers? Were we ready to actually change diapers? How do you
change a diaper?
By 5 p.m. that night, when I got home from work, Avril’s contractions
were in full force.
At 10 p.m., we headed to Mercy Medical Center, and after five hours or
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so of agonizing pain (hers) and pathetic whimpering (mine), Peter Nicholas
Dirga made his grand arrival into the world at 2:48 a.m. on Feb. 18, a
healthy 7 pounds, 7 ounces.
I was there for every moment of it, and no matter how many words one
knows, eventually you run out of ones that can describe it all.
As the male, of course, I didn’t really have to do any of the heavy lifting.
In fact, I suffered from a sense of insecurity at how little I was able to contribute. Spending five hours holding one’s spouse’s hand and reminding her
how to breathe isn’t a picnic, but it definitely beat what she went through.
Even more impressive, she did it drug-free and has only taken a couple
of Advil since the birth. That’s hard core.
My wife is now my personal hero and has replaced John McClane from
the movie “Die Hard” as my bravery role model. Trust me — if men had to
give birth, none of us would be here.
Peter Nicholas was immediately alert and quickly hollering when he
came out. I witnessed every moment and got to snip his rubbery umbilical
cord. It was kind of like a Discovery Channel show in real life. It defied all
logic to watch one person suddenly become two, and while it’s a cliché,
there’s no better word to describe it all than “miracle.”
Since then, it’s been a crazy, wonderful blur of events, from changing
those diapers to the first visit by the new grandparents. I can spend half an
hour watching the dozens of curious little expressions flit across my son’s
face, and never get bored.
One never knows how one will react at such an event — I’m not generally the squeamish type, but I harbored worries I’d pass out on the floor in
mid-birth, break my head open and be the object of weeks’ worth of jokes
by the nursing staff.
But I’m glad I was allowed to be there.
It’s a completely different world than when I was born 32 years ago, in
snowy wintertime Fairbanks, Alaska near an Air Force base.
My dad got to hang out in the hospital lobby for hours on end while my
mom was busy popping me out. Forget being there in the delivery room, let
alone cutting the umbilical cord.
It just wasn’t done by many men.
These days, for those of us who are willing, you can be right there at
center stage with a catcher’s mitt if you like.
It’s a great thing to see attitudes changing for women’s births — women
today are given far more freedom in both the way they’ll give birth and
where they can do it. You have choices, geared to make the experience as
pleasant as such a thing can be. And their husbands can take part as much as
they want.
Our fantastic midwife, Edith Kramer, and the excellent staff at the
Family BirthPlace made sure that it was the birth we wanted, not what some
rulebook determined.
Being relegated to the back bench and sitting in a hospital lobby waiting
for an announcement would’ve been unbearable for me. Although I couldn’t
do much, just being there for my boy’s arrival crafted a boatload of memories that can never be erased.
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It’s all been occasionally messy, always fascinating, often heartwarming
and more than a little bit weird.
A lot like life itself, in other words.
I wouldn’t change a moment of it.

Fathers and sons

Thoughts on the first Father’s Day as one of them.

The News-Review, June 20, 2004

What makes a dad a dad?
This is my first official Father’s Day, the first time I’m on the receiving
end of the little cards and neckties and all the assorted baubles that go with
yearly recognition.
Since little Peter was born four months ago, the old chestnut has been
proven true: Everything does change.
Each day, you have this inquisitive, demanding and temperamental little
being in your life, growing and changing with every waking moment.
It’s been tough sometimes, but overall it’s been a joy.
And I can’t for the life of me see how any man would reject the experience. But it happens almost every day.
We talk a lot about great fathers on Father’s Day. And there are a lot of
great fathers. You see them walking with their kids, playing at the park,
cheering them on at ball games. Father’s Day is for them.
But then there are the absent fathers.
I was 21 or so when one of my best friends told me she was pregnant.
She got through it OK, but what I remember most vividly about it all was
the abject cowardice of the father. He was a weasely dude who refused to
have anything to do with her or his daughter when she was born. He even
refused to tell his own parents he’d gotten his girlfriend pregnant, so she had
to do it for him. He was too interested in driving fast cars, hanging out with
his buds and dating other, nonpregnant women.
Unfortunately behavior like that isn’t all that rare.
We printed a story in the newspaper last month about a courageous video
featuring young single mothers from Phoenix School. The video was
designed to tell teen mothers’ experiences.
“It’s not fun,” one 19-year-old new mom told a reporter. “It (only) looks
like fun when it’s not yours.”
Most of the moms received no support from the boys that got them pregnant.
Several teen boys were also interviewed for the video, but they didn’t
come off too well.
“It’s hard to hear boys’ attitudes have not changed toward sex, toward
girls, toward having fun,” said Linda Sue Gerber, who edited the video.
Douglas County still has a problem with teen pregnancy. In 2002, 11.2
out of every 1,000 10- to 17-year-olds were pregnant in the county, higher
than the state average of 10.2, according to the Oregon Progress Board.
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That’s a lot of teen fathers, far too many of whom bail out of having anything to do with their children.
When my wife was expecting, we went to Mercy Community
Education’s wonderful childbirth preparation class series. The class was a
cross-section of young mothers, and many young fathers. But too many of
the girls, some looking as young as 15, were there alone, or with a parent.
Where were the dads?
Hey, I’ll stick up for my gender most of the time, but the guys who want
the sex but not the responsibility that comes with it aren’t worth defending.
If you’re old enough to do the act, you’re old enough to realize there are
costs.
It’s easy to be a guy. It’s a lot harder to be a man.
Women who become pregnant don’t have a choice — they have to deal
with it. They have to figure out the fate of their baby and how they’ll carry
on from there.
Men have to make choices, too. They can choose to have sex or not, to
be safe or not, to stay or to go. The coward’s choice is walking away.
I made a choice a while back to become a father. I put it off until I was in
my early 30s — I can’t imagine what it would’ve been like to be a dad at
18, or even 20 — and I have nothing but respect for men that become good
fathers at a young age.
Those guys who stick around are heroes.
The ones who don’t, well, it may sound petty, but I like to think they
might experience a twinge of regret and guilt on Father’s Day. They’re missing a lot.
Every day I watch my son wriggle and grow, smile and cry, awake and
asleep.
I wouldn’t trade it for the world.
What makes a dad a dad?
Just showing up gets you at least halfway there, I think.

Elliott Smith

A look at a Northwest son’s final album.

The News-Review, November 2, 2004

His sound gestated and was born in Oregon’s rainy gray skies. Elliott
Smith lived in Portland for nearly half of his short life, and his music is
steeped in Northwest vibes.
Moving to Portland as a teenager and back there again after a stint at an
East Coast college, Smith was a precocious teenage musician, a member of
the punk band Heatmiser. On the side, he crafted a solo career of quiet, more
emotional tunes that eventually became his main career.
Born Steven Paul Smith, he took the first name Elliott while in Portland.
Steven felt too “jockish” for him, he said in at least one interview.
His cult, low-fi career took him to the unlikely heights of an Academy
Award nomination in 1997 for “Miss Misery” from the “Good Will
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Hunting” soundtrack. It also took him into heroin addiction and a lifelong
struggle with depression. Like many other talented singer/songwriters, Smith
often seemed too fragile for this world.
And he joined the likes of Kurt Cobain and Jim Morrison when he died
young, at age 32 on Oct. 21, 2003, in Los Angeles, of stab wounds that are
believed to be suicide. Officially, a Los Angeles County coroner ruled the
wounds could have been self-inflicted or caused by someone else.
But if it was suicide, it wouldn’t be surprising. Smith’s music always
walked the fine line between misery and beauty.
Brittle is a good word to describe Smith’s sound, with his thin yet haunting voice, hesitant and hopeful, whispering secrets in the dark. He started
out as an almost acoustic performer, but with his later albums, such as
1998’s “X/O” and 2000’s “Figure 8,” he incorporated a broader orchestral
palette into his sound.
Obviously, Smith’s music isn’t for everyone, and it certainly journeys
into the dark side. But it’s also often unspeakably beautiful.
Now, a final, bittersweet album has been assembled from the song pieces
Smith left behind.
“From A Basement On A Hill” has the sadness that most posthumous
albums do, a feeling of lost potential and a search for answers for the unanswerable. Rolling Stone calls it an album about “the seductions of oblivion,”
and indeed, it skates on the razor’s edge. To try or not to try? To give up or
not? That’s the conflict at the heart of “Basement.”
Sadly, we know Smith’s answer, but that doesn’t make “Basement” an
utterly bleak experience. Despite foreboding song titles such as “Strung Out
Again,” “Shooting Star” and “The Last Hour,” it has the mellow tuneful feel
of much of George Harrison’s work, or the songs of Alex Chilton or Nick
Drake.
“Basement” opens with the swirling chaos of “Coast To Coast,” filled
with chiming guitars and distorted vocals, a lament about a man who’ll do
anything to please his unseen audience, knowing it’ll never matter.
The raw lyrics — “I’ve got no new act to amuse you,” “Anything that I
could do would never be good enough for you” — are like a cry from the
grave.
Some songs, such as “Shooting Star,” are lush, guitar-driven psychedelic
freakouts, while others, such as “Let’s Get Lost” and “Twilight,” are fragile
and halting acoustic ballads. “Basement” mixes the stripped-down feel of
Smith’s earlier work with more elaborate, soaring Beatle-esque anthems.
The album’s cathartic highlight is the closer, “A Distorted Reality Is Now
A Necessity To Be Free,” which might well stand as his suicide note. It’s a
vision of a world that’s often beautiful but also unavoidably disappointing.
Smith completed recording most of “Basement” before his death. It was
assembled by producer Rob Schnapf at the family’s request. Still, it’s
unknowable whether the final CD is what Smith envisioned. Some of the
songs feel a bit disposable, but the ones that work stand with Smith’s
strongest effort.
One has to wonder what “Basement” would’ve sounded like if Smith had
lived to assemble it. Its biggest flaw is probably a lack of a consistent vision
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— it flows more abruptly than most of Smith’s other albums.
Yet “Basement” is a fitting epitaph for a man who made moving, heartfelt music — but who could never make up his mind about the world he
lived in.

Bachelor party

One last chance to live it up single-style.

The News-Review, May 21, 2005

So last month, my wife and 1-year-old son packed up and left.
Now, she hasn’t wised up and left for good, despite ample reasons I
might sometimes give her. Instead, my wife, Avril, and son, Peter, were off
for a monthlong visit to my wife’s homeland of New Zealand, where my
half-Kiwi child got his first chance to explore the other side of his heritage.
The miracles of modern technology have made what would’ve been an
epic across-the-sea ordeal go by relatively quickly.
It’s made life a lot easier in our peculiar American-New Zealander marriage. We share e-mails, photos and even short, compressed movie excerpts
back and forth all the time with her family in Auckland.
Even a decade ago, we couldn’t have done that, and would have relied on
the slow progress of “snail mail” letters and packages across the Pacific.
A century ago, her leaving New Zealand for America would’ve been an
event of major finality. You couldn’t just hop on a plane for a quick visit
back home. You’d say goodbye to the people you knew, and you might
never see them again.
Now, I wake up most mornings to see my boy’s cheerful grin erupting
back at me from my computer monitor. It doesn’t make it a lot easier to be
separated for so long, but it definitely eases the void.
Of course, there are benefits to suddenly being childless and wife-less for
a month. It’s the first extended solo time I’ve had since 1998, I figure.
At first, the idea of being a carefree swingin’ bachelor for a whole month
was like winning the lottery. Sure, they got to go to New Zealand, but I eat
nothing but pizza and corn dogs for a month!
I tore down all the babyproofing in our house, no longer having to trip
over gates and barricades everywhere. I can leave books and magazines and
drinks wherever I please without worrying about Peter eating them. I can
watch TV without having to worry about someone having a crying fit during
the critical moments of “Lost” or “24.”
I can eat what I wish, turn up my stereo and leave rusty knives on the
kitchen floor if I am so inclined.
Unfortunately, civilization doesn’t wear off all that quickly, so I wasn’t
fully able to revert back to my college days of assembling giant beer can
pyramids and living on nothing but Top Ramen and peanut butter sandwiches.
However, I was able to watch “MTV’s Spring Break Party” without anyone yelling at me. Unfortunately, the ear-splitting music and eye-popping
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editing gave me a migraine and I had to switch to the pastoral calm of
Animal Planet.
John Belushi would be ashamed of me. I have officially abdicated any
claim to young, wild bachelorhood.
A few times, I’ve had the vaguely disconcerting feeling that I just imagined having a son. Too much time without the family and you end up like
Jack Nicholson in “The Shining,” gibbering and ending up chasing people
around with steak knives in the snow. Family becomes habit.
Next week, I step back into fatherhood. After just a few days of being a
bachelor again, I was ready. No mere creature comforts can replace the
goofy good feelings that your little boy smiling at you creates.
In the end, the biggest thing I probably took away from their trip is how
easy it is to become domesticated — how quickly a year-old boy can
become indispensable in your life.
These warm feelings will of course all evaporate after the first nasty diaper changes and the screeching, the banging and the crashing — and all the
rest that’s included with the baby experience.

Riding the long road
Interstate 5, revisited.

The News-Review, June 8, 2005

One of the great things about living in Roseburg is that other places are
never far away. Just hop out your door, drive a handful of miles from nearly
any point in the county, and you can get on the road — the long road,
Interstate 5.
The 1,382 miles of I-5 wind through canyons and valleys, by coasts and
through deserts. It’s the only interstate that runs between Canada and
Mexico; part of the Pan-American Highway, which stretches all the way
from Alaska to South America. Pulsing with cars and trucks, it’s the beating
artery of West Coast life, shipping and travel.
In a recent family vacation up to Vancouver, Canada, I finally hit a
miniature milestone — I had officially driven every single mile of I-5.
Sure, some long-haul truck drivers probably do this every month, and
I’m hardly unique in having done it, but there’s still this sense of accomplishment in driving all of a road that there is to drive.
Much of my life, I’ve lived close to I-5. Growing up in Northern
California, it was only an hour or so away. Living in a dusty dry Central
California farm town for a time, I-5 was an asphalt-paved lifeline to the civilized world.
It still offers a chance for a quick getaway. Hop on I-5 from Roseburg, in
just an hour you’re in Eugene, a few more in Portland, a day’s drive and
you’re in Seattle. Set the cruise control, watch out for semis and hitchhikers,
and you’re off.
Living in Oregon or California for about 23 of my 33 years, I’ve traveled
most of the interstate just to get where I’m going. I drive the Roseburg-to-
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Sacramento leg a few times a year to visit my parents.
Having now seen it all, my favorite part of the long road remains the
epic, empty grandeur between about Yreka and Weed, where Mount Shasta
looms out of the hills like a colossus, and vast, mysterious fields and barns
dot the land. Who lives in Yreka or Weed, I wonder whenever I drive
through these small and windblown towns. And what is it like?
They’re in the unofficial “State of Jefferson,” wanna-be 51st state, or so
I’m told. Perhaps it’s appropriate — the land north of Redding definitely
feels stark and strange, totally unlike most of the rest of high-priced, fastpaced California.
I-5 passes through sun-bleached desert south of Sacramento toward Los
Angeles, past enormous tomato fields and the sharp fertilizer-stench of a
huge roadside cattle farm or two (roll up the windows, quick!). Then it’s into
L.A. and traffic unimaginable, down into sunny San Diego, and then the
armed fortress that marks the Mexican border, the busiest crossing in the
country.
We crossed the last bit of I-5 south in 2002 on a trip to Tijuana and
Ensenada, Mexico.
Cross into Tijuana, and you truly feel like you’re in another country,
instantly. People everywhere, vibrant colors, the unfamiliar sounds, smells
and words and amazing beauty combined with crippling poverty. The shock
of the transition is enough to make you drive right off the road.
For the longest time, there was just this tiny snippet of I-5 northbound
remaining in my subtle goal — from Everett on north to Blaine and the
Canadian border.
Once you’re past the Seattle clog of cars, the road and sky open up, and
you get glimpses of the islands of Puget Sound off to your left as you pass
through Bellingham. The sky seems lighter in color, somehow, and there’s a
sense you’re at the end of the earth.
But there’s still Vancouver, Canada, ahead, a city easily as big as
Portland and a great international-flavored town. Yet it seems uneasily
perched at the very edge of a country, potentially crushed at any minute
beneath the impossible weight of the rest of frozen Canada reaching north to
the Arctic.
From tamales to tundra, it’s all out there on the long road.

